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9 TASCAM
inspired

41,

TASCAM invented the PORTASTUDIOTM
20 years ago, revolutionizing access to
recording technology for musicians

everywhere. Twenty years on,

musicians everywhere are still

writing, demoing and sometimes

even making albums on

PORTASTUDIOSTM

"Whenever I get a new idea, I play around on my portastudio. It's
fast and easy, I just sling it in the car and take it round to Browny
for the icing,. lobs A Good'n I

"In fact it was so hard to recreate the energy of thosc
original recordings that we ended up using all of

them on the final release."

CAziz Ibrahim) ex -Stone Roses guitarist and "co-conspirator"

in the Ian Brown Band, on the creation of

tracks from the gold selling album

UNFINISHED MONKEY BUSINESS,

on his TASCAM Portastudior'.

/44

TASCAM 424mk1I1

section, WI .-fully spec'ed
fader channels; inc. 3 band eq,

semi-para mid and 2 effects sends

 loads more features: XLR mic/line
inputs (Ch 1-4); extra stereo input,

assignable UR mix or monitor buss;
normal/high speed logi-control transport, 4

track simultaneous record; dbx Type II NR

 no more cash: same price as the
TASCAM 424mk II

AM 5 Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts, WDI 8YA. Brochure Hotline 01923 819630
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studio wars

Stu Lambert is a partner
in Zip Dog Records, a
London -based dub label

Cheaper technology,
especially digital audio,
has allowed more and
more people to record a
releaseable tune at home.
Affordable CD writers and
webspace give access to
potential world-wide
record sales without even
leaving your bedroom!
This is largely good news.
Many of us have been
frustrated by running out
of time in commercial
studios and we now have

ever more powerful means of realising our musical
vision, however long it takes.

But for every silver lining there is always a cloud, and
I would argue that over -dependence on home studios
can damage your musical health. Reading Nick Serre's
Inside A&R article, (p. 74), I reflected that this is
especially true for new acts.

When you visit a commercial studio, you can get
much more for your money than a room full of gear
and a bod who knows how it all works. The engineer is
likely to have worked with many more artists in many
more styles than you have and will have picked up -
we hope - general wisdom, solutions to common
problems and an eclectic repertoire of recording
techniques. Many engineers know how to work with
vocalists and improve that most important part of a
song. They provide an impartial, relatively expert
opinion on sounds, arrangements and other things that
you may be 'too close to. They will have worked with
signed artists on album projects, so can bring big -

budget techniques to your cut-rate, dead time session.
It is in their interests to help bring the finished mixes to
the attention of the industry, so studios can be a
valuable source of opportunities denied to introverted
home recordists.

At home, you can waste hours struggling with gear
or software instead of capturing your inspiration. You
can get too involved with the music and lose any sense
of perspective. It even happens to major acts with too
much studio time.

Perhaps worst of all from an A&R angle, you can
make music without testing the market by sending out
demos or doing gigs. My most depressing A&R
problem is not crap demos, but well -recorded material
that has no fanbase and won't sell.

The home studio is great for working up ideas and
optimising your studio time by meticulous preparation.
But if you depend on it too much without the bracing
atmosphere of collaboration and competition on which
this industry thrives, you may stagnate.

Stu Lambert

contributors to this issue
Jon Musgrave
got into the music
biz just three years
ago, but has
already shot to
success as in-
house engineer at
Roundhouse
Studios in London.

Gordon Reid
When he's not
collecting synths,
Gordon is MD of
world-renowned
noise reduction
specialists Cedar
Audio. Kinda
ironic, innit?

Jonathan Miller
(no relation to the
famed man of
letters) is our
resident specialist
in the ancient art
of the high-tech
sound recording
interview. Yowsah!

about THE MiX
THE MiX is the essential accessory for the recording
studio. Our equipment reviews, written by working
producers and engineers, give you an impartial
opinion of the latest studio and recording gear, and
our interviews get to the heart of the current
techniques and issues in the recording industry.

THE MIX Studio Series CD helps you produce better
music, by providing a varied monthly selection of
collectable studio -quality samples and MIDI files,
demos of the latest software and hardware, and
audio tutorials demonstrating contemporary
recording techniques.
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contents
reviews

26 E -mu E4XT Ultra
Hot on the heels of Akai's new samplers comes the
latest offering from E -mu. But, Paul Mac asks, why
doesn't it make the coffee?

34 Fostex FD -8
An all -in -one hard disk recorder and mixer, stripped of
the luxuries for a suitably naked price. Paul Mac
investigates

38 SoundTech Quantum Mix ST2442
Adam Crute takes flight with this compact mixer and
finds that good things most certainly do come in
small packages

40 AKG C 414 B-ULS
This month's Modem Classic is the ubiquitous 414
microphone. Jon Musgrave waxes lyrical

43 Steinberg Producer Pac
Thinking of buying Cubase? Wait until you read Ian
Waugh's verdict on Steinberg's latest software bundle

46 MindPrint En -Voice
Trevor Curwen gets his mitts on this versatile valve
recording channel and develops a warm glow

50 TraxData TraxAudio 900
Paul Mac boots up the latest CD-R/CD-RW machine
and finds out if it offers anything new

52 Analogue Systems RS Integrator
Gordon Reid gets to grips with the latest modules for
the RS Integrator analogue synth, and gives a distinct
thumbs -up

56 Tascam DA-45HR
Will Tascam's 24 -bit DAT machine set a new industry
standard? Seb Pecchia investigates

59 Minnetonka Audio MxTrax
Ian Waugh fires up this PC -based digital recording
studio for Yamaha's DSP Factory and has a ball

62 Spirit 328
User report: a year after its launch, Spirit's 328 digital
mixer gets a re -visit from beta -tester Alan Branch

68 SEK'D Prodif Gold
Danny McAleer checks out this digital I/O PCI card for
PC and Mac, and finds a digital interface that's
adaptable enough to grow with your requirements

AIM

Fostex FD -8 34

Spirit 328 62 Competition 90
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74 Inside A&R: Part I
Nick Serre unravels the mysteries behind those shady
blokes with the cheque books, and finds out how to
get heard by 'em

80 Studio File
Sheffield's Steelworks is a conveyor belt of top pop.
Nick Serre pays a visit

84 Gary Numan
Jonathan Miller catches up with the ultimate '80s
superstar in his new studio

90 Competition
Alchemea is a serious recording school, and we've got
some serious prizes from them. Start drooling now...

130 Q&A
This month, it's Creatures' drummer and tech head
Budgie in the spotlight. Nick Serre talks production

sound advice

100 Help File
Problems in the studio? Our team of experts turn audio
agony aunts to solve your technical torments

104 Petsounds - Peter Gabriel
We examine the production techniques behind Peter
Gabriel's third album, 20 years on

110 Praise the Loud!
What makes a record more noticeable? Loudness.
Here's how to pump up the volume

regulars

8 News
New gear, famous faces and industry gossip

22 Open Mic
Have your say on burning music production issues

72 Album Reviews
Our verdicts on the biggest albums of the month

94 Toolbox
Advice and software for Mac and PC users

114 A&R Dept
Readers' demos rated or slated

116 Readers' Ads
Check our free ads for secondhand bargains galore

Inside A&R 74 .c -
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cd contents
track 1

MAC
KoanPro (p. 94)
A demo of this premier algorithmic
composition program, now available
for the PowerMac. It composes music
in a vast range of styles from rave to
jazz to ambient, following parameters
set by the user

PC
SSPro (p. 97)
Space Station Pro: a demo of this
feature -packed alternative sampler for
PC users

DSP Factory (p. 97)
New drivers and readme files for
Yamaha's DSP Factory card

samples

tracks 7 - 11

Andy Whitmore
Producer of Eternal, Peter Andre and MN8, Andy shows
off some of his favourite analogue synths:

7 9
Oberheim 0B8 Roland Juno

8
Prophet 5 Minimoog

10

11

106 ARP Odyssey

James Hardway tracks 18-21

tracks 12 - 13

K-klass
House pioneers K-klass take us on a journey through
some of their best -loved timbres:

12 Notes:
(i) String (ii) Brassy (iii) Fat bass (iv) Deep bass
(v) Squelch bass (vi) Analogue bass (vii) Sub bass
(viii) Fatter bass (ix) Squelchier bass (x) Filter bass
(xi) Woody bass (xii) Organ bass (xiii) Rezo bass
(xiv) String bass (xv) Warp bass (xvi) Flabby bass
(xvii) Pierce bass

13 Effects:
(i) Manic synth (ii) Ricochet (iii) Loop (iv) Thunder
(v) Scream (vi) Rimshot (vii) Motor (viii) Clang
(ix) Zap (x) Scratch (xi) Kick (xii) Smashscratch
(xiii) Deep kick (xiv) Revving (xv) Reverse Cymbal
(xvi) Clanger (xvii) Swirly (xviii) Erupt (xix) Airy storm
(xx) Synth crescendo

tracks 14 - 17

Gary Numan
Pop legend and synth guru Gary offers up some
sounds from his Exile - Extended album:

14
(i) Aquatica (ii) Dark Face (iii) Trance (iv) Heaven Gate

15
Tronic (ii) Chug (iii) Camera (iv) Hworr

16
(i) Tin Town Guitar (ii) Man (iii) Eddie (iv) Moon Door

17
(i) HoHo Ring (ii) White Train (iii) Digit Size
(iv) Welcome

tracks 18 - 21

James Hardway
Drum 'n' bass wizard James Hardway showcases some
of his favourite hardcore sounds. All taken from the
Magnetic CD A La Mognetica:

18
(i) Filter chord (ii) Backwards string (iii) Thirds, from
'Takeshi Beats' (iv) Hard gate (v) Soft pad

19
(i) Whistle synth, from 'Hostile' (ii) Dark Pad
(iii) Bright chords (iv) Mid chords

about The
Mix Studio
Series CD

Every month, the Studio
Series CD brings you a
selection of top-quality
samples that you can
collect to build your own
sample library. Each CD is
themed, with one
instrument/sound-type
featured at a time, and
using our colour coding
system you'll be able to
locate samples quickly
and easily.

MIDI files and synth
sounds on the CD also
follow the theme - this
way you have instant
production tools at your
disposal. Need a drum
track? Just go to the correct
CD, load up the samples
and corresponding MIDI
files, and you're away...

also available
from us

Future Music,
Guitarist, Total Guitar,
Rhythm, Bassist,
Guitar Techniques,
Hip Hop Connection,
and Classic CD

6 THE MIX May 1999
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20
(i) Synth FX I (ii) Synth FX II (iii) Synth FX Ill

21
(i) Bass synth Arp, from 'Harsh Life' (ii) Arp synth
(iii) Breath pad, from 'Throwing 6's On All 4's'

commercial track

track 2

Gary Numan: 'Absolution' (p. 84)
'80s synth sensation Gary Numan shows off his latest
material, taken from his Exile - Extended album.
The updated '90s Numan sound is generated from
his brand-new Alien Studio, based in the grounds of
his Essex home. Numan's trademark ambient vocals
collide with eerie synth textures to create a sonic
landscape of mysticism

demo of the month

track 3

The 4/4 Project: 'Liberated' (p. 114)
Raucous electronica combined with didgeridoos(!) and
sultry vocals from Somerset's finest

gear demos

track 4

Analogue Systems RS8000 (p. 52)
(i) 'Here Comes The Doctor' - comb filter
(ii) 'Comb Sequence' -8 -note sequence through
comb filter (iii) 'Here Comes The '70s' -8 -note
sequence modified by programmable scale generator
in major arpeggio mode

track 5

MindPrint En -Voice (p. 46)
(i) Clean electric guitar through the instrument input
(ii) As above, fed back through the unit via digital
input and tweaked with mid -range frequency control for
wah effect
(iii) Bass through instrument input
(iv) 12 -string acoustic guitar recorded flat with an AKG
C1000s through mic input
(v) 12 -string fed back through unit and radically EQ'd

track 6

Petsounds: Peter Gabriel (p. 104)
(i) Female vocal: dry, then with Archer mild distortion,
then even more distortion (ii) Live drums (room mic):
dry, then with Archer distortion (iii) Electric Piano: dry,
then with Archer distortion (iv) Drum 'n' bass loop:
dry, then with Archer distortion (v) Oberheim synth
chords: dry, then with Archer distortion

May 1999 THE MIX 7



If it's new and it's music production, it's here. This month we've
got the pick of the new gear from NAIVM 1999, and more...

Roland explosion
Digital mixers, processors, rever s, synths and more...

Roland made a big splash in LA at the NAMM 1999 show
This year's NAMM show saw a host of new launches, with many of
them coming from the Roland camp. Heading up their recording
entourage were the new entries to the V -series range, most notably
the V -Mixing products, which put Roland straight into the digital
mixing fray.

The V -Mixing system comprises separate processing and console
units. The VM-7200 (3,199) and VM-7100 (1,599) mixing
processors contain all of the I/O (24 -bit) and two multi -effects
processors, while the VM-C7200 (25 -fader) (2,499) and VM-
C7100 (13-fader)(1,999) are all -digital consoles, complete with
mix automation (motorised faders), scene memories, 4 -band
parametric EQ, surround sound mixing, and spectrum analyser.

The V -Mixing system can be expanded up to 94 channels of
mixing power, and there are several hardware I/O options to suit
any studio.

Also on the Roland stand were the more affordable VM-3100
(699) and VM-3100Pro (899) mixing stations, with mixing and
effects in 12 -channel and 20 -channel, 8 -bus configurations. And the

The affordable VM-3100
mixing station

Mixing power: the
VM-C7200 digital console

new VS-840EX (999) has been added to the VS digital studio
workstation range. It's an expanded VS -840, with more effects, a
simpler user interface, enhanced SCSI capability and a ZIP 250
removable drive.

And there's more. Roland's new SRV-series 24 -bit digital reverbs
made a big hit. The SRV-3030 (499) and 3030D (699) use
dynamic separation algorithms, so different dynamics, frequency
bands and note densities can be treated separately.

Other Roland launches at NAMM included the DS -90 24 -bit digital
powered monitors (849/pair), the JV-1010 64 -voice synth module
(449), two new wave expansion boards (255) for XP and JV
instruments (Special FX Collection, and Orchestral II), the SRA-200E
power amplifier (449) and quite a bit more besides...

Prices: see text

More from: Roland UK

Tel: 01792 515020

Web: www.roland.co.uk

8 THE MIX May 1999



news I

Peavey mix it up
with Cakewalk

Hardware controller provides a physical interface
and audio mixer for the popular software package

Peavey's latest foray into the world of mixing takes
the shape of the new StudioMix, providing a physical
interface for Cakewalk on PC. A hardware control
surface, the StudioMix features nine motorised
faders, which update automatically to software
parameters,14 momentary buttons, and 18
encoders, which are completely assignable, allowing
for customisation of the StudioMix. The unit also
comes with an audio mixer section for connection to
and from the PC's soundcard, and features analogue
level controls for patching in guitars and
microphones. In the words of Hartley Peavey,
founder and CEO of Peavey Electronics: "This is a
serious recording tool for both home and pro
studios. It's a one -stop solution:'

Price: expected to be around 0370

More from: Peavey Electronics

Tel: 01536 461234
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Cakewalk. the MIDI/audio
sequencer for PC
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Bitten by Akai
Hard -disk recording enthusiasts should take a look at
Akai's new DR16PIus. It's the enhanced version of the
DR16 (you'd never have guessed, would you?) and
boasts 24 -bit recording and 96kHz sampling
frequency. The 'Plus' part of the moniker refers to the
fact that it features 24 -bit data format, without data
compression, in addition to the 20 -bit packed mode.
Both qualities ease the pressure off your hard disk,
but there's also a 16 -bit mode as well as various
sampling rates (from 33 to 96kHz), so the machine is
flexible according to your means.

The DR16PIus also features two -channel digital I/O
which enable you to record over five tracks and play
back over eight. It's compatible with
Akai-format samples, and also supports
Mac and ProTools MS-DOS and WAV
files. You can also daisychain it with other
machines in your set-up, with no
detriment to your sampling accuracy.
There are plenty of expansion options,
including provision of 16 -channel EQ and
MIDI and SMPTE compatibility.

Akai have also been working on

updating another digital recorder: the recently -
released DPS12 digital portastudio, now with Version
2 software. Thanks to the upgrade, the DPS12 can be
used with MMC-compatible CD -R and CD-RW drives
which you connect through the SCSI port, and you
can also back up multiple projects on a single disk.
There's also new time -stretch, stretch insert, and
reverb functions. Download the upgrade for free from
the Akai website (www.akai.com/akaipro).

Price: TBA

More from: Akai

Tel: 0181 897 6388
DR16PIus: 24 -bit recording

mop qv. ner
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in brief
You're about to

see some big

changes taking

place at The Mix

website. In fact,

we're about to completely
re -launch the site from the

ground up, and our on-line bods
are on the case right now to

make sure it's bigger and better

than ever before. We'll bring you

full details when we're fully up
and running, but in the

meantime, point your browser at
our new URL and join our mailing

list. It's at:

www.themix.net

Plug -ins, plug -ins and more

plug -ins! That's what you get free

with the April issue of our sister

magazine Future Music, 'cos

they've got over 100 fully working

VST and Direct& plug -ins for PC

and Mac on their cover CD.

Inside the mag, you'll find a test
of Yamaha's new CS2x synth, 63

sequencing tips, tests of Ensoniq's

Fizmo synth and E-mu's Proteus

2000 rack synth, and tips on
setting up a budget studio. It's

onsale nowt

Pro audio specialists Raper &
Wayman have launched a new

reference publication: Pro Audio

Buyer. The 48 -page magazine is

an illustrated product guide to the
company's range of over 2,500

products, with detailed

information and applications.

More from Raper &
Wayman: 0181 800 8288

Stirling Audio have set up a new

company, Pure Distribution,

which will distribute a wide range

of audio products to dealers,

including Lexicon, Aphex Systems,

Panasonic Ramsa and SPL

More from Pure
Distribution: 0181 328 0660

May 1999 THE MIX 9
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What's Universal Cereal?
And why's it Oil a bus?

Actually...that's Universal Serial Bus, and it's the new standard

for moving MIDI in and out of your computer. Most new computers

already have it, including Apple's iMac, the latest

G3 Power Macs and the Windows PC you

may already own. And as the leading

developer of MIDI interfaces,

we're introducing a whole new

line of USB-compatible

interfaces with one

that's just right for you.

Look for them soon at

your authorized MOTU

dealer or check our web

site (www.motu.com) for

the latest details.
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news

in brief
If you're looking

for new or used

pro audio gear,

contact London -

based company

Crystal Pro Audio. Set up by Pete

Brotzman (formerly of Britannia
Row) the new company deals

with studio and a wide range of
other installations, and is also

developing a range of audio

test equipment.

More from Crystal Pro:
0181 778 3555

Still haven't insured your gear?

Take a look at the new interactive

website from specialist musical

instrument insurers Pavillion

Musicguard. With secure site

transactions and detailed insuring

information, you can get instant

quotes and cover over the Net.

www.musicguard.co.uk

Users of Sonic Foundry's Sound

Forge 4.0 digital audio editor can

upgrade to version 4.5 for £69.

The new version ships with Sonic

Foundry's Batch Converter and

Spectrum Analysis plug -ins, worth

£159 and £119 respectively.

Version 4.5 also supports Sonic

Foundry's loop -based music

creation tool ACID. If you're not

already a Sound Forge user, the

whole package costs £349.

More from SCV London:
0171 923 1892

Event Electronics have released

version 5.5 of their DSP-FX Virtual

Pack. It includes operational

enhancements and 11 effects

including the new StudioVerb

plug-in. Event say that the new

StudioVerb produces "the very

dense, warm reverberation sound

previously only available in high -

end studio systems." Get a demo

from the web: www.eventl.com

More from Key Audio:
01245 344001

Alesis hit the woof
Digital stalwarts Alesis showed off a total of 11 new
products at January's NAMM show in LA "Musical
invention should never be hampered by technology,"
commented the company's executive vice-president
Allen Wald. Amen, brother.
So let's take a look at the
new products of interest to
the record producer...

The Si Active
Subwoofer (£449) is a
reference source for
monitoring the low
frequency channel in
multichannel surround
monitoring. Use it in
conjunction with the MI
Active (check out last
month's news) and you've
got a standardised
playback source for
stereo or 5.1 surround
sound monitoring.

The ADAT Studio Pack
(£1,999) is a complete
digital recording and mixing
system in a reduced price
package. It comprises the
ADAT-LX20 20 -bit recorder, Studio 24 recording
console, NanoVerb digital effects processor,
NanoCompressor stereo compressor/limiter, a full
set of connecting cables, and an instructional video.

The DM Pro (£799) is an expandable 20 -bit MIDI
drum module. With a total of 1,664 sounds,
64 -voice polyphony and the ability to import new

sounds through ROM expansion cards, it's Alesis'
ultimate drum and percussion device.

For analogue -to -optical bi-directional conversion,
check out the 8 -channel Al -3 (£399) interface. This

IU rack module offers eight
balanced 1/4" TRS inputs
and outputs and 20 -bit A/D
and D/A converters.

ADAT users looking for
affordable nonlinear audio
editing should look out for
ADAT/EDIT (£349).
Consisting of an interface
card, audio editing and
audio transfer software and
full cabling, it allows the
addition of hard disk
editing and signal
processing capabilities to
ADAT systems.

And finally, Alesis' new
analogue division GE
Electronics are shipping their
first products: four large -
diaphragm studio condenser
mics. The AM51 (£449)
and AM52 (£549) are

class -A FET mics, with cardioid and selectable polar
patterns respectively. The AM61(£749) and 62
(£999) utilise an all -tube preamplification signal path,
again with cardioid and selectable polar patterns.

More from: Sound Technology

Al FSis

11 ACTIVE
S II II W Il 0 f F II

Tel: 01462 480000

dbx's Quantum leap
The purveyors of quality signal processors, dbx, have
some new armoury up their sleeve in the form of the
Quantum Digital Mastering Processor. Packing "virtually
every necessary mastering resource" (they say) into a
IU unit, the Quantum offers a digital multi -band
compressor, limiter, expander, gate, parametric EQ,
de-esser, normaliser and dbx's renowned Type IV
conversion system. As well as compatibility with 48 and
44.1 kHz sample rates, the unit also caters for 88.2 and
96kHz rates, and boasts a 48 -bit internal signal path.

50 factory presets are supplied, as well as 50

custom preset locations, which can hold information on
sample rate performance, MIDI setup and SysEx
functions. Add to that the comprehensive display, using
a hybrid of graphics and characters and icons (it can
even provide a composite 'output versus input' plot of
the audio signal), and its flexibility in terms of
connectors, and it looks like a definite winner.

Price: E1,499

More from: Arbiter

Tel: 0181 202 1199

May 1999 THE MiX 11



news

in brief
When the long-

awaited Novation

Supernova synth

arrived last year it

made a crater of

an impression. In fact, it was

voted Best Synth Of 1998 by

readers of our sister mag, Future

Music. Now there's a follow-up in

the shape of the Nova (E849),

Supernova's desktop sibling. You

lose a handful of voices of

polyphony, and you get a desktop

module rather than a rack unit,

but it looks just as good, and its

12 -voice polyphony and six -part

multitimbrality should keep
everyone happy.

More from: Novation:
01628 828888

Waves have launched a couple of

new software bundles for Mac

and Windows 95/98/NT users.
Native Power Pack II (E399) is a

comprehensive collection of plug -

ins and utilities, including the

MaxxBass, DeEsser, Renaissance

EQ and Renaissance Compressor

plug -ins. The TDM Bundle II

(099), a 'must -have' for TDM

users, comprises all of the above

plus the P522 StereoMaker.

More from SCV London:
0171 923 1892

Nagra-Kudelski have announced

the launch of two new high-

performance power amplifiers

aimed at the audiophile and pro
user, and utilising both vacuum
tube and solid-state design. The

Nagra MPA is a 250-watt/channel

stereo amplifier which can be
fitted with an RCMI option to
transform it into a fully remote -
controlled integrated amplifier.

The VPA, meanwhile, is a 50W

per channel mono amp with an
output switchable from 30Hz to
40kHz. The careful design means

that distortion and feedback are

minimised, and you can also add

your own specifications, so it

comes built -to -order.

More from RT Services:
01235 810455

Fostex announce new CD -R
The latest hard disk recorder from Fostex was
launched at NAMM. The D-108 follows in the
footsteps of the D-90 with eight tracks of recording
and playback, plus another 16 virtual tracks for
more editing flexibility. Major new graphical features
have been implemented for fine editing and
preview functions, including a level envelope
display at edit points. The D-108 supports Wave
files and data transfer to and from DOS -formatted
media, and there's a built in SCSI -2 interface for
fast backup. The D-108 comes with optical digital
audio I/O for S/PDIF and ADAT interfacing.
Hardware options include the 8354 timecode/sync
card, and the 5040 balanced I/O option.

Also new from Fostex is the VM04 digital mixing
console. This small wonder has four input channels
(two line, two mic), digital
and analogue stereo master
outputs plus 20 DSP effects.
The 24 -bit internal data
processing runs the effects
and the console has a 2 -
band EQ, as well as all the
usual mixing functions.
Automation takes the form of
a 20 'mix scene' memory.
Fostex are aiming this unit at

keyboard submix, live, and digital effects
send applications.

Lastly, Fostex have announced the CR300 CD -
recorder, compatible with both CD -R and CD-RW
media. It features four CD-RW erase modes,
balanced XLR analogue I/O, AES, S/PDIF, and
optical digital I/O, selectable fade in/out, built-in
sample rate conversion, support for FDMS data and
selectable copy status.

Prices:
D-108 £1,099
VM04 £249
CR300 UM

More from: SVC London

Tel: 0171 923 1892

FOSTeX

D-108: Eight tracks of
digital recording/playback

L L-

..- L L

Could it be Emagic?
The NAMM show saw a golden wondrous release for
software and hardware manufacturers Emagic, who
have upgraded their Logic Audio Platinum and Gold
for the Mac to version 3.7. It's got extended support
for Yamaha's DSP Factory, support for Bitheadz DS -1
software sampler, increased audio streaming
performance, more accurate meter readings and
numerous other enhancements.

Users of 3.5 and 3.6 can download the upgrades
free of charge from the Emagic website
(www.emagic.de). There are currently no plans for a
version 3.7 for Windows, but Emagic say Windows
users can look forward to some exciting news
emanating from the Frankfurt Musicmesse in March.

On the soundcard front, Emagic also launched a
new version of their Audiowerk card, unimaginatively
titled Audiowerk2. The card includes various bundled
software plus analogue and digital outputs, and is due
for release later in March.

And that's not all. The bounty of releases from
Emagic also encompasses a version 2.0.6. of their
SoundDiver cross -platform editor librarian. SoundDiver
now supports 390 different devices, with even more
upgrades expected later in '99. Registered users of
2.0x can again download the free upgrade from the

Emagic website.
There are also two new products: the AMT8

active MIDI interface for Mac and PC, which can be
used on its own or as an add-on to the Unitor8
interface; and WaveBurner CD mastering software for
Mac, for mastering Red Book -compatible audio CDs
with CDTEXT support. It'll all be released some time
in March.

Prices: Audiowerk 2 £199; AMT8 E349; WaveBumer E149

More from: Sound Technology

Tel: 01462 480000
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news

Undiscovered

OPINE
HOD SUP011

battle of
the bands
Don't forget to send in your entries in for the
Holsten PiIs - Yates's Undiscovered Originals of
1999 competition. It's your chance to beat
unsigned bands and artists from all over the
country for the coveted title, plus win prizes worth
thousands of pounds, including:
 £5,000 worth of new band gear
 a day's pro studio time to record the
winning track
 200 CDs of the winning track will be distributed
to top record companies with the endorsement of
The Mix
 the winning track will be featured on the cover
CDs of The Mix, Future Music Guitarist, Total
Guitar and Guitar Techniques, reaching over
150,000 musicians and industry pros.

Simply fill in the entry form in last month's issue
of The Mix and send it, with your demo, to the
address stated. Hurry, the closing date for entries
is April 2 1999. Lost your entry form? Call Paul
Goodwin on 01442 870161 and he'll sort you out.

CD -R frenzy
We've got another CD -R for you
to feast your eyes on. This time a
real visual spectacle in HHB's
trademark purple livery: the
CDR -850.

More purple power
If you're into classic processing, the
new Purple Audio box is sure to
tickle your fancy. It's a new
compressor/limiter with a distinctly
retro pedigree.

Pass the mic
For those in search of a
microphone, we've got a new
large -diaphragm condenser from
top Ozzie manufacturers Rode.

You want plug -ins?
We've got 'em. The TC Works
Native bundle will be making an
appearance next month, complete
with the sort of high -quality reverb
you'd expect from the TC camp.

Inside A&R: Part II
Find out exactly how today's top
acts got signed in the finale of our
special A&R feature. Plus, we ask
record label A&R heads who
they've signed, why they signed
'em and what they're looking
for next.

Terminal studios
One of the most respected
rehearsal studios in London is
celebrating 20 years in the biz.
We get the inside story from the
London -based facility that has
been host to the most famous
bands in history.

Ian Dury
The original Blockhead takes us on
a trip through his latest,
self -produced album.

Aspen Pittman
The Groove Tubes maestro talks
valves and mics.

THEMiX

Rode's new condenser mic

A&R: The Inside Story - Part II

Don't miss the June issue of
The Mix onsale 20 April
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I news HHb

Competition!
Win a FwS FREQue
DACS and The Mix bring you the chance to

own this creative processor, worth £599

Last month our reviewer Seb Pecchia tested
the DACS FwS FREQue ring modulator. It's a
colourful companion to any effects rack and
could give you the creative spark that your
tracks need.

Ring modulators basically output the sum
and difference of two input signals, so
100Hz and 200Hz inputs would give you a
output that consists of 300Hz (sum) and
100Hz (difference). You can imagine that
with normal input signals, the result can be
pretty mad. Hence the FwS; no guesses
what that stands for!

In fact, the FREQue has two internal
oscillators that provide modulation signals,
and they can even modulate each other,
though you can also use an external one. In
the review, Seb said, "Fans of techno and
dance music will find this thing great, simply
trigger the sound from a keyboard and
twiddle, by physically switching and tuning
up and down, all manner of strangeness
happens... Just plug the unit in, and
FREQue out, baby!" For more information,
check out The Mix issue 60, p. 61.

To win a DACS FREQue, just answer the
following question:
An input of 200Hz and 400Hz to the DACS
FREQue will give you what output?

Send your answer on a postcard to: Freak
Out compo, The Mix, 30 Monmouth St, Bath,
BA1 2BW. Entries must be received by 20th
June 1999. Employees of Future Publishing
and their relatives cannot enter.

HHB go forth
The LA NAMM show was awash with HHB's
distinctive purple colour scheme. The CDR850
(6899) is a new, affordable, pro CD -R machine
compatible with both pro CD -R and CD-RW
media. It's a 2U box with full control over copy
prohibit status, fade in/out times, auto track
increment levels, and auto stop delay, plus
sample rate convertor on/off, and a margin
level indicator. There are four recording modes
with both index and track numbering.
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On the speaker front, HHB have launched
the active (E699/pair) and passive
(6349/pair) versions of the Circle 3 desktop
monitors, and the Circle 1 powered subwoofer
(6969), designed to be used in a surround
sound system with their Circle 5 speakers.

More from: HHB Communications

Tel: 0181 962 5000

Web: http://hhb.co.uk

CDR850
Compact Disc Recorder

ANDERTONS MUSIC CO
Guildford Tel: 01483 456777

DAWSONS
Warrington Tel: 01925 632591

DIGITAL VILLAGE
Barnet Tel: 0181 440 3440

DIGITAL VILLAGE
Croydon Tel: 0181 407 8444

DIGITAL VILLAGE
London W3 Tel: 0181 992 5592

EDDIE MOORS MUSIC
Bournemouth Tel: 01202 395135

THE GUITAR & AMP CENTRE
Brighton Tel: 01273 676835

KGM / SOUND CONTROL
Wakefield Tel: 01924 371766

THE M CORPORATION
Nottingham Tel: 0115 9474070

THE M CORPORATION
Ringwood, Hampshire Tel: 01425 470007

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Birmingham Tel: 0121 212 4777

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Bristol Tel: 0117 946 7700

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Chelmsford Tel: 01245 354777

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Leeds Tel: 01943 850533

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
London SW6 Tel: 0171 731 5993

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Southampton Tel: 01703 233444

MUSICAL EXCHANGES
Birmingham Tel: 0121 248 5868

MUSICAL EXCHANGES
Coventry Tel: 01203 635766

MUSIC VILLAGE
Cambridge Tel: 01223 324536

MUSIC VILLAGE
Romford Tel: 0181 598 9955

0 MUSIC
Birmingham Tel: 0121 643 4655

ROSE MORRIS
London WC2 Tel: 0171 836 9741

SOUND CONTROL
Bristol Tel: 0117 934 9955

SOUND CONTROL
Dunfermline Tel: 01383 733353

SOUND CONTROL
Edinburgh Tel: 0131 557 3986

SOUND CONTROL
Glasgow Tel: 0141 204 0322

SOUND CONTROL
Manchester Tel: 0161 877 6262

SOUND CONTROL
Newcastle Tel: 0191 232 4175

SOUND CONTROL / KGM
Wakefield Tel: 01924 371766

STIRLING AUDIO
London NW6 Tel: 0171 624 6000

TURNKEY
London WC2 Tel: 0171 379 5655

NNb
HHB Communications Limited

73-75 Scrubs Lane  London NW10 60U  UK
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 E -Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk

Visit HHB on line at http://www.hhb.co.uk



WE JUST CHANGED THE RULES
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PROFESSIONAL

Thought you couldn't afford a fully loaded, professional CD

recorder? Well HHB just changed the rules. The stunning new

HHB CDR850 combines cool looks, a great sound and a budget -

friendly price with all the features you need for serious studio

use, easily accessible from the front panel via a straightforward

menu system.

The most comprehensively equipped

CD -R in its class, the CDR850 uses

both write -once CD -R discs and

CD-RW rewritables, and makes

recording a one touch operation,

thanks to four easy record modes,

auto copying of CD, DAT, MD, DCC and DVD track starts, and a

built in sample rate converter.

Things are equally impressive round the back, where you'll find

XLR balanced and RCA phono analogue inputs and outputs,

coaxial and optical digital I/0s, plus an additional AES/EBU

digital input. And peace of mind comes as standard with a full

12 month parts and labour warranty, and the build quality

CDR74I
you'd expect from a world leader in CD -R.

So if you thought you couldn't afford a fully

loaded professional CD recorder, get down to

your HHB dealer today and check out the

new CDR850.

Developed specifically for professional audio use, HHB CD -R media sets the standards for performance, compatibility and archival security.

Pictured left to right: HHB CDR74 Silver, HHB CDR74 Gold and HHB CDR74 Gold P (printable) discs. Also available: HHB CDR Bulk (not pictured).

HHB Communications Ltd  73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6QU, UK

Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 9625050 E -Mail: sales@thb.co.uk

HHB Communications USA LLC  1410 Centinela Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90025-2501, USA

Tel: 310 319 1111 Fax: 310 319 1311  E -Mail: sales@hhbusa.com

HHB Communications Canada Ltd  260 King Street East, Toronto, Ontario M5A 4L5, Canada

Tel: 416 867 9000 Fax: 416 867 1080 E -Mail: sales@hhbcanada.com

http://www.hhb.co.uk
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(news

in brief
M is for

MIDIMan, but it's
also for M Audio,

MIDIMan's new

digital audio

division, which caters for the new

products they're introducing for
the computer -based digital

recording market. These include

the USB MIDISport 2x2, a MIDI

interface with two ins and two
outs that'll slot into the USB ports

on your PC or Mac. That should

keep iMac users happy, anyway.

There's also the BiPort 2x4s,

another cross -platform device,

this time a MIDI interface for Mac

and PC with SMPTE control and a

built-in SMPTE timecode reader
and writer.

More from MIDIMan UK:
01205 290680

Want to buy music from the net,

but wary about how to do it
safely? European company MODE

have developed a new system

with a perfectly secure

infrastructure which also enables

one-to-one selling. MODE will

receive tracks directly from record

companies and then deliver these

straight to the buyers, streaming

in CD quality in real time if

necessary. The system allows you

to make payments directly to the

copyright owners, and also

guards against unauthorised

copying, so it's a case of no

pirates allowed.

More from MODE:
01349 868304

Otari have introduced the DP -10

series of CD -to -cassette copiers,

allowing 8x and 16x copying

without the need for hard -disk.

The DP -10 is compatible with the

current range of Otari in -cassette

copiers, including the DP -8 and
DP -4050 series.

More from Stirling Audio:
0171 624 6000

Summit Audio have officially

introduced the new MPE-200 mic

pre -amp and 4 -band EQ. It's the

first of the new Element 78

product line, with more to come
soon. The MPE-200 has 25

memory settings and can copy
settings via MIDI.

More from HHB:
0181 962 5000

Three times a
Lexicon

The Lexicon studio system received a boost at
NAMM with the launch of the LDI-10T, and shared
the limelight with the new MPX G2 processor and
Signature 284 tube recording amplifier.

The LDI-1OT is a high quality I/O for the Lexicon
Studio System, an I/O, DSP, signal routing, and
synchronisation hardware solution for PC and Mac-

based audio systems. It includes 10 simultaneous
audio channels (eight analogue, two digital) with
switchable input gain, 24 -bit conversion, and
timecode input. Up to three LDI-10T's can be linked
together with the LX3 multi -interface adapter to give
24 channels of 24 -bit analogue conversion, and six
channels of S/PDIF I/O.

The MPX G2 processor is built with guitarists in
mind, It's designed to work with any amp, adding
effects without altering the tone of your beloved
combo or stack. There's two separate signal paths, so
you can put effects both in front of the amp, and in
its effects loop, or you can use it as a standalone
pre -amp with effects.

Also from the Lexicon 'Custom Shop' product line,

the Signature 284 amplifier is an all -tube, class A
stereo amp and direct source intended for use in
recording guitars. The pre -amp uses three 12AX7
tubes and the power amp section uses two EL84
tubes. There's also a tube driven stereo effects loop
for added effects.

More from: Pure Distribution

Tel: 0171 624 6000

Yamaha farm grows
Yamaha's DSP Factory range of PCI cards is growing
again. The latest addition is the AX16-AT, which allows
transfer of up to 16 tracks of digital audio to and from
the DS2416 audio card. It also allows the DSP Factory
computer -based digital audio production system to be
interfaced with an array of audio devices including
digital multitracks and digital consoles.

Two pairs of ADAT-format optical connectors are
provided, for transfer to the DS2416 card at
resolutions up to 24 -bit. Simultaneously, Yamaha have
released Mac drivers for the DS2416 PCI card. Control
interface software will be available from Cakewalk,
Emagic, Steinberg and Sonic Foundry, among others.

Richard Hodgson, Yamaha Pro Music Division's
marketing director comments: "At last the very large
numbers of Macintosh owners who have expressed a

desire to buy DSP Factory can be catered for. The
demand for DSPF since the PC version was launched
in August has been sensational, and the support from
the software companies has been invaluable':

Price: E199

More from: Yamaha-Kemble

Tel: 01908 369269

The AX16-AT lets you use the
DSP Factory with digital
multitracks and consoles
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I news

Brand new line-
up from Tascam

DA -40 DAT machine: even
better than the new DA -30?

Tascam's industry -standard DAT recorder, the DA -30
MKII has some new competition from Tascam
themselves in the shape of the new DA -40. Features
include trim controls for the analogue XLR outputs, two
memory locate points, variable auto ID time setting
from one-half to three seconds, auto END ID recording,
and variable Record Mute times from two to seven
seconds. The DA -40 also features a shuffle/data dial,
SCMS-free recording, D -Sub 15 -pin parallel interface,
independent left and right channel analogue level
controls and a CAL/UNCAL level switch for the
analogue inputs. It's a 3U rackmount machine, and
has an optional wired remote control. With a signal-to-
noise ratio of better than 92dB, a dynamic range better
than 93dB, and a competitive price point, it is
promised to wow.

Tascam are also releasing the 424 MKIII Portastudio,
with an expanded 8 -channel mixer section, the
CD -D4000 CD duplicator, and CD-RW5000 CD
Recorder imminently. They're busy chaps, ya know...

Price: DA -40 £TBA CD -D4000 £899 CD-RW5000 £899

More from: Teac UK

Tel: 01923 819630

TerraTec on the world
TerraTec's acclaimed range of EWS PCI cards has just
been augmented by several new additions to the
range. The flagship EWS64XXL includes the
AudioSystem EWS64L sampling and hard disk
recording card, together with a new Digital Xtension
microWAVE PC, developed by TerraTec and Waldorf.

The card boasts an analogue stereo input and four
channel outputs with 18 -bit conversion, along with a
64 -note polyphonic sampling synthesizer, as well as
multimedia compatibility including SoundBlaster Pro
and Microsoft Sound System. The Digital Xtension
microWave PC module fits in a 5 1/4" drive space,
and provides a host of interconnections including
S/PDIF and MIDI. And, most importantly, it contains
all the DSP processing power of the Waldorf
microWAVE XT synth. Bundled with the EWS64XXL
comes Steinberg Cubasis AV -XL and a host of other
software making it easy to get up and running.

Price: £749

More from: TerraTec

Tel: 01600 772111

On the cards:
sampling, hard
disk recording
and synthesis

in brief
Soundscape have

announced

details of new

EDL software for

interfacing

between video editing systems

and soundtrack editing using

Soundscape SSHDR1-Plus digital

audio workstations. The V2.0 EDL

Processor can identify from an

EDL or Audio Project file which

sections of audio from the source

material are required to match
the edited video.

More from Soundscape:
01222 450120

Following on from our review of

the Yamaha SW1000XG in issue

58, there is some even more

up- to -date information on DSP

Factory supporting software

at the following websites:

Steinberg Cubase VST/24 V3.6 -

(www.steinberg.net/products/
dspfactory/index.html)

Emagic Logic Audio Gold or

Platinum V3.6 -

(www.emagic.de/english/product
s/index.html)

More from Yamaha: 01908
366700

FastTrak Software Publishing are

following up their Dance elay PC

software with Dance day 2 in
May. Newly implemented is a

16 -track stereo recording studio

and a 'Groove Generator' for

creating drum samples, and it

comes complete with three brand
new samplekits.

More from FastTrak:
01923 495496

The UK Office has been

appointed sole UK distributor for

the Millenia Media range of

products. These include the

NESEQ-2 2 -channel, 4 -band

parametric EQ and the TCL-2 2 -

channel opto compressor/limiter.

More from The UK Office:
01442 870103
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THE AFFORDABLE UHF
Finally, a high quality UHF wireless system that's

highly affordable. The T -series UHF Wireless System

gives you all the advantages of a professional

wireless system with SHURE's exclusive MARCAD

Diversity technology combined with the performance

of the legendary SHURE microphones. We've

specifically designed four systems to fit every need

of your most professional performance.

11W International,

167-171 Willoughby Lane,
London N17 OSB

SHURE®
FOR THE FULL STORY ON SHURE T -SERIES UHF WIRELESS SYSTEMS AND INFORMATION ON OTHER

QUALITY PRO AUDIO EQUIPMENT FROM HW INTERNATIONAL, CALL OUR FREEPHONE TODAY!

THE VOCALIST
UHF SYSTEM

THE PRESENTER
UHF SYSTEM

THE GUITARIST
UHF SYSTEM

THE HEADSET
UHF SYSTEM

comas

wok

SHURE

FREEPHONE TO RECEIVE

OUR PRO AUDIO
CATALOGUE NOW!

0800
7311990



news

Extreme speakers
The design team at loudspeaker manufacturers
Jamo were given a brief to celebrate the
company's 30th anniversary last year: to create a
speaker that would look at home in an art gallery,
have woofers that would kick like a mule, be
detailed enough to capture delicate violins, vocals,
and keyboards, and do it all for less than £750 a
pair. The result is the new X3M series - here's a
look at the spec:

X3M: brief spec
 3 -way bass -reflex floor -standing monitors
 1" dome tweeter
 two mid -range drivers
 front -firing bass port
 8" (X3M8) or 10" (X3M10) bass driver
 frequency response 32Hz-20kHz
 brightness controls

Jamo's Danish factory/HQ churns out a million
plus speakers annually.

Prices: X3M10 £750; X3M8: £599

More from: Jamo UK

Tel: 01327 301300

Digital 8bus extras
Fresh from a lawsuit settlement in the US with
distributors Sam Ash Music, and now with a new
distribution centre in the UK, Mackie Designs have
announced more fixtures and fittings for their flagship
Digital 8Bus console.

The new software, Real Time OS Version 2.0, adds
many new features at no extra cost to the user.
There's a new Graphic Automation Editor, four user
selectable EQs, solo latching, solo isolate, surround
sound bus solo isolate, record safe, the ability to link
multiple consoles and more. The EQs include two
'British' types (two shelves, and two mid parametrics)
and two 4 -band parametric EQs.

Mackie have also announced four new hardware
options for the Digital 8Bus. First is the Apogee
Low Jitter Clock I/O, with BNC word clock I/O to
ensure no -compromise convertor and digital
audio performance.

The PDI.8 provides eight channels of AES/EBU
format I/O. Each stereo input includes real time
sample rate conversion (if needed) and Apogee's
UV22 Super CD Encoding process is available on the
outputs for recording to 16 -bit media.

The upgraded 24 -bit D10.8 interfaces with ADAT
and Tascam digital standards and allows for a 24 -bit

stream. The good news is that existing users can have
their original cards upgraded at no extra charge.

Finally, the UFX (Universal Effects) card is a
hardware processing engine that allows third -party
software plug -ins on to the Digital 8Bus. Each card
can run a maximum of four effects simultaneously,
and you can fit up to four cards into one console.

Price: £8,995

More from: Mackie UK

Tel: 01268 571212

Mackie's flagship
console: new
and improved

in brief
Square Circle

Software's

WaveSurgeon is

now available for
Yamaha's EX

range of synthesisers (EX5, EX7

and EX5R). WaveSurgeon is

specifically designed to automate

the process of editing drum loops

(or any other loops, for that

matter), as well as offering the

possibility of transposing loops

without altering the tempo and
changing the speed without
affecting the pitch.

More from Square Circle:
www.squarecircle.
force9.co.uk

Marantz Professional have

announced their new CDR640

mastering CD-R/RW machine. It's

aimed at the high -end

professional mastering market.

Marantz say that it has, 'every

possible feature and operational

capability required for its

intended high performance

applications!' They have also

announced the new PMD650

portable MiniDisc recorder.

More from: Marantz
Professional 01753 686080

3dB have officially launched the
first four items in their DELTA

range of audio products. The

DELTA420 is a 4 -input, 20 -output

distribution amplifier with
switching matrix; the DELTA44

and DELTA4 are dual and single

stereo balanced to unbalanced

convertors; and DELTA45 is a bi-

directional stereo balancing unit.

More from: 3dB
01797 225400

CopyTrax Technologies are

launching a new high -capacity

CD -R printer. The Art Master Auto

can print up to 50 CD -Rs in

one session.

More from Specialist Media
Technology: 01604 74:S120
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Finally you can hear
what digital audio
should really sound like

S/P-DIF DIGITAL INPUT

ri ANALOGUE INPUTS

E PERFECT LEVEL MATCHING

FULL SUPPORT FOR GENELEC 1091A SUB WOOFER

ACTIVE CROSSOVER WITH 80W PER SPEAKER

Chances are, you are now recording, mixing

and/or mastering in the digital domain.

Everything is clean. Everything is of the

highest quality. - Or so you may think.

Turning your carefully crafted digital audio

into an analogue signal for monitoring is fraught

with potential pitfalls.

Your D to A converter may have inferior

performance. It may be misaligned with your

amps. The converter and the amp may distort

the signal or it may change the frequency

balance. Your monitoring level may even need to

be adjusted in the digital domain.

You need Genelec 2029A Digital monitoring.

Ideal for near field monitoring, digital audio

workstations, broadcast and TV control rooms

and multimedia suites. the 2029A Digital system

is completely aligned and balanced, from the

S/P-DIF connector to the highly efficient drivers.

Ensuring you hear the whole digital truth.

GENELEC®

GENt

The 2029A feature Genelec's

famed Directivity Control

Waveguide technology for

excellent frequency balance and

neutrality - even in difficult

acoustic environments.

Exclusively distributed in the UK by SCV London, 6-24 Southgate Road, London N1 311.
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Iopen mic letters

open mic

Sponsored

by

SHURE
microphones

Got something on your mind? Here's your chance
to have your say. Open Mic is an interface between

you, other readers, the audio industry, the record
industry and us. So let's be 'avin your letters!

We do!
Our Letter of the Month in issue 59 posed the
question of why some universities don't accept A -Level
Music Technology. Here's a response...
I have seen the letter from Martin Hughes about the
Music Technology A -level. We are in the second year of
a BSc (Hons.) in Music Technology and at present have
about 100 students. It is going to be our most popular
course this year!

We accept both A -level Music and A -level Music
Technology as A -levels for the course, and our normal
offer is 12 points at A -level for entry.

I agree that there are not many books of a suitable
level for HE. At present our lecturers are busy
producing their own courses based on their experience.
However, in a few years' time there will probably be an
influx of information.

Angela Dean, Admissions Tutor, Staffordshire University

Anybody out there looking at higher
education opportunities in Music Technology
should take note of this one.
Nice place, Staffordshire.

It would be nice
to hear from
more universities
and schools,
teachers, lecturers,
administrators, and
students on the subject
of Music Technology in
education. That includes
everything from the kit you
use as part of music lessons to
your thoughts on the A -level
syllabus and what universities
should be teaching.

Making tracks
I wonder if you would be interested in hearing
about my music project? I have been a bed -
bound paraplegic for 14 years and have been
involved with a music project for the last year which is
supported by Yamaha-Kemble, Roland UK, and Pioneer,

just to mention a few of those involved. I hope I will be
able to personally fund a medical trip to the USA
through my music.

After having a number of my demo tracks played by
BBC Radio Derby, and receiving support and
encouragement from Jyoti Mishra of White Town (who
recorded the No.1 hit 'Your Woman' in his bedroom), I
have finally received a five-year publishing and
recording offer from R.T.T. Music in Norway, which I am
considering. You might agree that this is quite an
achievement for someone in my situation. I do need
help though, as I need to know what I should expect
from the contract, and also if anyone knows anything
of the label making the offer - Musical Arts. Please visit
my Music Project
http://www.innotts.co.uki-rurimusic.html.

Paul Simpson, email supplied

Bleeping The Mix
recently returned home with a copy of The Mix and I
was annoyed to find that it contained foul language.

There is no warning on the cover and I do not
wish to bring this foul language into my

home where I live with my wife
and children. May I ask the

following questions?
1) Why do you find the

need to include foul
language in your
otherwise brilliant

magazine? Please
do not use the

argument of free
speech, because you

regularly edit your own work
and readers' letters. There are also

words and phrases that you would
not use - I could supply you with them,

but would rather not. Foul language is used
in everyday speech amongst friends and

workmates, but not in unknown company. After all,
we have a 9:00 p.m. watershed on TV and warning
labels on CDs.
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2) Do you get some sort of adolescent thrill out of
printing foul language?

3) Do you feel that printing foul language increases
your 'street cred'? Nothing would be lost if you
refrained from printing foul language, and you would
keep this reader.

Alan Mallett, email supplied

Technical editor Paul Mac replies:
We're glad you think the mag Is brilliant (start with the
up -beat). Sometimes we do include 'swear words'
though nowhere near as gratuitously as your letter

might suggest. Normally, it is part of a non -editorial
first person contribution (an interviewee's words, a
reader's letter, and so on) where the character and
integrity of the contribution would be lost if we started
chopping it up. We always have, and will continue to
be, cautious with gratuitous language, though we can't
guarantee a swear -free mag. We suggest that
anybody who takes exception to the language should
only read The Mix after 9:00 p.m. And note that we
resisted the obvious two word reply to your letter -
that's willpower, that is.
Paul Mac

An idealistic teacher busy
moulding the future
generation of sound pro's

sound bites

Don't just
sit there
reading

and fuming. Write
to Open Mic and
join in our furious
debates on the
hottest topics...

303 obituary
Can we now lay the
analogue synth to rest? Can
new technology completely
replace the old and do
away with outrageous
second-hand prices for
'classic' hardware?

Consumer press
Where do you buy your
music gear? A retailer?
Mail-order? Second-hand?
Why? Do you go for after -
sales service and
reputation, or is it down to
the lowest price?

Write to us: Open Mic,
The Mix, Future
Publishing,
30 Monmouth St, Bath
BA1 2BW

Or email us:
themix@futurenet.co.uk

Win this ace
baseball jacket

The author of the best letter we
receive each month wins this
fabulous Shure baseball jacket. So get
thinking and writing - it could be you!

letter of the month
Shout about the bits
Yo! Chris Burmajster wrote saying he's got two Pioneer 96K DATs and can barely hear the difference between
44.1K and said sample rate. Well, he won't on those machines. He will, however, on a 24 -bit machine whacking
in the samples like an F15 on drugs.
There is a difference - it's more analogue -sounding, and in theory that is where we are going, I guess. There's

thick and there's thin sound. In another letter, you mention the Orban Optimod; that will make even my thin
piddly mixes sound good on air because it adds equalised compression, space and harmonics.

I have been digital since early 1989, with two Yamaha DMP7s, which I still have working. Now, the D -As on those 16 -bit beasts
(with the faders full up) were shit. The sound was clean though, underneath the digital hiss. You can't polish a turd after all.

Around the same time, I bought a digital editor from Micro Technology Unlimited of North Carolina, USA, simply because they were
the only ones to reply to my enquiry. The entire system cost me near 830,000, (now less than five grand). The soundcard is a Rev I

and it's 18 -bit dithered. The sound on that is exceptionally good, but clean. The system is tremendous, reliable and exceedingly clever,
but that is by the by.

Their latest card, the Krystal, uses 24 -bit Motorola thingies, still 44.1 or 48K or whatever sample rate you choose. Plug that in and
man - if you don't hear the difference, you've either got someone's legs around your ears when you should be working, or you ain't
got ears. We have two systems running on crappy PCs, so it's the cards and the converters, nothing else.

Now, all this 18 and 24 -bit stuff is still dithered to 16 bits, but the power of the sound is getting better all the time. Never mind the
96kHz sample rate, Nyquist himself would tell you that that was not necessary, if he wasn't in a lot more than 24 bits himself now.

Oh, we too have a website. It's at www.rollyourown.net, but like everything else in this business, we put it up about a year ago
meaning to finish it, but never got round to it. We will sometime. There's still a lot of stuff on there if you are interested in what we

did with a simple Prot and an Akai DRB.
By the way, to get into FutureNet is harder than getting a word out of Monica Lewinsky. I keep forgetting my password and

navigating it is like trying to find your way round Venice blindfolded in a Gondola with a hole in it.

Geg Hopkins, email supplied

It's about time we did some definitive testing, isn't it? Anybody else want to add to this discussion? You don't need a password to
browse FutureNet. If you haven't tried it, get on over to www.futurenetcorn for loads of stuff on Future Publishing's mags. On the
music side, give SampleNet a try: (www.futurenetcom/somplenet/), and don't forget our own brand-new site: (wwwthemix.net).
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contents reviews I

Who tests
the gear
Our team of equipment
reviewers are all audio
industry professionals, experts
in their chosen fields -
engineers, producers,
musicians, software
specialists and audio
journalists. This means that
you can trust the opinions
expressed in our reviews.

How the
gear is tested
Wherever possible, the gear
we test is used in actual
sessions. Indeed, some of
the biggest -selling records
this year will have acted as
testbeds for our reviewers.
We believe that to truly
evaluate kit properly, it needs
to be tested in studio
conditions - not a dark room!

Impartiality
Reviews in THE MiX are in
no way biased towards
certain manufacturers. We
will deliver an impartial
verdict on a product whether
or not a manufacturer
advertises in this magazine.
Our first duty is to you, the
reader, and our goal is to give
you the best possible advice
on buying equipment. We
will not hesitate in exposing
sub -standard equipment.

THEMiX
EDITOR'S
CHOICE

Products that are judged to be
outstanding by our reviewers are
awarded the 'Editor's Choice' tag. In
a standard review, this means that
the product offers exceptional
performance for the price it retails
for. In group tests, there may be two
awards - 'Best Performance' and
'Best Value. The 'Best Performance'
award will go to the product that
offers the best performance
irrespective of price, while the 'Best
Value' award will go to the product
that offers the best
price/performance ratio.

reviews
On test this month: E-mu's fast and slick E4XT Ultra sampler,
serious budget multitracking with the Fostex FD -8 digital
8 -track, compact analogue mixing from SoundTech, and more
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Ireview E -mu E4XT Ultra

E-mu
E4XT Ultra

Sampler
Price £2,799

For Fast processing C) Brilliant 'Beat Munging' feature makes

loop manipulation easy C) Filtering and modulation take the trophy

Against Doesn't make coffee
Verdict A new sampler with a proven interface and plenty of power under the hood

It looks like we're in for another sampler war. We've
just seen the launch of the new Akai samplers, with
their posh new front panels and WAV compatibility, and
now E -mu have struck back with the Ultra advantage -
major hardware and EOS upgrades for samplists to
drool over. It's possible that we'll see a few more
samplers throwing down the gauntlet before the year is
out, as well.

At least the sampler isn't dead. The new surge of
computer -based soft -synths has completely failed to
replace the rack -mounted powerstations of
this age, though they do serve a noble
convenience and cost-conscious need. The
only ones to infiltrate the professional market
have been Digidesign with their Mac OS
based SampleCell II, and that's because it's
actually a piece of sampling hardware with a

TN!

corresponding function key, and on -screen parameters
accessed by the cursor. And once you've got the hang
of E -mu speak and the way an E -mu sampler deals
with samples, voices, presets, and multitimbral set-ups,
it's a breeze.

Although the front panel looks strikingly similar to the
original E4XT, what lies behind it is quite a bit different.
E -mu have gone for a new 32 -bit RISC processing core,
with speedy DSP and hard disk access to match. They
claim that this speeds everything up, from the MIDI

response time to the hardcore file processing
speed that is the mainstay of sample editing.

MIME
EDITOR'S
CHOICE

software interface.
It's all about time. We've had a couple of years'

drought where progress in the sampler market is
concerned, because manufacturers have been
concentrating on computers, active monitors, and
digital desks. Now, hot on the heels of E-mu's own APS
computer -based system, comes the Ultra series, most
notably, the E4XT Ultra.

Overview
Those of you who know the original E4XT will
recognise the front panel. Not a lot has changed in that
respect, which is good news for old hands in the E -mu
game, because they'll have no trouble at all negotiating
the new features.

Newcomers should be comforted by the fact that
the E -mu samplers have one of the easiest interfaces
around. The large LCD display gives you options along
the bottom simply selected with a push of the

That much is obvious from just loading up a
preset, or performing some of the many
processor -intensive file procedures. We had the
opportunity to compare the E4XT Ultra with
one of its predecessors. Everything was quicker,
and not just by a hair either. Loading processes

that take a few seconds on the E -Synth were almost
instant on the Ultra; file -based processing, like time -
stretching, takes a bit longer, but the Ultra was finished
and sitting around having a cup of tea and a fag before
the E -Synth had shown much progress at all. All very
impressive stuff.

Before we get onto the nitty gritty, we have to
mention Beat Munging. If you haven't heard of it, you
haven't been listening. It's one of those features that
you realise samplers just have to have... once you've
experienced it. Briefly, the E4XT Ultra can take a
percussive loop, decide where the beats are, what the
beats are, and how best to mess around with it, then
give you the tools to do it. If there really was such a
thing as artificial intelligence, the Beat Munger would
be a professor.

There's quite a few more features to tell you about,
but first, you need to know what makes an E -mu

words Paul Mac images Gavin Roberts

specifications

Voice polyphony

MIDI channels
32

Presets
1,000 RAM
1,000 internal/flash

Layers
32

Zones
255

Crossfade/switch
zones
128

Sound memory max
128Mb
(RAM, flash, or ROM)

Filters
6th order, 21 types

Data encoding
20 -bit

Effects engine
24 -bit internal
processing

Analogue outputs
8 balanced jacks
(upgradeable to 16)

Analogue inputs
Stereo balanced jack

Digital I/O
AES/EBU, optional
16 out/8 in ADAT card,
Word clock
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E -mu E4XT Ultra review I

sampler tick. The answer is EOS, or E -mu Operating
System. It's behind everything you do on an E -mu
sampler - just as the Apple Mac OS stays familiar
while all around the hardware is building up and
speeding up. The manual for the E -mu isn't really an
E4XT manual, it's an EOS manual. Improvements in
hardware make improvements in EOS possible. The
version of EOS that ships with Ultra units is V4.0.

At the basic level, EOS deals with samples. These are
the raw material, the sound files that feed the rest of
the machine. Once you've got a sample on a keyboard
(which is automatic), with filtering and envelopes, and
cords modulation settings, you've got a voice, which
can be made up of a number of sample zones. Voices
contain the filter settings, envelopes, modulation
settings, and so on. Once voices (one or more) are
assigned to a complete keyboard with performance
parameters, like effects, set, they make up a preset.

Sample stuff
Sampling on the E -mu is pretty much standard fare.
Once you've set up your I/O and method, thresholds,
and so on, just get on with it. Remember that there's
always the option of resampling the output of the
E -mu, so if you can 'perform' a new sample, with its
modulations and effects and so on, you can resample
it. This is especially good if you don't want to use up a

effects processor on a single voice or sample.
Once the sample is inside (usually assigned to a

voice) you've got many options - most of them under
the tools menus. There were three tools menus in the
E4, now there are four. The first covers all of the basic
sample manipulation, like looping and fades, and so
on. You'll find this section particularly easy to work with
as it's simply a waveform display with movable start
and end points and various tools along the top, like
zoom in and out, fades, and auto finds. That last
one saves a lot of time messing about with
sample accurate loop point moving. The
E -mu will find suitable loop points in the
vicinity of your start and end points, and
will try again whenever you ask.

Another highlight of the Tools 1 menu
is the Beat Calculator. Ever been stuck
trying to add samples to time, or convert
BPM to samples, and so on? The Beat
Calculator can do it without the string of
arithmetic written along your console's
scribble strip.

The Tools 2 menu covers the core sample
processes: DC filter, left/right swap, stereo/mono
conversion, reverse, and integrity. The DC filter is for
imported samples that suffer from a DC offset,
and the integrity feature examines a sample for

Better, stronger, faster...
the all -new Emu E4XT

3.61alifr

Ins and outs
E4XT Ultra comes complete
with AES EBU digital I/O and
word clock
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The eight standard
analogue outputs are
upgradeable to 16

MI

price guide
There's actually three
different units in the E -mu
Ultra range, all rackmounts.
The E-6400 Ultra is at the
basic end, with the E -Synth
Ultra next, and then the
E4XT Ultra. Both the E-
6400 and the E -Synth can
be upgraded all the way to
E4XT standard. You can

even go further than that
with an extra eight
analogue outputs, the ADAT
option, and more RAM (up
to 128Mb). Of course,
there's always the ROM
cards, and flash ROM cards
for fast access to your
favourite sounds. Here's
the prices:

E4XT Ultra
64Mb RAM, 3.2Gb hard
drive, Digital FX, 128 voices,
32 MIDI channels: £2,799

E -Synth Ultra
16Mb ROM samples, 16Mb

RAM, Digital FX, 64 voices:

£2,269

E-6400 Ultra
18Mb, 64 voices: £1,799

Polyphony
128 voice E469

ADAT digital I/O
16 output/8 input £429

Upgrade
D-WAM, wordclock, ASCII,
MIDI £299

R -Chip
32 channel studio effects
processor ETBA

E -Synth ROM
£229

Orbit/Phatt ROM
E229

Flash ROM
16/32 Mb £TBA

8 output expander
E659

® glitches or dodgy data, and fixes them.
Tools 3 has the more advanced stuff: gain

change (including normalise), compression, parametric
EQ, aural exciter, and phase linear filter. The aural
exciter is a licensed Aphex process (the famous one),
and the phase linear filter includes all the usual filter
varieties, but they operate without playing havoc with
the phase, which is a process normally reserved for
high -end processors.

Tools 4 has all the
really cool stuff.
Existing E -mu users
will recognise the
transform/multiply
function. This is
another unique
feature that E -mu
have become well
known for. It takes
two samples and merges one with the other in a
morphing, modulated, vocoded kind of way. Sorry,
that's about as specific as it gets. You end up with a
completely new sample with traces of the old ones -
good for finding
inspiration and
wasting a Sunday
afternoon. Old hands
will be pleased to
know that the speed
of this function has
been improved by
several magnitudes.

Time -shift and
pitch -shift are both in Tools 4, with improved algorithms
and speed. New bits consist of bit conversion
(downgrading samples for that grungy thang), stereo
Doppler shifting (neeeeowm goes the car), and the
much -publicised Beat Munging.

Munge away
We mentioned the Beat Munger earlier, and hopefully
whetted your appetite a little. In a massive piece of
understatement, it really is quite clever. It's like this: you
get your sample, and give it to the Beat Munger. As
soon as you've done that, it thinks for a moment or
two and tells you how many beats it thinks it has, what
the time signature is, and what the tempo is. Incredibly,

it tends to get it right as well. After that, you can adjust
all manner of things to get the perfect loop, and then
export it as a new sample.

The Beat Munger's analysis procedure works best on
smaller samples, and it's obviously intended for
percussive content rather than anything ambient,
though if you do throw something unusual at it, you're
guaranteed an interesting result. There's several stages

of analysis, but overall
it's a kind of spectral

Lt=112.213 beats=1

Tempo:
Beat M

112.2 bpm
Swing :0%

bar east
LOC9:0 to:4

unger I CPU: O
Metronome Level: 10
Process Acli: 40 :40 : <0>

XX XX X XXX XXX X XXXX

[10122111IM Sto Pla OK

Artificial intelligence? The Beat Munger knows where the beats are, how many
of 'em there are, and how to move them around to get the perfect loop

and energy analysis,
together with a look
at the overall length
and the positioning of
what it recognises as
the beats.

Once that's in the
bag, you can get on
with some real-time

Beat Munging. In the top left of the Munger display is
the BPM count. You can change this up or down in
tenths of a BPM, which should be accurate enough for
anyone. You can also use this to give the Munger a

helping hand. We
tried a vocal sample,
and small
adjustments of the
BPM got everything
ship-shape.

Next is quantising.
Yes, the Munger will

Reverse
som us secs

test :000001:100 0.00
nd :00139392
ize :00139392 2.940

Reverse is just one of the many standard sample tools in the tools menus

2.9

quantise the
individual beats for

you, calculated in percentages. Once you go over 750/0
you start introducing swing quantising (rather like
groove quantising in Cubase). In addition, there's a
swing factor parameter - either slow, normal, or fast,
which roughly correlates to the swing style (laid back
R&B compared to speed jazz - kind of).

To aid the whole process, there's two tuning
parameters. One is the amount of information that
stays in the sample, and the other adjusts the
crossfade times when the Munger does its chopping.
Small changes in these parameters smooth out the
end result, but big ones have quite unique
characteristics, a kind of grungy harmonic thing.
Something to try.
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review E -mu E4XT Ultra

bundle magic
The E -mu Ultra series comes complete with a bunch of software to give us all a much easier life. It's a
sensible selection, with a bit more than just an OEM version of Logic.

First, you get a copy of Gallery Software's E05 link, a very cool little program that gives you the E4XT
Ultra front panel and EOS screen on your computer. Edit your synth in the same way as you would
normally, but from the comfort of your computer chair.

Also, you get the Emagic Sound Diver for your E -mu. This is fairly sophisticated librarian and
management software that's become a standard in the bundled software world. Again, it's useful if you
prefer to stick to your computer screen.

Mac users can opt for Bias Peak waveform editing software, which for some, cuts down the hassle
of sample editing on an LCD screen. This also offers a bit more variety in effects and manipulation, as if
there wasn't enough already!

It's rumoured that the PC option will be Steinberg's Wavelab software, which really needs no
introduction. However, don't quote us on that. It's best to check with E -mu when you're ready to buy.
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SoundDiver librarian/
management software is
one of the programs
bundled with the E4XT

All E-mu's Ultra range,
including the E -Synth Ultra,
can be upgraded to E4XT
standard (see box, p. 28)
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For actual beat manipulation, you get the choice
of start and end beats, so you can shift emphasis

and timing on a whole -loop scale. There's also a line
of 16 'X's on -screen that represent the beats in your
sample. By selecting these you can chop them out and
so adjust the time signature of your loop, as well as kill
the snares. Beat Munger does a butt edit using the
cross -fade parameter and you end up with a
(hopefully) seamless new loop.

We've taken lot of space to explain the Beat
Munger, but with good reason. This is a truly new
feature, not just an expansion of old ones. It hands
faster and more intuitive loop creation and editing to
the user, which can only be good. So, a sampler can
compete in a computer's world.

Voice box
Every voice in the E -mu has three envelopes, a choice
of filters, and a set of cords (we'll come to those in a
moment). The envelopes are amplitude, filter, and
general. Although all can be used as modulation

sources (even destinations), the amplitude and filter
envelopes have obvious primary functions. The third is
there purely as a modulation source for that voice.

The choice of filters in E -mu products has always
been a big selling point, even more so now that filters
and movement in those filters is considered one of the
staple effects in dance music. The E4XT Ultra has 12
filter types, which is quite a lot, really. The filters range
from the mundane band this and pass that brigade,
through more adventurous types, like sweeping filters,
and onto the E -mu speciality of morphing filters
(remember the Morpheus?). These clever little buggers
actually interpolate and morph between filter settings
and give the kind of animated tonality that today's
hit-meisters just cannot seem to do without.

If you're unfamiliar with the concept of parameter
modulation, then you should have paid more attention
in analogue school. The old patchable synths worked
by using varying signals to change how a stage
worked - like throwing an LFO signal at an amplifier
and getting a tremolo effect on the signal. The digital
age has brought even more adventurous patching
opportunities, where most things can modulate most
other things, like a slowly rising pitch wheel controller
moving the centre frequency of a filter.

Now, modulation is confusing at the best of times.
You set up one or two sources and one or two
destinations, and suddenly you're desperately seeking
the ones you've set up already because something
isn't quite right. You lose track of your patches, and
then you don't speak to your sampler for a few days.
Well, the E4XT Ultra allows up to 25 different
modulation connections, and even those connections
can modulate each other. Just about every parameter
is a potential modulation destination, and the sources
are too numerous to mention, from the usual auxiliary
envelope to three LFOs, MIDI clock, and controllers.

Okay, to make sure that modulation is a feature you
don't ignore for another day, EOS gives you the whole
lot on a plate in the form of cords. Dial up the cords
display on the E -mu, and you can see them all - well,
one page at a time of course, but they get quite a few
on a page. It's as easy as moving the cursor around
and selecting your sources and destinations with the
rotary encoder. On the Akai, for example, each page
(filter, envelope, and so on) has its own modulation
parameters. On the E -mu, you get to see everything at
the same time. It makes you want to be creative!

ULTR
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E -mu E4XT Ultra

The front panel looks like the
E4XT of old, and has one of the
easiest -to -use interfaces around
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The sources and destinations are on the same list,
and there's a massive selection to choose from. In fact,
it is more like using an analogue synth than ordinary
modulation patches, because in addition to the usual
stuff you get all sorts of modifiers, like summing amps,
DC switches (half wave rectification), lag (delay on a
timecode source) and diode (full range swing), to
name but a few. From this you'll guess that you can
use destinations as sources, and in that way build up a
string of modulation connections, which gets pretty
mad. Also, you can set cords (and other stuff like filters
and amplitude envelope) across groups of voices,
which adds yet another dimension.

In use
There have been moans about
almost all operating systems ever
invented. Akais weren't the easiest
things to get around, until the
new 55000 and S6000 samplers
came along. Now they're much
better. The thing is though, that
EOS, according to most E -mu
users, has always been easy to use.
So easy, in fact, that they haven't
needed to change the fundamentals
they've just added new features.

It's a big manual, but you could
probably get round 800/0 of the E4XT
without more that a few glances at it. The
extra 20% ain't so difficult either.

And then of course there's the speed, one of the
main complaints about previous incarnations of EOS.
Well, there's no more worries on that score. Yes, some
things take longer than others, but that's the laws of
physics, not shoddy software.

Need more confidence? Well, the software in the
review model was beta software, still being tested by
the UK branch of E -mu. To its credit, it only crashed
once during some random button pushing, which
spells good news for users of the shipping version of
the software.

Get the ADAT digital I/O
option: 8 ins and 16 outs

And we haven't even touched on the sequencer
and arpeggiator, maybe because so many people
prefer to stick to the computer versions. Even so, for
those people who prefer to work through ideas
without a mouse at hand, it's quite a bonus, and has
had quite a few improvements since the last (slightly
scratch -pad) affair.

Verdict
A modern sampler is an emotive piece of audio
equipment. You play around, exploring all the
possibilities, and then you just can't stop thinking of

ideas even after you've walked away from it.
And so it is with the E -mu E4XT Ultra. The

prime example is the Beat Munger,
which hands you new loops on a

plate, encouraging you to fiddle
and fall until that magic moment
comes along. It adds a major
creative and time -saving aspect to
the sampler.

For many people, a sampler is
the big investment, the centre of

their set-up, and they need to
know they're getting good value. The

whole Ultra series is good value, both
in pure money terms, and with regard to
future expansion and growth. You can
add ROM cards, flash ROM, memory,
outputs, inputs - all manner of cool stuff

at a fraction of the initial investment (the literature
even mentions a 32 -channel effects processor, which
sounds promising).

The E -mu E4XT Ultra sampler isn't just a bigger and
faster version of what's gone before, it's a new
machine. A new machine you should definitely
have in your studio.

More from: E-mu-Ensoniq UK, Pinewood
Studios, Pinewood Road, lver, Bucks, SLO ONH
Tel: 01753 630808 Fax: 01753 652040
Web: www.emu-ensoniq.com

Free CDs!
When you buy an E4XT
Ultra, you don't just get a
sampler. You also get eight
sample CDs, plus a demo.
The latter is designed to
show you just what is
possible with the Ultra,
with bits n' pieces cooked
up by the E -mu team,
while the sample CDs are
all from E-mu's extensive
sound library, and cost
anything from E75
individually. The eight
bundled CDs are:

Emulator
standards
A selection of the sounds
that made this pioneer in
the sampling world
famous. All those gruff
meaty samples that you
wish the digital age hadn't
done away with. Includes
strings, brass, percussion,
oohs and ahhs, guitars,
synths, and organs

More Emulator
standards
More samples from the
grandad of popular
samplers.

Orchestral
E -mu are well known for
quality orchestral samples
and these are no
exception. Includes just
about every standard
instrument in the orchestra,
including section samples

Sound FX
Bit of a BBC job this.
Outdoor ambience,
thunderstorms, vacuum
cleaner, drill, and many
more.

World instruments
A good selection of the
more unusual instruments
around, but doesn't have
anything particularly
strange. Mainly European
and ethnic standards

World percussion/
ensembles
Again, a good range of the
standard world samples,
this time all percussion.
Includes Latin, African,
Tibetan, and Indian hits

E -mu classics
Synth classics, starting with
E -mu (Morpheus, Proteus),
and on to Roland, Wurlizer,
Rhodes, Yamaha, Vox, and

Mellotron

Vintage
A nice range of the obvious
and not so obvious: tone
wheel organs, pianos,
Prophet, ARP, Jupiter and
Juno series, guitars, and

electro percussion
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Clavia must now he one of the most
renowned synth manufacturers in the
world, and after their success with the
ground -breaking Nord Lead and rack
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strength. Nord Lead 2 has been
designed to add

and improve features of the original whilst still keeping
the feel and quality. The Nord Modular is the most
versatile synthesizer ever. As with the old
patchcord method of synthesis, the
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synth you want without messy wires
and diagrams.
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1111 something you can pop down to your local consumer store, take off
the shelf and slot into your set-up. There are a number of important
factors to be considered to ensure the integration will be smooth and
trouble -free, when you're supposed to be working you don't want to
know if your disk access time is correct or that your possibly going
to have IRQ conflicts.
This is why at Music Connections we take the time to establish
exactly what your personal needs will be and how to adapt the
system to your current environment. Only when we have this
information will we start to construct a system that we would be
happy for you to take home and use. However, before we allow you
to leave any of our premises the unit will he extensively bench tested
to make sure it works 100% (this is something your local computer
store will not do.)
A PC system believe it or not is quite a delicate
item and you will need constant hand -holding,
we know from many customers that whilst many
computer stores are very cheap on pricing, after -
sales can often leave very much to -be desired.
Also very often our prices are
no worse than many large
computer stores.
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review Fostex FD -8

FOSTEX
FD -8

Digital 8 -track
Price £699 (£799 with IDE drive)

For Easy to use 0 16 -track mixdown 0 Great price 0 8 -channel ADAT interfacing
Against No 'insert' edits 0 Optical digital only 0 Needs more locate memories

Verdict An all -in -one hard disk recorder and mixer, stripped of

the luxuries for a suitably naked price

Do you ever feel like you've paid for features you're
never going to use? Do you want the option to expand
your recording set-up as you see fit? The Fostex FD -8 is
a hard disk recorder, editor, and mixer, with everything
you need and no more. This could be the best option
for serious multi -tracking on a budget. As long as it
passes the test...

Overview
The Fostex FD -8 is actually two units
packaged in one box: an analogue mixer, and
a digital hard disk recorder and editor. There
is no automation control of the mixer, and
there are no built-in effects. What it does
have is comprehensive MIDI synchronisation
facilities and the ability to mix up to eight
external sources with the eight recorded tracks, so it
would seem to be a good choice as a partner to your
MIDI set-up. Vocals, harmonies, and guitar, for instance,
could occupy the FD -8 alongside your MIDI sequencer,
and then you could have both come together through
the FD -8's mixer.

The FD -8's 'multitracker' title takes on several
different meanings, depending on what your input of
choice is. There are only two on -board analogue -to -
digital converters, which translates to a maximum of
two different simultaneous analogue sources. In
addition, there's a dual-purpose optical digital input,
which takes either an 8 -channel ADAT source, or a
2 -channel S/PDIF source. If you go in with an ADAT
connection, you can record on all eight channels
simultaneously. If you go in with an S/PDIF connection,
you can team up with the two analogue sources and
record up to four different sources.

The recorder section uses the choice of an internal

IDE drive and two external SCSI drives, which can be
fixed or removable (though simultaneous track record
is limited with Magneto -optical drives). While there are
eight recordable tracks, it's also got another 16
additional tracks. These are not quite virtual tracks, as
you can only play back from the real tracks, but they
do serve as a kind of pasteboard within the project as
you can move audio freely between real and
additional tracks.

The editing facilities comprise move -paste,
copy -paste, and track copy functions, plus
delete. This opens out into a fairly flexible
system when you start messing with the time
base as you get tempo maps, quantised
edits, and a metronome, as well as other bits
and pieces.

The best way to explore the FD -8 is to look at a
simple recording and editing job, starting from the
mixer. Aside from the main choices we've
already covered, you can get analogue
signals into the mixer either through
unbalanced jacks or the two balanced
XLR sockets (channels 7 and 8), which
have high, medium, and low input
level selections so you can customise
the input amp for microphone, guitar,
and line level -type inputs. There's no
phantom power, though.

Straight up
The other alternative is the Recorder In
stereo input. With this you can get a
stereo signal straight to the recorder,
bypassing the mixer. It's also connected to
the L/R monitor out bus for use in 16 -channel

MiX
EDITOR'S
CHOICE

words Paul Mac images Gavin Roberts

16 -channel
mixdown

Because of the clever
monitor routing, you can
mix 16 channels of audio
to a digital stereo master
recorder, like a DAT or
CD -R machine, using just
the FD -8. Imagine you've
recorded on all eight
recorder tracks, and want
to combine these with
eight external inputs (from,
say, a synchronised MIDI
set-up). All you do is
connect up your external
sources, say, eight outputs
from a sampler, select Track
(hard disk recorder output)
as the input source for all
channels, and select L/R +
Mon as the monitor source.

Now you use the
channel faders to adjust
recorder track levels, and
the monitor mix controls to
adjust the external input
levels. Everything comes
out of the stereo monitor
outputs. lust connect those
to the Recorder In sockets,
and everything gets
pumped onto the main
stereo bus. You you can
then assign that stereo bus
to the digital outputs and
send it off to your
mastering machine. N000
problem! Just the job when
you're messing with
microphones and MIDI.

Fade away...
The FD8's faders form part of
the analogue mixer section
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Fostek FD -8 review

Serious multiitracking on a
budget: the FOB hands you
an analogue mixer and a
digital recorder on a plate

mixdown (see box). Channels 7 and 8 also have insert
points for in -line processing, such as a compressor on
vocals.

Every channel has access to auxiliary sends 1 and 2,
and there are two stereo auxiliary returns, but you can't
route these returns into the recorder - for that you'd
need to return them to an input channel. Channel EQ
is 3 -band, with a swept mid.

The channel/recorder routing is not too difficult , but
the manual doesn't exactly hand it to beginners on a
plate. On each channel you select an input source,
either an external analogue input, or from the
corresponding recorder channel (for bouncing and
mixing). That signal then goes onto the main L/R bus
via the EQ and a pan control. As well as supplying the
main L/R output, the stereo L/R bus feeds the FD -8's
two analogue -to -digital converters. The 'left' converter
feeds the odd -numbered recorder tracks, and the
'right' converter feeds the even -numbered tracks. The
track arm buttons determine which tracks will actually
record something.

So you can record to all eight recorder channels if
you like, but channels 1, 3, 5, and 7 (left pan) will
record the same thing, and so will channels 2, 4, 6,

and 8 (right pan). This changes when you introduce
digital inputs, which connect directly to your choice of
recorder tracks. An 8 -channel ADAT input records to
all tracks, and a 2 -channel S/PDIF input records to
whatever two channels you choose.

Downtown buss
The other major stereo buss in the FD -8 mixer is the
monitor bus. Every channel has a monitor level control
with two feeds, one from the external input to the
channel, and one from that channel's corresponding
recorder track. Turn the level pot all the way to the
right, and you send only the recorder output to the
monitor bus; turn the monitor level all the way to the
left, and only the channel input goes to the monitor
bus. Anything in between is a mix of the two. The
Monitor Pan control determines the stereo positioning
of the monitor feed.

You then get a choice of three sources to emerge
from the monitor outputs of the FD -8: Mon (monitor
buss only), Mon+L/R (monitor bus plus stereo bus),
or L/R (stereo bus only) - all very clever indeed. This
way, all your recording and monitoring tasks,
including overdubbing (where you want to hear a 0

Extra, extra!
The most basic FD -8 is too
basic. You can't do much
with no recording media! If
you buy the FD -8 with an
internal 2.1Gb IDE hard
drive, then add £100 to the
basic price (E799), which is
"petty good deal by
anybody's standards. Of
course, if you've got a
decent SCSI drive sitting
around at the studio, you
can use that, but make
sure that it's on Fostex's
'qualified' list. Even
removable media like a
SyQuest ezflyer, or an
lomega Zip drive will do
the job, and you get the
advantage of archiving
these disks. Using one as a
back-up drive is a very
good idea. Any way you
look at it, the ED -8 is an
economic way to build
your studio.
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specifications

Analogue I/O
0 8 unbalanced

channel inputs
C) 2 balanced channel

inputs
O 2 -channel direct

record in
0 2 stereo aux returns
0 2 insert points
0 2 aux sends
O Stereo monitor out
0 Stereo L/R out

Digital I/O
44.1kHz 16 -bit linear,
S/PDIF or ADAT

Recording medium
External SCSI device,
Internal IDE hard disk

Recording format
Fostex Disk
Management System 3

Tracks
8 real tracks
16 additional tracks

Simultaneous
recording
8 tracks (optical ADAT)
2-4 tracks (2 analogue,
2 S/PDIF)

Simultaneous
playback
8 tracks

Recording modes
44.1kHz ADAC
(normal), 44.1kHz 16 -
bit linear (mastering)

Vad-pitch
±6%

Crossfade
10mS

Frequency response
20Hz-20kHz typical

Dynamic range
90dB typical

® mix of the recorded material, plus any new inputs
you're recording) are reduced to a couple of

knobs and source selections.

Learning the recorder
The recorder section, you'll be glad to know, is much
simpler. The track arm buttons decide what tracks
record, and the transport controls do the usual play,
rewind, fast forward, and record stuff. Everything else,
from punch -in recording to track editing, is based
around a cueing and locate system that takes maybe
ten minutes to fathom completely.

Basically, there's six main memory locations, plus a
generic locate space. All of them hold a time
position that the FD -8 uses for various
functions. There's Punch In and
Punch Out memories for jumping
in and out of record, together
with Auto -start and Auto -end
memories. These last two give
the auto play and auto repeat
functions (looping and return
to point) their coordinates. So
you can run through a Punch
record or a rehearsal section
over and over again. There's
also a footswitch socket
for manual Punch In and
Out recording.

The other two main memories are
the clipboard in and out positions. Setting
these gives you a region selection for
track edits such as copy and paste. The
extra locate memory is useful for all sorts,
including as a scratch board when you're
cueing memory locations.

Getting to these locate points is simple enough as
well. You can approximate the position on the fly with
the Hold button, then do the fine tuning with the scrub
wheel or by editing the numbers. In scrub mode, the
meters show an approximation of level over time, so
you can use both your ears and your eyes to hit the
perfect spot.

One particularly good cueing tool is the Preview
function. You can get the FD -8 to repeat the time
round each memory location and then nudge it
forwards or backwards with the scrub wheel. For
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Use the scrub
Preview functi
definition of I
critical region

wheel and
on for easy

oops and

The FO8's channel EQ is
3 -band, with a swept mid

example, if you choose to preview the Clipboard In
memory, then you'd hear a couple of seconds of
silence (muted) until that 'in' point, then the audio
comes back when it hits the memory location. This
makes it particularly easy to define loops and those
critical regions.

In use
It doesn't take long to become familiar with the FD -8,
as long as you've got a bit of background on how
recording set-ups in general work. We didn't try it, but
suspect that a novice would spend a bit more time in
the manual, which tends to avoid the 'big picture.

Once that learning curve is out of the way
though, production on the FD -8 is child's

play. You have to know the limits, and
keep a close eye on your locator

memories, but other than that,
you can worry more about
your music than then
the equipment.

There were a few absences
that would have made life
easier - namely phantom
power, and the ability to name
things, like tracks. More general

locate points would come in
handy, especially with names; and

there's no insert edit functions either.
Whatever you paste goes in without

regard for whatever is already there.
For the price, you can understand the lack
of an effects processor (add the price of
an external one and you still win), but
simple file -based processes wouldn't have

gone amiss, like reverse and normalise, for example.
And the optical digital audio connector might be a

cause for concern to some, as there's no coaxial
(phono) alternative. While it doesn't excuse not having
one as standard, Fostex do make a little converter
called the COP -1, which retails at £49.

On the upside, easy synchronisation, a bars/beats
time base, 16 -track mixdown, 'additional' tracks, and
graphic as well as audio scrubbing all score highly in
the FD -8. And as long as you're in mastering mode,
the sound quality is excellent.

Verdict
The Fostex FD -8 stands apart from the mega -function
all -in -one boxes like the Roland VS series, in both price
and features. Call it £799 with the internal IDE and
you've got serious value. Add a SCSI back-up device
and maybe a multi -effects processor, and it starts
getting very good indeed. Some might prefer a
stand-alone recorder and a mixer of their choice,
which is an understandable, and probably more
flexible route, but the point is that the FD -8 hands
you the basic mixer and recorder on a plate; then you
can grow your recording set-up as and
when you see fit.

More from: SCV London, 2-24 Southgate Road,
London NI ILI Tel: 0171 923 1892
Fax: 0171 241 3244
Web: www.scvlondon.co.uk
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FREE THE SPIRIT
The 328's unique

E -Strip
user interface takes
everything you know
and makes it digital

Imagination is now your

only limitation

DIGITAL - MAKING IT EASIER TO DO MORE

Apply everything you know about mixing to
an automated experience that's digital
perfection.

If speed and efficiency are your targets,
let the Digital 328 be your solution.

Offering superb sonic integrity and a
built-in 32 channel MIDI control environment,
mixing becomes an experience of pure pleasure.

Add to this 2 onboard Lexicon effects units, floating
dynamics processors, our acclaimed UltraMic+- pre -amp and
you've got one serious mixer.

The Digital Revolution just got a new Leader.

For more information
http:// www.spirit-by-soundcraft.co.uk www.digital328.com

SPIRIT BY SOUNDCRAFT
HARMAN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES LTD., CRANBORNE HOUSE,
CRANBORNE ROAD, POTTERS BAR, HERTFORDSHIRE EN6 3JN, ENGLAND. UK
TEL: +44 (0)1707 665000. FAX: +44 (0)1707 665461.

H A Harman International Company

SPIRIT DIGITAL 328
Send me a brochure on Digital 328

DIGITAL MIXING CONSOLE
I read the following magazines:

d me a brochure on the full Spirit Range Name

I would use Digital 328 for:

Address.
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Ireview SoundTech Quantum Mix ST2442

SoundTech
Quantum Mix

ST2442
16:4:2 compact analogue mixer

Price £799
For Easy to use C) Clean accurate sound C) Loads of channels in little space

Against No separate mic and line inputs C) Some labelling is hard to read

Verdict A lot of bits in a small bod, with a clean sound - just the job if you're on a budget

A couple of years ago it seemed as though a new
compact mixer was being released every ten minutes.
Manufacturers were cramming more and more
channels and features into smaller and smaller boxes,
constantly trying to out -do each other on quality, whilst
continuing to out -little each other. Thankfully things
have slowed down a bit, and sometimes whole hours
will pass without a single one of these compact
consoles raising its cute little head. New to this highly -
competitive market is the SoundTech Quantum Mix
ST2442 Production Mixer. But does size really matter?

Overview
In fact, for a compact mixer, the ST2442 doesn't look
so small, until you consider what has been wedged
under its bonnet: 16 mono and 4 stereo inputs, giving
a total of 24 (the stereo ones are counted as two
mono channels). The mono channels each sport a gain
pot, a 75Hz low-cut filter, a 3 -band sweepable EQ, four
aux sends, pan, PFL or AFL soloing, a 60mm fader, and
the obligatory mute and routing buttons. As you would
expect, the stereo channels have slightly less in the
way of features, with the gain pot being replaced by a
+4dBm/-lOdBv switch, and the sweepable mid
replaced by a far humbler fixed -frequency mid control.

On to the sub group and master section. A pair of
buttons above each of the four groups' 60mm faders
allows you to send the group signal to the left, right, or
both busses. Above this we find the auxiliary send
master controls and solo buttons, monitoring level
controls, and the 'tape to main' switch and level pot.
Bringing up the rear are the control room source
buttons, 12 -segment level LEDs, and master fader.

Most of the desk's connectors are located on the top

surface. Mic and line signals feed the mono channels
through a composite XLR/jack socket. The insert point
below this uses a standard 3 -pole jack. Each stereo
channel and stereo return has a pair of balanced/
unbalanced jack sockets, where the left channel input
shares its signal with the right channel when nothing is
connected to the right input. Next to that lot are the
auxiliary and group output jacks, four phono sockets for
2 -track send and return, headphone output, and a
BNC-type connector to plug a light into - something
you often don't see even on bigger desks.

Moving round the back, we find more connectors.
Both the main outputs and the mono sum output offer
a choice between unbalanced jack and balanced XLR
connectors, whilst the control room output is balanced/
unbalanced jack only. Mains is supplied via a standard
IEC socket, next to which sits the on/off switch and the
global +48V phantom power switch.

In use
The first thing that strikes you when looking
over the ST2442 is how well laid- out it is.

On the whole, the controls and
connectors are well labelled, although
some of the dark green ones, are very
hard to read against a black
background. Another immediately
apparent shortcoming of the ST2442 is
the small size of its pots. This sort of
problem is inherent in compact mixers,
but most manufacturers seem to devise
ways around the problem, by placing pots in
a zig-zag pattern, for instance. SoundTech's
approach seems to have been just to shrink everything

words Adam Crute images Gavin Roberts

Isoknob
Protection

System

Although it sounds like
some sort of new pastime,
SoundTech's Isoknob
system is, in fact, a system
designed to increase the
reliability and all-round
road -worthiness of many of
SoundTech's products. As
you know, mixing desks are
crammed full of controls
for doing one thing or
another. However, in most
instances, these controls
are mounted directly on
the device's circuit board;
every knock or bump to a
control is passed directly to
the circuit board
underneath. This can be
alleviated by also bolting
the pot in question to the
desk's front panel, but this
can easily result in the
controls simply snapping
off, as the rigid mounting
doesn't allow for any
movement whatsoever.

That's where Isoknob
comes to the rescue.
Rather than attaching the
pot itself to the panel, it is
the knob which fits onto
the pot which is mounted.
This means that any
damage to any control
doesn't damage the pot
itself or, more importantly,
the fragile circuit board
beneath. In fact, to prove
their point, SoundTech
perform a special
demonstration. An Isoknob-
equipped desk is dropped,
face down, from height
onto a hard floor. Once it is
confirmed that at least a
few pots have broken off,
the desk is plugged in and
shown to work perfectly.

Get connected
Most of the desk's connectors
are located on the top surface,
so there's no need for fiddling
'round the back
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The versatile Quantum Mix
will take care of just about
any application you care to
throw at it
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down a bit. This makes the pots somewhat fiddly to
use, but there's plenty of space between each
channel's controls so access isn't too badly impaired.

The use of combined jack and XLR connectors,
although novel, does limit the flexibility of the desk, as
you have to re -patch for different tasks. However, the
sockets are solid and wouldn't suffer too badly from
this sort of treatment. Instead of physically switching
between line and mic inputs, the connectors sense
whether there is a jack or an XLR connected, and thus
whether there is a line or mic level signal present.

In operation the EQ delivers a well-balanced
performance, giving an adequate amount of control
over your signal. The cut/boost controls are centre-
detented, which is fortunate as there is no EQ in/out
switch. Oddly, the auxiliary sends also have centre
detentes, the advantage of which is not immediately
obvious. Auxiliary 1 is pre fade, Auxiliary 4 is post fade,
and Auxiliaries 2 and 3 can be switched between pre
and post fade as a pair.

The stereo inputs only lose a couple of these
controls. The fixed frequency mid is useful, but not
particularly flexible. The omission of any gain control is
a bit of a letdown too. However, as a saving grace, the
stereo channels will operate as extra mono channels if
you only plug into the left inputs.

The master section is as well laid -out as the rest of
the desk. The master auxiliary sends have the same
centre detente as the channel auxiliary controls, and

each aux buss can be soloed. The solo bus is globally
switched between AFL and PFL operation by another of
those hard -to -read buttons. The four stereo returns can
be routed to the subgroups, main L+R buss or, in the
case of stereo aux return 4, to aux send 1. These
returns can also be collectively soloed.

The real test of any sound equipment is its sound,
and this is one place where SoundTech have made no
compromises. The signal path is clean and free from
any adverse colouration, whilst the overall sound of the
desk is one of clarity and accuracy.

Verdict
The ST2442 is well suited to many different
applications, but its clean sound quality and effective
EQ make it ideal for a small home or project studio,
and its simplicity of operation makes it perfect for
inexperienced users. However, the lack of separate mic
and line inputs or true tape returns, whilst keeping the
price down, do mean that a fair amount of patching
and re -patching would be required. But if these sorts of
inconveniences don't bother you, the ST2442 is
definitely worth a gander. You could buy a lot less
mixer for a lot more money.

More from: Smart Sound Direct, Unit 5&6,
38/40 Town End, Caterham on the Hill, Surrey,
CR3 5UG Tel: 0990 134464 / 01883 346647
Fax: 01883 340073

specifications

Channel inputs
16 mic/line (mono)
4 stereo line

Channel EQ
Low shelf
(80Hz ±15dB)
Swept mid
(100Hz-8kHz, ±12dB)
High shelf
(12kHz ±15dB)

Groups
4

Auxiliaries
4

Phantom power
+48V (global)

Frequency response
20Hz-60kHz (±1dB)

Noise
-84.5dBu (20Hz-20kHz,
gain & faders at unity)

Dimensions
9.8cm x 6.92cm x
39.7cm
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review AKG C 414 B-ULS

AKG C 414
B-ULS

Large -diaphragm condenser microphone

Modern Classic

For Clean, detailed sound C) Solid construction C) Flexible configuration

Against Can be a little bright for some applications
Verdict A proven mic suited to just about any application. Fantastic value for money

If, for some bizarre reason, well-known microphones
were a category in Family Fortunes, you'd wager that
three in particular would be at the top of the list:
Shure's SM58, Neumann's U87, and AKG's C 414.
Most live singers are usually seen holding an SM58,
and whenever someone is filmed singing in a studio it
is invariably either into a U87 or a C 414. Even so, to
suggest that these particular mics are recognisable
purely through media coverage would be misguided.
They are recognisable because they have stood the test
of time, even if over time their physical appearance
and specifications have changed.

The C 414 is a perfect example of this. Although its
physical shape hasn't changed much, the C 414 is
essentially the result of many decades of mic
development. In fact, it can be traced right back to the
first large -diaphragm condenser mic, the renowned
and much -revered C 12. But don't be fooled into
believing that these two mics sound the same! Many
changes happened along the way, the most significant
of which resulted in the release in 1986 of the C 414
B-ULS. This is the mic most people think of when you
say C 414 - it has the distinctive C 414 shape and
colour. Although this particular incarnation has been
around for some 13 years now, its introduction marked
a move by AKG towards mics designed with digital
recording in mind.

Overview
To some extent, it's true that just about any correctly
positioned mic will do a reasonable job, but one thing
you will notice with the C 414 is that it has a clean,
transparent sound, four polar patterns, bass roll -off, and
signal attenuation. It is this flexibility that has made it a
classic in studios all over the world.

The AKG C 414 B-ULS is a 1" twin diaphragm

condenser mic. It is housed in a black all -metal casing,
with a twin grille protecting the capsule, the on -axis
side being silver. The electronics are based on AKG's
ultra linear system (ULS), and are designed to provide
a wide dynamic range (at least 126dB) with very low
noise and distortion. The output stage will drive long
cable runs with no noticeable signal degradation.

The diaphragms are gold -coated plastic foil, and are
configured for four polar patterns: cardioid,
hyper-cardioid, omni-directional and figure -of -eight. The
polar pattern selector is found on the front of the mic
above the embossed AKG logo. On the back are two
further selectors: one gives you a choice of bass
roll -off: zero, or 12dB per octave starting at 75Hz or
150Hz. The other gives you pre -attenuation of zero,
-10dB and -20dB. The mic is phantom -powered from
any source between 9 and 52 volts, and connection is
therefore via a standard XLR.

In use
The first thing you will notice with the C 414 is that it
feels solid, and although any rugged handling of a
condenser mic should be avoided, the C 414 feels like
it would survive. The mic comes with its own special
clip and wind shield, and will soon come packaged
with a suspension cradle. Although it may seem petty,
anyone who has miked a drum kit (or any other
awkward instrument) knows how useful a good mic
clip is. The last thing you need, having spent some
time setting up a mic, is to watch it slowly reposition
itself towards the musician's feet! The C 414 clip has to
be the easiest to use, and short of taking a right hook
from the drummer, is unlikely to move.

Use a pair of C 414s as overheads on a drum kit, set
to cardioid with -10dB attenuation, and you will get
good results. Alternatively, set one to hyper-cardioid

words Jon Musgrave images Gavin Roberts

A potted
history of

the C 414
AKG's history in mic
development stems way
back to the 1940s, when
they designed the first tube
condenser, the Cl.
However, it was with the
C 12 large -diaphragm tube
condenser in 1953 that the
link to the C 414 started.
The capsule used was
called the CK 12, and
proved very successful in
subsequent versions of the
mic (C 12 A, C 12 13, and
C 24, a stereo version).
However, in 1970 AKG
decided to produce a
version based on solid-
state electronics. Initially
called the C 412, further
development resulted in
the release of the first
C 414 in 1971. Known as
the C 414 comb, it was
grey, but with the same
distinctive shape as the mic
we now know. Six years
later it was re -launched
with a nickel -plated finish,
and the XLR plug mounted
in the body (the C 414 EB).

1986 saw the release of
the current C 414 B-ULS,
with new electronics and
capsule. However, in recent
years, AKG have produced
two mics (the C 12 VR and
C 414 B TL -II) with
capsules closely re -built to
the old CK 12 spec.
Although very similar to the
C 414 B-ULS, the C 414
B -TL II is essentially a

purist's version, with a
transformerless output
stage, and is best suited to
vocal and speech
recording. Recently, to mark
their 50th anniversary, AKG
produced 100 gold C 414
B-ULS mics. Look for them
in collectors' cabinets.
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AKG C 414 B-ULS review I

and sit it at foot height outside a kick drum, or over a
pair of hi -hats, and you benefit from the tighter polar
pattern. However, if this mic was your only top quality
condenser, you might want to save it for something
less raucous than the drums, and you would be right.

With it positioned 12-18" from an acoustic guitar you
get great results, with a clean, detailed sound. Try it on
the omni setting for a more live feel. Alternatively, try a
spaced pair on a grand piano. The results might not
match those of the most expensive small -capsule
condensers, but they are pretty good.

You'll get good results using the C 414 on trumpet
(with the -20 dB pad switched in), though really, it is
great on all ensemble instruments. Most recording
engineers have favoured mics for each application, but
you are unlikely to find one who hasn't been
impressed by the C 414.

For some applications, the C 414 can sound a little
too clinical, and you may find that on violin it is a little
too bright. But, that is very much a matter of personal
taste, and it also depends on what the recording area
sounds like at different volumes. On vocals it can
sound a little bright and sibilant, but vocals are the
most critical area for microphone matching. In some
cases the C 414 is just the thing, especially if the

singer's voice lacks top end. And the results may end
up being more consistent than with a far more
expensive (but badly -maintained) vintage valve mic.

Verdict
In a world where the fashion is for valve mics, the
C 414 B-ULS still holds its own. Ultimately, it does so
because it is above all, a flexible mic which you can put
in front of any sound source, loud or quiet, and get
fantastic results with. Its construction is rugged, its
reliability proven, and these days it is surprisingly low-
cost. If you are still after that valve sound, maybe the
best bet is to invest in a valve pre -amp or compressor.

Of course, given the choice, most people would
have a large selection of mics that suited each
application, but few have that luxury. So instead of
going for an unproven imitation of a classic mic,
buy the prolien classic itself. 0
More from: Arbiter Pro Audio, Unit 2,
Borehamwood Industrial Park, Rowley Lane,
Borehamwood, Hertfordshire, WD6 5PZ
Tel: 0181 2075050 Fax: 0181 2074572
Thanks to Norbert Sobol and Christina Burkhardt at AKG
acoustics GmbH for their help in researching this article

The AKG C 414 is holding
its own, even in a world
that's in love with valves

specifications
Frequency response
20Hz to 20kHz

Sensitivity @ 1kHz
12.5mV/Pa

Impedance
18052

Recommended load
Impedance
>60052

Signal-to-noise ratio
(A -weighted)
80dB

Maximum SPL for
0.5% THD
140dB @ lkHz

Dynamic Range
126dB minimum

Dimensions
141 x 45 x 35mm

Weight
310g
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Steinberg Producer Pac review

Steinberg
Producer Pac
Cubase VST/24 bundles for Mac and PC

Price £699
For Excellent VFM C) 24-bit/96kHz support C) High -quality bundled plug -ins

Against PC extras better than Mac extras C) Too many on-line manuals

Verdict If you're thinking of buying Cubase VST/24 - don't!
A Producer Pac gives you lots more for your money

Bundles - don't you just love 'em! It's like getting
something for nothing. In the case of Steinberg's
Producer Pac, a little more money gets you a lot more
software, and that's almost the same thing.

Part of the problem with working with digital audio is
that there's always more you want to do - add an
effect here, edit out a glitch there, normalise a region,
process a file... Buying a sequencer does not mean
you've reached the end of your shopping list.

Overview
The Producer Pac, one for PC and one for Mac, come
with Cubase VST/24 MIDI sequencing and audio
recording/editing software, plus a selection of other
packages to enhance your virtual studio - plug -ins and
editing software, with actual ingredients depending on
which platform you use. We'll start with a look at the
core program and it's family.

If you're looking for an integrated MIDI and digital
audio sequencer you may be considering Cubase VST.
There are now three versions of the program, which
we'll quickly run through here. The basic program is
Cubase VST, which integrates MIDI and digital audio on
one page; a task it performs exceedingly well. It
supports 64 audio channels with four EQ and four
insert effects per channel. It has eight auxiliary sends
and eight global effects. It offers full mixer automation
and includes a wide range of editors, including a
notation editor.

To this, Cubase VST Score adds professional notation
editing, layout and printing. The notation editor in the
standard version of VST is fine for editing MIDI data
using the dots and it even prints okay, but for control
over lyrics, spacing, music symbols and all that sort of

stuff, it's Score you need.
And then there's Cubase VST/24. This has all the

features of Score, but it can handle up to 96 audio
channels and supports 24-bit/96kHz digital audio -

providing, of course, you have a suitable digital audio
card. The PC version of VST/24, for example, has
built-in support for Yamaha's DSP Factory card and
offers another menu containing Factory -specific options.
Yamaha have announced Mac drivers for the DSP
Factory, so no doubt VST/24 Mac users will soon be
able to enjoy the same features.

Free stuff
As we're looking at the Pac here, we won't go into any
more details about VST because it has been thoroughly
reviewed in these pages. For the PC version, check out
issue 60, and the Mac version was covered in
issue 53. Let's see what else is in the box.

Cluofte 01r1-3 COCOS Pei Calm
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words
Ian Waugh

VST/24 with the effects
rack and the Renaissance
Compressor playing away
on the PC
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review Steinberg Producer Pac

File Edit Algorithms Audio Display Windows Help

DC Offset Coi
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Fade -Out
Invert Phase
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sonicWORX Essential can
apply a range of processing
functions to audio files

specifications
Mac Producer Pac
Cubase VST/24 V4
Free Filter
Waves Renaissance
Compressor
Adaptec Jam V2.1
sonicWORX Essential

Minimum system
120MHz PowerMac
256k 2nd level cache
System 7.6.1
32Mb RAM

specifications

PC Producer Pac
Cubase VST/24 v3.6
Free Filter
Waves Renaissance
Compressor
WaveLab 2

Minimum system
Pentium 166Mhz
32Mb RAM
Windows 95/98
Windows -compatible
soundcard
256 colour
800 x 600 display

Both Mac and PC versions include Steinberg's Free
Filter and Waves' Renaissance Compressor plug -

ins. Individually, these are expensive plug -ins and their
quality shows.

EQ seems to be a perennial favourite and if anyone
ever took seriously the advice, "don't try to fix it in the
mix," this seems to be well and truly out the window
now. There are probably more EQ and filter plug -ins
than any other type. To call Free Filter a 'filter,
however, is a bit of an insult. It's a heckuva filter
and it performs a rather interesting frequency analysis
function, too.

The central frequency monitor display shows the
frequency spectra of the input and output signals in
real-time, along with the filter curve. Below this is a set
of 30 faders that control the filter curve. They can be
used in two modes. In logarithmic mode they each
control one third of an octave. In linear filtering, each
one controls 1/30th of the filter range.

You can adjust the filter curve by dragging the faders,
and there are drawing tools to help create different
types of curve. Oddly, there's no free -hand mode so
you can't actually draw a curve directly onto the display,
but you can get pretty close by moving the mouse
slowly over the faders and clicking as you go.

Not many filters give you as much control over so
many different frequency bands, but the most
interesting part of Free Filter is its analysis function.
Select an input source and Free Filter will analyse it and
create a corresponding frequency curve. You can then
apply this to another recording.

This means that you can capture the frequency
spectra of one recording, obviously a one that you like,
and apply it to another recording - one that needs a
tweak here and there. Now, this isn't necessarily going
to turn a bad recording into a good one, or a dull

recording into an exciting one, but if you have a
recording that you aim to 'fix in the mix, the process
could save a lot of twiddling with the EQ controls.

Compression
In their chosen list of Top10 effects, many people
would put compression above EQ. This is particularly
true with digital audio, where you can't overdrive a
recording and where compression can make a bigger
sound, even out variations in level, and add more
punch to a recording.

Given the above, it's strange that VST does not have
a built-in compressor. So you need one, yes you do,
and here's Waves' Renaissance Compressor in the Pac.
It recreates the warm sound of classic analogue
compressors, and what's more, it's easy to use.

It comes with lots of presets (though.you can create
and save your own) suitable for a range of material
from vocals, to drums and guitar. It has the usual
threshold, ratio, attack, release, and gain controls, plus
some other interesting settings, too.

You can switch between Opto and Electra mode.
Opto provides fast release times when the gain
reduction is above 3dB, and slow release times when
the gain reduction falls below 3dB. Electro mode works
the other way, by providing fast release times when
gain reduction is less than 3dB and slow behaviour
when it rises.

ARC (Auto Release COntrol) further modifies the
sound by dynamically choosing the optimum release
value for a wide range of inputs. It claims to react like
the human ear and produce increased RMS levels and
audio clarity.

You can play with all of these settings in real-time.
The Renaissance Compressor produces a range of
effects suitable for virtually all types of music. You can
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drive it hard without distortion (although you can
produce distortion if you wish) and it's not difficult to
get a nice, big, warm sound out of it.

On the PC...
So, on to the differences between the two Pacs. The
PC version includes Wavelab 2, Steinberg's premier
wave editor and processor. One of its neat features is
the non -modal dialogues, which means that while
processing functions and windows are open you
can still access the menus on the screen
behind them, control playback and
change parameters. You need to use it
to appreciate it. Brilliant!

It can also write direct to CD -Rs
to create audio CDs. It supports
transfers between samplers, with
direct support for many popular
instruments, and it supports VST,
DirectX, and its own plug -ins.
Designed as a stereo wave editor, it
has a host of functions, not least of
which is greater control over audio files
than you can get with Cubase. The
Producer Pac box includes a full printed
Wavelab 2 manual, too. Well done!
Wavelab 2 was reviewed in detail in issue
53 last September.

...and in the Mac corner

processes, but while they may lack the excitement of
square root distortion, moving contour EQ, the sonic
crowder, cellular morph, and atmosphere designer
(sorry, just whetting your appetite for the biggy) they
do include core processes that you are likely to use
much more frequently.

The program has two main windows. One shows the
wave to be processed and the other lists the processes
you can use. You add processes to the list from the

Algorithms menu and you can save the selection,
making it easy to create custom effects sets

for different projects. The parameters
are shown by horizontal bars that you

adjust by dragging, and there is a
numeric readout below each bar.
The processing, however, is not in
real-time and takes place off-line.
Once you have grown used to
VST's real-time processing, it
seems a little quaint.

Verdict
The main decision you have to make

is whether or not you want to use
cards such as Yamaha's DSP Factory, or
other hardware that can handle 24 -bit
recording. For high quality recording,
most musicians now seem to be moving

The Re

Compr
effect,
easy to

naissance
essor is a powerful
but remains very

use

The Mac version includes Adaptec's Jam v2.1 and
sonicWORX Essential. Jam creates audio CDs. It has a
very easy -to -use front-end and a lot of features. You
create the CD contents by adding audio files to the
central display area. You can rearrange them
by dragging, play them, and apply non-
destructive crossfades. You can make
changes to the length of a track and
adjust its volume without changing
the original file on disk. Before
burning a disc you can add
mastering info such as the date,
title, artist and copyright
information.

The TAE (Toast Audio Extractor)
lets you lift tracks from an audio CD
and save them as Mac sound files in a
variety of formats. You need a CD drive
that supports audio extraction. Most Mac
SCSI drives do, but beware of IDE drives
which may have been fitted to recent
low -end machines, which may not.

The manual, which is, alas, in Acrobat
format on disk, is excellent and will teach you all you
need to know about audio CDs, Red Book recording,
and PQ Subcodes. Particularly useful is the ability to set
the pause time between tracks so two tracks can run
into each other but still have separate IDs.

sonicWORX Essential is a special (that is, cut -down)
version of sonicWORX produced for the VST bundle. It's
essentially a standalone effects processor with a very
interesting selection of effects. However, the most
interesting ones are not available in the Essential
version, only in its big brother.

What's left may seem like a pretty average bunch of

up to 24 bits - ah, and to think that
16 -bit recording was once the standard to aspire to.
The recent crop of 24 -bit cards is reasonably -priced
and growing in number. It won't be long before it's the
project studio standard as well as pro standard -

although by then the pros may well have moved
onto 32 -bit recording.

But don't forget that 24 -bit recording
requires more processing power and

more disk space on which to store
the data. Don't even consider it
unless you have a high -end
computer.

If you're happy with 16 bits
then Cubase VST will do the job
just fine. However, you might also
like to ask yourself if you're likely

to want one or two extra programs
in the near future. If so, you're a

prime candidate for a Pac.
PC users do get the better deal -

WaveLab 2 for them, Jam and
sonicWORX Essential for Mac users - but
then PC users only have VST 3.6, and
not all the goodies in version 4 - at

The Free Filter can filter, but
it can also apply one file's
EQ characteristics onto
another file

least, not yet.
The Producer Pac are excellent value for money, and

soothe the purchase of VST/24, which is almost twice
as much as the basic VST program. For £50 extra you
get goodies that individually would cost more than the
Pac themselves. Now if that isn't like getting
something for nothing, what is?

More from: Arbiter Pro Audio, Unit 2,
Borehamwood Industrial Park, Rowley Lane,
Borehamwood, Hertfordshire, WD6 5PZ
Tel: 0181 2075050 Fax: 0181 2074572

Dithering
a bit?

One of the advantages of
VST/24 is that it supports
24 -bit digital audio. But
just how good or essential
is this, especially when you
consider that CDs are still
recorded at 16 -bit, and
24 -bit audio has to be
converted to 16 -bit before
you can write it to a CD?

With a 16 -bit recording
system you can capture
sounds with a 96dB
dynamic range (the rule of
thumb is to multiply the
number of bits by six, so
16 x 6 = 96). To achieve a
dynamic range of 140dB
(the dynamic range of
human hearing) we would,
therefore, need to use 24
bits (24 x 6 = 144dB). This.
theoretically enables us to
capture the full range of
human hearing.

However, you never
achieve a recording that
uses the full number of
bits. In practice, you find
that because you need a
leave a little headroom,
you're a few bits short of a
full house. But even if you
lose a few bits off a 24 -bit
recording, you'll be a lot
closer to 'true hearing' than
you will with 16 bits. That's
why some professionals
insist on 32 -bit recording
for a massive 192dB range.
Lose a few bits from that
and not even Bugs Bunny
could tell.

Ah, but what happens
when we downsample it to
16 bits? Well, this is the
clever part, because most
downsampling systems use
a process called dithering
that manipulates the data
in order to retain the
maximum amount of
dynamic range.

The end result - yes,
we're getting there - is that
a 24 -bit recording
downsampled to 16 bits
will be of higher quality
than a recording made
using 16 bits all the way
thorough its production.

24 -bit rules OK.

4l
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Mindprint
En voice

Rack -mount valve recording channel
Price £399 ( DI -MOD digital interface £100)

For Digital Interface a very useful addition 0 Versatile EQ section
0 Two simultaneous analogue outputs

Against 'Interesting' looks 0 DI -MOD does not come as standard

C) No heat escape vents for valve

Verdict A complete signal path in one box, with EQ, compression, and valve saturation from

instrument/microphone to the digital domain

Not another recording channel, you may be thinking.
There seems to be an awful lot of them about these
days. And opening up the box to find the beast within
caused a bit of a stir as well - this thing is not going to
win the Kylie Minogue 'small but perfectly formed'
aesthetic object of the year award. For a start, it's got a
maroon front panel, all the LEDs are mounted on a
silver mirrored background, and the end caps on the
knobs sport the sort of silver plastic found on
Woolworths' toy fire engines. This is the Joan -Collins -in -
a -bad -1970's -disco -movie of the audio world, perhaps
meant to be ironically kitsch.

Anyway, enough... You don't look at the mantelpiece
when you're stoking the fire, so to speak, so we can
overlook the aesthetics as long as the unit sounds
good and does its job. In fact, the job the En -voice is
designed to do is slightly different from all the other
channel strip devices The Mix has so far looked at. This
little box has on -board A/D conversion, so provides a
complete path from instrument/microphone through
EQ, compression, and a built-in valve, directly into the
digital domain - going that extra step further than its
nearest competitors.

Overview
You get analogue signals into the En -Voice through one
of four sockets (for digital signals, see the box on p.
48). On the front panel, for easy access, is the 1/4"
jack instrument input, with its input impedance of
4701(5-2, tuned specifically to take guitar and bass
signals directly. Round the back panel is the XLR mic

input, coupled to a switch to turn on the 48V
phantom power for condenser mics. Line input is
catered for by both an XLR socket and a 1/4" jack
socket. Both are balanced, but will work fine with
unbalanced -signals (pins 1 and 3 have to be bridged in
the case of XLR plugs).

Two switches make the input selection. The first
switches between digital or analogue signals, while the
second selects either mic or line. For instrument
signals, plugging a jack into the instrument input
deactivates all the other inputs.

The gain knob is calibrated from 0 to 8, which acts
on all inputs, and the signal strength is indicated by a
12 -segment LED ladder, which is switchable to show
either input or output. The only other control in this
preamp section is a bass cut switch to attenuate the
very low end. The cut-off frequency is switchable
between 50Hz and 100Hz - the manual points out
that while the 100Hz setting is most useful for female
vocals, it may cut too much from a male vocal, which is
why the 50Hz setting is there.

EQ
The next third or so of the control panel is taken up by
the EQ controls and is divided into three switchable
sections for the three frequency bands: Bass, Mid, and
High. The switch for each band has an adjacent red
LED, which lights when that particular band is active.

The Bass EQ has two knobs: the first sets the centre
frequency of the bass band (20Hz to 300Hz) while the
second adds up to 15 dB cut or boost. Circuitry here is

words Trevor Curwen images Gavin Roberts

CD info
track 05
A variety of guitars and
basses are given the
En -voice treatment

specifications

Channels 1

Processes
4 -band EQ
Tube saturation
Compression

Inputs
Balanced line
(XLR/Jack)
Balanced Mic (XLR)
Unbalanced instrument
(Jack)

Output
Balanced line
(XLR/lack)

EQ

Bass cut
Swept bass
Parametric mid
Swept high

Compressor
1:1 to 1:infinity,
slow/fast envelope

Sidechain filter
300Hz high-pass,
6dB/octave

Distortion
0.04°/c

Frequency response
10Hz to 22kHz (±1 dB)
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05 Mindprint En -voice review I

En -voice goes the extra
step to provide a complete
path from instrument/mic
into the digital domain

interesting in that the bandwidth is preset to be wider
when boosting frequencies and narrower when cutting,
as illustrated by the graphic etched on the front panel.
This translates as a boost slope of 6dB per octave and
a cut slope of 12dB per octave.

The En -Voice sports a fully parametric mid EQ, with
adjustment of 15dB again available in either direction
with the centre frequency being adjustable over a very
wide range - from 100Hz up to 11kHz. The Q control
sets the bandwidth of the bell curve, adjustable from
0.15 up to 3. The value of 3 represents a narrow band
of about 1/3 octave, while 0.15 is equivalent to a very
broad range of 6 octaves.

For the high EQ the Mindprint designers have
chosen a bell filter rather than the more common
shelving filters found on other units, claiming it will
produce a more musical result. 15dB of cut or boost is
again available, and the centre frequency range runs
from 1.6kHz right up to 22kHz.

Compression
The compressor in the En -Voice is a VCA-based soft -

knee design, but is not individually switchable into the
circuit like the EQs, except by the master effect switch

in the next section. The compressor is actually off when
two of its three control knobs (compression and
threshold) are turned fully to the left. Turning the knobs
clockwise adds compression to the signal. The
threshold knob sets the cut-off value above which
compression will occur, and is graduated from +2dB to
-28dB. The compression knob starts at a position
of 1:1, representing no compression, and goes
up to a setting of infinity, which represents
brick wall limiting where no further increase
in output level is possible. The amount of
gain reduction is indicated by another
12 -segment LED ladder, graduated from
-1dB to -22dB.

There are no separate attack and
release controls, but to a degree these are
program -dependent. There is a switch to
select a slower response, which will let
transients through before the compressor
kicks in. Figures quoted in the manual are Attack
at 15ms with release at 60ms in the fast mode, and
attack at 150ms with release at 600ms in the
slow mode.

Another switch activates a sidechain filter, which

Round the back...
You'll find the XLR mic input,
as well as a selection of
balanced line inputs
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Make the
Digital

Connection
One of the main reasons
that standalone recording
channels were developed
was because it was felt
they would provide a
higher quality signal path
than the average budget
mixing desk's pre -amp and
channel strip could provide.
In a logical extension of
this way of thinking,
Mindprint seem to be
taking the premise one
step further in aiming to
include a higher quality
A/D converter than the
average computer -based
recording card can provide.

The 24 -bit digital
interface fitted on the back
panel of the En -Voice does
not actually come as
standard, but as an
optional extra that adds
E100 to the basic cost of
the unit. The interface,
known as the DI -MOD,
features S/PDIF in and
S/PDIF out with a recessed
switch to change the
sampling frequency from
48kHz to 44.1kHz and a
red LED to indicate digital
sync at the input.

Also present are two
1/4" jack sockets. These are
there because the S/PDIF
interface supports two
channels, whereas the
En -Voice is a single channel
unit. So the analogue input
and output of the S/PDIPs
second channel is
accessible via these jacks,
with the possible
application of adding a
second En -Voice that has
no digital interface fitted.

The DI -MOD is 24 -bit,
but is also compatible with
16, 18, and 20 -bit devices,
and when synchronised via
the input will work with
every frequency between
32 and 48kHz.

As well as being used to
record directly to digital,
the En -Voice can be used
to process previously
recorded digital audio in
much the same way that it
would be used in analogue
mode - strapped across
the insert points of a desk
channel. Digital audio can
be ported into the unit via
the digital in and processed
using the EQ, compressor,
and valve saturation before
being sent out via the
digital output after being
tweaked, warmed -up
and fattened.

(c,) works with a 6dB/octave slope below 300Hz to
minimise low frequency compressor triggering and

give a more natural top end response.
A valve is integral to the compressor's circuitry, and

this is driven by a separate knob affecting the amount
of saturation and allowing harmonic overtones to be
added to the signal. Tube saturation is indicated by a
large tri-colour LED, which lights up green under
normal operation, but will turn through yellow to red
with greater degrees of saturation. The aforementioned
valve, an ECC83 (12AX7) is clearly visible through the
transparent window etched with the En -Voice logo in
the next section of the front panel. This, of course,
allows you to see the glow of the tube, but a more
sensible option might have been a grille to let the
valves' heat escape, as none is provided anywhere
else, even on the top panel, which can get quite hot
directly above the valve. Is this a case of pose value
winning out over practicality?

The remainder of the end section of the front panel
contains the output level knob, with outputs
provided on both balanced XLR and
balanced jack, which can be used
simultaneously. This is a practical
provision for splitting the signal for
monitoring purposes, bearing in
mind the inherent latency in some
of the computer -based recording
systems around.

The previously -mentioned
master effects switch is located
here also, with its associated red
LED. This switch needs to be
engaged to bring all the EQ sections
and the compressor into the circuitry, and
as such can be used to check the effects
of EQ and compression against the
uneffected signal.

Finally, the main on/off switch, in addition to
switching the AC power supply on and off, activates a
hard -wired bypass of the En -Voice by connecting the
line in and line out circuits, allowing the signal to
bypass the device completely.

In use
The En -voice was given a thorough testing in all of its
modes. Recording was carried out through both mic
and instrument inputs via the analogue outputs, both
to analogue tape and,to a Digital Audio Workstation
(Mac running Logic Audio). Material was also recorded
to the DAW and straight to DAT through the En -Voice's
S/PDIF digital output In addition, previously recorded
signals (both analogue and digital) were processed by
the unit to take advantage of its EQ and compression.

The pre -amp section seems clean and transparent
with no apparent vices, and handles all sources equally
well. Vocals, acoustic guitar and percussion were
recorded through the mic input, while clean electric
guitar and bass were put through the instrument input,
and good results were obtained via both the digital and
analogue outputs.

The EQ section is versatile and capable with the
frequency ranges and Q values seemingly well-chosen.
There are annoying clicks when sections are switched
in, but to be fair to the manufacturers, this was

The high EQ's bell filter is
believed to produce a more
musical result than more
common shelving filters do

mentioned in the manual and these are not switches
that are likely to be turned on and off during actual
recording. The amount of cut and boost available,
particularly in the parametric mid section, means that it
is possible to get a little too extreme with the EQ if
you're not careful. One useful side effect, however, is
that some interesting wah and filter effects are available
by tweaking the mid frequency control at full boost;
perhaps not strictly what the unit was designed for, but
a useful bonus in creating new sounds to sample.
Generally, the EQ gives plenty of scope for tailoring the
sound to requirement.

Compression -wise the En -Voice works fine, with a full
range of compression available at both response
settings. Valve sound and valve 'warmth' is something
that equipment manufacturers are promoting as a
desirable thing in this digital age, so more and more
units are coming out with hybrid circuitry featuring a
valve somewhere in the signal path.

In this instance, the valve is an integral part of the
compressor circuitry, so it must be exerting an

influence on the sound in some way.
However, the tube saturation control

proved something of a
disappointment. Turning up the
saturation control to drive the
valve harder resulted in the LED
changing colour, but the
difference in sound was marginal.

One problem with some

recording systems is the
monitoring delay between the

source signal and the recorded signal
coming back from the computer, due to
system latency. To play in time, it is the
source signal that must be monitored

and the En -Voice makes this very easy with its one
digital and two analogue outputs. The source signal can
be monitored via one of the analogue outs when
recording to a digital medium through the other
analogue out, or if you are recording directly out of the
S/PDIF output, you have a choice of two analogue outs
to monitor from.

Finally, in the role of tweaking pre-recorded digital
sound, the En -Voice proves very useful, and several
tracks were pulled out of Logic Audio, tweaked, and
recorded directly back onto the computer with no
problems at all.

Verdict
The En -Voice is a competent performer in its totally
analogue form, both for recording direct and processing
tracks in the mix. But whether its particular feature set
will appeal when compared with some of the other
all -singing -all -dancing products on the market remains
to be seen. The DI -MOD interface if added, however,
does set this machine apart, giving more possible
options to the digital recordist who may feel that
the just -shy -of -E500 retail price is justified.

More from: Korg UK.. 9 Newmarket Court,
Kingston, Milton Keynes MK10 OAU
Tel: 01908 857100 Fax: 01908 857199
Web: http://www.mindprint.com
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review Traxdata TraxAudio 900

TRAXDATA
TRAXAUDIO 900

CD/CDRW recorder
Price £499

For Simple operation C) Automatic sample rate conversion C) Clear display

Against Consumer audio discs only C) No SCMS defeat
C) More expensive than the Philips equivalent

Verdict A direct competitor for the Philips CDR880, and slightly more expensive.

Solid and simple to operate

After witnessing the plethora of CD recording machines
making their debut last year, we warned you that there
were quite a few still waiting on the sidelines. Well,
here's another one - not from a famous manufacturer
in the music field, but from one who is well known for
CD technology elsewhere. In fact, the only other
TraxData product that we've reviewed was the
company's TraxCopier bulk CD copier back in issue 51.
They also do SCSI CD -R mechanisms, including
bundles for music lovers that include the SCSI interface
and the copying software. Now we have the TraxAudio
900 CD recorder.

Overview
This is a little bit of a bundle all by itself. Not only do
you get the recorder and the remote, but you also get
some RCA cables and eight free CD -Rs as well. Now
that's not to be sneezed at, especially when you
consider that the TraxAudio 900 uses digital audio
CD -Rs (consumer), which are generally more
expensive than pro CD -Rs.

On to the machine itself. Seasoned CD -R watchers
will recognise the slightly sparse front panel and fully -
featured remote as a common denominator among
less expensive units, but they may not immediately
spot the transport controls. That's because there's no
pretty icons adorning the buttons, just some labels
above each one; and you may get a bit distracted by
the red labels on the Record, Finalise, Erase, and CD
Sync buttons, which look a little bit too 'Playstation'.

The display is nice and bright though, with a good
viewing angle, even though the top gets slightly
obscured at extreme angles as it's set a little way in
from the front panel.

In use
When you've got your CD -R or CDRW at the ready, and
you have either an analogue or a copyright -free digital
source ready to record onto it, there are several options
open to you. First, there are three recording modes:
analogue, digital, or digital with 'CD Sync. Then there
are two track writing options: manual or automatic. Just
pick a recording mode and a track writing mode, and
you're off.

So, for an analogue source where you can't
guarantee a gap of at least three seconds between
tracks, you'll be needing the analogue/manual
combination. Treat the machine like an ordinary tape
machine with record and play buttons. If you want to
insert track numbers during a continuous recording, just
press the Record button, or Track Inc on the remote.
Alternatively, press stop or pause and the next
recording you make will start at the next track number.
Pressing Pause before you start a recording will insert a
three -second gap.

With automatic recording in analogue mode, the
TraxAudio 900 writes a new track number every time
there's a gap of three seconds of silence, and stops
recording when there's silence for over 20 seconds. It's
a shame these times aren't adjustable (where have
you heard that before?).

It's the same story with ordinary digital recording.
Just plug your source in the back and away you go.
However, to make things easier still, you can select CD
Sync mode. This is now a common facility, but it's
worth recapping. Basically, the CD -R uses the subcode
data (track start, track stop, and so on) to make the
recording of a digital source that includes those
subcodes (DAT, CD, DCC, and so on). You can ask the

words Paul Mac images Gavin Roberts

SCSI or
standalone

What with all the
standalone CD -R machines
we've featured over the last
few months, you 'd be
forgiven for thinking that
we'd been neglecting the
SCSI CD -R side of things.
We'll put that straight now.

Most people end up
choosing between a
standalone unit (which acts
a little like a DAT machine),
or a computer -based one
(which acts a little like an
extra disk drive). Yes, if you
own a computer already,
then a SCSI box will
probably be less expensive,
have no SCMS restrictions,
and will also archive bulk
data for you. On the
downside, a SCSI CD -R

requires your audio tracks
to be files on your hard
disk, so you can't record a
mix without first storing it
as an audio file.

Many computers now
come with a CD -R
mechanism as standard,
and even if yours doesn't,
E200 will get you a
reasonable model. For The
Mix's cover CD master we
use a SCSI CD -R for two
reasons. First, all of our
final stereo work is done
on a Mac, and second, we
have to burn a mixed -
mode CD (one with audio
and ROM partitions), which
a stand-alone CD -R
machine cannot do.

With a standalone
model however, you don't
have to work with just
audio files, any audio
source will do; and a digital
out from your soundcard
will be just as good when
you are working with a
computer. Also, it's a CD
player, not a computer, so
you get no crashes or
compatibility problems,
and you can stick it under
your arm if you want to
travel with it.
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machine to record just a single track, starting when it
receives a track start ID and stopping at the next one;
or you can ask it to record a whole bunch of songs,
using every track start as a track increment.

When you're done recording, you've got to finalise
your disc so you can play your new CD in any player.
The process is completely automatic - all you have to
do is press the finalise button and wait. No problem.
Before finalising, if you're using CDRW discs, then you
can either erase the last track, or the whole CD. After
finalising, you can only erase the entire CDRW, and if
you're using normal CD -Rs, you cannot record any
more tracks on that disc. Again, all of this is standard
fare on CD -R machines.

The TraxAudio 900 was reliable and solid all through
testing, and the audible results were very good. Digital
recording is excellent, and although you can't expect
high -end conversion for this price tag, the analogue
quality is up with the rest of the similarly -priced
machines on the market.

Putting the bargraph metering at the bottom of the
display is a nice touch, as you can still see it when you
stand up and look down at the unit. It would still be
nice to see some good peak hold, high -resolution
metering on CD -Rs, not to mention that headroom
display. This is, after all, a great mastering medium.

Some of the button labels took a bit of reading, but
everything on the front panel is repeated on the
remote, with additions, so you will probably want to
stick with that instead.

Verdict
The TraxData TraxAudio 900 is a competent, basic
CD-R/RW recorder with a simple display and simple
operating procedure. Yes, there's the usual (and cost
increasing) wish -list of adjustable thresholds and times
for track incrementing, record stop, and so on, but
that's best left to a forum of CD -R manufacturers, as
we made clear in the review of the Tascam
CD-RW5000 last month. It's obvious that many may
choose to go with the Philips CDR880, purely because
it costs less and does pretty much the same stuff,
especially if you're going to spend another £100 or so
on an SCMS stripper to remove the copy status bit
from the digital stream. Look out for high street
dealer offers on this one.

More from: TraxData, IDC House, The Vale,
Chalfont St Peter, Buckinghamshire SL9 9RZ
Tel: 01753 89444 Fax: 01753 89544
Email: uksales@traxdata.corn
Web: www.traxdata.corn

specifications
Analogue I/O
RCA (phono)

Digital I/O
S/PDIF (RCA), optical

Recordable media
Digital audio CD -R
or CDRW

Sample rate
conversion
44.1 kHz -±-100ppm no
conversion (direct),
otherwise auto
conversion

Recording modes
Analogue manual,
analogue auto, digital
manual, digital auto,
digital CD Sync
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Analogue Systems
RS Integrator

New modules for the Integrator analogue synth
Price £2,200

For Powerful new facilities for an already excellent synthesizer

C) The Comb Filter adds a unique extra palette of sounds C) Reasonable prices

Against An 8 -step sequencer may prove limiting in some situations C) The waiting list!

Verdict In 1998 we described the Integrator as "A step beyond the norm". In 1999 it's even
better, and more modules are promised later in the year

A lot has changed at Analogue Systems. The range has
expanded in two directions. The first is cosmetic, with
the stylish RS8000 (see box) bringing polished wood
back to the British synthesizer industry. The other is
functional, as the company brings out more and more
esoteric modules. Two of these are simple devices
designed to make life easier: the RS270 Adaptor that
converts between 1/4", 3.5mm and phono connectors,
and the RS250 Trunk line that allows you to patch the
synth from its rear panel. As for the other six, they're a
bit more exciting...

Comb filter
Comb filters? Although they are common in analogue
effects units (phasers, flangers and chorus units are
based upon them), this could be the first synth one.
The RS120 comb filter makes it possible to coax
unique sounds from the Integrator. Indeed, it's difficult
to imagine how you could imitate its sound using a
conventional synth. Perhaps the only one that could
come close is the Kawai K5000, which has a very
similar set of filters implemented digitally.

When you've had the chance to play with an RS120,
you'll be hooked. For example, the filter is fully
resonant, and will self -oscillate at high settings. When it
does so, the filter responds to audio signals in a very
non-linear (i.e. unpredictable) fashion, and even
changing the incoming waveform can result in greatly
varying responses. Then you can use the CV input to
modulate the filter for yet more off-the-wall sounds. If
you've got an Integrator, or if you're willing to perform
the necessary mods to fit one of these to a Doepfer,
buy an RS120. You won't be disappointed.

Sequencer stuff
The remaining five modules are controllers or voltage
processors of one sort or another, and at the heart of
these lies the RS200 sequencer. If not quite as

powerful as the company's TH48 (which is now
discontinued and acquiring 'classic' status) the RS200
is still a powerful unit. Each row has eight steps and
ten CV ranges, row 3 offers 'slew, and there are also a
powerful range of clocking and triggering options. You
can select whether the sequence is clocked internally
or externally, you can determine how long the
sequence is, and whether any steps are skipped. You
can ask the RS200 to generate triggers as well as
accept them, and there's even a 'skip' input that can be
used to make the sequence pause or miss beats in all
manner of unpredictable ways. You can even make the
unit send a pulse each time the sequence is complete.

But it's when you combine the RS200 with the
RS150 Sequential Switch and RS280 Clock Divider that
things get really interesting. The Switch takes any four
inputs and offers a variety of ways of stepping between
them. If the three rows in the Sequencer are all set up
as note CVs, you can use the switch to choose
between them, thus creating sequences of 24 notes or
even longer. So, instead of patching the sequencer so
that (for example) Row A controls VCO pitch, Row B
controls a filter, and Row C controls a VCA, you could
make A, B, and C complementary patterns and then
create songs by chaining them creatively. It's an often-
repeated rumour (and probably wrong) but how do
you think the Genesis track 'Abacab' got its name?

The Clock Divider takes any period signal and
generates four additional signals with periods of 1/2,
1/4, 1/8 and 1/16 the original. If you use the
Sequential Switch to select between these, you can
create powerful rhythmic patterns that are far more
interesting than the relentless stepping of other
manufacturers' sequencers.

Of course, there's nothing to say that you must use
the modules like this. For example, you can use the
Clock Divider to generate four squarewave
sub -oscillators for any audio signal you present to 0

words Gordon Reid images Analogue Systems

The RS8000

The idea behind any
modular synth is its ability
to mix and match any
combination of modules
you desire. But nowhere
does it say that you have to
screw these into utilitarian
cases. So Analogue
Systems now offers the
R58000, a selection of
modules occupying the
equivalent of 12U of space,
but housed in a polished
walnut case, rather than
the standard brushed
aluminium chassis. The
result is both powerful
and beautiful.

It's powerful because
the standard complement
of 29 modules includes
three VC0s, two VC -LEDs,

three EGs, three VCAs,
three mixers, a low-pass
filter, a comb filter, a multi -
mode filter, a fixed filter
bank, a ring modulator, and
a combined noise/S&H/
clock module. And then
there are the esoteric
modules - a pulse
shaper/trigger/DC shifter, a
frequency -to -voltage
converter and envelope
follower, a pre-amp/voltage
inverter/slew generator, a
CV buffer, a clock divider,
an extra multiple, a
programmable scale
generator, a set of a trunk
lines that run from the
front of the cabinet to ten
1/4" sockets on the back of
the cabinet, and a passive
module that converts
between 1/4", phono, and
3.5mm mini -jack
connections. Whew!

It's beautiful because
the cabinet reeks of quality.
This becomes no surprise
when you discover that it's
assembled by the same
cabinet maker that built
EMS synthesizers - quality
stuff if ever there was any.
There's no veneered MDF
here - this is real, solid
wood furniture. Think of it
as a young antique;
an investment.

But if this still isn't
enough, a visit to the
Museum of Synthesizer
Technology should satisfy
your craving. This is where
you'll find the Phoenix...
more than 200 RS
Integrator modules in a
massive, curved cabinet
that stands as impressive
as any vintage Moog
or Polyfusion.

It's a '60s synth updated
for the millennium.
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Join the synthesist elite
with RS8000: a selection of
Integrator modules housed
in a walnut case
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review Analogue Systems RS Integrator 04

sr"-- CD info
track 04
Hear a bunch of sounds
generated by the RS8000's
programmable scale
generator and comb filter

prices

RS120

Comb Filter £65

RS130
Programmable Scale
Generator £325

RS150

Sequential Switch
Mixer £55

RS200

3 x 8 Step Analogue
Sequencer £325

RS250

Trunk Lines £17

RS260

Voltage Quantiser £95

RS270

Adapter £32

RS280

Clock Divider £60

RS8000
Case alone £700

RS8000

Complete system
E2,200

A sequencer, and more: the
RS200 Sequencer with
RS280 Clock Divider and
RS150 Sequential Switch,
all housed in an RS10 rack

it, and you can use the Switch as a way to create
complex modulation effects that would be

impossible to obtain otherwise. As always with modular
systems, creativity is the key.

Voltage quantiser
So far, so good... but sometimes it would be nice to
spend more time playing your sequences than
adjusting every knob minutely to keep them in tune.
The answer to this is a voltage quantiser - a device
that makes sure that every voltage passing through it is
rounded up or down to a semitone.

The RS260 is a particularly neat example of the
beast, and using it is really simple. There are two
CV inputs that are summed by an internal
mixer, and the result is then shifted to
the nearest semitone.

There are two operational modes:
Free Run shifts the CV every time it
changes enough to move from
one semitone to another,
whereas Gate requires a pulse to
tell the device when to determine
the next note. Gate is particularly
useful, because it means that you
can clock the output for advanced
rhythmic and poly -rhythmic effects.
Furthermore, the RS260 generates its
own trigger pulse every time the CV is
shifted, so you can use it as a clock
source too! Finally, a Transpose input
allows you to shift the output up and
down within a five octave range.

But what if even this isn't enough? Analogue
sequencers (for all their immediacy) can be more
difficult to programme than MIDI sequencers, as you
rarely know exactly what you're playing. You can hear
the note, and you can use the Quantiser to make sure
that it's in tune, but what note is it? How can you be
sure the notes are always harmonically related to the
other stuff in your track? Ahh... you need a
Programmable Scale Generator.

A PSG takes the CVs that you give it, but instead of
shifting them to the nearest semitone, it shifts them to
the nearest note in a scale that you've chosen. There
are four pre-programmed modes: C major, C minor
scale, C major arpeggio, and C minor arpeggio. If you
want to play music in any of the other scales, just
program your own scale and store it in the PSG's
memory. The LCD displays the note nearest to the CV
at the input, so if the note is one of the ones that you
want, save it. Once you've finished defining the scale,

ANALOGUE SYSTEMS
RS INTEGRATOR. ,-lir

The trunk line inputs on the
back of the 1158000 (see
box) offer ten 1/4" sockets

everything you put through the PSG will be quantised
to the notes you've requested.

There are loads of other facilities, most of which
parallel those of the Quantiser, but it's the applications
of the PSG that excite. Imagine that you create a
sequence and send it to the CV1 input, at the same
time sending a slow, random sample&hold to CV2. The
result is a quasi -random sequence that still contains
elements of the original, but transposed by the S&H,
yet always in the key in which you started.

In use
Clearly, the Sequencer, Sequential Switch, Clock Divider,

and Quantiser belong together as a set that, but for
a few extra sequence steps, would be at the

very top of the analogue heap. If you
have a TH48 (with its potential for 48 -

step sequences) and replace the
RS200 with this, there's probably
not an analogue sequencer on the
market that can match the
Integrator. But you don't have to
own a Sequencer to make use of
the other modules and, in
particular, the quantisers are

powerful signal processors in their
own right. And then there's the Comb

Filter... Adding an RS120 simply adds to
the range of innovative sounds you can
produce. Perhaps the best thing about
boxes such as the Quantiser and the PSG
is that they simplify music making.

Without them, you might spend hours getting
everything just so, but with them this can be reduced
to minutes. So you probably shouldn't consider buying
the RS200 Sequencer without
either an RS260 Quantiser or RS130 Programmable
Scale Generator.

Finally, don't forget that any of these modules can
be popped into a self-contained RS10 or RS15 rack for
use with other synthesizers. In fact, Analogue Systems
supplies the Sequencer, Quantiser, and Sequential
Switch as a self-contained 3U package for just £649,
which is £100 cheaper than the TH48 it supersedes.

Verdict
The Integrator has come a long way in just a few
months, and Analogue Systems' sequencer package
offers an excellent range of facilities at a competitive
price. On the other hand, you may want to join the
synthesist elite, and a system such as the RS8000
(see box) offers more power than most people will
fully investigate in a lifetime. Sure, there are little extras
that one could want - a dedicated MIDI -to -CV
converter being one - but these do not detract from
the desirability of the package as a whole.

As for the RS8000's walnut case... well, it's certainly
not cheap, costing about £300 more than a pair of
RS15 cases with no increase in functionality. And the
only gripe with any of the Integrator cases are
their sizes: like Oliver Twist, you'll want more.

More from: Analogue Systems, 17 Cannis Road,
St. Austell, Cornwall, PL25 4E8
Tel/Fax: 01726 67836
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NEUMANN TLM103
Incredibly detailed and clear
Hear a gnat fart!
On demo

RODE NT1
Stunning value for
money
On demo

RODE NT2
Warm and
complementary
On demo

RODE NTV
New valve mic from RODE
Rode have done it again - beautiful

 On demo

ARP f 699.00

£ 599.00

RAP r:

11 59.00
STOCK

RAP C 499.00

£ 299.00
STOCK

REP C 799.00

NEW AKG DRUM MIC KIT RAP £649.00

4 x C418P 4i0D112 99
Hyper-cardiod *STOCK

Now with 2 C10003 Also available

AUDIO TECHNICA

SHURE

MANY MORE

LEXICON STUDIO

32 track, 24 bit

2 x PCM 90's

SONORUS STUDI/0
 24 bit

16 channels I/O
 ADAT / SPDIF

Breakout box available

SOUNDSCAPE
MIXTREME'

Call for demo
and specs

 Powerful on -board soundscape mixer

 ASIO & MME Drivers t CALL

411111=Witt '
dbx - DDP

Fantastic across the mix PPP 150100

 Masted  unit

na se'
 96KHz 24bil W f2tea

 Finaliser just pot better

NEW Joemeek C2
 Stereo, balanced. opto, RPP

compressor

NEW Expounder RAP 01999.00;
 Dynamic, Resonant EQ CALL

Lexicon MPX100
 Best reverb for PRP 124,6

the

Focusrite Reds
Ca[. is itme E

Focusrite Platinums
Full range on demo cAu,

Pulsar by Creamware

 Huge Horse Power for your PC
Call for demo

 THE BEST PRICES
 THE BEST SERVICE

WE HAVE MOVED!
In order to provide some of the best demonstration facilities in the UK, we have joined forces with

the world renowned Matrix Studios Group. Having SSL and Neve rooms available alongside our own

well equipped demonstration facilities, means that we can now provide personal demonstrations in

a true studio environment.

Whether you are building a complete studio or you need a microphone, we aim to give the best

advice possible, matching the products to your needs. As main dealers and daily users of nearly

every product available, we can talk you through numerous options pointing out the benefits and

pitfalls of each product.

GENELEC 1029A
GENELEC 1030A t CALL

GENELEC 1031A t CALL

DYNAUDIO BM15A
DYNAUDIO 131415 t 699

CAN ARRANGE FULL DYNAUDIO DEMO

HHB CIRCLE 5
Active

ACLE 3 C CALL
Full HHB range on demo

Call for details

All monitors on demo in the studio

PRP £999.00

Bring a CD you know well !!!

If you are setting up a PC based recording

system then you need a PC that will do

the job and not crash just when you get it

right. We build PC's specifically designed

to withstand the processing required for

audio recording. All the PC's that we build

are thoroughly soak tested and pre -

configured to ensure that when you get

them home they work with your existing

system straight out of the box.

No fuss. No hassle.
Guaranteed.

RECORDING

 Fostex D5
£ LOW

 Tascam DA20 MKII
£ LOW

 Tascam DA30
£ LOW

 Panasonic SV3800
£ LOW

 Fostex D90

 Fostex D160

 Tascam DA88

 Alesis XT20

ALLEN & HEATH GS3000
24 or 32 channel
Tape return faders

Full MMC control

 Valve input stages
 8 bus system
Made in the UK

£ LOW

£ LOW

£ LOW

£ LOW

emariic

Call for the best prices on all the latest

software from Steinberg, emagic, MOTU,

Sonic Foundary and many others.

All major software programs and plug -ins

on demonstration

ON-LINE PRODUCT INFORMATION

SALES@BIG-BOYS-AUDIO-TOYS.CO.UK
SERIOUS AUDIO LTD - Matrix Studios 35 Little Russell St,
London, WC1A 2HH OPEN EVERY DAY till 7.00

Tel: 0171 637 9498 Fax: 0171 636 1069



review Tascam DA-45HR

Tascam
DA-45HR

24 -bit DAT machine
Price £1,299

For Both16-bit and 24 -bit modes 0 Familiar front panel
0 Price comparable with existing DAT machines

Against Shortens recording time on tapes

Verdict The first DAT machine to take the inevitable step into the 24 -bit arena.

There may be more coming, but Tascam have set a tough target

The digital world has moved so fast in recent years that
CD technology might soon be as retro as vinyl. Make
way for DVD, digital TV, digital jukeboxes, and the net,
not to mention 24 -bit multitracks and any other digital
devices that come to mind. The point is that there is a
need for 24 -bit mastering machines, and it is becoming
more essential by the day. Tascam have decided to put
their marker firmly down with the DA-45HR 24 -bit DAT
machine, and regardless of your digital capability, this
machine looks set to be a real asset for the future.

Overview
As with the rest of the Tascam range of DAT machines
this has the familiar 3U case, with a little extra height
given from four rubber feet on the undercarriage.
These are easy to remove before rack -mounting. There
are a few differences in the front panel that are
immediately apparent. It's busier than previous models,
but then you'd expect that, given the new capabilities
of this machine, and some of the controls have moved
to different areas of the fascia. Nevertheless, Tascam
have still left some familiarity to the layout: transport,
cassette loading bay, I/O selection, and visual graphics
display window are all still there, as are the jog
shuttle/data wheel and headphone socket, all of which
look very neat indeed.

Around the back there are again the familiar ports
that you might expect to find, plus a couple of
surprises: AES/EBU ins and outs and S/PDIF I/O for
the digital connections, balanced ins and outs on XLR,
and unbalanced on phono, into the all-important A/D
conversion. There's a very useful level control on the
balanced output stage, so that the user can easily align
the machine to an existing set-up. These controls are

pre-set to maximum output when the machine leaves
the factory.

Then there are ports for the optional D45 remote
unit and the 15 -pin port for any universal controller that
may be compatible with the transport controls on a
Tascam DAT. On this note, it would be interesting to
find out if anybody ever buys a remote unit for a
Tascam DAT. TEAC say that these are available at an
extra cost of £45, so why don't they just supply the
machine with one, and make buyers' lives easier?

Not so familiar to some will be the word clock in
and thru ports, which are on a BNC connector and
allow accurate digital audio synchronisation between
wordclock-equipped devices.

In use
The review unit powered up with a slightly noisy fan,
positioned at the front right side of the unit, but this
settled down after a bit, and was not too noticeable in
the rack, so there's no real cause for concern there.
The next thing of note was the very nice greeting
that is given to the user from the display
window - nice touch, Tascam.

All the transport controls worked very
smoothly, and more importantly, they
were very quiet, which indicates the high
level of the machine's component parts.
The shuttle wheel is very smooth in
operation and is sensitive to speed
control, allowing very precise locating on
tape. In standard modes you can shuttle
back and forth from normal tape speed to
12x normal speed in 24 -bit mode. The shuttle
wheel also acts as the cursor control when

words Seb Pecchia images Gavin Roberts

What the
future holds?
The capability of recording
at 24 -bit resolution is
becoming more common,
with most hard disk
recorders now up to speed.
So it's no surprise to see a
24 -bit DAT machine.

But actually, the process
of getting 24 -bit resolution
onto a standard tape is
very clever. In this case it is
achieved by increasing the
transport speed of the tape
drive. The Rotary head
system is still in use, as it is
with standard DAT
machines, and the loss of
tape length is something
the tape manufactures are
bound to crack in time. The
high-speed process that is
used then allows for a
higher number of data
regions to be written on
the tape surface than was
previously possible, this
would indicate that maybe
even higher resolutions
are possible...

32 -bit? Well it is
certainly possible, but it
won't happen for some
time, and besides, there
aren't any converters
capable of 32 -bit
technology. The extra bits
are probably better spent
in user functions, such as
timecode, which this
machine doesn't have yet,
but there's bound to be a
24 -bit timecode DAT
machine around the corner.

Surprise, surprise
There's AES/EBU, S/PDIF, XLR
and phono connections
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Tascam DA-45HR review I

entering characters for programme titles and memory
locations.

Inside the shuttle is the Data dial, which serves to
change the values of data in the variety of menus that
are on the machine, and also allows for super -fast
location of numbered tracks. It took less than five
seconds to whizz through a tape and play any given
track. Impressive!

The display is of a high standard. Two bargraph peak
level meters show either the level of input or level of
recorded signal. Other indicators provide information on
the current status of the tape deck, like clock, sample
frequency, repeat status, and the various ID and
programme numbers. It also shows level margins,
frames, block error rates, and titles (if you wish to
programme these on your tape), not to mention the
array of counter -modes.

Everything that an engineer could wish for in a DAT
machine is right here. Tascam have even popped a
Dither facility inside, a technique used to improve
resolution at low levels so that quantisation noise is
reduced dramatically. This is especially useful during
playback of audio recorded at higher bit rates than the
destination equipment is capable of handling.

On that note, let's look at the 24 -bit recording
capability of this unit. The first thing to realise is that in
order for the machine to record in 24 -bit resolution, the
speed of transport has to be increased, and therefore
the length of the tape is reduced. 90 -minute, 16 -bit
tapes become 45 -minute, 24 -bit tapes, and so on. This
might be a problem for some users, but DATs are
coming down in price, and it just means working to

new boundaries. This also means that you can't record
half a tape in standard mode and half in HR (24 -bit)
mode, nor will you be able to use HR DATs on other
machines not supporting the HR 24 -bit facility. This will
hopefully iron out over the next few years, because
without doubt we will see the introduction of other
24 -bit DAT machines. Operation, apart from this, is the
same as using standard mode, all in all keeping things
tidy and very simple, with all the functions still available.

Verdict
As more and more 24 -bit products come onto the
market, it seems that the whole industry will have to
follow in the footsteps of the team at Tascam. Although
the benefits of being able to record at higher
resolutions are still debatable at the moment, this is
sure to be essential within the next few years. The fact
that you can record 24 -bit audio onto standard DATs is
great, and makes up for the shortening of tape length
we mentioned earlier, and the price - almost in the
same league as the DA30Mk2 - is bound to make this

a winner.
To those of you who are users of the still -popular

DA30 Mk2, you will feel among friends with the
DA HR45, and to new users of Tascam DATs, well, this
will be a treat, because for function and reliability,
this machine is excellent value.

More from: Teac UK, 5 Marlin House, The
Croxley Centre, Watford, Hertfordshire, INDI 8UA
Tel: 01923 819630 Fax: 01923 236290
Web: www.tascam.com

A mastering asset: yes, you
con record 24 -bit audio on
to a standard DAT tape

specifications

Resolution
24 -bit (HR mode)
16 -bit (standard mode)

Analogue I/O
Balanced XLR,
Unbalanced RCA
(phono)

Digital I/O
AES/EBU, S/PDIF +
wordclock in/thru

A/D conversion
24 -bit

D/A conversion
20 -bit, with dither

Metering
Bargraph peak -hold
Margin level read-out

Options
RC -D45 remote
controller
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"I cannot stress too
highly what a high grade
product the LSR32

Hugh Robjohns

"We used the LSR28P,
'ulni-ts extensively

during the tracking
session. finding ue
could move from-sid7-to
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...Doug Mitchell

AUDIO MEDIA

Not Just A Better Spec... A Better Monitoring System.

liia alai

The All -

New

JBL LSR

Monitors

are, quite literally, just

that.Revolutionary transducer designs,

optimized network topologies and innovative materials are

some of the reasons why the LSR line is being hailed as

'the world's most advanced monitor'. The entire range,

including the LSR32 3 -way,

28P 2 -way and 12P Subwoofer,

is a technical triumph; resulting

in new standards and

performance levels.

JBL's all -new Differential

Drive° woofer permanently

dispels the notion that better

linearity, higher power

handling and greater dynamic

accuracy are somehow an

unobtainable, evil triangle.

Dynamic braking produces truly accurate bass at higher
SPL's with maximum reliability. Composite materials,

including Carbon Fiber in the woofer as well as

Titanium and Kevlar° in the high and mid frequency

components, insures performance that is always
optimally maintained.

performance specifications of our monitoring
technology-what it will sound like in your room.
We go beyond the performance of an on -axis
frequency response at one point in space, which
other manufacturers use. LSR uses a technique of
measuring a monitor over a sphere that
encompasses all energy radiated into the listening
room in every direction. Using psychoacoustic
principles, LSR allows the calculation and

optimization of the entire
sound field heard by the
listener. This includes
the direct sound field,
the reflected sound field
and the reverberant
sound field. In place of
spectral smoothing
which actually conceals
data like many
competitors do, LSR
techniques expose flaws
in systems such as

resonances, poor dispersion and other off -axis
colorations.

Carbon Fiber
Composite Cone

Dual Top Plate

Dynamic Brake Coil

Neodymium Magnet

Aluminum Diecast
Heatsink

Dual Drive Coils

Diecast Frame

LSR-Linear Spatial Reference. LSR is the
underlying design philosophy that explains why
speakers that measure the same, sound different.
By going beyond simple on -axis frequency
measurement, LSR techniques define the ultimate

LSR 28P LSR 32
8" 2 -way close

fieldmonitor with
bi-amplification and

active filtering.

12" 3 -way mid -field
monitor with rotatable

Mid/High Elements.

To guarantee that every component of the LSR family

worked together for optimal performance, LSR

development employed JBL's unique 'system -

engineered' design philosophy. Simply put: the entire

line was researched and refined as one, with an overall

performance goal in sight. What this means to you is a
monitor and subwoofer that work together as a system;

delivering stunningly uniform and accurate performance
in both stereo and multi -channel applications.

LSR 12P
12" Active Subwoofer

with Bass
Management

System.

'AL
PROFESSIONAL

Distributed exclusively by
ARBITER GROUP PLC

Wilberforce Rd. London NW9 6AX
Tel: 0181 202 1199 Fax: 0181 202 7076

web: www.arbitergroup.com
e-mail: jbl@arbitergroup.com



Minnetonka Audio MxTrax review I

Minnetonka
Audio MxTrax

words
Ian Waugh

A Properties box shows the
channel's connections, and
you can also re -assign
outputs here

Input Connections

PC -based digital recording studio for
Yamaha's DSP Factory

Price 329
For Cool interface 0 Mix your own mixers! 0 Easy to use

Against Ideally needs a high -resolution display 0 Limited audio editing
C) Numeric FX editing C) Dongelised

Verdict Smart digital multi -tracking software for the DSP Factory card. Superb for mixing

audio and getting the most of the Factory's effects, but lacking a few functions

Yamaha's DSP Factory is a digital mixer on a PCI card. It
plugs into a PC and offers eight stereo output channels
and four stereo ins. But more than that, it includes lots
of on -board effects such as EQ, dynamics processing,
delay, and so on.

You can access the card's ins and outs from most
digital audio software, which gives you very high quality
audio. But the effects can only really be accessed
through low-level programming, and they do not
automatically appear in a plug -ins menu or in an
effects rack. Some of the latest audio software updates,
however, do give you good access to the effects
through the software's interface.

Overview
But here is MxTrax, a multi -track recorder designed
entirely around the DSP Factory. Installation is easy,
direct from CD, and it uses a dongle that plugs into the

ader Input ---> Stereo Master

Output Connections

Fader Output 1 - L DS2416 Out L
Fader Output 2 - R DS2416 Out R
Fader Output 3 - L -> Not Assigned
Fader Output 4 - R -> Not Assigied
Fader Output 5 - L --> Not Assigned
Fader Output 6 - R --> Not Assigned
Fader Output 7 - L -> Not Assigned
Fader Output 8 - R -> Not Assigned
Fader Output 9 - L -> Not Assigned
Fader Output 10 - R Not Assigned

or

Cancel

printer port for copy protection.
MxTrax supports up to 16 tracks, one for each

Factory channel, and incorporates a 24 -channel mixer.
Audio recordings appear as patterns on the tracks. You
can cut, copy, paste and move them, as you can in
virtually every other digital audio program. You can
create crossfades, there are change gain and normalise
functions, and you can drop in markers and name
them to mark specific points in a piece.

To some, the program may appear to be a little short
on features. We're so used to seeing software with a
host of edit functions, sample rate conversion, the
ability to export in a range of formats, additional virtual
tracks, wave editing, and so on, that MxTrax can seem a
little basic.

Mega mixer
The mixer is the most interesting bit, because you can
design your own. It's all done by clicking and dragging
items from the Components Toolbox. There are three
main channel types: Input, Output (which can be
stereo or mono), and Effects.

Input channels usually take their input from the
tracks, and you make the connection by dragging a
virtual patch cord from the track to the channel. Each
channel has a fader, and above this you can drag a pan
control, EQ, dynamics, delay, aux send, and various
other controls. The Master Output can have pan
controls, EQ, dynamics, attenuator, and solo and mute
buttons. There are also vertical and horizontal spacers
so you can spread the controls out a bit to produce a
professional -looking job.

The Effects channels are used to control the
Factory's 40 on -board DSP effects. Only two of them
can be active at once - that's the way the Factory
works - so you can only create two Effects channels.
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With a high -resolution monitor, you can see
MxTrax in all its multi -channel glory

However, you can change the type of effect they
control at any time. The effects can be edited, but this
is a purely numeric business, clicking on parameters
and scrolling through them with the mouse.

Routing is very flexible. The Input channels usually
take their input from a track as described above but
they can also take it from one of the card's inputs. The
output of an Input channel (got that?) defaults to being
connected to the Master Output, but it can be routed
to physical outputs, or disk tracks.

Having designed a mixer for a project, you can
save it to use at a later date. The program includes
several examples, from 8.2 to 16.2 mixers of
different complexities.

The mixers also support automation, and this
includes the effects controls. There are two modes for
recording automation: Write and Update. Write creates
a new automation, and Update applies any changes
you make to the existing automation. You can also
specifically select channels for automation or leave
them out of the process.

The automation can be reset for the entire mixer, or
for selected channels, which gives you the opportunity
to start that difficult mix or control adjustment from
scratch. However, you cannot edit automation data
directly, as some MIDI sequencers allow you to do.

It's worth noting that if you have two DSP Factory
cards in your PC, then MxTrax doubles its facilities. You
get 32 tracks, up to 16 analogue Ins and Outs, and 48
mixer channels! At this point it's also worth noting that
ideally, you need a high resolution monitor. The
program uses a split display showing the tracks at the
top and the mixer below, although you can use the
entire screen to view one or the other. We ran at 1024

x 768 on a 21" monitor and we wouldn't like to run it
at a lower resolution. At a higher resolution, even on a
PC running at 450MHz and with a 16Mb AGP Riva TNT
graphics card, the screen update was slow and patchy.

Verdict
There were a couple of crashes, though this might have
been due to the latest DSP Factory drivers, which were
technically a beta version. In order to use 32 -bit
recording you need at least version 1.003 of the
drivers. Otherwise, the program performed admirably.
The manual is generally helpful and includes a couple
of simple tutorials, although it lacks an index. Is it
terribly difficult to produce an index in these days of
auto index functions? On the positive side, the program
is pretty easy to use, so you probably wouldn't need to
refer to it much after the usual familiarisation period.

That apart, MxTrax is great fun to use, coupling the
feel of working with a 'real' mixer with the ability to
design your own. For a program dedicated to the
Factory it's a shame that effects editing is so numeric,
and it probably goes beyond the program's ethic to
include third -party plug-in effects.

The main question is, who's going to use it? Well,
there's no MIDI support at all, so if you dabble with bits
and bytes it's not for you. But if you're primarily an
audio person attracted to the DSP Factory for its high -
quality audio, expandability (via the AX44 and AX16-AT)
and excellent built-in effects for not a lot of lolly, then
combining it with MxTrax could give you the virtual
studio you're looking for.

More from: Et Cetera, Valley House,
2 Bradwood Court, St. Crispin Way, Haslingden,
Lancashire, BB4 4PW
Tel: 01706 228039 Fax: 01706 222989

16 of one
and 32 of
the other

Never mind 24 -bit
soundcards, the DSP
Factory supports 32 -bit
recording. And so does
MxTrax, where the choice is
set in the Device Options
window. You can also
select a sample rate of
44.1kHz or 48kHz. The
system does not support
multiple sample rates in
the same project, although
you can mix 16 and 32 -hit
files, but they are
converted temporarily
during playback to
whatever is selected in
the project.

Yamaha DSP factory

specifications
Tracks 16

Channels 24

Mixer automation
Write, Update

Real-time effects
4 -band EQ
dynamics
delay
DSP FX

system
requirements
CD Pentium PC,

200MHz or faster
O Windows 95/98
0 64Mb RAM
O DSP Factory card
O Fast hard disk
® Video card with

16bit+ colour
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Iuser report Spirit 328

Spirit 328
A year after its debut at the 1998 NAMM show,
THE MiX takes another look at the digital mixer

that's shaping up to be one of the market leaders

Back in issue 47 of The Mix, we covered digital mixers
past, present, and future, from Yamaha's innovative
DMP7 to the latest launch from Spirit - the 328. While
Paul Mac covered the new features of the 328 and
gave it a definite thumbs up, it is now a year since it
was announced at the 1998 NAMM show. After six
months on the market, the 328 is shaping up as one
of the market leaders.

The 328 came to the public as a bit of a surprise.
Spirit kept quite tight-lipped during the design and R&D
process, and were only forced to announce its arrival
by the NAMM show, where it certainly made a few
heads turn. It was then that I jumped at the chance of
being involved in the final production beta test of the
console. With a recap of the features, I shall try to
explain how the 328 performs in the studio.

Overview
The desk has 42 inputs made up from 16 mic/line
channels, 16 digital inputs and 10 stereo effect
returns/inputs, not including the two built-in Lexicon
Reflex units, which have their own dedicated sends
and returns. With additional inputs for two 2 -track
returns, you soon start to see this little desk as a
compact large console.

Techy features include 24 -bit, 128x oversampling
A-D/D-A converters, internal processing of 24 -bit and
56 -bit, and sample rates switchable to either 44.1 kHz
or 48kHz, giving a dynamic range of 100dB. The digital
I/O offers two 8 -track ADAT and TDIF connectors as
well as an additional auxiliary ADAT output. There is the
choice of both AES/EBU and XLR, and S/PDIF on
phono in and out, with the facility to run in sync from
either SMPTE or MTC.

Spirit have put together a well -designed mixing
surface. A year ago, the first thing that Spirit's Andy
Farmer said to me about the 328 was that Spirit had
really wanted to produce a revolutionary digital desk
that was well -designed and affordable, and that worked
from the word 'go'. This is a pretty difficult thing to do
with any digital product, as can be seen from the
plethora of computer audio cards and other digital
mixers, that are forever waiting for new drivers and

updates. From its initial launch date, there was over a
year -long wait for the eventual production of the
Mackie D8b (digital 8 -buss) desk! From the
announcement of the 328, Farmer wanted it to be
readily available and useable. This has proved difficult
for Spirit to achieve, however, achieve it they have.

Since the launch, the Spirit team have remained
determined to provide a 'workhorse' of a desk. Unlike
some other desks, there is no big LED screen, partly
due to design, partly due to cost. One of the main
reasons for the final design of the desk however, was
due to Spirit's unhappiness
which they felt were not at all user-friendly. With Spirit's
clever E -strip design on the 328, this digital desk has
the feel of an analogue. Also, Spirit have tried to
include every single interface and compatibility that
may be needed now and in the future, providing as
much value for money as possible. With the ability to
link two desks together, a mammoth set up can be
achieved, and all at around £3,500 per desk.

E -Strip
The E -strip, one of the main features of the desk, is
what Spirit call the 'virtual control surface'. This is a row
of rotary encoders and switches which run horizontally
across the centre of the mixer - a very clever design,
and perhaps the route other manufacturers will follow.
Costs can be kept down with digital desks because
controllers are not wired in for every single function
on every single channel. This way, a normal
horizontal channel, as found on any analogue
board, is achievable using the
E -strip, which obviously eliminates the
need for mass wiring. By depressing any
of the mic line or tape returns, 1-16 or
17-32, the E -strip instantly becomes a
horizontal channel strip for the selected
channel. Interestingly, once familiar with
the horizontal channel strip, this becomes
a lot easier to use then a normal vertical
desk because everything is all at one level.

The encoders have a ring of LEDs around
the knobs, showing the exact frequency and

words Alan Branch images Gavin Roberts
E's are good
The brilliant E -strip emulates
an analogue horizontal channel
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degree of shape on the LCD screen as you adjust it. In
comparison, Yamaha provide a large screen on which
you can follow the EQ curve, but in reality engineers
and producers don't work this way. When I'm EQing
something, I need to listen to it rather than look at it
(admittedly, the visual method does appeal to the
anorak inside each and every one of us!) One of the
main concerns using a desk with a small LCD screen is
trying to use the minimum button pushes possible. A
point the beta team raised was the need to cut down
scrolling through menus or buttons - an idea I can

certainly second.
The switches on the E -strip include level, auxiliaries -

including two internal effects - pans, meter selection,
fader selection, and switches for fader banks 1-16,
17-32, and masters. The master bank shows the level
for group outputs, auxiliaries, and solo trim. There are
also switches for the main meter bridge, for manual
selection of the display.

These switches turn the E -strip into whatever
corresponding button is depressed. For example,
pressing Level turns the E -strip into the fader level of
the opposite bank selected, thus having 1-16 selected

as the main fader bank; pressing level shows 17-32 on
the E -strip. What a brilliant idea! Cramming 32 channels
into 16 faders usually means all channels can't be
accessed at the same time. Using the Level selection
with the 328 this becomes possible.

Software update
Software updates are available free from the Spirit
website. The website itself looks very good, and is full
of interesting information about the current state of the
328 and future features. Updating the system software
is fairly easy. using the RS422 port, systems software is
sent and installed via HyperTerminal for a PC, also
available for the Mac.

One of the additions to the latest software is
something called MIDI controllers. As well as the desk
having MIDI control for its own faders, on depressing
any fader bank selection switch twice, you get a fourth
bank of faders. This bank holds 32 MIDI controllers,
faders and rotary encoders combined. I mapped them
to the audio levels page within Logic Audio for the
control of the returns on my Audiowerk8 card.
This worked a treat, providing real-time control, 0

The 328: a desk to appeal
to the analogue turncoats
and the digital diehards

Snapshots
You can store 100 settings
snapshots in the Spirit 328,
each one containing every
parameter setting,
including EQ, pan, fader
positions, and auxiliary
levels. Selecting store or
recall makes this function
simple to use. Snapshots
can also be recalled with
MIDI, which is a useful
function when using MIDI
automation. Assigning a
snapshot at the start of the
song means the correct
levels are always available.
Snapshots can be backed
up via MIDI also. it's
perfect for automation of a
live gig with song levels
being recalled via MIDI or
by the live engineer.
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Central
section

The central control of the
desk is by an LCD menu
display, which gives access
to settings of all the digital
parameters inside the
console, including
dynamics, effects,
snapshots, connection
settings and selection of
EQ. You can adjust any
parameter from this
main section.

Included in the options
are different tape/port
selections for T/DIF and
ADAT. The MIDI machine
control is the standard
MIDI connection, with the
Sony 9 -pin type, RS42.2

serial connection also
provided. From here the
timecode source can be
configured (LTC or MIDI),
including the frame rate. A
good way to work is with
the transport control. Stop
and start (and so on) of
machines can be controlled
from the desk, if using an
ADAT or Tascam, or by
using MIDI machine control
to a computer. This way
you can mix at the desk
without having to go the
other side of the room to
start your sequencer.

Another form of
snapshots, called user
set-ups, can be installed
like a default record or mix
set-up for different users or
mobile use.

perfect for balancing tracks internally. Moving on to
the mapping of the 303 synth filters in Rebirth,

this proved to be great fun to use.
I took the 328 controller maps down to the National

Music Show in November. There were people there
who loved live mixing Rebirth, spinning in delays and
sweeping the filters live with the desk. Queues of MIDI
folk were turning up to buy dedicated controllers. Here
you've got a desk that not only controls the whole mix
but, at a flick of a switch, has 32 MIDI controllers for
controlling synth parts, filter sweeps, panning, volumes,
and so on.

Stereo inputs
Faders can now be controlled as stereo
pairs. Pressing and holding any of the
channel selection buttons and
another channel button copies
parameters from one channel to
another. The selection of
parameters copied can be set in
the menu, and the default is to
copy every parameter bar the pan.
By holding down the group link
button and pressing any of the two
adjacent odd/even channels that have
been copied, they become linked as
stereo pairs. Any adjustment of rotary
encoders or level changes to either fader
means the matching fader adjusts also,
providing proper stereo channels. The dedicated stereo
inputs are also there, and if you have just a mono
device, the mono source can be plugged into the left
jack and will be automatically fed to both sides of the
channel. They also have all the sound facilities of any
other channel, giving it auxiliaries, EQ automation, and
so on.

The inclusion of S/PDIF I/O and AES/EBU gives
various options . For instance, you can assign DAT

machines to any 2 -track return or stereo input. The
output can be sourced from the mix, effects sends, or
aux sends.

The 328 incorporates Spirit's EQ. Graham Blythe,
the designer, has had loads of experience in the field
but found the 328 quite a challenge. Digital EQs are
known to be, at times, relatively un-musical. Using the
EQ with the 328, the sound is always nice, however
much it's pushed or prodded. The sweep in the gain
has been very well put together with plenty of power in
the 3 -band parametric EQ. Whilst some people may
say, "My desk has 4 -band EQ, " remember that the

high and low EQ can not only be parametric, but
also shelves when turned fully around,

therefore the shelving is built-in. The
Yamaha 02R's EQ however, like many

digital EQs, can sweep across the
whole frequency range with a high
amount of gain. The design of the
328 specifically resembles
analogue EQ, and therefore
mid -range is for mid -range and
high is for high.

Compared to the Spirit, the
Yamaha series has a not -so -user-

friendly EQ. This may sound a bit
cruel, but digital EQs have never really

sounded right. Perhaps a digital
compromise? The 02R design is
somewhat older, and although Yamaha

have always been pioneers in digital desks, I wouldn't
be surprised if their next offering is something more
like the 328. The sound from the Spirit is much more
like a high -quality analogue mixer, which has got to
better for the user as it's what most of us are used to.
At the end of the day, EQ is still one of those personal
preference things. Basically, the 328 has a well -
designed and good -sounding EQ that will be easy to
get results with.

Revisions
While I've been beta testing, revisions have been made
to the EQ to ensure the shape and degree of gain is
fine and powerful enough, and that the effects of
dithering and noise shaping make the EQ sound as
sweet and as smooth as possible. This careful design
and approach is what makes the digital EQ work so
well. The reason engineers and studios spend
thousands of pounds on certain analogue EQs is
because their sound is so sweet and so pure that the
sound can be sculptured without adding loads of
harshness or losing quality.

Another good design feature is the query mode. At
any time, by pressing the EQ in on the main section of
the desk, it can be seen which channels have EQ
switched in and which don't. This is the same for most
other functions, like phase, tape direct send, route to
mix, and the eight groups. While pressing these and
holding them in, the active buttons for each channel
are shown.

The 16 100mm motorised faders have a great feel
and smooth operation, not like the mini faders used
quite often for mixers. Playing back any automation
from MIDI moves nice and smoothly - well it does
now! The first beta software use of MIDI automation

Lexicon have provided a
helping hand in the FX dept

Beta -tester Alan Branch (R)
and Spirit 328 in the studio
with Little Axe guitarist/
producer Skip McDonald
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was a bit hit and miss with some faders moving so fast
I thought they would break! At least it proved how
strong they were.

If, like me, you currently have no T/DIF or ADAT
optical connection from your tape machine/computer,
then you can use one of Spirit's three new interfaces.
These convert from T/DIF to various types of I/O.

I am currently using the Analogue interface. This
turns the T/DIF into analogue phono sockets, giving
group outputs, or direct tape sends 1 to 16 and
tape returns. This results in a 42 analogue -
input desk. Spirit's latest optional
interfaces are a mic/line box, which
offers balanced connections, mic
inputs, inserts, direct outs, high-
pass filters, a neat little LED meter,
and selective 48V phantom
power. And an AES/EBU box,
which gives conversion, funnily
enough, to four pairs of AES/EBU,
so anybody looking for an
alternative digital connection, like
ProTools users, is covered. It does
support 16, 20, and 24 -bit resolution,
and can send wordclock.

An interesting point is that all the
above interface boxes come with a

sidechain input; you will have to set this to the channel
you have selected, unless of course you want to use
the sidechain. There is no way of turning this off at the
moment, and much to the annoyance of Spirit's
programming department, I've been moaning on to
get them to improve all of the dynamics section.
Hopefully they are bashing away at that code now!

The dynamics section is the main area where Spirit
has had some stick. Whilst most analogue consoles

don't normally include a dynamics section,
generally they are included on individual

digital mixer channels. This is one thing
that should have been considered

when they chose their DSP. Another
infamous omission is a talkback
mic. I don't really know the story
behind this, but it does seem
somewhat bizarre not to have
one. You can get round it, but
have to use up one of the 42
inputs as a talkback mic input.
The effects have been given a

helping hand from Lexicon (one of
the leading manufacturers of fine -

quality reverb units). These give a wide
range of adjustable parameters for
reverbs and delays, and include some
really interesting factory presets. Lexicon

are The reverbs included with the 328 are fantastic
and produce superb results. Lexicon has not
cheapened any of their technology. It is icing on the
cake that Spirit has built-in Lexicon processors.

In use
Recording and mixing completely on this desk have
produced some brilliant -sounding results. The MIDI
automation is probably the hardest function to get
to grips with, bar the dynamics. You have to

You won't spend much
time navigating menus,
hence the small LCD screen

separate power supply and can be used
independently from the 328. So if you need to convert
T/DIF, these boxes have it all.

Dynamic Control
You have to enter one of the two Dynamics sections
before you can assign them, that way the desk knows
which one to use. By holding down the dynamics
button and selecting a channel or two, the
compression, or whatever is chosen, is then applied.
Note: currently there is a section that includes a

Alan's personal set-up in the
live room at Rak studios

Channel
overview

Starting at the top of the
desk, the mic inputs all use
the ultra-mic+ Spirit design,
with up to 66dB of gain on
balanced or unbalanced
inputs. The sound from one
of these inputs, using a
professional condenser mic
is amazing. On a previous
review, using the new
AudioTechnica AT4060
valve mic, loads of vocals
were recorded over two
weeks and everybody
remarked on the superb
quality. (Lee Bedlam, the
singer in question, is one
of the best I have worked
with, though!)

Line input accepts TRS
jacks, all unbalanced. This
is the pre-EQ insert point,
which allows an external
compressor or limiter type
of signal processor into the
signal path. Below this is
the gain control, one of the
few knobs that is not
automated on the desk.
The 100Hz high pass filter,
gives 18dB per octave.

Underneath this is an
LED bargraph, a 10 -
segment, tri-colour, peak
reading bargraph meter.
This can be globally
switched by the E -strip, or
set to auto follow fader
mode, configured via the
menu options. If the auto
mode is switched to off,
the bar graphs will select
whatever you want them to
show, via the meter bank
buttons included on the E -
strip. Every channel is able
to track, arm, and record
remotely from the desk
directly to a tape machine.
A neat little record
indicator on the desk
flashes when recording.

This basically wraps up
the whole channel and
fader interface, and the
way they work together as
laid out on the desk.
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If you haven't got a T/DIF
or ADAT connection from
your tape machine or
computer, you'll need one
of Spirit's new interfaces

® record desk moves onto a MIDI track in the
sequencer and then play them back, setting the

automation via the menu to read/write or update as
required. Winding back on the sequencer and pressing
play does mean that the fader may not be in the
correct position if no previous position was written.
(For the position to constantly be fed from the desk to
the computer would result in a huge amount of MIDI
data being sent out.)

This isn't too much of a problem, because with any
MIDI automation, only one or two channels need to
be recorded at a time, with additional fader
movements gradually being built up. If you record a
MIDI recall of a snapshot of the balance at the start of
your song, it will reset your levels every time you play
back; and the snapshot can just be updated if the
levels are adjusted.

No compromise
Having read this, you may think it's a bit of a
compromise, but in practice it's very easy to use, as
you are dealing with all your MIDI and audio on the
same screen. Therefore, it soon becomes just another
part of the song. It also makes rearranging the song a
lot easier because the 328 levels move with their
respective audio parts. MIDI automation is always a bit
cumbersome compared to a built-in system, but even
these often leave a lot to be desired.

Linking two consoles is easy, with a specially -made
cable and the link port. One desk acts as a master, but
a lot of the features work from either desk. You get
four Lexicon FX, but they are independent to each
desk. 84 inputs? 32 digital, 32 analogue, and 20 for
effects and so on! I love it. It's not an SSL, and it has its
faults, but for the money it offers a hell of a lot.

I'm currently using it as part of a portable digital
workstation in a kind of dual studio set-up. When I
need to comp vocal takes or work on some beats I can
go into the live room (where I have my own set-up) to
work while someone else can work in the main studio.
I have tie lines joining the two rooms for a talkback set-
up and line feeds so we can hear each other and send
audio either way. This includes a SMPTE feed, so we
can lock up to multitrack, and work at the same time.

Verdict
In case you haven't gathered, I like this desk! There's
nothing better out there right now than the 328. Don't
be fooled by nice, flashy LED screens - they can be a
store of never-ending menus and software switches
instead of dedicated hardware ones. For great sound
and a workhorse of a desk, or a comprehensive digital
mixer that can be used purely as an analogue or digital
board, Spirit have produced the goods.

If you're used to jumping from EQing on one
channel to another, any digital desk will have the
restriction of only accessing one set of EQ at a time.
On the 328, channel switching is simple, especially
with the very clever E -strip.

The way the dynamics are assigned to channels still
needs some work, and then there is MIDI automation,
and the missing talkback mic. Apart from this,
compared to the RAMSA DA7, the Mackie d8b or
Yamaha's range of 0 -series, the 328 is still, for me, the
pick of the bunch for features and quality per pounds.
I haven't considered looks and designer appeal, as
more and more gear now looks like a prop from Star
Trek. That I shall leave to you... But before you buy,
consider what bit of kit will do the job you need it for!

The 328 should appeal to engineers and musicians
who are used to analogue mixers but are thinking of
changing to digital. Those already in digital land should
also embrace it, as the ease of function of the E -strip
and the fader bank switching is superb. This
friendly interface leaves others standing.

Price: E3,524 More from: Spirit by Soundcraft,
Cranbourne House, Cranbourne Industrial
Estate, Cranbourne Road, Potters Bar, Herts
EN6 3JN Tel: 01707 665000 Fax: 01707 665461
Web: www.spirit-by-soundcraft.co.uk

Another interface - this one
turns TDIF's into mic channels

sraLT

7 ;
24 BIT A/D/4 INTFC
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These computers

can be configured with a

'dual -boot' system, so you
can have one installation

optimised for audio

recording, and the other
for general office, interne,

games etc.

This means your system

will never be compromised

for audio recording, no
matter what you install!

P(mr4hvill
RE4m?

Submarine
COMPUTER COMPANY

WE CAN CUSTOM BUILD COMPUTER SYSTEMS TO YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS CHECK OUT THESE EXAMPLES

- 
Seimdeard

leturrenifie,Ition.

Midi -tower ATX Case

100Mhz BK Motherboard

3 ISA, 4 PCI, USB etc.

400Mhz Intel Celeron, 128k
64Mb 100Mhz SDRAM

8.4Gb Ultra DMA Hard Drive

32 speed CD-ROM Drive

8Mb AGP Graphics, ATI

15" Digital Monitor, HI -SPEC

PS -Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse

1.44Mb Floppy Drive

Windows 98 + CO Manual_ EMU
Production Studio

r
SOUNDDIRSTER
Live 256

D 0
Mb WO Sampler/Sync iieftwa re

orci_ms=i

& DI

2
G ITAL 1/

2
0

YES I srks fol I

4 x 8 YES CALL 1

YAMAHA 2 x 2 I YES I
& DIGITAL I/0

& DI

4XGITAL

I/20
YES

AG Works I

CubaseAll I
Wavelab1.6

4-00 ISFAIopeosu
What we think Price

"versatile first time
buyers soundcard"

"brilliant entry level
soundcard with many

features"

"Guillemot's latest
looks set to be a

stormerl"

great sounding synth
based card"

"complete high quality
production studio!"

_`,!, IJ TJ.IJ IJI

2,12TIIJ IJ

Upgrade to: 128Mb SDRAM  £69.00  Additional 8.4Gb Drive - £139.00 17" Monitor  £89.00
All Prices include VAT @11.5%

virtual
Analogue

Synthersiter
AMA

Audio I/O Digital I/O Software

Cool 611 Pro

NEM 1 2 x 2 ioxio NO12/12 a DIGIIA11/0

I 0 I 16x16 NO I

[-AM 1 8222.1 2.22.1 SITIA=I

' moTuI 8 x 8 24x MOTU Roar,

, .....
/OM

What we think Price

"industry standard
audio I/O card"

"ideal partner for an
Adat or digital desk"

"cost effective
solution for

simultaneous 16 track
digital recording"

"fantastic sounding
audio I/O card"

"the best card
available for a large

scale digital audio
studio"

1,I'Lit.t.TLIJIJ

Z'12T.J.1J1_11

Upgrade to: 4 x SCSI CD Writer  £219.00  Pentium III 500Mhz - PLEASE CALL 19" Monitor - £299.00

WASMLAA.

Midi -tower ATX Case

100Mhz BU Motherboard
3 ISA, 4 PCI, USB etc. -

400Mhz Pentium 11, 51

64Mb 100Mhz SDRAM

4.3Gb Ultra DMA Hard

4.5GB Ultra Wide SCSI D

PCI SCSI -III Card

40 speed CD-ROM Driv

8Mb AGP Graphics, ATI _

17" Digital Monitor, HI -SPEC

PS -Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse

1.44Mb Floppy Drive

Windows 98 + CD & Manual

PENTIUM///

HEday!

This range is
designed for audio
professionals who
demand the best.

With a 400Mhz processor
& AV SCSI Drive (specially
chosen for it's low noise),

it can realise the full
potential of today's
advanced software

packages like Cubase VST.

Call our Pro -Audio sales
department for a

customised quote to suit
your needs.

PREMIER On -site Warranty -

- Ail Prices include VAT (1 175%

EMU APS

Yamaha SIN100011G

OSP Factory

Event Darla

Event Gina

Event tab
Korg 12/12

MOTU 2408

Woman 2044

www.sub

Turtle Beach Fiji
Turtle Beach Pinnacle

Terratec Canls
Andiowerk B
mum, 8
Digital Audio Labs
Lexicon

Sonorus
Roland

.co.uk

Creative
Soundblaster live
YAMAHA SW60KG

YAMAHA DB50KG

Digital Audio tabs
Terratek
(magic
Midi cards frOnl:

1x1 -8x8

Prices £30 - £800
Yamaha
Labtech
Video Logik
Event a others

FTWARE

n erg Products Reality

Cubase VST 13.6 a 241 AcidSoundforge

Cakewalk V8
Wavelab

Logic Silver. Gold Platinum
VAZ+

Sonic Foundry Products Vlamm
Cool Edit Pro - Sibelious
Rebirth IV -4:- Finale
Recycle

Video Editing Systems
Components
Printers, Scanners etc.
Office Software
Network Systems
CD Burners

Internet Packages
inc: Design hosting etc.

TEL: 01904 431122 E -Mail:

s1 (391 e0s

4
16 0. 90 2u k2

We have moved to larger new premises at: 6 JAMES STREET  YORK  Y010 3WW E. & O.E.



review SEK'D Prodif Gold

SEK'D
Prodif Gold

Digital I/O PCI card for PC and Mac
Price £499

For Internal digital input 0 Always sends output to both digital outs

C) Support for 8 -channel ADAT and multiple cards

Against Some parts of the manual lack detail C) No dedicated software application for hardware control
Verdict A digital interface that's adaptable enough to grow with your requirements

Excitement and digital interfaces are two terms that are
not likely to be used in the same sentence, but as with
most computer hardware, it's what it can do that's
important, as opposed to what it is. The SEK'D Prodif
Gold digital interface, with a features list as long an
advertisement break on satellite television, promises
much. Does that include excitement? Well, perhaps...

Overview

removes the hassle of ploughing through a mound of
menus just to get to the card's preferences window,
and is a simple, but very nice touch. All of the
parameters set in the device manager are effective the
moment that they are set, although it can be
necessary to stop and restart playback or recording for
some sound applications to take any notice of what
you're doing.

In the driver software it is possible to choose the
To install Prodif Gold you need a free PCI slot, and input source from the list of three available:

either Windows 95/98/NT or MacOS. optical, co -axial, or internal. The latter

Actually getting the card up and running 1 (Ad connection is one of those two -pin

on the PC is as easy. This is just as things and, with a suitable cable, can

well, as the trouble -shooting guide in be used to connect a CD-ROM drive

the manual, like a few other
sections, is a tad too brief.

On the back panel are two sets
of digital ins and outs, configured
as coaxial and optical connectors,
and an error LED. There are also
two internal connectors (one input,
one output), which can be used to
sync with other Prodif cards. With a
suitable adaptor the coaxial input and
output can be coerced into conforming to
the AES/EBU standard. The optical input
can also be used to connect ADATs, thus
allowing simultaneous transfer of eight
tracks. Additionally, the driver allows you to separate
the eight channel stream into either four stereo, or
eight mono tracks, where supported by the recording
software. Since this feature is enabled automatically by
the card, two channel SPDIF-compatible output is not
possible when more than two channels are receiving.

Fiddly bits
Various parameters pertaining to the operation of Prodif
Gold are set in Windows' device manager, for which
the software driver installs a desktop shortcut. This
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SEK'D Sampl
software is b
the Prodif G

itude Basic
undled with

old card

(or perhaps a soundcard) directly
to the Prodif Gold card, making
copying audio tracks from CDs a
far easier activity. This input also
doubles -up as a sync in for
slaving multiple cards (although
it's also possible to use one of the

external outputs too).
The Output options provide a flexible

system of routing the incoming digital
signal, and not, as you might initially
expect, to route the signal to the output
of your choice. Routing the output is
completely unnecessary with the Prodif

Gold, since both the optical and co -axial outputs are
always active (giving the card an extra use as a signal
splitter). When the Output is set to Automatic (the
default mode), the input signal is fed straight
through to the outputs during recording; Play Only
does the opposite, disabling the output during
recording. Finally, Input mode acts as a monitor,
through -putting the incoming signal to the outputs and
de -activating it upon playback.

With Auto -sync enabled, the Prodif Gold will sit
waiting anxiously for an input clock, synchronising

words
Danny

McAleer
images
Gavin

Roberts

Samplitude
included...

How much use you actually
get out of the Prodif Gold
card is entirely dependent
on what software you use,
and the bundled software,
Samplitude Basic, is an
excellent place to start.

Like its more fully -
featured counterpart,
Samplitude Studio
(reviewed in last month's
issue), it sports hundreds
of 'virtual' tracks with up to
eight of them playing at
once, has a wealth of non-
destructive and off-line
editing tools for audio
segments, a built-in audio
mixer with EQ, effects, and
support for Direct -X
plug -ins, and can even
manage simultaneous
record and playback. As
long as the input and
playback frequencies are
set identically, the Prodif
Gold card has no qualms
with this.
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SEK'D Prodif Gold review
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If there ever existed an
exciting digital interface,
Prodif Gold is the one

immediately with any valid signal it receives from the
selected input, guaranteeing never to waver. The
sampling frequency status box is updated once every
half -second, displaying the currently selected rate, or
moaning that your input is way off, and that you really
do need to improve your aim.

In use
Both consumer and professional digital formats are
supported for output. This bit flag, along with the copy
protection flag, is ignored on the input, making the
Prodif Gold an ideal companion to one of the stand-
alone domestic CD recorders (or for embarking on
sundry nefarious audio -hijacking deeds).

The standard array of sampling formats (32, 44.1,
and 48kHz) are all accommodated, too, although
during the review the Prodif Gold card was a little
disgruntled with a 32KHz clock it was sent. In all
fairness, it was more likely to have been the fault of a
rather dubious digital clock source than the fault of the
card, but it did seem less tolerant of this than it did
with other frequencies.

Since the Prodif Gold card is installed under
Windows as an MME device, most audio software, from
simple 2 -track playback -only programs (such as
ReBirth), to direct -to -disk recorders capable of
supporting multi -track recording, will recognise it.

Up to 24 -bit sampling resolution on the input and
output is possible with the Prodif Gold card, although
whether this extra headroom actually gets utilised
depends wholly upon the source material and the
recording software. If neither of them support 20 or
24 -bit, then you're going to have to suffer with the
crystal clear 16 -bit mode. Shame.

Verdict
Perhaps the best compliment that a digital interface
could be paid is that it doesn't interfere with your
computer's day-to-day musical activities. In this respect,
the Prodif Gold can expect to have compliments galore.
Its driver software, which is as simple as it is effective,
is regularly updated with revisions and fixes freely
available from the SEK'D website. Separate drivers exist
for Windows 95/98, NT, and Power PCs, with the latest
Windows driver offering, amongst other things, better
support for multiple card set-ups. Its operation is as
transparent as a politician's promises, and the quality
and sheer breadth of its features make the Prodif Gold
card a superb choice for digital recording on your
PC, particularly for ADAT users.

More from: SCV London, 6-24 Southgate
Road, London, Ni 311 Tel: 0171 923 1892
Fax: 0171 241 3644 Web: www.sekdcom

specifications
Inputs:
1 x RCA

(SPDIF and AES/EBU)
1 x optical
(SPDIF and 8 -channel
ADAT compatible)
1 x internal connector
(CD/Sync In)

Outputs:
1 x RCA

1 x Optical
1 x Sync out

Resolution:
16, 20, 24 -bit on
both input and output

Sample rates:
32, 44.1, 48KHz
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79  80 North Road
Brighton BN1 1YD

01273 671971
hitech@gak.co.uk

We are a licenced credit broker.
All prices include VAT All monthly

repayments are based on a 10% deposit
and paid over 24 or 36 months at 0% APR.

Credit subject to status.
Written quotations available on request.
Prices correct at time of going to press.

E&OE. 4 Delivery subject to stocks

We are not just a
guitar shop.

Here are a few facts:

We are one
of the largest outlets
for hi -tech in the UK

we are not
box shifters & offer superb

after sales service with 2 on site
engineers + 10 experienced

sales people.

We simply
refuse to be beaten

on price and will beg, steal
or borrow to get you the

best deal.

We stock all
items & much more than

our advert suggests. All are on
demo within our huge
5000 sq ft Showroom.

All members of
staff run their own

digital studios.

We are young
and hungry for
your business

We love P/X
& second hand

deals

We specialise in
crossover muSic, we offer

700 guitars & 25 drum kits to
back up our huge hi -tech

department

We can't print
most of our prices

because they
are so low.

In just over 5 years
we have gone from a £3000 bank

loan + dingy baCkstreet guitar shop to
one of the largest outlets In the south.

why don't you ring or come in
and find out why.

THE GUITAR, AMP &
We are now open 7 days a week from 9.30 - 5.30. Telephone calls

You name the price you want to pay (within reason) 5000 Sq Ft of showroom!!!Phone: 01 273 071 971
24 Monns Interest Free CredisJ
1. Fill in a simple form over the phone 2. We send you the form to sign 3. Send it back & we despatch the goods

It really is that simple, Read on.
KEYBOARDS/SYNTHS SOUND MODULES Digital Recording & Hardware

Deposit Per Month Deposit Per Month
Ales. 068 £99 £37.50
Alesis 057 £79 £30.00
Alesis 058 £49 18.75
Korg Trinity V3 £189 £71.25
Korg Trinity V3 Pro £209 £78.75
Korg Trinity V3 Pro X £269 £101.25
Korg Pro X Piano £129 £48.75
Korg Trinity £114 £43.12
Korg Trinity Plus £134 £50.82
Korg Trinity Pro £174 £65.62
Korg Z1 £139 52.60
Korg N1 £99 37.50
Korg N5 £59 22.50
Korg N 384 £69 F26.25
Kurzweil 62500 £299 £112.50
Roland EG101 Dance Keyboard £59 £22.50
Roland XP80 £129 £48.75
Roland XP60 £129 £48.75
Roland JX305 £89 £33.75
Roland 0710 £34 £13.13
Roland JP8000 £99 £37.50
Roland RD600 £139 £52.50
Roland VKY £129 £48.75
Roland 470 £99 £37.50
Roland A33 £39 £24.15
Yamaha P200 £129 £48.75
Yamaha EX 5 £189 £71.25
Yamaha 607 £139 £52.50
Yamaha EX5R £99 £37.50

We stock many many more drum modules and sound
modules. We refuse to be beaten on price and will provide
you with service and technical support second to none!!

/11 111111111111111M1k%

Some amazing new
products and prices

on offer!!!
Korg 12/12 110 Card + Cubasis VST

RRP £1048 £575

Soundlink 168 RC Digital Mixer RRP £1899 £799!

Deposit £79 24 x £2999,83 = 0% finance

Trinity V3
RRP £1899 dap £189 36x £47.50

Trinity V3 Pro
RRP £2099 dep £209 36x £52.50

Trinity V3 Pro X
RRP £2899 dep £289 36 x £72.50

Here are a few amazi
January sale offers on Kbrg.

We have only limited supplies
at the amazing prices so be quick

to avoid disappointment.

Korg X 5 D Modules
Korg NS5R Module
Korg TR Rack

Korg Z1

£399 now £229
£475 now £329
£949 now £689

£1699 now £1099

itinu utile unffitipanAIe

Korg SG weighted piano £1699 now £1149
Korg Trinity £1699 now £1099
Korg Trinity Plus £1899 now £1199
Korg Trinity Pro £2199 now £1549
Korg N364 849 now £699

Korg N1 £1049 now £849
Korg NS Synth £729 now £399

Mega Clea I
Korg D8

+ Free Zoom Reverb/Delay
RRP £999 Now £599

Boss DR202 new
Emu Audity 2000
Emu Planet
Emu Orbit
Korg TR nacei,
Korg N1R new
Korg SG Pro X Module
Korg NSSR
Korg 0500
Kurzweil Micro Piano
Novation Supernova
Novation Supernova 32 voice
Roland SP808
Roland 8080 (new)
Roland MC 505
Roland 2080
Roland 1080
Roland SC880
Roland SC88 Pro
Roland MC303
Roland PMAS
Royalton Durnstation
Novation basstation
Yamaha MU100
Yamaha RM1X new DJ Sequencer
Yamaha MU128
Yamaha FSIR new
Yamaha 00700
Yamaha 0070
Waldorph Pulse
Waldorph Pulse Plus

£29 £11.25
£99 £37.50
£54 £24.37
£64 £2437
£79 £30.00
£54 £20.62
£59 £22.50
£39 £15.00
£29 £11.25
£34 £13.12

£119 £45.00
£169 £63.513
£109 £4125
£109 £41.25
£94 £3562
£99 £37.50
£79 £30.00
£69 £2625
£59 £22.50
£39 £15.00
£29 £1125
£39 £15.00
£39 £1500
£54 £20.82
£54 £20.62
£69 £2625
£69 £2625
£74 £28.12
£42 £16.12
£34 £13.12
£42 £16.12

Adat X120
Adat LX20
Akai DPS12
Akai 0016 Package
Cubais 050
Emagic Audiowork 8
Event Darla
Event Gina
Event Layla
Fostex FD8 Digital 8 Track
Rotes D5 dot player
Foster FD4 4 track
Foster 090
Foster FEW 2.1GB Hard disk
Korg 12/12 Card
Korg 08
Foster D160
Roland VS880 Ex
Roland vs 1680
Roland vs840
Roland vs880
Yamaha DIV
Yamaha D3D

Yamaha MD8
Yamaha DSP
Yamaha SW1000 XG new
Tascam DA20

WRoland
All new Products Available on 36 Months Interest Free Credit

MC505

Incredible 64 vices 53
Arpegator Patterns + 714
Dance Groove patterns 3 FX

processors + integrated D Beam
Controller make this one of the

products of 98. RRP £949
Deposit £94 248E35.62.

Ova 'trio 24 months 0% finance

JP8000
.P/2080
ly 1080
SC880
RD 600
DJ 2000
VK7 organ

New digital 6 tracker with built
in by Drive, F9 Processor + 64

virtual tracks. Simultaneous
Recording on 4 tracks. Very
easy to use with new "EZ

Routing" mix memory function.
Fantaastic value ARP £949

Deposit £94 240035.62.
available 24 months 0% finance

£99 Deposit.
£104 Deposit.
£79 Deposit.
£69 Deposit.
£139 deposit
£79 deposit
£129 deposit

Amazing Keyboard with

sounds horn the 505 8 track

total groove sampling. Book

now as initial stocks will be

limited RRP £949.

Deposit £94 24x£35.62.

Available 0°,, finance

JP8080
NEW JP80 80 Rack

£1099
Arnval of the worlds best

kept secret is the new rack

version of the fabulous

JP8000 Synth

Deposit £109

24 x £41.25

APR 00,

SP808

VSI 680

16 track digital recorder, 8 track

simultaneous automated 26

channel mixer 24 bit recording,

FX Board, EZ routing + Loads

more RIP £2199
Deposit £219 360£55.

Available 36 months 0% finance

24 x £37.50 a APR 0%
24 x £39.37 a APR 0%
24 x £30.00 0 APR 0%
24 x £26.25 = APR 0%
24 s £52.50 APR 0%
24 x £30.00 APR 0%
24 x £48.75 a APR 0%

This fantastic new groove

sampler combines sampling

and hard disk recording with

built in synth + D Beam con-

troller. The ultimate re -mix

tool. RAP £1099

Deposit £109 240E41.25.
Available 0% finance

New weighted 61 note music

workstation with new

advanced arpeggiator All the

powerful FIX and expandability

of the acclaimed XP series.

DIP £1299

Deposit £129 24x£48.75
Available 0% finance

New EG 1 01
fantastic 4 Octave dance keyboard + D -Beam controller.

24 note poly 128 Rythym + 448 voices

RRP £599 Deposit £59 24 x 22.50 0%

New VS880 EX
New VS880 Ex. New version of the classic hard disk

recorder with F/X card hard drive due January 99
RRP £1499 dep £149 24 x £56.25

Special Offers
Roland MC 303 £329
Boss SX 700 £299
Boss 202 £239

Deposit Per Month
£169 teals
£119 £45.00
£99 £37.50
£299 £112.50
£32 £12.87
£37 £14.25
£29 £11.25
£47 £18.00
£79 £30.00
£69 £26.25
£49 £18.75
£39 £15.00
£129 £48.75
£79 £30.00
£49 £18.75
£69 £26.25

£229 £8625
£149 £5625
£219 £55.00
£94 £35.62
£149 £37.50
£139 £52.50
£199 £75.00
£899 £33.75
£59 £22.50
£44 £16.00
£54 £20.62

YAMAHA
Nle stock virtually every Yamaha

product from Pro Audio to Drums

New 01V Digital Mixer
24 inputs, 22 dynamic processors + motorised faders

RRP £1399
Deposit £139.36 x £35 0% Finance

NEW Yamaha DSP Factory
02R in your comptuter

RRP £599
Available 24 month 0% finance.

Deposit £59 24 x £22.50

New EX5 I EX7 Sequencer
disk drive, 72 meg of sampling and 126 note potyphofri,

RRP From £1399
Available 36 months 0% finance

A3000
Affordable 64 -Poly,

128 meg sampler.

Great Valllue.

RRP
£1099

Available 36 months

0% Finance

MU 128
Great new module with
128 note polyphony and

expandability RRP £699

Deposit E69 24 X £26.25.

03D Digital
Automated mixer 26

innputs + 18 outputs.

Fantastic onboard

32 be multi FIX

processors £1999

Deposit £1999

12 x £150= APR 0%

Incredible 15 Reek
dance soquenow.

Old now
RRP 0545

Deposit C54
24 x f20.62 n 0%

CS2X
New Synth

Duedohnicgon

Digital Piano £1295
Deposit £129
24x £48.58

D J X Dance Workgaion

RRP Mail No 1 velar will
NE in sempew, opezielor

sepuemer loads more. Best

value product of no

Very special
March

sale offers
OY 70P £595

CS1X £399

MU100 Module ........£475
solo
REV100 £145
0970 rase
NS10's Rondos £249



KEYBOAR CENTRE
8 Phone Lines

will be taken until 7.pm every night for 24 hour mail order delivery*
12 experienced staff!! Yes we are huge! Hi -Tech rFax -I 3 6
Please ring for different payment plans
1. Payment over 6, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48 Months!!! 2. Pay nothing for 6 months then spread the payment over 36 months

3. We are licensed credit brokers

Studio FX / Hardware / Mics

Deposit Per Month

Mixers
Behringer Eurodesk
Behringer 26 4 2

Deposit
£104

£34

Per Month
£39.37
£13.12

Audio Technica 4060 Tube £99 £37.50 Behringer 28 04 £29 £11.25
Audio Technica 4050 £49 £18.75 Behringer 32 8 2 £96 £36.37
Audio Technica 4033a £29 £11.25 Mackie 12 02 £29 £11.25
DBX Finalizer £59 £22.50 Mackie 14 02 £39 £15
Digitech Quad £39 £15 Mackie 16 04 £74 £28.12
Digitech Studio Vocalist £64 £24.37 Mackie 24 8 2 £229 £86.25
Joe Meek VC1 compressor £49 £18.75 SAMPLERS
AKG Solid Tube mic £64 £24.37 Akai New 55000 £179 £67.59
Lexicon MPX1 £69 £26.25 Akai New 56000 £279 £105.00
Neumann TLM103 mic
Rode NT2 mic

£69
£29

£26.25
£11.25

Akai 53000XL
Akai 52000XL 16meg
Akai S20

£109
£69
£39

E41.25
£26.25
£15.00

Rode Classic mic £99 £37.50 Akai M PC2000 £89 £33.75
TL Audio 5050 Preamp
TL Audio 5013 Pro
TL Audio 5021 Compressor

£29
£46
£46

£11.25
£17.62
£17.62

Boss SP202 Mini Sampler
Emu ESI4000
Emu ESI4000 Turbo
Emu ESI4000 Turbo Zip

£29
£99

£109
£134

£11.25
£37.50
£41.25
£50.62

TC Electronics Finalizer Plus £169 £63.75 Emu E6400 £149 £56.25
TC Electronics Firework
Boss SX 700

£129
£34

£48.75
£13.12

Emu E -Synth Dance
Kurzweil K2500
Yamaha A3000

£259
£259
£105

£37.50
£97.50
£39.75

Yamaha REV500 £29 £11.25

AKAI
We are an authorised Altai Repair Centre.

Buy from product experts with total confidence
End of financial year Mega Package Deals:
3000XL + 32 Meg I RRP £1495

Deposit ND 24x £4116 a ERfinance

2000 + 16 Meg RRP i799 ......1649

Deposit £64 24x £24.37 a 10% Finance

DR16 DR8 On Demo. Available 24 months interest free credit

MPC 2000 +16 Meg

Deposit fii9 24x £33.75 a fO% Finance

S20 Sampler .....,1399

Deposit 139 24x £15.00 a 10% Finance

Ant 07012 Nee NO :111racia I NAB Recoiling with digital mixen kik .1a z drive and

SCSI interface. Best value product of 98 £37.50 a 0% finance

RV, 6.1u6iF au itel PIP VIM

Expandable to t28 note poly with 16 outputs, 128 note poly. Removable

15 filter types!
front panel I remote controller EBK20

FIX standard
Deposit P17924 267.59 0% finance

Deposit 2279241226 0% finance

BEHRINGER
1602
802
Cyberrnix Automate your desk for only ...........................................£179

Eurodesk 24132 £999 Limited quantities.

Be quick for the best ever deal on any desk ever!

26:4:2 RAP £729 ..£299 incredible!

28:0:4 RAP 2649.. P249 amazing!

Eurodesk 24:4:2 ARP £1299 .1539 superb!

NEW Vitalizer RAP P299.. P149

NEW Feedback Destroyer RAP P299. £149

MEGA DEAL; Behringer Ultratume

NEW Composer Pro Now in Stock P179

Composer
Dualfex
Ultrafex II
Autoquad
Edison
Ultracurve
Multicom
Multigate
Intelligate

MEGA MEGA DEALS ON BEHRINGER DESKS
£149
£129

1. Every item in stock
2. We guarantee best best
UK deals
3. Last time we
printed our Behringer
prices we upset the entire
music industry.
4. We are in Behringers top
5 dealers

NEW LX20 ADAT RRP £1699 new 20 bit ADAT

Deposit £129 24 x £48.75

NEW XT20 ADAT Mega Deal £

Special Alesis Offers
058 Weighted Synth.. RAP £1299..........................£899

0S6 Synth ................................................RRP £899 .. ..£499

Nano Piano module ................................RRP £349 .. ..£189

Nano Synth module ................................RRP £349 .. ..£249

Nanoverb ................................................RRP £149 .. .£99

Nano Bass ................................................RRP £249...........................£119

Nano compressor .RRP £149............................£89

SR16 Drum machine ..............................RRP £269..........................£189

DM5 Drum module ..................................RRP £399..........................£269

Microverb IV ............................................RRP £299 .. ..£149

Midiverb IV FIX ........................................RRP £299 .. ..£199

MEC) 230 Graphic .RRP U99 .. ..£189

0°/DFinance on All Emu E -M

= Products over 24 months.
New Product: E -MU Audity Incredible new synth Rack

RRP £999. Dep £99.24 x £37.50 . 0% Finance

ESI4000 + 32 meg £ 999 Deposit £99 24 x £37.500% Finance

ESI400 Turbo + 32 Meg Deposit £11924x045.00 0% Finance

ESI400 TurbolZip + 32 Meg Deposit £13424 x 050.62 0% Finance

E -Synth Dance Deposit £259 24 x £97.50 0% Finance

Turbo Calamari Board Depoosf £29 24 x £11.25

Planet Phat £599

Orbit II £599

E Synth dance £1999 megal deal

New Proteus 2000 RRP £799 dep £79 24 x £30 0%

Special Offer
E6400 special all time low £1295

All products on permanent demo,

Ring for a fantastic quote on the E4X + E4X Turbo

MIXERS
Granddad ST BMW

20% offRRP
Soundual Folio .....................................8004149

Soundcran 16.8141 E1499 .8899

Macke 02.82. ..MEGA DEAL!! Macke 14.2..

Macke 24.82 TEGA DEALD Mackie 12.2.,

Macke 244.2 DEAR!

Behringer Eurodesk: Save over 61000

We am dealers for Soundcraft. Mackie. 'derringer Radierester, Topaz, Yamaha and many more

STOICS

416 Soiree Ye EIW 2411140% Audio Technica 4050

eeo C3000 ..6199 Shure SM58 .289

AN C1000 ..6129 Rode 1411 £189

AKG 880 S65 Rode NT2 ......................................2299

AM 770.........................................655 Rode Classic .. P799

Audio Technica 4033a...................2299

We stock too many microphones le BA
Falgtakeabaulandkodeas Ilanstaludianedeassfaker&011

Time + Space & Sounds OK
CD Sample Juke boxes on perm ems)!

Studio FX / Processors
Wilitech Studio Quad 4 £399 £349

Digitech Talker £249 £199
Digitech Studio 100 £179 £145
OlgRech Studio 200 £299 £249
Oigitech Vocalist Performer £379 £329
Digitech Vocalist access £499 £Rest 906

Digitech Vocalist Workstation £599 £499
Digitech Vocalist Ex £899 £89 dep 24 x £33.75
Lexicon MPX 100 £249 fCall
Lexicon MPX 1 £899 £585
IND IMP £599 £59 dep 24 £22.50
TC Bectronics Finalizer £1649
TC Bectronics Firework £1249 £1149
Yamaha flee 100 £249 £149
Yamaha Res 500 £499 £249

Zoom 1204 £199 £149
Dow 1001 EIS Low

ecording specialists

913
Computer
Software &
Hardware

Emagic Logic Platinum

Emagic Logic Gold

Emagic Logic Silver

Micrologic AV

Cuhase VST V4.0 Mac

Cubase VST V3.6 PC

Re -birth RB 338

Recycle

Producer pack

Dance Pack

Sound Forge 4.5

Sound Forge Acid

Event Darla

Event Gina

Event Layla

Borg 12.12 Ito

Terratec EWES n 644

Terratec EINIS n 645

Moto 24.08

Moto Midi Express

Moto Midi Timepiece

Emu Ado Meta Ms

Opcode 128

Opcode Studio 64 X

Opcode Studio 64 XTC

Audiowork 8 u Lokc Money

Yamaha DSP factory

Yamaha 191000 80

Minor 8

RRP £549

RRP £399

RRP £199

RRP £99

RRP £329

RRP £329

RRP £149

RRP £199

RRP £799

BHP £499

MP £349

IMP £79

RRP £299

RRP £499

RRP £899

RRP £499

RRP £329

RRP £143

RRP £999

RRP £399

RRP £649

RRP £449

RRP £369

RRP £259

RRP £429

RRP £499

RRP £599

RRP £449

RRP £575

£449

£319

£175

ECall

£Too Low To Print

£279

£135

fhlegal Deal

£449

£329

£279

£CAtl

£249

£399

£799

£399

Best UK

£135

£99 den 24 x £37.50

£39 dep 24 5 £15

£64 Any 24 x £24.37

£44 Any 24 x £16.87

£299

£215

£349

£368

£59 dep 24 x £22.50

£44 dep 24 5 18.87

£449

Full Midiman Range in Stock
Midiman Flying Calf A/D RRP £149 MALL
Midiman Dman 2044 RRP £299 £CALL
Midiman Merge 2 x 2 £69
Macman - Midi up Your Mac £45
Syncman Sync up your 4/8 track £109
Portman 2 x 4 (2 ins - 4 outs) £129
Thru 1 x 4 £39
Winman 2 x 2 (tins - 2 outs) £79

Special 0 ees of
the Motif -

RAP NOW

SW C1000 Mic £229 £119
Alesis Nano Piano £349 £189
Alexis Nano Bass £299 £115
Behringer 32:8:2 Desk £1399 £749
Behringer Suppressor £189 £89
Behringer Cybermix £399 £179
Behringer Uttrapatch Patchbay £99 £49
Audio Technica 4060 Valve Mic £1295 £849
Cubasis VST £349 £279
DBX 266 XL Compressor £249 £145
Alesis 3060 Compressor £199 £115
EMU Medley £999 £795
EMU Planet Pleat / Orbit £869 £599
Fostex 05 oar Player £749 £419
Fostex FIT4 Digital 4 Track £399 £345
EMU E -Synth Dance £2599 £1949
HHB Circle 5 Monitors £379 £329
Joemeek VL3 Compressor £199 £149
Korg D8 Digital 8 Track £849 £598
Korg N1 £1299 £849
Korg N5 £729 £398
Lexicon MPX 100 £249 £199
Lexicon MPX1 £999 £569
Novation Drum / Basstation £399 £329
Rode NT2 Mic £449 £299
Roland MC303 £599 £329
Samson Servo 170 Power Amp £249 £159
Tascam DA20 OAT Player £699 £449
Waldorf Pulse £399 £279
Waldorf Pulse Plus £499 £349
Yamaha 00700 £999 £649
Yamaha MU100 £749 £479
Yamaha CS1X £599 £399
Yamaha MD 01 2849 £248

07273 67

671971
700 Guitars
in stock. All

leading makes

Separate acoustic
department

Massive drum
department. 25 kits

in stock !!

Amazing
after service

Helpline

PA Specialists

Installations

0% Finance

Next Day Delivery

Easy Parking

Educational
Discounts

Demo Suite

WE ARE
THE ULTIMATE
HAGGLERS!

PLEASE
RING NOW!!



Ialbums new releases

new releases
All the major album releases of the month

reviewed and rated, our classic sessions spot,
Milestones, plus who's in the studio doing what

with whom in Recording In Progress...

KULA SHAKER
PEASANTS, PIGS AND
ASTRONAUTS
(COLUMBIA)
Following on from their debut

album, K, Peasants, Pigs And

Astronauts sees Kula Shaker on a

calmer (or Karma) tip. First single 'Mystical Machine Gun' is

similar to many of the better sparks on K, but with a more

intelligible ethos at work. Ethnic instrumentation is out in force,

but there's more sincerity this time round. Crispian's lyrics and

delivery are as Lennon-esque as always on these

psychedelically turbulent recordings. But there's more here, too.

A new-found Doors influence permeates tracks like '108

Battles, while 'S.O.S'. is just too Spinal Tap to be taken

anywhere near seriously. 'Radhe Radhe' carries on George

Harrison's Indian love affair, but adds horns. Inventive, and fun

in places, but ultimately derivative.  Nick Serre

Producer: Bob Ezrin/Crispian Mills/various

Engineer: Fulton Dingley

Studio: Various

Verdict: Not as eclectic as the title

9
9

)v +
87E 432 98

BLONDIE
NO EXIT
(BEYOND/ RCA)

Nostalgia time? Maybe not. There

are nods here to Blondie's classic

cuts: 'Screaming Skin' is a throwback

to the band's disco/reggae

flirtations, while 'Maria' is a great feelgood track, which proves

that the magic that has been dormant for some 16 years can

only have been fermenting in the collective Blondie mind. (Not

sure about those bell sounds in the chorus, but we'll let that

pass for the moment) Bach's Toccata And Fugue (strangely)

kicks off the title track, and just when you're thinking 'how

nafP', the track proper looms out like a true late '90s anthem.

Even the rapping (with a guest appearance from Coolio)

surpasses many of the so-called specialists in that overcrowded

arena. Superb. Buy it soon, 'cos then you'll get the limited -

edition CD with some great live tracks to boot  Nick Serre

Producer: Craig Leon

Engineer: Various

Studio: Various

6/10 Verdict: Resurrected delightfully

PRODIGY PRESENT
THE DIRTCHAMBERS
SESSIONS VOLUME 1
(XL RECORDINGS)

Knowing that Liam Howlett was a DJ

long before the days of the Prodge,

his Ming prowess on this offering

comes as no surprise. As well as showcasing the influences

behind Prodigy's sound and attitude, Dirtchamber also

demonstrates Liam's taste and mixing skills. Who else could

segue 'Give The Drummer Some' by Ultramagnetic MCs into

lime Zone's 'Wildstyle'? Classic cuts range from Grandmaster

Flash And The Furious Five's 'Pump Me Up, to the Sex Pistols'

'New York'. Nods to contemporaries like Chemical Brothers and

Propellerheads are included, making this a potted history of

cool music.  Nick Serre

Producer: Liam Howlett

Engineer: Liam Howlett

7/10

COLDCUT
LET US REPLAY
(NINA TUNE)
They were at the cutting edge of the

mid -'80s acid house scene, and

Coldcut's hangover is omnipresent

on this offering. But who cares?

Quality hangovers are not always easy to come by. Production

and remixing are second nature to Jonathan More and Matt

Black (Remember 'The Only Way Is Up', by Yazz, or Lisa

Stansfield's 'People Hold On? Or, for that matter, Eric B And

Rakim's 'Paid In Full'?). Let Us Replay is a journey into

favourites and new territories, and Coldcut switch with ease

from old skool hip hop to well -executed jazz nuances. The real

glory is the collaborative production efforts with the likes of

Grandmaster Flash and Carl Craig.  Nick Serre

Producer: Coldcut

Engineer: Various

Studio: Various Studio: Various

Verdict: Howlett in the house, large 8/10 Verdict: Replay endlessly. 8/10

recording in
progress

iliic Wdharra is

-iirrently at Battery

'ffrdios recording and

mixing new tracks with

producer Steve Power

ba are at September

und working on self -

produced album mixes

Nhitfield Street studios is

Dome to Another Level,

who are mixing tracks

production team

The Grand Jun/

I he Cure are at St

Catherine's with producer

Paul Corkett recording a

new album

are

putting the finishing

touches to their debut

album E/ectro Tribe,

produced by Miss -Chief

at the Junkie's own

Playroom studios

Air studios is host to Jeff

Beck, who is remixing

tracks with Home B

ri'eeg,M is

producing a single for

Ash at Orinoco

Toff 4 are self -

producing tracks at

Battery studios
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Northern Exposure
Sasha+John Digweed
Expeditions

NORTHERN EXPOSURE
SASHA /JOHN DIGWEED
EXPEDITIONS
(INCREDIBLE)
Sasha and Digweed are a duo who
effectively redressed the boundaries
of live DJing. No longer was it a
prerequisite to use extensive

breakdowns when these guys hit the decks. Beatmatching
tracks and spinning in with incredible accuracy has become a
trademark. And Expeditions takes it all to yet another height.
Ultimately club -oriented, without being overtly 'clever, the set
here proves why they are so popular on the circuit. The way
Movement Perpetual's 'Sexual Movement' segues into 'Seaside
Atmosphere' by Stef, Pako & Frederick is awe-inspiring to say
the least, as is the transition from Stage One's 'Stage
Manouvers' to Union Jack's 'Morning Glory. This is an eclectic
and exotic mix that shows why Sasha and Digweed are, as
ever, at the cutting edge.  Nick Serre

Producer: Sasha/John Digweed

Engineer: Sasha/John Digweed

Studio: Berwick Street

Verdict: More exposure, please

-MN
!LRCM STAR LINER BLACK STAR LINER

BENGALI BANTAM YOUTH
EXPERIENCE!
(W EA)
On the Asian -fuelled tip, few come
close to Black Star Liner's historic yet
contemporary style (save perhaps
for Asian Dub Foundation). But it's

an utterly different tip to ADF, or, for that matter, Cornershop;
fusing Hindi vocals, tablas and sitars with urban beats into
perfect slices of what all the alleged crossover styles of recent
years have been aiming for. 'Low BMW' hints at dub/ska
influences while maintaining a sampling sensibility that fits
perfectly. 'Gurdeep's Yellow Funk', on the other hand, with
vocoded vocals and hell -for -leather guitars, hints at Kraftwerk
and hip hop influences, all comfortably encased in Indian Raga
scales. Sounds like nothing you've ever heard before? You
better believe it And that holds true for the whole of the
album.  Nick Serre

Producer: Choque

Engineer: Choque/Tom Salmon

Studio: Big Feet Bunker, Leeds

7/10 Verdict: Finally, a luxury cruise

JOJI HIROTA AND
PETE LOCKETT
TAIKO TO TABLA
(ZOKA)
Just taking onboard these guys'
credits is difficult enough. Indian
percussion specialist Peter Lockett
has graced recordings by BjOrk, Kula

Shaker and Bill Bruford, while Japanese drumming guru Joji
Hirota has worked with the likes of Jah Wobble and Bill Evans.
But there's no jazz or pop here. Talk° To Tabla is a live workout
of inspired multicultural pieces penned by the two maestros,
and executed beyond the realms of belief, live, with no
overdubs. Given that, it's a glorious insight into the disciplines
of combining an all -encompassing range of percussion
instruments in a streamlined way. Both sonically and in terms
of musicianship, it is difficult to cite individuals who are this
able. Put these two together, and there simply is nothing to
touch them.  Nick Serre

Producer: Walter De Niel

Engineer: Walter De Niel

8/10

MODEL 500
MIND AND BODY
(R&S)
We all know that Juan Atkins was
one of the first arbiters of Detroit
techno, along with Derrick May and
Kevin Saunderson. But while the
others are amicably continuing the

tradition, it's Atkins who still seems to be pushing the
boundaries. His second Model 500 foray sees his techno
grounding still permeating proceedings, but he's become a bit
of an anarchist (think Funkadelic and George Clinton's more
madcap moments). Juan's Ming prowess, mixing skills and
canny knack for production are rife here. Witness the laid-back
bliss of 'Everyday' or the urban hip -hop funk of 'Incredible' and
you'll see why it's an understatement to label Atkins a
maverick. From vocal -led techno to fucked -up hip -hop... He
was a spearhead of techno, and now he is the spearhead of
perhaps a new genre  Nick Serre

Producer: Juan Atkins

Engineer: Various

Studio: Live at the Bruge Festival

Verdict: Top percussion duo

Studio: Various

9/10 Verdict: Looking forward to the next 10 9/10

recording in
progress

Suede are at Master

Rock recording and

mixing their new album

with Steve Osborne

working as producer

Battery studios is host to

Fifth Amendment, who

are mixing their new

album with producer

Bryon New

John Digweed is working

on a mix album at
Berwick Street with

producer Paul Harris

Kula Shaker are mixing

live shows at Whitfield

Street with producer

Fulton Dingley

Lauryn Hill is at Whitfield

Street studios mixing live

shows with producer
Gordon Williams

Irish singer -songwriter

Sinead O'Connor is at

present recording and

mixing album with

producers Adrian

Sherwood and Skip

McDonald at RAK

Julian Lennon is currently

working on a new album

at Air. Bob Rowes is

producing

MILESTONES

STEELY DAN
CAN'T BUY A THRILL
(MCA)
Can't Buy A Thrill has to be one of the most assured
debuts ever, appearing ready -formed and damn -near
perfect. The musicians were a bunch of Californian
20 -somethings led by co -composers Walter Becker,
bassist, and keyboard -vocalist Donald Fagen.
There were plenty of such groups in LA in 1972, but
what made Steely Dan so different was the sheer

effortless artistry of their sound: blue-eyed, laid-back proto-funk fusion, washed through
with Jim Hodder's neo-Latin percussion and spiked -up by the lyrical guitars of Jeff
'Skunk' Baxter and Denny Dias, while the suave voices of Fagen and David Palmer
declaimed the former's ironic verses over the top of it all.

Steely's publicist described 'Do It Again' as a slice of "urban sturm and drang". In
truth, the phrase wasn't far off the mark for a magnificently moody piece of music. It

took three years to chart in Britain - as did the ...Thrill LP itself - but soon became a
late -night radio classic (which just happened to bear an uncanny resemblance to
Michael Jackson's 'Billie Jean' hit of 1983), as did the uptempo 'Reelin' In The Years',
one of the Steelies' few nods at straight -ahead LA rock. 'Brooklyn' meanwhile,
epitomises wistful, while 'Dirty Work' is an intelligent look at adultery. The strident,
piano of 'Fire In the Hole' is unique and 'Turn That Heartbeat.: seems to alternately
question and support the idea of faith, yet, with its building verses and singalong
chorus, it remains a melodic classic of a type only Fagen and Becker could have written.

By the mid -'70s every other bar in London and LA seemed to have a Steely -type
combo playing the white man's blues - but few ever composed tracks of the quality of
Can't Buy A Thrill, the slow -burning million seller that launched Donald Fagen, Walter
Becker and Steely Dan, the musicians' musicians.  Phil Strongman

Producer: Gary Katz

Engineer: Roger Nichols/Tim Weston

Studio: The Village Recorder, LA, California
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Inside MLR

words Nick Serre images Gavin Roberts

A record company A&R department can bridge the gap between
your demo and that elusive recording contract. But what does this
semi -mythical and much -misunderstood beast actually do? The Mix
delves into the heart of the matters that matter for you, the artist...

ention the term 'A&R' in circles of musicians, and
you're likely to encounter a barrage of stories
about the evils of the profession. Truth is, though, if
you're an unsigned artist, these are exactly the
chaps and chapesses who may hold your destiny
in their hands. A scary thought? Of course. But

ignore the reputation for a moment, and we'll investigate exactly what
these apparently shady characters can do for your career.

What does any musician want as a result of their hard -sweated
labours? International recognition? Fame? Fortune? Probably all of the
above. It's a sad case, then, that even if you get to the stage of recording
a demo, it's unlikely to be heard by anyone save for some close personal
friends and, erm... that's probably it. The next stage in getting your latest
opus listened to by anybody with any clout is to get it sent out to record
companies and their associated contacts. You know, those conglomerate
bureaucrats with the cheque books. Traditionally, the first port of call is
usually the A&R department of the record company. But, as we'll find
out, there are many stages involved.

First up, of course, you need to have a recording to send out. While
it's easy to fall into the trap of wanting to produce the finished article,
bear in mind that it is the job of the A&R department to search out new,
raw talent before putting an act with the right producer, in the right
studio, with the right material. And that's just the start. There is little room
to be precious at this early stage. Generally, A&R types are more
interested in material that can be nurtured. So don't go overboard on the
production. Great songwriting talent can shine through on a 4 -track

demo, so resist the temptation to be unnecessarily
lured into believing that a 24 -track professional
recording is the key.

Of paramount importance is the arrangement of
your tracks. The unspoken truth that A&R guys
listen to between 20 and 30 seconds of a track
needs to be borne in mind. So, even if your
16 -minute dance opus has the most glorious
two -minute intro, attention spans simply won't last
As with the music industry in general, the key is to
get to the point. And be ruthless. It's difficult to be
heartless with your own compositions, and perhaps
even more difficult for your mates, but it's essential.

Compare the strength of your own material to
that of your own favourite acts. Get the hook in as
soon as possible, and if isn't instantly attention -
grabbing, do it again. And again. And never, ever,
apologise for the absence of a decent singer
or the shoddy middle eight - sort it out!
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Asuming you've now got three
kicking tracks recorded (three is the
number that A&R managers generally
like to see, and maybe even hear), the
temptation is to bung it on a tape and
stick it in the post to every major record
company. Hang on a minute. Can you
be arsed to listen to tapes anymore?
Nor can most people. CD -Rs are now a
very affordable way of presenting your
material, and this format gives you the
opportunity to come up with some
funky artwork, too.

Of course, none of this is of any use
when your intended victim detests the
music. (But at least they have more
opportunity to skip tracks). But showing that you are taking what you are
doing seriously can open doors. Take a lot of time over your biog and
photo, too. Witty biographies can work, and it is essential to create an
impression, and perhaps an image, as succinctly as possible. One side of
A4 is plenty, along with a decent -quality black and white or colour print
of the guilty party.

So, now we've got this together, who are we going to approach? It is
notoriously difficult to get a guarantee that your offering will be heard by
an A&R man if it is sent unsolicited. So let's think about who they deal
with. Lawyers, producers, journalists, managers, and even accountants
and marketing types are often in contact with the A&R departments at
record companies, and there's a definite element of 'who -you -know' at
work. Think about who you might know who might know someone else.
If that fails, which is likely, you need to consider cold -sending, and
perhaps looking for a manager, as the next logical step.

It's fair to assume that your chances of getting signed by sending a
demo in cold to an A&R manager are pretty much non-existent, but there
are some guidelines which will increase your chances. There's little point
in sending a package off to all the major labels; it is likely to get lost in
the quagmire of demos that land on their desk every day. Pinpoint six
companies or so, who have a track record for releasing the sort of
material you are producing; be it indie labels, majors, or their various

offshoots. Find out the name of the A&R director at the company,
and address the send -out to them. This may seem either obvious or
misguided, depending on your standpoint, but if an A&R director
passes a demo onto one of their scouts, it's more likely to be given
some listening time.

The other option is to find a manager who is involved with acts of
a similar genre. Let's not kid ourselves, people go for what they
know, and that includes recording industry personnel. You can obtain
details of managers from the International Managers' Forum, and
again, it will involve sending in an unsolicited demo to them. But,
given the lesser volume of demos they receive, you're gonna have a
better chance of being heard.

A professional manager and an enthusiastic mate acting as your
manager are a world apart, so think carefully and seriously about this
area. Managers are renowned for having a passion for the artists
they represent (anyone remember Brian Epstein?), and are usually
in a good position to realise and promote market trends. Add to that
the fact that managers hold a lot of clout with A&R, and a credible
manager can feasibly get many A&R people to a gig on the basis of
his/her own track record.

Which leads us on nicely to the arena of gigging. Despite the
proliferation of bedroom studio releases, longevity in the music
market is often still equated with an act's ability to cut it live,

regardless of the genre. One of the main meeting
points for A&R is at gigs. Scouts and A&R
managers alike will put in appearance at anything
up to five gigs a night, to compare notes, keep in
touch with the currently hot underground acts,
and, if they're lucky, find a gem among them.
Getting the relevant gigs, and showcasing yourself
well, can be vital in getting the word out to those
who matter. Creating a buzz is perhaps easier on
the regional circuit, but can be a nightmare in
London. But even if A&R don't make it to your
gigs, playing live can be an invaluable learning
experience, both in terms of defining your image,
and honing your material. There are few people
who are as resilient as live audiences. And they'll
certainly let you know if you're crap.

OK, so the scenario is
going well; the A&R bod of
your choice has the demo,
and darned if he hasn't
turned up to see a gig too. So
what's our next step? You
can't assume that they are
interested, you need to find
out. But constant phone calls
will piss people off, and you'll
end up feeling pissed off too.
The best approach is to
contact them with some
news. Upcoming gigs, new
material, whatever. Subtle
hints may work, and hopefully
they will get in touch with
you. The A&R community is

shrinking, and most of the scouts and managers know each other, so
even if one has decided that it's not for them, there's always a chance it
will be passed on to someone else. Try to glean who it might have been
passed to if you do manage to get hold of them. Patience is a virtue
here, so don't get frustrated. Keep at it, and make sure your act's name
is landing on their desk with enough frequency to act as a reminder, but
not enough to enrage them (a difficult balance, admittedly).

If all is going well, you may be invited in for a meeting. Don't be blasé
about this. You're likely to come under some fire, so a bit of humble pie
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is probably on the menu. Bear in mind that if a
record company decides to sign you, they are
looking at major expenditure, so play the game. In
the words of Recognition's (independent A&R)
Andy Richmond: "In a meeting it is important to
have an agenda before you get in there so that
you can control the meeting to an extent. You
need to be very receptive
and able to answer
questions in the best way
you can, even if it's
criticisms of the music. You
need to be slightly humble,
and respect what they do,
because at the end of the
day, if they want to sign
your act, and are going to
shell out a quarter to half a
million pounds, that needs
to be treated with respect."

The dream comes true,
and you are offered a
recording contract. In terms
of the record company, this
is square one. Recording, marketing, touring and merchandising all need
to be set in motion. The priority here is to seek independent legal advice.
Employing a lawyer can be expensive, but in the long run you'll be glad
you did. Recording contracts can be convoluted, immensely varied, and
very long, so it's important that you understand every aspect of them.
We're not suggesting that record companies are going to try to rip you off
- in fact, they will probably be the first to advise you to consult a lawyer.

The advance, or the lump sum of money given to you by the record
company, is to live on while you record your album. Until it starts selling,
that's your only income, so don't be frivolous. As Andy Richmond
advises: "It's important not to be greedy as far as an advance is
concerned, because no-one will make you rich overnight. Bear in mind,
too, that any advance you do get will be recoupable by the record
company, so it's essentially your own money you are spending.

What you really need from the recording contract is the facility to
make your records properly, with sensible budgets. And you need
to be able to live at the same time." And he highlights another
potential pitfall. "Freedom of producer choice is also important.
Some record companies work on a synergy attitude, so if they own
a studio, they may want you to use that studio, along with the
in-house production teams!'

As well as a recording contract, you'll also need to sign a contract
for your publishing rights. Again, your lawyer will be able to advise
you - this part needs careful consideration, as it may be the most
lucrative part of your deal. "It's worth trying not to do a recording
and publishing deal with the same company," maintains Andy.
"Publishing is essentially money for old rope. Once the record
company start pressing records for you, then a percentage will go to
your publishing company, so you will be paid anyway. So it can be a
great source of revenue. You need to make sure that the publisher is
good in the areas of exploitation. Some publishers are good at
letting the money roll in, and others will actively promote the
repertoire for use in film soundtracks, TV commercials, and so on.

The best way to gauge that is to ask them
how they exploit their repertoire in
secondary usage!"

So, are you confused yet? And we've
only just glanced the tip of the A&R
iceberg here. The workings of A&R
departments can seem a tad bureaucratic,
but perhaps this is a necessary evil of large
conglomerate companies. Legal and
technical are a part of every artist's life,
and if you can take that on board at an
early stage, you'll be in a stronger position
than most 'struggling artistes. Then again,
you could always become an A&R
manager yourself. On second thoughts...

Next month: Today's top acts tell us
exactly how they got signed. Plus,
record label A&R heads tell us who
they've signed, why, and what
they're looking for next.

A&R CD COMPETITION
A&R CD was formed in late 1997 by Andy Richmond and
Sue Hanson. Andy was general manager at Zomba Records
and ran their Jive and Silvertone imprints, working with
R Kelly, Backstreet Boys and Stone Roses. Sue was
previously at EMI and Parlophone and worked with acts
like Blur, Supergrass and Radiohead.

A&R CD features no more than 12 tracks and is a dream
for the A&R executive. The booklet enclosed with the CD
contains 100 words of information of the artist's choice,

with background and contact numbers. If accepted, your track will feature on a CD
compilation that will go straight to the heads of A&R at record companies and
publishing companies (both major and independent), management companies, and
agents, as well as taste -picking journalists and media pluggers.

In September 1998, A&R CD was part -sponsored by Music Choice Europe. Music
Choice's multi -channel offering is now available on a national basis in the UK
through Sky Digital. UK consumers can now access up to 44 digital quality audio
music channels via satellite. Act Nouveau and Fifteen Minutes Of Fame broadcast
newly signed/unsigned bands to over 12 million homes throughout Europe.

The cost for inclusion on A&R CD is E125. If accepted, your track will be included
on the next volume of the CD, which is sent out to more than 600 industry contacts.
And you'll receive a box of CDs to impress your family and friends. Demos should be
sent to A&R CD Ltd, PO Box 2217, Wiltshire, BA15 1YN.

But, before you bombard them with your wares, The Mix has secured two tracks
on the next edition of A&R CD for free! The best demos received at The Mix office
(mark "A&R CD Compo") will be judged by top A&R types who will choose the two
winners. Send them in before Monday 5th July to be in with a chance.
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A day in the life of
an MR man...

This gentleman is Sam Winwood. Sam works in A&R at Sony S2,
which makes him precisely the person you want to hear your

demo. The Mix decided to find out just how he does his thang

10am
"I usually turn up at about this time. It's good to have 0
flexible hours because the night before may have been
a bit intense. I haven't overslept today, but if I do, I can
always blame it on a meeting or something!

First thing to do is get a large cup of tea, and then I'll
boot up the computer and see what emails I've got.
There are quite a few today from bands chasing up what I
thought of their demos. I'll get back to them, but some of
the packages haven't even arrived yet!

11 am
Now I've got to make a list of things to do. I'm not a
great organiser, so I have to make lists in case I
forget anything. The phone is ringing constantly, so I
don't usually answer it. I get so many calls, that if
answered them all I wouldn't be able to do what I'm
meant to be doing. The voice mail is always on, and I
will get back to people when there's time.

12pm
It's difficult to have much of a structure to the day, so
I have to go with the flow. A hell of a lot of time is
spent making phone calls to promoters, managers,
and the like. There are a lot of meetings at set times.

At some point I'll listen to some of the demos that have
been sent in. On average, I'll listen to about 30 seconds of
the track. That might sound harsh but look at it this way: if
anyone goes into a record shop and listens to a CD they'll
know whether they like it or not within that time. That said, I

will listen to at least some of every track, and if it grabs my
attention, then I'll obviously give it more time.

1 pm
It's time for a couple of pints of Stella down the local
watering hole...

2pm
Me and Lincoln [Elias, fellow A&R man], are going to have
a half hour or so to chill out for a bit and listen to some
good music. If you listen to too many demos and most of
them are not great, you lose the focal point of what it's all

about. I've had people ask me if I do actually like music,
and they are quite serious. A lot of them think that we
are 40 -year -old lawyers who sit around in big offices
and have legal degrees. That is very far from the truth;
most A&R people are crap when it comes to business.
Being in A&R is the nearest thing to playing in a band
that you could be - that's what attracts people to it.
To nurture a band from being nothing to playing at
Wembley Stadium is the biggest buzz.

4pm
Time for the label meeting. We have one each week -

they are essential to go through all the acts on our roster,
and make sure we all know what they're up to that week,
and how things are progressing.

Today, we've got representatives from acts in, as well as
everyone from the label, so we can all keep abreast of
what's happening. 52 is a relatively small company, so it's

important for everyone to know what's happening at
any point in time.

8pm
On to some gigs to see if there is anything exciting
happening. Tonight we'll check out a couple of
bands in London, mainly Camden, but we do go
further afield when we think there's a buzz about
a new act.

You do often see A&R people in groups. There's
no conspiracy behind that, it's just that we know
each other, and become mates. In any circle you
are more likely to talk to those people you know.
That's only natural.

12am
The bands we saw tonight weren't all that exciting, but
I'll be keeping my eyes on one of them. Now I'm off
home to bed, before going through it all again, in some
way, tomorrow.

The point is, I love music and if I hear a good band
then I want them to do well, even if I don't think it's
going to be with us. There's no great conspiracy - I
want to help them out and improve the market." ®
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TONDERICK -rur WATKINS
(Sound Engineer - WyclefJeani
"1 love the clarity of the
5051 - its ED enables me
to zone right in on Wyclefs
voice, and the difference
when you plug it in is like
night and day. I think 5150
is the police code for
criminally insane - well,
the 5051 keeps me from
going insane."

TL Audio

Worldwide distribution:
Tony Larking Professional Sales Ltd.

Letchworth, SG6 - IAN (UN

Tel: +44 (0)1462 680888
Fax: +44 (0)1462 680999

 =

 TL Audio Valve Technology compressors, equalisers ar:1
pre -amplifiers changed the sound of modern music.

CD Since the famed EQ-1 4 -band Equaliser was introduced in 1993,
professional musicians, studio engineers and top produc the
world over have been using TL Audio valve signal processofs to
add warmth to sessions in the studio and performances on
stage. Vocals simply sound better, clearer and more 'human'
with TL Audio valve compression. Drums and percussion have
more attack and more impact with TL Audio valve equalisation.
And it's the same with bass, guitar, piano or any other source. 7' ti ,

With the launch of the new Ivory Series, TL Audio have taken the
outtfanding valve performance and flexible operation loved by
profesSionals, packaged it in enclosures oozing style and presence, and
combined it with an ultra -affordable price tag.

 There's simply no better sounding or better value valve signal processors.
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5001
4 channel valve
mic pre -amp

£399
ex vat E469 inc

5013
2 channel valve
parametric eq

£399
ex vat E469 inc

5021
2 channel valve
compressor

£399
ex vat £469 inc

50510 0 0 0  0   ..--,..mow -- voice processor
mono valve
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5050
mono valve inkc
pre-amp/comp ssor

£249
ex vat E293 inc
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C-1
stereo valve compressor
with mic pre -amps

£1299
ex vat £1526 Inc

r-Th_3
(12t r products have been part of some of the

mast influential records of recent years - and
note more so than the C-1 stereo valve
ccanpressor.

© Now as part of the new Valve Classics'
Series, the C-1 has been refined and
improved: both inside and out. Featuring a
spectacular deep raven blue Gmm CNC
milled aluminium front panel, circular back-
lit VU meters, gold plated ceramic valve
bases and high grade US military
specification valves, the C-1 has been
given a brand new lease of life.
So - if you've always wanted to own a Classic,
speak to your nearest TL Audio dealer today.

www.tlaudio.co.uk e abbey road © townhouse cts portishead alanis morissette steve levine 6 eternal





steelworks studio file I

steelworks
With a studio and production credit list that takes in some of

the most gigantic names in the current pop scene, Steelworks is a
hive of activity. The Spice Girls have been there. So have Boyzone.

Now it's time for The Mix to have a workout in Sheffield...

words
Nick Serre

images
Gavin Roberts

Steelworks' sonic alchemy
has resulted in a slew of
gold and platinum discs

Gerroff: Mike Percy and Tim
Lever (R) cling to their AMS
Neve Capricorn console

Eliot Kennedy, Tim Lever, and Mike Percy may
not be names that spring as readily to mind as
Mel C, Bryan Adams, or Ronan from Boyzone,
but they (and a host of other chart -busting

luminaries) all grace a metallic -looking building in
Sheffield on a regular basis. Why? To experience the
talents of one of the most successful studio -owning/
production teams around, that's why. With joint
production histories spanning 15 -odd years, Eliot, Tim,
and Mike have worked with the highest profile
acts around. And now they have their
own streamlined production studio
that promises to send them
soaring to even greater heights.

A typical album by an
out-and-out pop act may
feature five or more
producers or production
teams, and more often
than not, one of them
will be Steelworks. The
three -strong crew have
an enviable credit list,
and a fascinating way of
combining their hectic
production schedule in
their top-flight studio. Eliot
Kennedy is the main
songwriter, Tim Lever the sound
designer and musician, and Mike
Percy the mixologist. Although their
current location has only been their home
for three years, many an act has been
touched by their production skills, and the

band. We ended up making the first album without
them having a deal. We just thought there was
something there; it was a big gamble but it really paid
off:' With Eliot Kennedy now on board, each individual's
personal studio space was honed to their specific
requirements, as well as being mutually compatible for
completing full productions within the complex.

'When we initially made the decision to set
Steelworks up, we decided that all the gear had to be

completely compatible, or all our roles would be
blurred," Tim elaborates. "Eliot does all the

vocals in his room, I do pretty much
most of the music, and Mike does

the mixing. When we were
working in one studio we had

a lot of dead time:' Mike
explains the logistics
behind the set-up. "It just
fell into place really
naturally. We did not
decide to work that way,
we just eased into it'.' But
there is still room for the
collaborative elements of

the team. 'What we try to
do is make a conscious

effort to get together at
lunchtime, or if you're bored

doing your bit for 10 minutes then
you'll just go and see how the mix

studio is doing" Tim offers.
So what exactly do the studios need to

maintain this alternative sort of working
practice? "Basically we have got three

Tim loves his two Spirit
328 mixers: 'They're great;
they just sound fantastic"

logistics of the studio complex make
Steelworks a streamlined production venue.

Tim recalls the early days: "Well, basically, Steelworks
came together about three years ago; before that Mike
and I were at a production team called One World
Productions. Basically we started producing stuff
together, working on the same projects, and it worked
really well.

'We started off with 911. We picked them up really
early in Sheffield, we shared the same management
and they asked us if we fancied having a go with this

rooms, with a core of gear that works in
every room" explains Tim. "That is, G3s, ProTools and
Logic Audio in every room. It makes it really easy to
just move stuff back and forth. We've got samplers, the
basic synths - the Ns, the Trinitys - in every room. We
all have our own stuff:'

In terms of sound and recording gear, compatibility is
paramount. But, as you would expect, each member of
the team has his personal faves when it comes to
monitoring, consoles, and more esoteric pieces of
equipment. The ethos is firmly digital at Steelworks,
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CONSOLE

AMS Neve Capricorn

MONITORING

Genelec 1031A

Genelec 1039A

RECORDING

Power Mac G3 running Logic
Audio Platinum and ProTools 24

OUTBOARD

Focusrite Red 3 dual compressor/limiter

UREI compressors

System 9098 dual compressor/limiter

SSL Logic FX G384 stereo compressor

TL Audio dual valve pre -amp and
compressor

Drawmer 1960 vacuum tube compressor

DBX 160A compressor/limiter

Focusrite Focus EQ

TL Audio EQ1 valve EQ

TL Audio EQ2 parametric EQ

selected kit list

TC Electronic Fireworx

TC Electronic Finaliser plus

Lexicon 224x reverb with LARC

SOUND MODULES

Korg Trinity

Akai 55000 sampler

Waldorf Pulse Plus

Novation Super BassStation

Studio 2

CONSOLE

Soundcraft Ghost

MONITORING

Genelec 1031A monitors

RECORDING

Power Mac G3 running Logic Audio
Platinum and ProTools 24

SOUND MODULES

E -mu Ultra Proteus

E-muMorpheus

E -mu Vintage Keys

E -mu Planet Phatt

Korg Trinity Pro X

OUTBOARD

Lexicon Alex multi-FX

Drawmer M500 dynamics processor

Avalon vacuum tube pre-amp/EQ

CONSOLE

Spirit 328

MONITORING

Dynaudio 15A

RECORDING

Power Mac G3 running Logic
Audio Platinum and ProTools 24

ADAT bridge

OUTBOARD

Yamaha REV500 reverb

Marshall valve MIDI pre -amp

Roland VG8 MIDI guitar system

SOUND MODULES

Korg Trinity Plus

Korg TR rack

C) however, and Tim's latest acquisition is a duo of Spirit
328 digital desks, of which he enthuses, "The desks are
great, they just sound fantastic. I like having them
totally controlled by ProTools, it makes life incredibly
easy, and the Spirits are so quick to work with:

ProTools is high on the agenda for all
three, and they are especially
enamoured with the available
plug -ins. "My favourite plug -ins
are the Focusrites" Tim
proffers. "The EQ and
the compressors are
stunning. I personally
believe that they are
better than the boxes;
they don't sound exactly
the same but they are so
much more flexible in
terms of sound:

And the digital equation
is as prevalent in the main
mixing studio, manifested in
the form of a brand new AMS
Neve Capricorn console, which
was an instant love affair for Mike, by
all accounts. "Mark from Neve kept on at
us to try it so we went on up to Abbey Road
and that was it! The only way we could tell
the difference between it and some other
digital desks we had auditioned was to take
the same multi -track tape to SSL, Sony and then to
Neve - there was no contest. We literally bought it on
sound quality; the EQ and compression was brilliant
and then all the other features came with it. Since the,
the biggest thing about buying this desk is that it's
been tried and tested. There still seem to be gremlins

Ghosts in the
Eliot's Soundc

machine:
raft console

on some desks that are always promised to be fixed in
the next upgrade. Not so with this:'

Digital mixing is still relatively new, and we wondered
how much of a learning curve it was for Mike. "It took

me a while to get into working with this desk,
because basically you have got a limitless

amount of inputs" he freely admits.
"But, what's brilliant about it is that

there is so much scope to it but
basically you can set up your

base configuration exactly
how you want it to be In
fact, so pleased is he with
the processing power of
the desk that the trusty
Steelworks' Finaliser has
been all but ditched. "On
the old Amek Mozart we
banged every single record

through a Finaliser and an
SSL compressor, but we've

been finding with this desk
that it's not needed as much -

the desk sounds so good in itself:'
It is patently clear that the

Steelworks crew have carved a distinct
niche for themselves in pop production,
but, ever ambitious, they see more
opportunities. As Tim sums up. "We don't
see Steelworks as just us three, we want

it to be a Motown -type thing. We can find good people
to come in here and make records, so Mike can finish
work at 7pm and someone else is on there. We'd love
this place to be open all day every day, and it looks
like we are getting there with the amount of people
coming through the doors:'

recent clients
Spice Girls

Bryan Adams

5ive

911

Westside

S Club

Paper Dolls

T

You can't go overboard
when it comes to outboard,
and there's loads here...
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Future Gamer
Delivered free, once a week

Garners need sustenance: N64,
PlayStation and PC news to digest,
previews and reviews to gorge on
and tasty features topped with
flowing opinion columns for pudding.
FutureGamer feeds that hunger, and
because it's an email, it's delivered to you
free, every week.
Who says there's no such thing as a free lunch?
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Feed your hunger
Tuck into FutureGamer at vvww.futuregamer.com
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a cold one. Today's recording technology is capable of some incredible statistics from demanding

spec`"'m tons but it can lock a certain warmth and character. Some things just sound better with Valves. We know all about this and

have created the Silver Series of Valve driven pre -amp & dynamics processors to help you retain that all important character &

warmth without sacrificing the frequency response integrity of your recordings.

The 586 Dual Channel pre -amp uses 2 xl 2AU7 tubes and features Semi Parametric 3 band EQ, insert loop, +48v Phantom Power, 10 -cut filter, drive control for a

wide range of great tube effects & a patented Peak Plus" limiter. The 566 Dual Channel Compressor, also uses 2 x 12AU7 tubes & featureshard knee &

Overeasy" compression curves, switchable full auto mode, sidechain insert, true RMS power summing & the drive control.

We have created the 576 which uniquely combines a single channel from both the pre -amp and the

compressor to provide the cost- effective solution to warming up your mix. Combine all this with the

optional Type IV 24 bit digital output and you really can have your cake & eat it!

Call 0181 202 1199 or email dbx@arbitergroup.com for a full range brochure.
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Tube PreAmp/Compressor

Arbiter Group PLC
Wilberforce Rd. London NW9 6AX

Tel: 0181 202 1199  Fax: 0181 202 7076
www.arbitergroup.com email: dbx@arbitergroup.com
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Dark Star: after 17 years it's
once again all right to like
Gary Numan
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Gary Numan feature

Back In Black
It's been a rollercoaster ride from rags to riches and back again
for Gary Numan, and now the synth pop pioneer has realised a

long-standing dream with his new digital studio

alien studio
equipment

INSTRUMENTS:

Akai 51000 sampler

Akai 55000 sampler

Alesis Quadrasynth

GEM 52 Turbo
workstation

Korg M1REX
workstation module

Korg Wavestation SR
synth module

Oberheim OBXa
synthesizer

Roland D550 synth
module

Roland JP8000
synthesizer

COMPUTER
HARDWARE

Apple Macintosh G3
(running Logic and
ProTools)

RECORDING/
MASTERING:

Otari RADAR hard -disk
multitrack

Soundtracs Quartz 32
desk

Tannoy Little Gold
speakers

OUTBOARD:

AMS AMX-1580S
digital delay

AMS RMX 16 digital
reverb

Digitech Valve EX
guitar processor

Drawmer DL201 dual
compressor/limiter

Lexicon PCM 70
digital reverb

Back in 1979 Gary Numan was on top of the world. By chalking up two No.1
albums (Replicas and The Pleasure Principle) and two No.1 singles ('Are
'Friends' Electric?' and 'Cars') in a three month period, he became the UK's
fastest -rising star since The Beatles, opening the floodgates for the early '80s
wave of synthesizer -based acts to follow. Numan was almost alone in seeing
the need for a synthesizer 'star, a smart move, as evidenced by the string of

hits to follow, with over 35 chart singles and more than 20 chart albums to date. Managed
by his father to this day, Numan has sold more than 15 million records, whilst 1979's The
Touring Principle - filmed during his first sell-out UK tour - was the first commercially
available full length music video, pipping Blondie to the post by a matter of weeks. Clearly,
the boy made good.

Numan invested wisely. In 1980 he took the then -unusual step of buying a professional
recording studio, Rock City, situated in the famous Shepperton film studio complex. His
reasoning was not solely artistic, however. "It was my dad's idea," recalls Numan. "He

sensibly thought that if your money primarily comes from
one source, it puts you in a very precarious position. So as

words the money was coming in we invested in different

Jonathan businesses. Rock City was already a successful commercial
studio when we took it over. Sting used to go there, Cliff

Miller Richard, Thin tizzy. I once caught [Sham 69's] Jimmy Pursey
walking along the mixing desk!"

Disrespectful punks aside, Numan confirms that Rock City
images was well -stocked from the outset. "It had a 3M multitrack

Joseph Cultice when I first went there, but by the time I bought into it

and they'd already gone for a Studer, an 820, I think. It had
1/4", 1/2" and 2" tape machines down one wall, a big

Gemma Webb Trident desk, a piano room with a gorgeous BOsendorfer
grand, and a live room. There were huge JBL monitors
which I later kept and used for rehearsals - in here, funnily
enough, before we turned this into a studio. Sadly, I had to
burn them a couple of weeks ago. Rats got to them in
another storage shed! The AMS reverb and delay units in
here also date back to Rock City days."

But the age-old adage, 'what goes up must come down'
soon rang ominously true for Gary. His rapid decline from
millionaire superstar status began when he opted to retire
from the rigmarole of touring in 1981 with a series of
visually spectacular, yet financially crippling sell-out shows at
London's Wembley Arena, utilising the largest moving
structure ever to grace a British stage at the time.
"It cost £250,000 to stage the three nights," Numan reveals.
"The whole construction filled five 40 feet trucks, and it took
a team of about 30 men five days just to build it. The set
consisted of five different levels, was 116 feet wide and
most of the various elements were motorised so they
moved about!'

On a musical note, in keeping with this grandiose scale,
the Wembley shows featured some 22 analogue
synthesizers, mainly of the Poly and Minimoog variety ®

Exile (1997) contained
some of Gary's best work
since his '79-'82 heyday.
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that assisted Numan's meteoric rise to fame. Beneath the Arena the
stage crew loaded bass cabinets into a cavernous area that had formerly
been a swimming pool: "When we hit the low notes during the show,
the floor actually shook. It was awesome, the whole building shook, and
you could feel the music as much as hear it!"

The knock -on effect of this retirement
extravaganza was the alienation of Numan's
substantial overseas following. As the
worldly Numan of today recalls, with a
hint of sadness, "I was having a bad
time with the press and tended to
blame all of my problems on
touring, because that, it
seemed, made me the focal
point of the public eye. So I
wanted to get out of it and
make the songwriting side
more like a hobby again,
rather than the big
business it had become
overnight. I'm sure I did
alienate an awful lot of
people, but it gave me
that breathing space
needed to get used to it.

"Unfortunately, by the
time I'd taken those few
breaths, I'd already fucked my
career up. My big mistake was
saying I was going to retire. I

should have just stopped for a
while and come back when I was
ready. Maybe if I'd done that, things
would have gone a bit differently - all
around the world. But if I hadn't got out, it
would have fucked up anyway, it wouldn't have
been recoverable, because I would have probably messed
my head up with it!"

Matters worsened when BBC Radio One subsequently
refused to playlist Numan's music after 1983. This corresponded with his
departure from Beggars Banquet to set up his own independent label,
Numa Records, a move which spawned a series of ultimately futile
releases. "The record company thing didn't work out," Numan concurs.
'And that had been one of the things encouraging us to
keep Rock City going. That studio cost me a lot of money at
the end of the day. It stopped being successful when the
Solid State Logic desks and a whole load of other
technology came along. We just couldn't afford to keep up
with that. The studio industry seems to be a very different
animal now to what it was ten years ago, and we were one
of the earlier victims of that!'

And music technology almost spelled Numan's
premature downfall. For several years he worked closely
with Mike Smith and Ian Herren (a.k.a. The Wave Team)
and their colossal PPG Wave - Germany's all -singing, all-
dancing, overdraft -inducing ubersynth, of which Numan
laments, "The PPG had become the main studio tool,
sound -wise. I woke up one morning and it dawned on me
that if Ian and Mike weren't there I couldn't make another
record. I didn't know how sequencing worked!"

If Numan was to survive, clearly something had to give. "Realising I
wouldn't be able to do another album without Mike and Ian freaked me
out, so I went out and bought a simple little Roland S10 sampler, and a
Yamaha CX5M Music Computer -a piece of shite, but, nonetheless, for
the few months I had it, before I moved over to Atari, it was enough to
start making me think in terms of sequencing. I also bought a little

"I've had
millions, lost
everything,

and am now
clawing my
way back
up again"

Gary hovers above his
Soundtracs desk and
assortment of outboard

4 -track Portastudio. That sounds silly, having had a big studio of my own,
but, again, I'd started relying on engineers.

"Having got Mickey Mouse versions of all the gear and spending a few
months getting to grips with it, I then went out and bought an Akai S900

sampler, two bigger, 12 -track Akais, which you could link
together - MG1214s, I think they were called - and

an Atari running Steinberg Pro24. I wrote Metal
Rhythm on that in 1988!'

This makeshift 24 -track system saw
Numan over the tricky interim period

following Rock City's demise. One
B-side was recorded at home on

this set-up with Shakatak's Bill
Sharpe (with whom Numan
had a couple of collaborative
hit singles) before
synchronisation problems
sent him running for the
comparative safety of
outside pro studio Black
Barn. "I was able to go and
record with a much better
understanding of what I
was doing," he says, "not
relying on anybody. Since

then I've been pretty much
self-contained!'
Numan's road to recovery

was destined to be of the long
and winding variety, however. By

1988 the precarious financial
scenario his father had previously

envisaged was now frighteningly real - to
the tune of a hefty negative six -figure sum.

Facing adversity head on, Numan went out on a
limb, re -equipping his home studio to a level more

befitting a professional recording artist, albeit one whose
purse strings were severely tightened.

"I went out and had a really mad day," he remembers,
"buying a decent desk -a Soundtracs CM4400 - and an Otari MX80 2".
I blew about 30 grand in the end, but had to rummage around and
borrow it from a variety of sources to get it all together!" Yet there was a
method in his madness. "We looked at what it had cost to go to Black

Barn and thought, 'If we buy all this gear, within a couple of
albums it'll pay for itself: I planned to do most of the
recording at home, then maybe spend a few days in a
proper studio with people who could fix any mistakes I'd
made and do the final mix. In fact, I didn't go to another
studio after that. It worked so well that I did the whole of
the Outland album at home - recording, mixing, everything.
Slowly, by picking people's brains and studying, I managed
to fill in all the gaps that had become part of my
understanding of recording!'

Having straddled one career hurdle, Numan learned the
hard way that complete recording independence is not
always advantageous. "Numa had some licensing deals, but
the truth was that I never did get myself back on my feet
Instead of sorting myself out and becoming an international
act again, I became progressively smaller. Countries around

the world just fell off one by one until all I had was England.
"Until the late '80s I wasn't even releasing records outside of Britain,"

he says, referring to a brief and unsatisfactory flirtation with Miles
Copeland's IRS label, a stint that yielded the New Anger album in the
States, his first foreign release in several -years. "On the one hand, it
seemed as if I'd been given a lifeline" he muses. "On the other, all
those typical record company problems that everybody moans
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Wanted
Film & TV

Composers

Britain's First Home Study Course
For Film & TV Composers

"Really detailed and meticulously constructed - it's a triumph"
Debbie Wiseman - composer Wilde, Tom & Viv

Written & tutored by full-time professional media composers.

Course text packed with inside knowledge & practical advice.
Every course printed to order - up-to-date and made -to -measure.

 No need to read music - equally challenging whatever your background.

Audio cassettes - interviews & inside knowledge with top composers & real
life customers. Hear the people who hire composers tell you what they are
really looking for.

Course video includes award winning documentaries, commercials, and
even a complete short feature film! All with SMPTE timecode.

10 practical graded units - sig tunes, commercials, documentary, drama, de-

mystifying writing to picture, showreels, winning work & much more.

Ida Tel 0181 749 2828 http://www.sfida.com
Phone for a brochure!
14 day money back guarantee Pay by installments

CretIli-Cc

Each unit takes you through a
new area of the media, teaching
you about the business while
introducing essential musical
skills, developing your originality,
the satisfaction of writing to pic-
ture, writing better tunes. Read
the comprehensive text, listen to
interviews with top composers in
the field and the real life cus-
tomers. Practical, approachable
and business like.

With each of the 10 units there is an
assignment - all real TV & film jobs.
You'll be briefed by the real life cus-
tomer and work to the actual video
tape or story board. Submit a demo
to your tutor on cassette who'll give
you a professional opinion & tuition.

ESI4000 SAMPLER

OUR BEST DEAL EVER?
Hurry -these will fly and we have
very few available!

Just who you thought
samplers couldn't get a,
better value, Turnkey have

done it again - our exclusive

offer brings you Emu's

incredible 5514000 for under 6650. and Mat's more, we're even throwing 16 rneg
of RAM free into the bargain! The ES1900O's features include 64 rm. polyphony,
RAM expandable to 128 meg, ES style 6 pole multi mode filers, AKAI

compatibility. 4 individual outputs sdni, dm Turbo version has 10 outputs.
5/801F ito and dud 24 hit FX processors. All EMU samplers come with free access

to our enormous sample library and of course, excellent technical support Get 5
CD ROMs for only L29.99 extra drive and m y bundle deals also evadable.

Stocks are very limited on this superb deal - toll to reserve yours newt

SX-700
EFFECTS PROCESSOR
The Ekes SX700 is a lu rack multelfrom unkffiving
true stereo in and out plus MI. ,

for controlling effect parameters in real taro, and dorm

P tx Barges etc. There are a wide range of algorithms
coveri,EQ, chorm.flar,e, phase, harmontter pitchshift Leslie deLay, reverb
am RSS - Rolandb Space Sound system is a unique 3D effect princes originally
ensaloyed in their flagship 0000 RSS 10 processor. This incredible deamnce pfice
not only makes the 5X700 We most affordable unit odds R5S, is also makes it the
best value for money FX processor around. Buy now while stocks last!

POLYMORPH
SYNTHESISER
The Polyrnorph is a four part analogue style synthesiser, wiM 8 not
polyphony, 4 outputs and superb 309 style reeltime editing facilities
and sequencer & FX. The unit features four independent synths,
structured around QuasImIdils modelling synthesis. each with their
own 90 processing and separate output. A plethora of knobs and
buttons offer instant access to virtually all parameters. including high
and low pass resonant filters, external inputs and oscillator sync The
icing on the cake b We built in analogue style 16 step sequencer. with pit*
plus three other parameters of your choice all adjustable by knob for each step
of 1-11p,r,enre and you can even trk&ger other sequences from each step'

"ww1111

X5D
KEYBOARD SYNTHESISER
Another unbelievable clearance special from Tumk,8
X5D .64 note poly,16 part multi, GM compatible with ..

EX types on 2 busses. Full size touch sensitive keyboard

with pitch & mod wheels, backlit LCD, and speciallCornbe

mode to layer presets for Gay huge sounds! Over 500
patches of renowned Kong quality cover the full range of acoustIc sounds thrones to

huge synth war en Very limited quantities-sNrnowro amid dleappoletmend

Plus Pack! Fitsk 10161181Ce otONSIffffeffik.66 9616 1248 691Th 8' 81111'.1s11.181.1'
 Sheilberryk ELLI9aNF AKIO for PC. WellleMeetS 67900 WOO samples keyboard statel

2 ackleMIS MM121.8.6 PWinfisffigitl M a nallergeelal Turns a bargee, alto a steal'

STA N OA RD

RRP Cl,SJ

£649"
TURBO

RRP Ci

£799"

8.111

£229"

FACTORY DIRECT

£69r
, ME'

RRP Cs

£325"

LOWEST PRICES

Emma

For 1000's of other in_en-adir
from the world's leading\m
technology store, cow r et
your free Turnke\y-deal

\ 7 4

Fax: 0171 379 0093
114-116 Charing Cross Road
London WC2H 01:1T

E-mail: sales@turnkey.demon.co.ua
nips c+r http//www.turnkey.uk.com Thin



feature Gary Numan

® about came flooding back - people
wanting to mess with your tracks!'

This came to a head over the
continuously crossfaded, segued
Outland album in 1990. Numan
shudders at its memory. "Linking
one song to a title of another is
something I've always done. I think
it's fun and the fans enjoy spotting
them, but Miles Copeland was totally
oblivious to this. He said, 'You can't have
the word 'infected' on that song because
there's another song on the album
called 'Infected', so I want you to change
it to 'affected'!' It's that kind of
interference that I find very demoralising.
It cost a huge amount of money,
because I had to get the backing vocalist
in again, redo my vocal, remix the track,
and hire SoundTools software to
recompile the entire album. It took a
week to change one word. At the end of
the day, who cares?"

Numa Records was re -activated in
time for 1992's Machine & Soul, the
year Numan bottomed out "I released
the worst album I'd ever made, and got
myself into money problems," he confesses. "I was
panicking in slow motion. Then everything started to
come right again!'

Indeed it did, beginning with Sacrifice, a case
of going back to basics and doing it all himself,
as on Replicas, where he played everything
bar uncle Jess Lidyard's drums and bass. Not
only is Numan credited with all writing,
performance and production duties on
Sacrifice, he also formed the NuFederation
artwork company to create his own record
sleeves on an Apple Macintosh computer,
without the need for outside graphic artists. A
true one -man -band effort, "Sacrifice was the
best album I'd done for a long time. To write
something like that after so many disappointments
and setbacks was a great relief to me!'

Fast forward to 1997. Numan's fortunes were about
to undergo an unforeseen role reversal as music industry
insiders finally sat up and took note. In August Numan
signed to Eagle Records, a newly formed, London-baed
independent, who subsequently worked hard at securing
lucrative world-wide licensing deals, making that year's Exile
album - abetted by the multi -layered sampled percussion
loops that have become Numan's latter day trademark -
his first truly international release since leaving IRS in 1991.

Moreover, according to NuWORLD, the Official Gary
Numan Internet Connection (www.numan.co.uk), which
was nominated for a 'YELL! For the UK Best!" award, he's
been signed by The Agency, one of the biggest touring
agencies in the world. They plan to send him all over the
world for the next two years, more or less non-stop. This
has already begun. Last year Numan completed his first US
tour in 16 years, a respectable 24 -date, coast -to -coast affair
with Marilyn Manson joining Numan on stage for the
sold -out LA Hollywood Palace show.

Numan once sang, "Isn't it strange how times change?"
With hindsight, those words seem ironically prophetic.
Hailed internationally as one of techno's godfathers, he

"It's the perfect room to do
all the stuff I have to do..."

IMAM 11.11444011/4.111/4141.11.1,1111.110
MO  NA, ,, wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww

Gary has regained the form
which made him the first
synthesizer superstar...

"There's
something
mentally

stimulating
about going
out to work
- even if it's
just down

your garden
path..."

currently enjoys a hitherto unknown
degree of acclaim from a variety of chart
acts, many of whom have covered his
songs on record or stage (including
Beck, Hole, Pulp, and The Foo Fighters).

Triumph over his fiscal demons have
finally freed Numan to realise a long -
held dream - the completion of Alien,
his new private recording studio within a
stone's throw of its former incarnation
within his Essex countryside home.
"There's something psychologically
stimulating about going out to work -
even if it's just down your garden path,"
he smiles. "When my career started
picking up and the money luckily started
coming in again, there wasn't any time
spare to take the studio apart, move it
somewhere else and start again. Then,
when I was touring America last year, it
suddenly occurred to me that we could
convert this shed. Perhaps it wouldn't be
quite as nice as one of those really
expensive, big Scandinavian chalet -
lodge -type things we looked at, but
nonetheless it would be perfectly usable
- if the building could be converted. So

we got a builder in to inspect it and make sure it could,
and that's what we've done!'

Indeed, Numan and his father undertook
much of the daunting task of studio conversion
work themselves. "I'm well chuffed," he
enthuses. "It's the perfect little room to do all
the stuff I have to do!'

And lest we forget, Numan's self-imposed
workload is far from light. "As well as the
studio gear, I've also moved my artwork
computer stuff in here as well. The other
end of the room is where I now do my
internet stuff, all my album covers, books, tour

programmes, T-shirts - anything to do with
design. It's very much made for one -

everything's within arm's reach. It's the set-up I've
wanted my whole life. Every aspect of what I do, not

just the music, has been significantly improved. And it's
so cosy, when I close the curtains at night-time I don't want
to leave!"

Studio construction complete, Numan set about acquiring
some well-earned new kit, including an Otari RADAR
hard -disk recorder and dual screen, and a Jaz and Zip drive -
endowed 266MHz PowerMac G3, running Logic Audio and
ProTools. Casting an eager eye around his digital domain,
computers evidently play a major role in the current Numan
modus operandi, yet in the capricious world of pop, even
the best gear cannot disguise a bad song. With 20 years of
professional recording to his name, Numan knows the
score. 'The new set-up will definitely speed things up, but
I'd be lying if I said I thought it would make me write better
songs. Exile unexpectedly succeeded in firing up a lot
interest, so the weight of that now rests on the next album!'

As Numan concludes in Praying To The Aliens, his 1997
autobiography, "I've had millions, lost everything, and am
now clawing my way back up again. I've been one of the
biggest stars in the world and then all but forgotten. Now it
seems I am rediscovered. Creatively, I lost my way for a
while, but then found it again, clearer than ever!'
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Audiomedia 111 PCI card

Session Software
Logic Audio AV from Emagic

Sound Forge XP from Sonic Foundry
Acid Rock from Sonic Foundry

ORE AUDIO PROFESSIO ALS USE A

DIGIDESIGN DIGITAL AUDIO WORKSTATION
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NO MATTER WHAT YOU BUY TODAY,
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SYSTEM TOMORROW.

WHY NOT GIVE YOURSELF A HEAD -START WITH

THE DIGIDESIGN TOOLBOX FOR MAC OS OR WINDOWS 95/98/NT?
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Audiomedia III PCI card
Pro Tools PowerMix Software

D-fx Plug -In Bundles

SFX Machine Lite from Bias
Peak LE from Bias

ABLE BUNDLE INCLUDES

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO BUILD YOUR OWN,

PROFESSIONAL -SOUNDING AUDIO PRODUCTIONS. AND
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competition recording course

win!
A £7,000 course

at Alchemea
Want to gain a qualification from one of the UK's
most respected audio colleges? Then read on...

With Alchemea's state-of-the-art equipment and
real -world approach to learning the recording trade, its
students are envied the world over. Now, one lucky
reader of The Mix is going to be the winner of E7,000 -
worth of Alchemea training, starting this July. Principal
John Lundsten highlights the benefits of studying
at the college:

"Alchemea is constantly expanding its
facilities. It is vital to have both state-
of-the-art equipment, as would be
found in top recording studios, and
to have the students familiar with
equipment and techniques that
will give them the skills to use the
next generation of equipment.

"For example, when the college
started up in 1992 it was felt
imperative to have an SSL console.
So we bought a brand new G series.
This very powerful and expensive mixer
was at that time the high -end console used
in most top recording studios, but no
educational facilities had one. It still is
massively important to know how to use
this console, but there are a number of mixers that are
even more powerful than this one and that require
skills that go beyond those which are required to
operate the present generation of desks.

"It was obvious that an assignable digital mixer with
extensive automation facilities, such as the Yamaha
02R, was going to be of great importance. Also,
familiarisation with the requirement of matrixed and
discrete surround mixing was essential. Alchemea has
built a new, digital, fourth studio with surround sound
capability to meet this challenge. It also features the
Fairlight MFX3+ digital audio workstation. More recently
the main studio has been extensively updated, and a
Euphonix CS3000 digitally -controlled Analogue console
has been installed. It is obvious that all the next
generation of serious consoles (the ones Alchemea

students will be using in the years to come) will make
extensive use of digital control, either of a digital signal
path or, as in the Euphonix, analogue electronics.
Knowledge and experience using this desk will place an
Alchemea student in an excellent position to be one of

the next generation of audio engineers!"

Euphonix training
Alchemea College of Audio

Engineering, in association with
Euphonix, has devised a training
course and accreditation for
engineers and assistants who are
competent users of the Euphonix
CS3000 console. Euphonix are
often asked for names of recording

engineers and assistants who are
conversant with the desk, and will be

providing a list of accredited audio
professionals who meet the required

standard. The list will be available either via
the web or from their distributors.

The training, which is included in the
Alchemea Diploma Course, is now available

to people who have a good understanding of pro
recording techniques but wish to upgrade their skills.
The short course comprises six tutorials of
approximately three hours' duration and 12 hours
worth of individual practical time. During these practical
sessions help is available from one of Alchemea's
supervisors. This short course is the most cost-effective
way of gaining Euphonix training and accreditation, and
costs only £450.

The accreditation is by way of a practical test, and is
available on its own at £100 for those who are already
familiar with the CS3000. The accreditation costs are
included in the price of the training course.

Alchemea students get
their hands on state-of-
the-art gear

More from: Alchemea College of Audio Engineering, The
Windsor Centre, Windsor Street, The Angel, Islington,
London, Ni 8QG Tel: 0171 359 3986 Fax: 0171 359 4027

This is no run -of -the mill
competition - you've got to
earn your place on one of
the most revered recording
courses in the UK. First,
make absolutely sure you
can commit yourself to
either the full-time or part-
time course. Next, answer
the three multiple choice
questions in the box on the
right. These aren't easy, so
make sure you're happy
with your answers. If you
get through that bit,
we'll know you've got
some brains!

Next, the tie -breaker. In
less than 100 words,
explain why we should give
you this gorgeous prize,
and make sure you make it
good. Alchemea aren't
necessarily looking for lists
of qualifications or the
desire to become a
millionaire producer in
three years. We want to
know about you, your
interest in recording, and
your long-term career
aspirations.

The winner will be
chosen by Alchemea
principal John Lundsten,
and the runners-up will be
chosen at random from a
short-list compiled by us.

Understood? Well, get
on with it then!

Just take a look at what
you could win! One of
these could set you on the
road to a recording career:

it prize
One free full diploma
course with all the benefits!
The winner can choose
whether he/she wishes to
take this full-time or part-
time. The full-time course
starts 5th July 1999, and
runs for 35 weeks,
including three weeks of
holiday. The part-time
course lasts 50 weeks from
the same date and
consists of evening and
weekend sessions.

'Jnner-up 1
50% discount on the full
diploma course

'"unner up 2
33.3% discount on the full
diploma course

unner-up 3
15% discount on the full
diploma course
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recording course Icompetition

H.F.

QUESTIONS

Just choose the correct
answer for each question.

Where would
you normally find an
auxiliary bus?

Behind the primary bus
In a digital tape machine
In a mixing console

What is a condenser
microphone?

A microphone that uses
a moving coil of wire in a
magnetic field

A microphone where a
rigid back plate and
diaphragm make the two
plates of a capacitor

A microphone where a
metal 'container' is
connected by taut
hemp twine to another
such 'container'

What's special about the
new Tascam DAT machine
reviewed in this issue?

It's manufactured at
Abbey Road Studios

It can record 24 -bit
digital audio

The headphone socket
doubles as a balanced
XLR/optical AES wordclock

Send your answers, your
address and a contact
phone number, along with
no more than 100 words
on why you should be
given a free place on the
Alchemea sound recording
course to:

Employees of Future
Publishing Ltd and
Alchemea, and their
relatives, are not eligible to
enter. You must be
available to attend either
the full time or part time
Alchemea Diploma courses
(as detailed above) in
order to enter. No
correspondence will be
entered into, except as
detailed above. The closing
date for entries is Friday
30th April 1999, and
winners will be contacted
after the closing date.
A full list of winners will
appear in issue 64 of
The Mix.
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When the picture was taken, this Honduran

girl had just survived the largest natural

disaster to hit Central America this century.

A mudslide wiped out her home in the

Tegucigalpa hills. In a state of shock, she

clings to her pet dog - she also clings to the

hope that someone, somewhere will help.

The hurricane is over, the relief effort

is just beginning.

The disaster may have happened in

November, but the need for outside aid is

more pressing as time goes by. The hurricane

caused immense short-term damage, but the

long-term effects could be catastrophic.

The fields are decimated and left infertile.

Bridges and roads have been swept aside and

access to some regions is extremely difficult.

Ironically, though much of the country has

been flooded, there is little uncontaminated

CENTRAL AMERICA

water to drink. The risk of cholera and typhus

is always there, and could reach epidemic

proportions.

The people of Central America are resilient

and resourceful, but they do need our help to

put the basic infrastructure in place so that

they can start to re -build their lives.

Don't let her down - please give what

you can.

11,000 people are feared dead, many more

are missing and millions are homeless. This

advertising space itself has been donated by

the magazine, so please donate what you

can. There are so many people in Central

America clinging to the hope that you will.

For Credit Card donations please call

0870 60 60 900
HURRICANE APPEAL

Coordinated by the Disasters Emergency Committee representing ActionAid, British Red Cross,

CAFOD, CARE, Christian Aid, CCF, MERLIN, OXFAM, Save the Children, Tearfund and World Vision.

Supported by the British Magazine Industry. All photographs donated by Reuters News Pictures Service. Campaign created by River Advertising.

PET DOG, THE OTHER 15

THE HOPE THAT Y011811 HELP,

I would like to help the people of Central America with a donation of:

Other E

I enclose a cheque/PO payable to The DEC Hurricane Appeal or please debit my:

Diners Club / Access / Visa / Amex Card / CAF Charity Card

Card number

Expiry date

Name

Address

Signature

Postcode

Please send to: The DEC Hurricane Appeal, 52 Great Portland St, London W1N 5AH.



toolbox mac of

mac toolbox
Industry news, tips, advice, and software for

Mac users, compiled by Ian Waugh

NEWS

Apple up again
Apple have posted a net profit of $152 million for the
quarter ending December 1998. This compares to a
profit of $47 million for the same quarter a year ago,
and revenues were 8% higher than the previous year.
International sales accounted for 470/0 of income. The
results, however, do include a $29 million gain after
selling share in ARM Holdings, although that still leaves
an impressive $127 million profit

They claim to have sold 519,000 iMacs in the
quarter, which helped increase overall unit growth to
490/0 over the previous year. There must be
a lot of happy Apple chappies in the big
chairs at the moment.

Apple have also announced that over
1,300 software products have been
released for the Mac since the launch of
the iMac a year ago on 6th May 1998.
These aren't specific iMac products, but
the fast -selling
iMac must have been an incentive for
developers.

Dealer unrest
Their increased profits
have not encouraged
Apple to look after their dealers in the
UK. They have scrapped the authorised
dealer price list (the price which dealers pay
to Apple's two distributors, Ingram Micro and
C2000), who are now free to set their own prices. This
has allowed larger retailers to negotiate discounts of up
to 8% while smaller dealers are paying more than they
were under the original agreement. Naturally, a lot of
dealers are very unhappy about this.

Apple's history with distributors and retailers has
been somewhat chequered. The original Apple Centres
sold Macs at high prices and the cartel enabled the
prices to stay high. Apple's complacency and lack of
competition have been mooted as major reasons why
the Mac failed to make a dent in the computer market,
effectively allowing PCs to take over. With the new crop
of Macs (see next story), although prices seem to be
falling, Apple seem to be giving buyers less and less for
their money.

The removal of a dealer price list looks as if it's

aimed at squeezing out the smaller dealers, leaving
only the bigger ones. Maybe they could turn into Apple
Centres again.

Beware the new G3
Last month, we briefly reported the launch of Apple's
new G3s, and cool translucent blue machines they are,
too. However, you had to read between the lines to
discover a few glaring omissions, so we thought we'd
point them out to you.

Firstly, they are USB machines and lack a printer or
modem port. This is a bit of a nightmare for musos as

it forces them to buy a USB MIDI
interface - and a USB-

compatible printer and
modem (when they become
available). If you already have
a Mac and are thinking of
upgrading to a G3 you may
have to ditch some of
your existing gear, although
you could always consider a
USB/serial port converter.

Secondly, there is no floppy
drive - shades of the iMacl At
last, this may force software
developers to abandon the
arcane hard disk install copy
protection system. But until

they do, you won't be able to
use such programs. And how do you
transfer MIDI files between machines,
pass data to a friend or make simple

backups? And how can you access the commercial
MIDI files which are sold on floppies?

Thirdly, they have no built-in digital audio facilities.
Many users have relied on the Mac's built-in digital
audio system for music, and although controversy rages
over how high the quality of the output is, it has been
a godsend for beginners and musos on a budget. Now
G3 buyers will also have to budget for a soundcard
(see Yamaha item in the next section).

Eagle-eyed readers may also have noticed that
you're up to the £2,384 G3 before you get a SCSI
interface, although do remember that Apple run a
build -to -order scheme so you can add SCSI to any
machine and, of course, you could buy and plug in a
SCSI interface yourself - the procedure ain't too
difficult, and it will certainly be cheaper.

The new cool blue G3s
have no serial ports or
floppy drive
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Koan's main screen shows
which voices are playing,
along with their parameters
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It's a shame to see SCSI actively being removed
because Macs made their reputation on being easy to
use, and having built-in SCSI made it a simple matter
to add other hard drives, a scanner, a CD-ROM drive
and what -have -you. The latest ATA hard drives are
pretty nippy, though, and ought to handle digital audio
recording okay, although maybe not quite as well as
fast SCSI, and it's not so easy to add additional drives.

The new Macs, however, do include a Firewire
interface, even the cheap ones. Firewire looks set to
take over from SCSI - eventually - and is already built
into some domestic consumer items such as
camcorders and digital cameras. It enables high-speed
data transfer with peripherals including hard disks
which is of prime interest to musicians. Current data
transfers are running about 40-50Mb/sec, although the
potential is higher.

So before rushing
out to buy one of
these G3s, don't
forget to budget for
the bits it doesn't
have, and for any new
gear you may need to
hook up to it. Even
normal users may find
they run into
unexpected peripheral
upgrade costs.
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_t_ Rhythm Rule value

1 allbutdotted 1/4

1/4.

1/6.

1/6 1/6 Tr

1
1/162 slow

3 fastsyncopated 1 1/2 1/2 1/4. 1/4 Tr

4 fastplain 1 1/2. 1/2 1/4, 1/4 1/8 Tr

5 veryslow .112 1/4. 1/8 1/8 Tr 1/16

6 semiquaversonly 1 1/2. 1/2 1/4 1/4 1/8. 1/8 Tr

7 middle 1 1/2

6 everything

9

10

Default Rhythm Rule
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Koan arranger
It's more years than we care to remember
since we first looked at Koan in The Mix.

The Rhythm Rules window
determines the duration of
the notes Koan plays

We did, however, look at a few offshoots of the
program in Toolbox back in issues 35, 41, 47 and 48
(that's for all you history buffs out there). Thing is, all
this was PC stuff. But now, Koan is available for the
Mac.

So what is it? Koan Pro, now up to version 2.1, is a
music creation/generation program. When the Atari ST
was the music computer to be seen with, composition
programs abounded. Now they're rather thin on the
ground, so Koan Pro is something of a rarity. What's
more, it's a commercial success.

It can do much more than simply churn out endless
repetitions of random notes, and if you surf the web
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you may have already discovered Koan music because
many sites play Koan compositions in the background
when you access them. Koan Pro is used to create
these files.

The program can produce music in a range of styles
from rave to jazz, but it excels at ambient. It composes
music through the use of rules which include Scale,
Harmony, Next Note and Rhythm. Essentially, they
determine the probability of an event occurring.

To give an example, you can define a scale
containing any notes you wish and assign a probability
to each note that will determine its chance of occurring.
The Harmony rules determine the chance of playing a
note so -many semitones away from the current note.
The two rules are combined to produce the note which
actually plays.

The Rhythm rules are used to create the rhythm of
the notes. There are
also six Voicetypes
which have different
attributes. The Follows
voice follows another,
making it easy to
create counterpoint
lines. The RepeatBar
voice repeats material
from earlier bars, and
the Ambient voice
uses durations in
milliseconds or
fractions of a beat.

You can use the
rules to restrict notes to certain scales and
specify certain types of rhythm, so you can

constrict the output to a certain music style. What's
more, as there is a degree of randomness involved, the
music will have a certain character, but will play slightly
differently every time. The degree of randomness you
allow the program is up to you.

Virtually every aspect of Koan is programmable, and
there are over 200 parameters to fiddle with. As well
as allowing the program a degree of freedom, you can
enter preset pitch and rhythm patterns. Envelope tools
are used to vary settings throughout the piece. You can
import MIDI files and export Koan pieces as MIDI Files.

The native Koan music file format is very small. It
contains the parameters Koan uses tb generate the
music, and these files can be used by Koan Players
which are freely available on the web. These files are
quickly downloaded and can provide music which lasts
for hours, without repeating.

You can use Koan at a low level of interaction, but to
really get to grips with all its functions and possibilities
requires a little more time and dedication. But if you're
into composition programs, you'll like it. It can produce
some very interesting music, and there's nothing else
quite like it on PC or Mac.

Koan Pro costs £140.94 and comes with a
290 -page manual. If you don't want the box and don't
mind on -disk documentation in Adobe Acrobat format
(yeugh!), you can download it for £70.49 from the
Sseyo website: http://www.sseyo.com. There's a demo
there, too, and you will also find a demo on this
month's cover CD. 0
More from Sseyo: 01628 629828
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pc toolbox
News from the industry, advice, tips and

software for PC users, compiled by Ian Waugh

Intel are watching
Here's another thing to be aware of when buying a
new PC. Most PC watchers will be aware that Intel's
Pentium III is due out any day now - actually, it should
be out by the time you read this. What you may not
have heard about is the tracking code which is
embedded in each chip. This essentially identifies the
chip and can be used to track on-line transactions.
Needless to say, this did not go down very well with
members of privacy groups.

Originally the chip was going to be
shipped with the code on, but after
meetings with privacy groups, Intel are

Inter Pentium' 111 Processor
Showroom

rostx.rste

Intel's new Pentium III
helps you work, rest and
play - and keeps track of
you into the bargain

CD info
Atv

track 01
Try out the demo version of
Space Station Pro - the
feature -packed alternative
sampler. And for users of
Yamaha's DSP Factory,
there's new drivers and
ReadMe files.

going to ship the chip with the code off
and include a piece of software which
will allow users to turn it on. This is so
that non -technical users don't have to
worry about how to switch the code off.
Intel claim users may want to activate
the code in case of computer theft or
for e -commerce. The privacy groups are
not impressed, and have threatened a
boycott of the chip. There are also
worries that hackers could activate the
code by remote.

Tesco shopped
Industry analysts have warned supermarkets that sub -
£1,000 laptops will not sell in stores. They claim that
laptop buyers are experienced buyers who know what
they want and where to get. the best price. But the
advice flies in the face of the results of the experiment
by Tesco, who claim it has been a great success.

Tesco were originally going to do a deal with Fujitsu
(as reported in Toolbox, issue 55) but the deal was
scrapped when Fujitsu were unable to supply the
quantity of machines Tesco required. The new deal is
with German company Medio.

Tandy
Has anyone bought a computer from Tandy, other than
a TRS-80? (If you have to ask, you're too young!) You
may be aware that Carphone Warehouse bought the

company, and although Tandy will continue to trade as
an independent organisation and continue to sell PCs
(who to, though, we wonder?), a company
spokesperson confirmed that they would be looking
closely at Tandy's product range.

Tandy have had little luck with PCs, a fact which
most pundits attribute to poor marketing and the
inability to benefit from the TRS-80 boom in the '80s.
They didn't have much luck with IBM's Aptiva, either.
It's probably not a good idea to rush into Tandy to buy
a PC now, but keep an eye on the window. If
Carphone Warehouse do pull the plug on PCs, there
may be some end -of -range bargains on offer.

Action stations
Space Station is a software sampler. The program
requires a SoundBlaster 16 soundcard (which includes
the AWE series) because it writes directly to the card's
DSP. So-called compatible cards are unlikely to work.

In case you're wondering about the name, it reflects
the layout and organisation of the pages, which are

divided into space
station zones. The
Navigator screen, for
example, shows five
zones, each with a
varying number of
levels. Each zone
performs a specific
function, and the
levels are simply
sub -pages. It's

organised like this because
the program is written not
for Windows, but for DOS,

although it runs quite happily under Windows too.
The Desktop zone, for example, monitors MIDI data,

status and memory messages. The Edit zone has five
levels for assigning instruments to MIDI channels,
setting audio quality, polyphony and preferences. Other
zones include Edit Bank, Edit Wave, a Mixer and a
Sequencer (which has not yet been implemented). It's
a little contrived, but you soon get the hang of it.

The program uses standard Wave files which can be
edited, assigned to MIDI notes and layered. Up to 256
Waves form a Bank and 16 Banks form a Group. The
CD contains over 1,000 instruments constructed from
over 4,600 Wave files and arranged into Banks and

Quickly access any part of
the Space Station from the
Navigator screen
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Factory
updates

If you have one of
Yamaha's rather
scrumptious DSP Factory
cards - the DS2416 as it is
technically known - you
ought to keep up with the
latest drivers. The v1.1
update, for example,
improves audio and MIDI
synchronisation by
reducing the CPU load of
the audio drivers, improves
metering stability, increases
the buffer to 2K, and
supports the AX16-AT, as
well as fixing a few bugs.

The AX16-AT? It's a new
PCI card which allows
transfer of up to 16 tracks
for digital audio to and
from the Factory. It
provides two pairs of ADAT
optical connectors allowing
easy interfacing with
various devices such as
digital multitrackers,
external audio converters
and digital consoles such
as Yamaha's 01V.

There's a copy of the
v1.1 driver on our cover
CD, and you can download
the latest version from (it's
worth bookmarking):

http://www.yamaha.c
o.jp/product/proaudi
o/homeenglish/techni
cal/clownload.htm.

Groups, making it very easy to plug in and go. Because
the program accesses the Sound Blaster directly, the
latency is extremely low, and you can play it in
real-time from an attached MIDI keyboard.

But it's Space Station's edit features which really
impress. You can import, record and edit Waves.
Functions include cut, copy, paste, mix, fade and
amplify, and you can insert silence and assign section
of the Wave to MIDI notes.

There are two loop modes.
One uses traditional start and
end loop points and has an
autoloop feature to help find
glitch -free loops, which you can
use during playback. The looped
section can be played forward or
forward/backward. The second
loop mode is for samples with a
known tempo, designed to be
retriggered by MIDI notes in
order to maintain the tempo.

You can create envelopes and
apply them to amplitude,
balance and pitch. You can use traditional
ADSR envelopes, but you can also design
multi -note envelopes enabling you to
duplicate any envelope shape you can think of - and
even those you can't! This is one of the program's
most powerful features.

Another is the LFO. These can be applied to
amplitude, pan position and pitch. There are six LFO
shapes per Banks, assignable to any Wave. There is
also an LFO designer where you can draw your own
oscillator shapes using up to 100 nodes. You can also
do this during playback so you can hear changes you
make in real-time. MIDI controllers can be assigned to
LEO depth and time for hands-on effects. You can even
map LFOs together for cross -modulation effects.

A Mixer lets you balance the 16 MIDI channels with
level, pan and mute controls plus controls for adjusting

the volume of the attack and release phases of the
envelopes on each channel. There's also a User Mixer
where you define the MIDI data the controls output.

Several bits of the Space Station are still under
construction. These include the Sequencer and an
Effects Rack which will add digital effects such as
reverb, flanging and so on to the output. Since most
digital audio software now includes an effects section,
this will be an excellent addition.

Unlike most software synths
and samplers, Space Station
can't directly be sync'ed to a
sequencer running on the
same PC. However, if you have
a second MIDI interface, you
can physically route the
sequencers output to Space
Station and control it that way.
However, as the program
effectively runs under DOS, it
would also be feasible to buy a
low -end Pentium just to run it.

Space Station has a potential
polyphony of 128 notes, although this
varies according to the speed of your PC
and a few other factors. It's impossible to

give a precise figure, but the program can test your
system and report the optimum polyphony.

In spite of its somewhat individual user interface,
Space Station Pro is a deceptively powerful and
impressive program. If you're interested in sampling it's
something you really ought to look at. And you can do
just that because there's a demo version on the cover
CD. There's more on the website:
http://www.digitalaudioinnovation.com

Space Station Pro costs £117.50, although as of
writing the company was running a limited special offer
at £85, so get in there quick! There is also a Lite
version at £58.75.

Define your own envelopes
and apply them to pitch,
amplitude, and balance

More from Digital Audio Innovations: 01344 423305

Taking the first step into SCSI

If you've been thinking of adding a CD -R to your PC for
backup, data storage and writing audio CDs, you may
have come to the conclusion that SCSI is the only way to
go. It isn't, but it's the preferred way and certainly the
most popular. There are more SCSI CD -Rs than EIDE
drives, it's easier to connect SCSI devices, you can
connect more of them, and SCSI doesn't put such a load
on the CPU.

But first you need a SCSI card, and these tend to be
expensive. Enter Adaptec and the SCSI Card 2904CD Kit.
It includes an AVA-2904CD card, of course, which
supports transfer rates up to 10Mb/sec. You also get an
internal SCSI cable and a copy of Easy CD Creator,

although this is the Standard, not the Deluxe edition. The Standard edition includes CD Spin Doctor, which
removes clicks and scratches from audio, Picture Creator, Video Creator, CD Copier Deluxe, Sound Editor and
Session Editor. We looked at the latest Deluxe version in this column in issue 58. There is an upgrade path to
Deluxe 3.5 from the Standard version.

You won't find a SCSI card much cheaper than this, and if you're on a budget, it could be just what you
need to help you take that SCSI step. The kit has a suggested retail price of just £39.

More from Adaptec: 01276 854500
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help file your technical problems solved

he pill' e
Problems in the studio? Ghosts in your machines?

Contact the Help File, where our team of audio
experts try to to solve your technical torments

the masterminds
this month's Help File team

NAME:

Ian Waugh

OCCUPATION:

computer journo
CHOSEN SUBJECTS:

music software and
hardware, pigeon and
ferret racing

NAME:

Paul Mac
OCCUPATION:

technical editor,
The Mix
CHOSEN SUBJECTS.

Apple Macs, digital
audio, apple strudel

NAME:

Trevor Curwen
OCCUPATION:

record producer
CHOSEN SUBJECTS:

studio processors,
retro sounds, Elvis
impersonations

Q
Fiddle de CD
There have been various references in
your magazine recently about CD writing
solutions, and in particular, many people
asking questions about the cheap stand-

alone Philips CDR870. As you know, the main two
limitations of this machine are:

1. You have to use expensive consumer discs
2. It uses SCMS, which means that you cannot copy

second -generation recordings digitally.
As an owner of said machine, I have found ways to

get around both of these limitations. As far as the
problem of the consumer CDs goes, here is the
solution. Put a consumer -type CDR into the machine
(about £3). The CD is validated, and the recorder
accepts the disc and is ready to record. You can then
gently pull the disc -tray out of the machine with your
fingers, without using the eject button. I didn't like the
sound of this when someone told me about it, but it
slides out quite easily and the tray mechanism is not
damaged in any way. You then put an ordinary
computer CDR in (about 85p) , and push the tray back
in. The recorder does not know that you have
changed the disc, and so does
not validate the new disc. Then
proceed as normal. The disc can
be written to and finalised in the
same way as the consumer disc.

The second problem is the
SCMS limitation. If you search on
the internet for SCMS, you can find

circuit diagrams of a fairly simple circuit that will strip
the copyright bit from a digital signal. By placing this
device in between the source and the recorder, the
copy protection can be overcome. I am having one of
these built for me, which I haven't had the chance to
try out yet. You can also buy commercial devices for
handling and converting digital signals, some of which
will also strip the copy bit. I believe FriendChip make
one. But they are not cheap and would add a
considerable amount to the cost to the Philips.

The SCMS limitation is particularly annoying and in
my view, unjust, because if you want to digitally
compile an album of your own material on to DAT
from tracks scattered over many other DATs and then
burn CDs from it, this is already a second generation
copy, and the Philips won't let you do it. So the
musician using the machine legitimately for his own
music is penalised.

Note: The above has only been tried on the Philips
CDR870. I can't guarantee that it also works on the
newer models. If you print this, please omit my name!

Billy -no -name, email supplied

Can the Philips CDR870 be
duped into using pro CDs?

glossary

AES/EBU
Professional
stereo digital
audio

interconnection standard
created by the Audio
Engineering Society and
the European Broadcast
Union. Supports 24 -bit
digital audio, and does not
include copyright
restrictions.

Amplitude
The depth of a vibration or
wave. In audio waves, it
translates as loudness.

AV
Audio Visual. Equipment
labelled AV has improved
functionality, making it
suitable for audio visual
work.

Balanced
An output is split into two
signals, identical except for
a 180° phase relationship.
On input, the 'cold' (out of
phase) signal is inverted
and re -combined with the
'hot' (in phase) signal.
Noise from the cable run is
eliminated.

CD -R
Recordable CD. Comes in
two varieties: CD -R, or
CDR -DA. The latter is a
consumer format where
royalties on copied
materials are built into the
cost of the media.
Recordable CD cannot be
erased.
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A
We tried out the consumer/pro CDR trick,
and it did work on our machine. However,
pulling a tray out against the wishes of the
mechanism might be asking for trouble,
and the Philips CDRs may have been

through various revisions, so what worked on our
machine won't necessarily work on someone else's.
Of course, Philips would advise that you don't even
try this - if you do it, you invalidate your warranty.

As far as SCMS stripping goes, there are plenty of
ways to do this, and there are some commercially
available boxes that will do the job. Many of these
cost more than the extra you'd pay for a pro CD -R
machine, as that function is normally only a by-product
of format conversion or analogue conversion.

FriendChip do two devices - the ProCon, and the
CopyCon. ProCon (£129) does S/PDIF to AES
conversion as well as copy -bit stripping, and the
CopyCon (£119) does digital I/O switching and
copy -bit stripping. FriendChip products are distributed
in the UK by Turnkey (0171 379 5148). Alternatively,
there's the Behringer (http://www.behringer.de/eng)
UltraMatch, which costs a little more but does all
sorts of digital manipulation, including jitter reduction,
patching, and format conversion.

Paul Mac

Q
Laptop port pickle
I have recently bought some equipment
with a view to setting up a home -based
studio. Being a guitar player, I am not very
MIDI enlightened. I bought a Fostex

DMT-8, an E -MU ESI 4000, and a KORG 01R/W to go
with my DELL Latitude CPi laptop computer. I bought
a Portman pc/p MIDI Interface to go with the laptop,
on which I was planning to run Cubase. However,
having installed the Portman, I was not getting any
MIDI signals.

I got on to Portman and they said I had to change
the port settings from ECP to EPP. I went into the
printer settings to alter same and couldn't do it under
that, so I got on to DELL technical support who
informed me that I could not change the port setting
from ECP to EPP. (They said they were getting a lot of
calls from people having this problem with scanners).

I got on to the guy in the shop where I bought the
Portman, and he said he couldn't trace an ECP-
compatible interface. This has left me snookered.
Is there anything that The Mix can suggest? I need to
either locate an ECP-compatible interface, or get
around the Portman problem.

Gavin Glass, email supplied

The problem is that not many people
use laptops to do their music, and
those that do normally get a soundcard
with a game port (including MIDI)
onboard.

Has anyone else been searching for the same thing?
We did a fairly extensive ring -round to our multitude of
contacts and no one had any ideas, so over to
anybody who cares to write in (to the usual address)
with the answer...

A

Paul Mac

Q
Absorption man!
I am wanting to improve the acoustics of a
room, which is about 15' square, to give
me a truer sound for my small studio set-
up. As I understand it, I can control the

high frequency reflections with drapes, carpet, and
other soft surfaces attached to the walls, but how can I
reduce low frequency resonance in a cheapish DIY sort
of way ?

I have some spare rolls of rockwool, is this of any
use for this purpose? Finally, can a room used for
mixing purposes be too dead ?

Jake Farr, email supplied

A
There's not to much you can do for bass
frequencies with a few rolls of rockwool.
The problem is that affecting bass
frequencies requires a mass that has
dimensions comparable to the bass

wavelength (very long). Some people have had results
with a DIY bass trap, which is a mass in the centre of
the room where the energy in the simple bass modes
is at a low. This normally takes the shape of an
inverted, flat-topped pyramid, hanging from the ceiling
and filled with absorbent material. Other people claim
to have success with large absorbent cells behind the
speakers or in the corners of the room. These might
work for you, but it's a lot of bother to find out. In the
end, bass acoustics are normally taken care of
structurally, or in the architecture of the room.

Are you sure there's a problem? There's no point in
blindly throwing absorbent materials about if the room
sounds fine. A lot can be achieved with nearfield
monitoring and some cunningly placed acoustic tiles.
Bass problems normally amount to resonant modes or
frequencies that are amplified because of the
relationship between the room dimensions and the
frequency's wavelength.

Don't ignore the common sense stuff: don't put the
listening position in the middle of the room; use free-
standing, heavy-duty speaker stands and make sure
that the speakers are placed well away from the wall
(at least a metre or so); and make sure the speakers
are at ear height and directed towards the listening
position. Lastly, don't deaden the room at high
frequencies too much, as this will always make the
monitoring appear bass heavy - you're after a balance.
I think that answers your last question.

Paul Mac

Acoustic treatment needn't
be excessive

glossary

CDRW
Rewritable
CD. Comes in
two varieties:

CDRW or CDRW-DA. The
latter is a consumer format
where royalties on copied
materials are built into the
cost of the media.
Rewritable CD can be
erased and re -written

DSP
Digital Signal Processor. An
integrated circuit (chip)
used to rapidly process
data streams according to
an algorithm.

ECP

Extended Capabilities Port.
A parallel, bi-directional
port for PCs (replacing the
old Centronics port).

EPP
Enhanced Parallel Port
(see ECP).

Frequency Response
How a piece of equipment
affects the frequency
spectrum of an audio
signal. It is often expressed
as a bandwidth and the
amount of amplitude
variation within that
bandwidth.

Jitter
Unacceptable movement in
the timing of a digital
audio stream, caused by
multiple factors.

Listening Position
The sweet spot in a studio.
Where to put your head to
get the optimum stereo
field and frequency
response from a pair of
speakers in a room.

PCI
The standard cross -
platform computer
hardware interface for card
slots. Replaces Nubus in
the Macintosh, and ISA in
the PC.

The heart of a PCI card
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Ihelp file your technical problems solved

Q
Whaz dat den?
Geoff Waterston's DIY Wah project in your
50th issue has a parts list on page 112 of
the magazine. Under 'Resistors' it lists "1 x
50052 trimmer". What is this? I looked at

the picture next to the parts list but could not identify it
- all I can see is the pot There also seems to be five
fixed resistors in the picture where the parts list only
has four. Can you please check this for me.

Aaron Sammy, email supplied

A preset pot, or trim
pot - depends on who
you speak to

A
A trimmer is a type of variable resistor
normally used for making calibration
adjustments in electronic gear - in the
Maplin catalogue they call them 'presets.
They sit on the circuit board and you

normally need a 'pot twiddler' tool or a very small
screwdriver to make adjustments. Some come in multi -
turn versions so that adjustment resolution is much
better. You'll need to choose the type to suit your
board layout, but as an example, Maplin do an 18 -turn,
50052 preset (order number WR46A), and that costs a
colossal 79p!

The diagram has only four fixed resistors, the other
two are the normal pot and the trimmer.
Paul Mac

Q
Decisions, decisions
I have a Fostex DMT-8VL multitracker and
would like to master to CD via the digital
output and then make digital copies from
a master. I was thinking of purchasing one

of the Philips CD -R machines, but it seems that the
SCMS protection system only allows for analogue
copying. Realising this, I am looking at a computer -
based solution, and was thinking of buying the TraxData
CDRW4260 and the Turtle Beach Fiji soundcard (with
digital in). With this combination, is there any SCMS
protection implemented?

While I realise that if the copy bit is off then the CD
can be copied digitally, does that this mean that your
music is copyright -free (in the sense that anyone is at
liberty to rip your music off)?

Andrew English, email supplied

A
The Philips CDR should be able to burn a
disc from the digital audio of the Fostex
DMT-8VL, but you won't be able to
digitally clone that CD. Of course, this
might be a problem in your case, but

there are products which strip the SCMS bit from a
digital signal (check out 'Fiddle de CD' on p.100).

There won't be any problems making CDs with the
computer -based solution, and if everything complies to
the norm, then your CDs will be good for one digital
clone and no more. To confirm this you'll need to
check with the manufacturer of whatever CD writing
software you use. In some
cases you'll be able to
specify the copy -bit status.

Paul Mac

It's probably easier to use a
standalone CDR with one
of these - and it saves you
buying a computer

FAQ: How much RAM is enough?

I'm investing in a computer audio system (based around Cubase VST) and am coming close to my
budget limit. Is it worth going overboard on RAM or am I better going for a bigger hard drive?

Blaine, email supplied

A
If you're planning to run plenty of effects, and maybe other programs (such as software synths,
editors, and so on) then you can never have too much RAM. Every real-time process or extra
program uses up RAM, so the more the better. There is a ceiling though, a point where you've got
excess RAM, so up to 128Mb would be a reasonable target. Check your software for minimum and
recommended system configurations. With hard drives, you should consider the amount of audio

time you get per gigabyte and work out your needs from that. Most people judge it on just under a minute of
stereo 44.1kHz 16 -bit audio per 9Mb. All you do then is multiply up for more tracks, wider bit depth and so on.
For example, a 3Gb drive (3072Mb) would do about 340 minutes stereo and around 40 minutes of 8 -track
recording. Remember that it is always best to use a separate, dedicated hard drive for audio, rather than the one
you run your system and software from.

Paul Mac

glossary

SCMS
) Serial Copy

Management
System. A

data flag included in a
digital audio bitstream,
originally developed for
copyright protection when
DAT was intended for the
consumer market.

SCSI
Small Computer System
Interface. Parallel data
interface used to connect
storage devices to a
computer (hard drives, CD-
ROMs, and so on).
Standard on Macintosh
computers; PCs need a
SCSI card.

Soundcard
Describes any computer
card (PCI, ISO, NuBus, and
the like) that acts as an
audio interface, such as
the Creative Labs
SoundBlaster series, the
Digidesign Audio Media III,
Korg 12121/0, and so on.

S/PDIF
Sony/Philips Digital
Interface. Digital audio
connection, usually on a
phono (RCA) connector.

Wavelength
The length of a full wave
cycle (peak to peak or
trough to trough). The
longer the wavelength, the
lower the frequency
(pitch).

WAV
RIFF WAVE file: a digital
audio sound file standard,
used mainly on the PC
platform.

XG

Yamaha's standard MIDI
layout. A MIDI file that
complies to the XG
standard will play back as
originally intended on any
XG-compatible sound
source.

SCSI interface (right)
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ed MIDI to CV Converters and Retrofits
...the professionals' choice

MIDI TO CV
CONVERTERS

electronics
PRO SOLO £99.99

A single channel converter featuring V/Oct &
Hz/V control, 5 Gate/S-trig options, pitchbend,
portamento, transpose, 3 note priorities,
single/multi-trigger, MIDI syncable 9 -
waveform LFO, auxiliary CV , DIN sync 24
mode, MIDI analyser mode, Thru socket,
digital display and non-volatile setup memory.

PRO -2000 £229.95
The easy -to -use PRO -2000 drives up to 5
CV/Gate synths -each on its own MIDI
channel! (plus optional Wasp/DCB/ KADI

synth). Features V/Oct & HzN, Gate/S-trig options, pitchbend, portamento, transpose, selectable note
priority, single/multi trigger, 2 MIDI syncable 9 -waveform LF0s, 2CV 2 Gate & 5 fully -programmable
outputs can be Cvs, gates, velocities, controllers etc.). Programmable clock out jack (for arpeggiator
clocking etc.) DIN sync 24 output, MIDI channeliser, MIDI Out & Thru sockets, 7 memories, LCD
display, easy editing & tuning, rugged steel case.
Pro -2000 Optional extras: 11.1 rackmount kit, Polyphonic DCB port, KADLIAtesp port

For the serious studio £499.96
The Pro -4 can drive up to 10 instruments and has features similar to the Pro -2000 above, but for 4
monosynths. It includes 4 LFOs & 8 auxiliary CVs and a polyphonic mode. Extensive control is
provided via MIDI sysex, also DCB, KADI & Wasp ports are fitted as standard, as are Din Sync 24 and
clock outputs. 1U rackmount case, MIDI Out & Thru sockets and much more. Now includes 4 channel
Hay card as standard. The ultimate analogue synth user's dream machine.

INTERNAL MIDI RETROFITS AND SOCKET KITS
We continue to supply our extensive range of MIDI retrofits, self -install MIDI kits and socket kits for pre -
MIDI synths. Too many to list here individually, MIDI retrofit prices start at £117.50. Please enquire for
prices on your particular MIDI -to -analogue requirements.

PRO KADI - the MIDI trigger unit £124.90
Perhaps the unsung hero of our range, this versatile unit allows you to trigger anything
from MIDI, via its 13 configurable outputs. Trigger drums, starVstop machines, control
lighting - smoke machines. Includes DIN Sync 24 socket, programmable clock output and
MIDI Thru. Contact Kenton for further details and advice on using this exciting device.

DCB for Juno -60 & Jupiter 8 £124.90
The polyphonic MIDI-DCB & DCB-MIDI converter. Just plug in and go. Includes aux.
output for filter control, with MIDI-syncable 9 -waveform LFO, clock output for arpeggiator
syncing and MIDI Thru socket.
NO. The Jupiter 8 must have an existing DCB or OP8 socket.

CALL OUR SALES LINE ON

12 Tolworth Rise South
Surbiton
Surrey KT5 9NN
United Kingdom

Fax: +44 (0)181 330 1060
Email: sales@kenton.co.uk
Web: http://www.kenton.co.uk

Overseas orders & Trade enquiries
are also welcome

VISA .41;111
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eak with a

Af
Control Freak STUDIO Eorrion
16 Slider & Button version

only £299.98

No setting up - switch on
and you're in the driving seat

Finger-tip MIDI control. Forget
your mixer maps and do it all
in real-time

Access the hidden depths of
your synths and soundcards

 Software synth control
 Lighting rig control
 Live stage performance
 Mix control of volumes/pans
 Control of hard disk recorders

...you'll find more and more
uses for the Control Freak as
you add to your MIDI setup

nrowoniarno
electronics

The new Kenton Control Freak lets you
unlock the full potential of your MIDI
synthesisers, expander modules, sound
cards and software -based synthesisers
 Tweak hidden parameters such as filter cut-off, resonance,
envelope settings and volume - instantly and in real-time.

 The Kenton Control Freak sends Sysex, Controllers,
NRPNs - in fact every type of MIDI message.

 More than 2000 slider and button
assignments may be stored, each with a
16 -character name which is displayed
when in use.

 The Kenton Control Freak has 128 user
memories and is supplied pre-programmed for

many popular models, but is easy to customise
with its friendly editing controls.
Library updates will be downloadable free of

harge from the Kenton website.

Supports all major soundcards and sequencers
control - Increase productivity - Save time

Preset profiles for a wide
synthesisers, soundcards

Soundblaster AWE
Roland JD -800
Roland JV-1080/2080
Roland Juno -106
Roland JX-8P
Korg M1
Korg Wavestation

GS/XG
Rebirth 338
Yamaha CS1X
Yamaha DX -7
Waldorf Pulse
Waldorf Microwave
Oberheim Matrix 1000

Contact Kenton for the latest list of preset profiles

Features & specifications

 8 fully -programmable 64)mm sliders  Advanced learn mode

 8 fully -programmable push -buttons  Sliders and buttons may take a

 128 user memory locations, each parameter from another slider. For
instance, if a button is set to send acapable of storing assignments for

every slider and button note -on message, it can take its velocity
from another slider's position

 4 (42 with shift key) programmable
function keys  Sliders and buttons may send almost

any MIDI message in real time,
 4 edit keys and data entry knob including multiple messages from the

Two-line, back -Id LCD display same slider or button

 MIDI in/Out/Thru sockets  Buttons may be operated in three

Two 1/4"external input jacks which may
modes: momentary, toggle and on/off

be used with a foot pedal to replace  User -selectable global MIDI channel
any slider or button. May also be used feature which may, if required, override
for CV/Gate to MIDI conversion! individual program settings

 Intuitive, easy -to -use editing and user-  Built-in MIDI clock generator
interface

 Comprehensive MIDI analyser mode for
 Pre-programmed with profiles fora quick problem identification
wide range of popular synthesisers

 Automatically merges with incoming
 On -board library with capacity for over MIDI data
5000 individual profiles

 Supplied complete with power adapter
 Future library updates free from the (UK only)
Kenton website

 Named sliders and buttons for every
 Rugged metal construction

assignment in every memory location  Approx. dimensions (mm): 270 x 160 x 55

Do you at fo be a rolessional engineer'?
The next generation of top engineers
will need to understand powerful, assignable
Co Soles such as the gais=a,

Official
Euphonix

Accredited Training

College of Audio Engineering

For More Information contact, ALCHEMEA.
The Windsor Centre, Windsor St, London Ni 8QH

On successful completion of the Euphonix Module your
name will be added to

the official Euphonix database of accredited recording
engineers & assistants.

Also covered on the Diploma Course; The SSL G Sers,
Yamaha 02R Vers2, Souncic raft DC2000, Fairlight Mfx plus,

Surround Sound & much more.

£11.111111111X

http ://www. alchemea. demon. ca uk
Email Info@alchemeademon.co.uk
Tel 0171-359 4035
Fax 0171 359 4027



Isound advice Petsounds 4, 06

Petsounds
No 6: Peter Gabriel, Untitled

Trevor Curwen gets to grips with some of the
unique sounds from that 'difficult' third album...

CD info

track 06
Using the Archer mini -amp,
we attempt to recreate
some typically Gabriel-
esque sounds. Who needs
Real World, eh?
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06 Petsounds sound advice

Unwanted distortion in a recording is not
usually a desirable thing. Engineers take
great care setting the gain structure and
adjusting limiters to make sure distortion
does not creep in where it's not needed.
Intended distortion as a creative effect is

another thing altogether, and many recordings have
benefited from the mild overloading, inappropriate use
or even outright abuse of expensive and cheap
equipment alike.

What we are talking about here is no modem lo-fi
phenomenon, however - this month's Petsounds
subject dates back 20 years to the recording of Peter
Gabriel's third album. Released in May 1980, the
production team, consisting of producer Steve Lillywhite
and engineer Hugh Padgham, worked with Gabriel to
sculpt a unique soundscape. In fact, the strange nature
of the album proved too much for the A&R man (a
Foreigner fan) at Atlantic Records, Gabriel's then
American label, who considered releasing it to be
commercial hari-kari, which subsequently caused
Gabriel to leave the label.

However, fears of uncommerciality proved ill-
founded as the album reached No.1 in the UK. When
finally released in the USA on Mercury Records, it sold
well enough to reach No.22 in the US album charts.

Though the album was littered with expensive synth
sounds, one piece of equipment utilised was notable
for being cheap and common. This was a small
amplifier and speaker combination known as the
Realistic Microsonic speaker amplifier in its earlier
version, and later more commonly known as the Archer
mini amplifier -speaker. In the best studio tradition, the
Archer soon became known to the Gabriel crew by its
model number - 995 -a name reflecting its US retail
price of $9.95.

Keyboard player Larry Fast discovered the mini amp
and found it useful for monitoring his synths, but the
unit was soon put to other uses on the album sessions
when it was discovered that a distorted tone could be
obtained from it It was then employed to treat various
elements in the songs including synths, backing vocals
and guitars. Usually, particular tracks would be fed into
the mini amplifier from tape, and the sound captured
by a microphone in front of the speaker would be

Guitarist David Rhodes:
"The Archer belonged to
Larry Fast, then we all went
out and bought them..-'

recorded back to tape or mixed in live with the rest of
the tracks during mixdown.

Equipped with a 3.5mm mini jack and a volume
control, which also switches the unit on, the mini amp
has a small speaker about 2" in diameter. The back of
the unit snaps off to reveal the circuitry and the bay for
a PP3 battery. This tiny amplifier has been produced in
various colours and shapes over the years - the current
model is cream with rounded edges. The Mix managed
to get hold of two of the originals. The Realistic Micro -
Sonic was made in Japan and features a slope at the
top of its cabinet. The larger Archer mini -amplifier was
made in Taiwan, with a rectangular casing and an extra
mini -jack for an extension speaker.

David Rhodes, longtime guitarist with Peter
Gabriel, was a new recruit at the time of the third 0
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mixing desk

Mini-tastic! This is the
set-up you need to get that
Archer distortion effect

output
mini amp

Peter Gabriel - solo recording
artist, Amnesty International
supporter, benefactor of world
music, and state-of-the-art studio
owner - was the lead singer of
prog rock monsters Genesis until
his departure in 1975, after the
Lamb Lies Down On Broadway
album. To quit such a well -
established band was perceived
by some as folly, but the move
paid off for both Gabriel, with his
successful solo career, and for
Genesis, who went on to even
greater success than before, with
drummer Phil Collins taking over
as frontman.

Gabriel's first album, produced
by Bob Ezrin, was released in
1977 and was an immediate
success with its 'Solsbury Hill' hit
single. A second album, produced
by King Crimson's Robert Fripp,
followed in 1978. In 1980 the
third album, produced by Steve
Lillywhite and yielding the hit
single 'Games without Frontiers'
and the anti -racist anthem 'Biko'
gave Gabriel his first No.1.

The first four albums were
simply titled Peter Gabriel. In the
US the fourth release, in 1982,
was titled Security. The next year
it was followed by Peter Gabriel
Plays Live and a soundtrack
album to Alan Parker's film Birdy.

In 1986, the 'Sledgehammer'
single, with its award -winning
animated video, hit No.1 in the
US singles chart. Its associated
album So became a phenomenal
success. Gabriel was soon to
embark on the massive project of
building his Real World studio
complex in the voltage of Box,
Wiltshire - a world -class
commercial facility that has been
home to many successful album
projects. The Real World site also
houses the headquarters of
WOMAD (World Of Music And
Dance), founded in the early '80s
by Gabriel, inspired by his passion
for World Music.

Gabriel's last album of the
'80s was another soundtrack, this
time for Martin Scorsese's Last
Temptation Of Christ, and was
entitled Passion. Another studio
album US was released in
October 1992, providing yet
another success on both sides of
the Atlantic. Since then there has
been another live album Secret
World - Live while work on the
next studio album is ongoing.
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06 Petsounds sound advice I

album and contributed much of the guitar. He said
"The Archer originally belonged to Larry Fast - he used
to test his keyboards through this thing which he got at
Radio Shack. I've got a couple of them 'cos we all went
out and bought them. The model that Larry used had a
slightly angled front, and that was the one that
sounded really sweet. The funny thing is, I was just
using one on a session the other day and we opened
them up to have a look, and they have got quite
different bits in them".

Memories as to exactly what was put through the
Archer mini -amp are a little blurred 20 years on. David
remembers playing mainly his Fender Jazzmaster guitar
through a Roland JC120 Jazz chorus amp and a
Eurotec black box fuzz pedal, but doesn't specifically
recall any guitars being put through the mini -amp.
Anyway, the Archer is definitely used on other parts,
and as such made a large contribution to the sound of
the album.

Hugh Padgham
Hugh Padgham is one of the UK's most successful
producers and engineers, with a long list of credits
including Phil Collins, Sting, Genesis, The Police, David
Bowie and Paul McCartney. Awarded the Producer of
the Year Grammy in 1985, he started his audio career
straight out of school in the '70s via the teaboy/tape-
op route. Hugh worked at Advision, Lansdowne studios,
and the Manor before ending up at Virgin's then -new
Townhouse studio, where he was actively involved in
the construction. Linking up with producer Steve
Lillywhite, the pair made a couple of XTC albums
before getting involved with the third Gabriel album.
Hugh remembers using the Archer mini -amp on the
recording of the album:

"We used to call it the 995. I think Larry Fast, the
keyboard player had one. He used it really as a circuit -
tester just to see if there was a signal present, because
he used to make home-made synthesizers, drum
machines and things. Basically, that's where this little
tiny amp came from - anything you put through it

Made in Japan (and
Taiwan): the Realistic
Micro -Sonic and the larger
Archer mini -amplifier...

distorted like mad because it was so tiny, and the
speaker was about 1/7" in diameter. You can get quite
good fuzzboxes that do a similar sort of thing, but
sometimes they're nothing like real speaker overload.

"Anything that sounds distorted on the album was
probably going through that, bilt it was always mega -
distortion. It would go from no distortion to full
distortion by moving the volume the tiniest amount, by
say from 1 to 11/4.

"We used to use a Shure SM57 and put it right on
top of the speaker out in the studio. We did quite a lot
of it when we were mixing, so we were feeding stuff
out straight off the tape or off an echo send from the
board or something. You just put something through it,
turn it up, and that's that.

By all accounts, the recording of the album allowed
for plenty of sound experimentation, with everyone
keen to come up with something new with the limited
(by today's standards) equipment at their disposal.

"The whole thing was just sort of trying to be as
experimental as possible, really. I hadn't worked with
anyone so 'out there' in that respect, so to be sitting
with Steve Lillywhite, who was my mate who I had
done various albums with before that, it was like 'the
world's your oyster. And rather than mic anything up in
an ordinary way, there would be some attempt to do
something weird and wonderful with it.

"One example would be Kate Bush's backwards
vocals that sound the right way 'round. We recorded
her singing, and then turned the tape upside down.
She then tried to learn to sing it backwards, then we'd
record that and turn the tape the right way round again.
So, it was the right way round, but backwards.

'Another thing was on the end of 'Games Without
Frontiers'. Everything but the vocals goes into double
time - that was a major feat then, as well. Some of the
things we were doing could be done in a couple of
minutes these days with a sampler, but there was so
little equipment then compared with now, not
forgetting that polyphonic synthesizers had only just
come out, and the Prophet 5 was just amazing to us

Getting that
 rum sound

Recorded partly with the Manor
Mobile truck parked outside
Gabriel's house near Bath, and at
the Townhouse in London with its
newly installed SSL desk, Gabriel's
third album features the first
instance of Hugh Padgham's
famous 'Phil Collins' drum sound
using gated room mics. Drum
duties were undertaken by Collins
and Jerry Marotta. Hugh recalls:

"All the basic tracks of the
songs that Phil Collins played on
we did at the Townhouse. The 'In
The Air Tonight' [from Collins'
1981 album Face Value] drum
sound came from the track that
became 'The Intruder.

"We were using an old ribbon
mic made by STC, that I think was
developed during the second
World War. We used to call it a
'ball and biscuit' mic because of
the way it looked. It was hanging
in the studio as a talkback mic.

We heard the sound when I
pushed the reverse talkback,
which opened the 'ball and
biscuit' mic via a compressor in
the SSL board that was purely on
the talkback system -a much
heavier compressor than even
turning the standard board ones
up full. [The SSL desk had
compression and gating built into
every channel, with a separate
heavy-duty compressor on the
talkback system]. We then got the
maintenance engineer to fish
around inside the desk to take an
output and put it down a spare
line to come up on the jackfield.
We used it on some of the other
mics, along with the standard
desk compression. It was a
novelty to have a compressor
built in and a noise gate built into
every channel. It was too easy to
punch the button. Always before
that it was 'Do I need a
compressor?'. You'd ask the
assistant to plug one up, and he
would probably only have half a
dozen or something. So to have
one on every channel..."

Hugh's drum miking technique
involved using close mics to
pinpoint the bass and snare
drums, but it was the gating of
the reverse talkback mic and the
room mics (probably using a pair
of Neumann U87s about 15' from
the drumkit, that created that
unique sound.

"On 'Intruder', there were
gates on the room mics as well
as the ball and biscuit. We linked
them all together so they closed
at the same time. There were no
cymbals used on the album. That
was Peter's idea and that made
the whole drum sound thing so
much easier. When you've got
cymbals splashing around it really
messes up the big drum sound,
and it would have prevented the
noise gates from shutting."
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Real To I I
Peter Gabriel's Real World Studio
complex is located on the edge of
the village of Box, near Bath. The
main building, a 200 year -old
former water mill, houses three
control rooms and numerous live
recording spaces. An additional
writing room set in trees near the
millpond is completely self-
contained, with recording mixing
and living environments in a glass
and wood structure.

With the philosophy that the
studio is a place for performance
rather than a mere technical
facility, the aim was to produce
an environment conducive to
performance and creativity in
contrast with the traditional
English country house residential
studio and the closed -in city
centre studios. Unusual and
innovative features were
incorporated into the design.

Much use is made of large airy
spaces, natural materials, and
natural light and water. In fact, a
man-made mill pond surrounds
the front end of the largest
control room and a stream flows
below glass floor panels in the
stone recording area. Gabriel,
disliking the dry air of most studio
air conditioning systems, wanted
the inside atmosphere to feel like
someone had left a distant door
open so a unique fresh air system
was devised for the building
whereby the air runs through only
natural timber and large ceramic
pipes. The natural materials
supposedly create invigorating
and refreshing negative ions,
rather than positive ions which
are believed to induce fatigue.

The largest of the control
rooms is the Big Room, a massive
space with a floor area of around
2,500 square feet and a ceiling
height of about 30 feet.
Eliminating the traditional
separation between studio and
live room, the room is large
enough for many musicians to set
up and play, and there are raised
platforms (rather like a stage)
around the walls.

all. We were still fiddling around on that album with big
old Series 3 Moogs with patchchords, and the Roland
modular systems!'

Getting the sound
In common with the rest of our Petsounds efforts, The
Mix attempted to use the Archer mini -amp in the same
way that it was used on the Gabriel album. In this
instance it was more a case of merely demonstrating
the unit's capabilities, rather than attempting to create
any specific sounds - we didn't have Kate Bush to do
our backing vocals, for a start.

A variety of samples from previous cover CDs
were fed directly into the Archer, which was
close-miked (from about 1") with a Shure
SM57 feed through a JoeMeek VCI pre -
amp. The resulting sound was
recorded direct onto DAT without any
compression, EQ or effects.

As the Archer can be used as a
small practice amp/line tester for
instruments, it was also used with
an Oberheim analogue synth and a
Gibson Les Paul plugged directly in.
The recorded results are on The Mix
cover CD, and (with the exception of the
guitar) the original sound is included for
comparison purposes.

Best results were obtained with the
Archer set at lower volumes. High volume
settings tended to over -distort, with a
resultant lack of clarity in the sound. This

we were using vintage units which didn't belong to us,
we weren't about to risk blowing the speakers.

Feeding sounds - usually via an aux send or a group
output - into an amplifier and speaker and then
putting them back into the mix is a very useful
technique, both for changing the sound via
amplifier/speaker distortion, and for adding some room
sound with a mic positioned in the same room as the
speaker. Whether it be feeding a drum kit through a
whole PA to give it some extra thump, or putting a too -
clean guitar part through an overdriven guitar amp to
dirty it up some, the technique can be used to totally
replace the original sound, or just to add extra flavour.

You can use any amp and speaker combination if
you want to try this technique, but small guitar practice
amps like the Pignose or those cute miniature Marshall

stacks found in music shops could yield interesting
results. Guitar fuzzboxes are the obvious choice for
getting a similar effect without using an amp and
speaker, but it's also worth noting that some multi-FX
units have distortion and speaker simulation programs.
The Lexicon MPX1, for example, has simulations of a
broken speaker and a cheap radio.

Budget kit ideas
Useful as a source of components for building and
repairing equipment, as well as stocking numerous
plugs and connectors, Tandy have had several products

on their shelves, useful to musicians and
recordists, which are relatively inexpensive

but do a similar job to branded
products costing a lot more.

Probably the best known of
these is the Realistic PZM
microphone costing, at various
times, somewhere between the
£30-£40 mark and powered by
batteries, although easily
converted to 48V phantom -

powered operation by a simple
modification. These pressure zone

(or boundary) microphones are an
excellent bargain, with a performance

that belies their modest price.
Some other Tandy mics are also

worth a look, like the Highball, a
practical handheld vocal mic for those
on a budget. It's always worthwhile to

cost budget systems and Tandy can supply a range of
inexpensive speakers to do just that

The latest news is that Tandy has been taken over by
Carphone Warehouse and certain items that are not
wanted in the stores any more have been
discontinued. Unfortunately, the Archer mini -amp,
which currently resides on the electronic projects page
(p.406) of their current catalogue and retails for the
princely sum of £3.95, is one of the items to get the
chop. However, there are probably a few left lurking on
shop shelves as clearance items, so anyone wanting
one will have to be quick...

Got a Petsound you'd like more information on?
Get in touch, and we'll get on the case.
Special thanks to David Rhodes for the loan
of his Archer mini -amps.

Hugh Padgham: the man
Phil Collins credits with
creating that ubiquitous
drum sound...

Try some of these to get
Gabriel's sound - from L -R:
Marshall's mini -stack - try
it as an Archer substitute;
Fender lazzmaster, as
played by David Rhodes;
the Lexicon MPXI will
simulate a broken speaker
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The JOEMEEK compression sound has become a cornerstone of
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sound advice Get it loud

Praise the LOUD!
If you want your record to be heard above the crowd, then it's

got to be loud! But just getting more level onto your master isn't
the whole story. Tim Oliver explodes the myths of loudness...

Bauhaus singer Pete
Murphy 'breaks the sound
barrier' for Maxell's '80s
advertising campaign
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Get it loud sound advicj-

ention the term 'loudness' and most people
immediately think of that nasty button on their
hi-fi. Rest assured that's not what we're on about
here. Strictly speaking, loudness is our subjective
perception of the intensity of a sound, so it's an
airy -fairy subject that's unquantifiable and relative.

The physical equivalent is level or volume measured in decibels,
which, although also relative to a set reference level, is quantifiable.

Really, when making records it's loudness that's more desirable
than level: the louder your record is, the more it grabs the listener.
We're not going to be dealing with how to maximise the level to your
finished record here, or how to use a compressor for that end. This is
about the way we sense loudness and how you can use that to
maximum effect in your recordings.

The human ear is by no means linear when it comes to interpreting
volume; many factors influence our sense of loudness - all of which
can be used to advantage during a record's production stages.

Tailor-made
To get a good understanding, it helps to know how the
ear and brain work. The ear and the brain tailor the
way we hear sound in many ways. The range of
actual sound pressure levels, from quietest to
loudest, that we have to accommodate is so
vast that we've evolved a built-in
compressor to protect the ear. Roughly
speaking, if you double the power, you
increase perceived loudness by the
same amount. So going from a 30 to a
60 watt amp would give the same step
in apparent loudness as going from a
60 to a 120 watt amp.

This suggests you are more sensitive
to loudness variation or dynamics at low
volumes than at high volumes, which has
implications throughout the recording
process - as you balance up a mix, the
relative loudness of instruments is going to
change as you turn the monitor volume up and
down. Theoretically then, you should be able to do the
best job of balancing at a low volume, although you can
argue that the average listening level is best for truest
dynamics. What is clear is that loud volumes are not
good for creating an accurate balance because
everything seems in closer relationship.

Another effect of the ear's built-in compression is what happens
when sounds are miniaturised through speakers. You've probably had
this experience when listening back to a live recording: the gig itself
sounded energetic, well-balanced and powerful, but the recording
sounds rotten at normal listening levels. You'll experience this same
phenomenon in the studio with drum kits. Stand in the studio while a
drummer's clattering away and it sounds amazing (but sometimes it's
so loud that your ears go beyond their built-in compression and start
clamping). Back in the control room, the kit sounds nothing like it
does in real life. You try ambient mics in different positions, and
change mics on the kit, but all to no avail - it still sounds limp, thin
and clicky. The main problem is down to hearing the drums through
the monitors at a reasonable level. If you could simply go into the
studio and turn the drummer down (oh, if only...) it would probably
sound the same.

One answer is to grab a compressor and try to recreate, at low
volume, the dynamics of the kit and all the reflections you experience
when it's played live. The compressor scores on several fronts: firstly, it
can even the balance between the separate drums, which is more in
Keeping with the way we hear it when it's played loud.

Secondly, you can adjust the dynamic envelope of each drum.
Listening tests have shown that we hear short transient sounds
quieter than longer sounds of the same physical level. In other words,
play a tone as a blip and then as a sustained note, the latter seems a
lot louder even though they're both the same level. So making a
transient sound as long as possible will affect how loud it seems.
Being heavy transients, the hit of a drum sound is much louder than
the after ring. At low volumes this is more apparent (hence the
clickiness), but when you're listening in the studio your ears are
compressing the envelope to give a sound that's dominated more by
the resonance of the drum than the skin hit. Using a compressor, you
can mimic this by bringing up the level of the tail with a fairly quick
release setting.

Thirdly, a compressor can adjust the balance between the direct
sound from the kit and its reflections from the walls by making the
reflections louder. Listening live in the studio, the difference between
the volume of the drums and their reflections seems less than it does
when listening quietly in the control room. Early reflections increase

one's sense of loudness: you only have to walk into a subvay
to hear the effect on the loudness of your footsteps. A

drum kit outside or in a dead room sounds a lot
quieter than one in a live room, but more on

that in a minute.

"If only we could turn the
drummer down," say
West Country disco
superstars Funkaholic

Pump it up
All these changes in dynamic perception
can be imitated by clever use of a
compressor, and go some way toward
tricking the brain into giving the listener
a loud experience at low volume. This
applies not just to drum kits, but to
everything, including the whole stereo
mix. Get the mix to pump and you can

give it energy and make it feel louder
than it is. One of the loudest -sounding

records of the last decade must be Nirvana's
1991 classic Nevermind. Amongst other

things, that's down to some serious compression
on the overall mix. Prodigy records are another case

in point - they're loud.
It's also believed that beyond certain volumes, the ear

starts to produce additional harmonics, in which case the
perceived timbre of the sound will change. If that's true,
and we associate these harmonics with high volumes, it

could explain why some compressors (especially valve compressors)
are better than others in our quest for loudness - it's due to the
harmonic distortion they introduce.

There are other strange goings-on inside our heads. The way we
interpret reflections is a little more complicated than the drum kit
example above suggests. Any reflections within 40-50ms of the direct
signal are reduced in level by about 10dB in the brain. Again, this is
an evolutionary device that helped us decipher speech in echoey
caves back in the old days.

Reflections after 50ms and before the later diffuse reverb increase
the impression of loudness. The thicker and denser these reflections
are, the louder the sound will appear to be. Adding them either
artificially or naturally, when recording or re-miking through an
amplifier, can help the loudness con. It goes without saying that
there's a limit to the amount of reflections you can add before the
direct sound is swamped.

And there's more. You've probably heard of the Fletcher -Munson
equal loudness contours? These explain the subjective phenomenon
that makes the tonal balance of your record change as you turn
the volume up and down. Turn it up and the bass and treble
appear to increase in level relative to the mids. At low levels it's ®
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fun at parties...

The bestselling Prodigy
album The Fat Of The Land
- nothing if not loud!
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0 the mids, but in particular, the presence, that
appears to predominate. Yep, more evolutionary

development here too: presence is where the
definition lies, so a presence boost at low levels helps
you to hear human speech against background noise.

There are a couple of factors to take into account in
the studio. The obvious one is that if you mix at low
levels and get a heavy bottom end going, you'll get a
shock when you turn it up (as will your woofers). The
less obvious one is that when your record is louder
than everyone else's, which of course is the main aim,
it will also appear to have more bottom and top end.
So all round mucho impressivo. Conversely, if your
record is quieter than the others, it's also going to
appear lightweight and duller.

The final human oddity concerning loudness is the
way we hear volumes of sounds with differing
frequency bandwidths. The ear and brain separate
sounds into roughly third octave bands. The more of
these bands covered, the louder the sound appears. To
take an extreme example, if you were to hear a sine
wave (one band) at the same physical level as a jet
engine (definitely full band) the jet engine will seem
much louder.

This is used to great effect as a dynamic device
whilst maintaining an almost constant physical level:
we're talking about the old empty verse/full chorus
trick. Nirvana springs to mind again with 'Smells Like
Teen Spirit'. That chorus comes in like a tank, but in
actual fact there isn't that much change in level. Blur's

another one with 'Song 2' - it's down to very clever
arrangement and mixing ensuring that when the
chorus hits, it really does become a full -frequency
response recording.

What also helps to create the sense of impact is
brief silences beforehand. Going from silence to very
loud is a more impressive dynamic than going from
quite loud to very loud. It goes to reinforce the belief
that what you leave out of a mix is as important as
what's there: the contrast of space and fullness helps
the sense of loudness. Gates can help the impact by
ensuring absolute silence in the brief stops.

Play it again
But for all this, you can't escape the fact that a lot of it
is down to performance. If something is hit or played
hard, that energy is captured on tape and will always
sound like someone is playing loud. With a weak
drummer, you'll find it hard to get a good sound
however much brain trickery you apply. Some people
attribute this to edge harmonics, which are those over
the seventh harmonic. They seem to be a key
loudness indicator to the ear and generally the harder
an instrument is played, the more edge harmonics are
produced. You can, of course, .use EQ to enhance that
harmonic area, but you know what happens when you
try to overdo it - we've all been there.

It's compressors that are the main weapon in the
loudness armoury. The use of compressors in modern
music has changed dramatically over the last few years.
With the increased dynamic range of recording media,
the need for dynamic control is not a prime concern.
The compressor is becoming much more of an active
effect, rather than a passive level guardian. No longer
should they be seen and not heard - a measure of a
good compressor now is the viciousness and sense of
energy and loudness that it can give. Smooth
compressors still have their place at times (for the task
of keeping a vocal on top of a mix, for example),
but in general it's the pump factor that gives the buzz.
They make things seem louder, with the emphasis
on seem. And that, of course, is what we all want
to hear. 0
Thanks to Maxell for permisson to use the
image of Pete Murphy, and to Steve Webbon of
Beggars Banquet for supplying the photo
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More hit records and sound tracks have been mixed and
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a&r dept readers' demos 03

a&r dept
Welcome to the hallowed depths of the A&R

Dept, where Nick Serre and his record industry
pals scrutinise your demos for signs of talent

MANDRAGORA
POLLEN

Mandragora are evidently committed

to a style that is impossible to

categorise - ragga, techno, dub and

world music meld gloriously on

Pollen. While this may confuse

record company bigwigs, at last year's Glastonbury festival the

band were praised by no less a luminary than John Peel.

There's a definite live vibe across this album. 'Dub Jig'

combines sub -sonic bass and ragga raps with Irish fiddle and

reggae-esque timbale fills. The title track fuses dance elements

with psychedelic textures and a mesmerising overdriven guitar.

The main culprit is singer/songwriter Simon Williams, aided and

abetted by a string of instrumentalists, singers and all-round

mavericks. Mandragora have been going for quite some time,

and their eclecticism has obviously flourished over the years.

OK, so it's not mainstream, and that's what Mandragora are

evidently avoiding. But there is a genuine niche for this sort of

material in today's market, so let's hope that the powers that

be recognise this soon.

TREM-O-LEKTRA
FILE NOT FOUND

An Austrian four -piece, Trem-O-

Lectra fall somewhere between

Portishead and Radiohead. Image

can be all, and if the, ahem, less -

than -flattering snapshots of the band

included here are anything to go by, they need a change of

one. But what of the sounds? Well, there's a very British

influence at work, with cited influences from Tricky to The Verve

to The Cure. And they do a pretty good job of assimilating

these styles, too. Underplayed guitars and witty vocals underpin

the bulk of the material, allied with grooving drums and bass,

and a ferocious intensity. The only potential problem is that

assimilating is one thing, while having a dose of pure originality

is quite another. There are some interesting and very well -

executed ideas going on, but it all befits a covers band. They

are on the right track, though, and with even more attention to

detail, they may well be capable of coming up with a genuine

original spark. Until then, brace yourselves for disappointment.

Oh, and change the name.

Verdict: In full bloom 8/10 Verdict: Back it up next time 6/10

More from: Delirium Records Tel: 01753 890635

MARK TAYLOR
BLOOD RED SKIES

By day, Mr Taylor is a secondary

school music teacher, by night he

composes for a variety of stage and

screen activities. This is his dance

alter -ego, and while it's cleverly

arranged and played, it's difficult to see who it's aimed at. The

three tracks are disparate, to say the least, and Mark hasn't

done himself a great favour in admitting that the selection was

chosen at random. A key element, especially in dance -oriented

material, is consistency. Flitting from drum'n'bass-inspired takes

to camp disco within minutes is not the best start The bulk of

Mark's sequencing is carried out on a Roland MC -50, which he

favours over the computer -based sequencers he uses by day.

His kit is a bit limited, which may explain some of the dubious

sounds, but the ideas are there. It's early days for Mark, but if

he wants his new breed of compositions to be taken seriously,

he needs to find a style, and not try to cover too many bases.

More from: Trem-O-Lektra Tel: +0043 (0) 664 461 2482

SUPERNATURAL
DEMO

This kicks off pleasantly enough - in

a kind of '80s house stylee: subby

synth bass and offbeat hi -hats

abound. The composer is 18 -year

old Rodney Wilson, who is currently

studying for a BTEC Music Technology qualification in London.

But, while such courses can give you a pedigree when it

comes to recording, they are not designed to give you musical

originality. Rodney has absorbed a plethora of dance influences,

and he does a passable job of imitating a Kiss FM playlist. That

said, the styles he has absorbed are at least consistent and

well -executed. What Rodney needs is some sort of

collaborative muse. Perhaps getting together with a singer, or

trying to produce other people's tracks would be one way to

expand his horizons. He's got the production ability, a firm

grasp on cool sounds, and some original arrangement

techniques to boot, so why not push it to the next level?

Verdict: Keep on leamin" 6/10 Verdict: Could be naturally super 7/10

More from: Mark Taylor Tel: 0121 443 3564 More from: Rodney Wilson Tel: 01582 659745

A&R geezer Nick Serre

Sponsored

by

b
win stuff!

Every month, the sender of
the best demo we receive
gets to choose a box of
recording media from the
HHB line of products. DAT,
CD -R, ADAT - the choice is,
quite literally, yours...
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03 readers' demos a&r dept

THE OUTER LIMITS
PLANET STRIFE!
This guy may be taking the piss, but

he does it very well. 'Budlegacy'

combines demonic vocals with a

whistling accompaniment that is so

amazingly naff it's brilliant. But wait

- there's a complete turnaround in
the form of 'Highway, a pulsatingly mellow trancey track. Dean

professes an interest in writing jingles for TV, and given his

obvious talent for writing in differing styles, this could well be a

viable option for him. A point worth mentioning frequently is

that collaboration can be paramount, but Dean is (nearly) one

step ahead of some of his contemporaries in noting that he

has musicians waiting on the sidelines for live demonstrations

of these tracks if required. What are you waiting for? Get tapes

out to venues and get some gigs. As well as helping to see

what audience reaction you get, seedy dark pubs are

notoriously popular with shady A&R types, and if they've got

their cheque book with them, it could be The Outer Limits'
lucky night. It deserves to be.

MINDS EYE
DEMO
Minds Eye came to our attention

last year in the guise of Freakshow

(surely the most over -subscribed

name among British bands of the

unsigned variety), and suitably

impressed us with their dark drum'n'

bass. Now, Scott Walker (no, not the legendary '60s crooner) is

back with another six tracks in a similar vein. In the elapsed

time, he has become something of a PC convert, and has been

"busy as always creating new ambiences for my drum'n'bass

creations". Interesting (if ungrammatical), and he's also had

some minor success with production companies. And all this

effort shines through on this latest demo. It's still dark, moody

drum'n'bass, but his awareness of space and sounds just keeps

getting better. Still using his trusty 52000 and a couple of

synths, Scott manages to create dreamy soundscapes with

apparent ease. Dedication has given Scott a highly personalised

sound, and now he really does deserve for it all to be heard by
the masses.

Verdict: Cohesively coherent 7/10 Verdict: Inspired drum 'n' bass 8/10

More from: Dean Dealtry Tel: 01262 606624

TSYT

DEMO

He's a bit of a maverick, this TSYT

geezer. Mark Wheawill is his name

and, at the tender age of 22, he's

already had quite a musical history.

From guitar -based grunge to

hardcore dance, he's done the lot, a fact which shows in this

deftly -constructed demo. Of the four tracks supplied,

'Dreamland' is the strongest, fusing ambient pads with Prodigy-

esque electronica. It must be said, Mark's arrangement skills are

first-rate, and he makes inventive use of his Korg Trinity and

Prophecy keyboards. My only minor criticism here is of the

drum sound. Standard house patterns just don't fit great with

Mark's style. He cites influences from Photek to Propellerheads,

so maybe he should have a closer listen to how they build

their drum parts. But that's a quibble, really, because the

material here is of a very high standard, and with a,bit of

tweaking, could be exceptional.

More from: Scott Walker Tel: 01474 353190

UNYN
DEMO
Eclecticism is the name of the game

for Unyn (pronounced onion -
"don't ask where we got that name,

it's a long story!"). Nic De Souza and

Graham Jones are both classically

trained, but, with the help of some talented cohorts, they churn

out a strange blend of rock laced with ambient dance. A

peculiar combination? You bet, but it's done with such

humorous prowess that it works a treat 'I Wanna Pizza' is a

dance workout based around a telephone argument with an

Indian takeaway who don't serve pizza. Novel doesn't even

start to cover it. Aside from the humour, the duo show off their

production skills perfectly. Guitars and vocals are superbly

recorded, while the MIDI generated material is suitably minimal

when required, or hectic when it fits. 'Orchestral Overture' is

brilliantly original in a quirky sort of way, and that, it would

seem, is the ethos of Unyn.

Verdict: Tasty breakbeat 8/10 Verdict: Strange fruit 7/10

More from: Mark Wheawill Tel: 0161 747 6468 More from: Unyn Tel: 01202 521754

a&r checklist
We receive a mountain of
tapes every month, so to
maximise your chances of
having your demo reviewed
(and, if you're really good,
getting on The Mix CD)
we need you to provide
the following:

Decent quality cassettes,
preferably chrome (type II),
CD or DAT.

tt A kit list of the gear used
to produce the demo.

® A biography of the act. We
want to know all about you!

s5J.,, Artwork. This can be a

picture of the act, or maybe a
groovy graphic.

(.5i) Lastly, and most important

of all, send us extremely cool
music that genuinely
deserves to be going places.
Not too much to ask, is it?...

Unsolicited packages of
hopeful demos might
be accepted at the
following address:

A&R Dept, The Mix,
Future Publishing,
30 Monmouth St,
Bath
BA1 2BW

HE 4'4 PROJECT 0i,,,.

demo of the month
THE 4/4 PROJECT
METEORITE
Everyone is leaping on the drum'n'bass bandwagon
three years too late. Where's the originality that made
the genre so groundbreaking in the first place? Well,
some of it is right here. The 4/4 Project has a vision
for the future of d'n'b. There's a dubby sensibility at
work that is close to the Roni Size camp, coupled
with some rule -breaking Squarepusher-type nuances.
Rich says little when it comes to his kit, but it's clear

that samplers are at the heart of his set-up. 'At' includes a wicked Eric B & Rakim
sample. 'Liberated' (hear it on the CD) kicks off with an ominous didgeridoo, and also
features a funky breakbeat, along with aggressive synths and quirky vocal samples. 4/4
Project are undoubtedly at the cutting edge. Will the industry take the bait?

More from: Rich Mallett Tel: 01373 465316

INDUSTRY VERDICTS
Crikey, drum 'n' bass I can actually tolerate! Aggressive, hectic, varied.. Some of the
'look how clever I am' programming sounds like two years ago, though. The risk
with writing music clearly fixed in a genre is that by the time you've got to a release
and got people paying attention, the sound is dated. My favourite is the category -
hopping 'Mind Rock' (which isn't on the CD). Meteorite is definitely diverse enough
to escape with three months' community service.

 Stu Lambert, Partner, Zip Dog Records

I do not really know what to say about this CD, other than that if mad breakbeat
techno/d'n'b is your thing, then maybe you should check out this project. If,
however, your musical preferences lie elsewhere, then you would do well to stay
clear of this CD; Meteorite is certainly not a crossover record.

 Sam Winwood, A&R, Sony S2
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DREADERS' ADS

FREE ADS
There are three ways you can advertise your

equipment in THE MiX:
1. POST - cut out and fill in the coupon and send

to: Readers' Ads, THE MiX,
Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth St,

Bath BA1 2BW
2. FAX - fax us your ad on 01225 732353

3. EMAIL - send an email with the subject "THE
MiX free ads" to: Iisa.savage@futurenet.co.uk

When sending an advert please remember to state which category you wish the ad to appear in and
include full contact details.

KEYBOARDS

Casio CZ1000 synth, easily edited, great

for analogue retro sounds £120 ono. Tel

Steve on 01273 813 845

Clavia Nord Lead Classic, mint, with
flightcase, will swap for Jupiter 8, MIDI, IV -

2080, JP -8080 or similar. Tel Keith on 0131

317 7242 (Edinburgh)

Ensoniq VFX SDII multitimbral worksta-

tion synth, drums, 24 -track sequencer, tran-

swaves, big sounds, disk drive and disks,

master keyboard functions £450 or offers. Tel

Matt on 01474 335982 (London/Kent area)

Ensoniq VFX synthesizer, 32 -voice

polyphonic, multitimbral, powerful comput-

er -based machine, plus extra sound cartridge

£375. Tel Brian Miller on 0181 368 7071

Jen SX1000 synthesiser, wooden case,

perfect working order, collectors item, offers.

Tel Leeds 0113 237 1956

Kawai K4 synth with voice card, good

condition, a digital/analogue hybrid with

wicked dance sounds £325 ono. Tel Steve on

01273 813845

Kawai 8X240 rare eight -voice analogue

polyphonic synth, unison split and layer

modes, programmable with sequencer and

MIDI, soft Kawai keyboard case. Tel 01535

645233 or e-mail:

pamahoney@bradford.ac.uk

Korg M1 excellent condition, includes

original manual, four additional PCM pro-

gram slot cards, ideally would like to swap

for a Roland JP -8000/8080 or sell for £550.

Tel 0468 338001 (Reading, Berks area) or

email: scott_dobson@dataconn.co.uk

Korg Poly 61M cult classic, digitally con-

trolled analogue synth, DC0s, VCF, VCA, 64

memories, MIDI, arpeggiator, joystick, SSM

chips, ex ELO, excellent condition £180 ono.

Tel Simon on 07970 823990

(Worcestershire)

Korg Trinity Plus with sample playback

upgrade and Prophecy board, extra sound

disks and hard carry case included £1,400 or

reasonable offer. Tel Pete on 07970 441386

Korg 21 mint, boxed,home use only

(1,049 or swap for Yamaha EX5. Tel 07957

266744 or e-mail: batrise@cf.ac.uk

Moog MultiMoog classic analogue

synth with velocity sensitivity and ribbon

controller, two VC0s, fat Moog filter, great

sound, owner's and service manuals. Tel

01535 645233 or e-mail:

p.a.mahoney@bradford.ac.uk

Moog Source very good condition,

home use only, fat bass sounds £450. Tel

Dan on 0181 691 2901

Nord Lead classic keyboard, flightcase,

will swap for Jupiter 8, 1V-2080, JP -8080 or

£800. Tel Keith on 0131 317 7242

(Edinburgh)

Novation BassStation keyboard,
offers. Tel Mike on 0411 529171

OSCar M2 latest version, MIDI, full imple-

mentation, pristine condition £750. Tel Dan

on 0181 691 2901

Prophet 600 analogue synth, like a Pro -

One, but polyphonic, with MIDI and patch

memories, includes manual, original patches,

latest MIDI upgrade, fat sounds, etc £400. Tel

0181 998 1435 or e-mail: gear@control-

zone.com

Roland D-10 eight -part multitimbral box,

manual, extra sounds, sound card, excellent

condition, home use only £220. Tel Steve on

01449 736205 (Suffolk)

Roland D-50 very good condition, manu-

als, flightcase, 256 additional sounds £299

ono. Tel Dave on 01977 511331 (IN Yorks)

evenings

Roland JD -800 multitimbral digital/ana-

logue polysynth, two sound cards, flightcase,

manuals £760 or swap for Oberheim OBXa,

JP -8000 or MiniMoog. Tel Tim on 01952

461241 or 0802 389601

Roland JP -8000 as new, boxed, manu-

als, Emagic Notator SL for Atari ST, boxed

with manuals, all for £800. Tel 01782 312270

(Stoke)

Roland JP -8000 as new, manuals £750.

Tel 0181 983 3456

Roland JP -8000 synthesizer £600. Tel

07930 522439

Roland Juno 60 £270 or swap for

Quasimidi Technox, SY77 or D-50

Roland Juno 60 original manual and data

tape, very good condition, warm sound, etc

£270, no offers, or would swap for D-50, ix -

10 plus cash, TG77 or Technox module. Tel

0468 511859 (Sussex)

Roland JV-1000 keyboard workstation

with built-in 16 -track sequencer, two buttons

need attention, two years old, excellent con-

dition, manuals, stand, cost £1,800, offers

around £400. Tel 01670 544958 after 6pm

Roland PC -200 Mkll mother keyboard £100.

Tel 01295 272098

Roland SH-101 synth, good condition

£200. Tel Chris on 07899 678526 (Hull)

Roland W-30 sampler, keyboard and

sequencer in one, eight outputs, boxed,

manual, large sample library £525 ono. Tel

Alex on 01283 546326

Roland W-30 workstation, excellent
condition, quality sequencer, 100 -disk library,

includes S -50/S-550 Roland library and man-

uals £500. Tel 0181 298 0519

Roland XP -10 16 -part multitimbral key-

board, arpeggiator, drums, 303, SH-101

sounds onboard, excellent condition, one

year old £225 ono. Tel 01706 818520

Roland XP -50 one year old, excellent

condition, experience sound card, boxed,

manual, six floppies £600. Tel 0116 257970

[that number may be wrong, write in again

with the right one please]

Roland XP -60 workstation, hip hop
expansion board, perfect condition, box,

manual, genuine reason for sale, occasional

home use, seven months old £1,000. Tel

Chris on 01434 604248 (Newcastle)

Roland XP -80 workstation, 64 -voice

polyphony, sequencer, effects, arpeggiator,

drums, versatile fantastic sounds, one year

old, manual, floppies, mint condition £800.

Tel Laurent on 0171 561 9553 or 0958

754061

Sequential Circuits Pro 1 analogue
monosynth, good condition, manual, also

Kenton Pro 2 MIDI -to -CV converter, excellent

condition £400 ono for both. Tel Peter on

0181 399 9217

Sequential Circuits Pro 5 classic ana-

logue polyphonic synth, REV 3.2, beautiful

condition, full Buffalo flightcase, never

gigged, owner's and service manuals, factory

preset tape, fully calibrated. Tel 01535

645233 or e-mail:

p.a.mahoney@bradford.ac.uk

Technics WSA1 acoustic modelling key-

board, 61 keys, 64 -voice polyphony, 32 -

channel onboard sequencer with graphical

interface, excellent condition, manuals,

boxed, stand £650 ono. Tel Tom on 01334

425788 (Manchester/Edinburgh) evenings

Yamaha CSlz immaculate, as new,

boxed, manuals, seven months old £380

ono. Tel Gary on 0411 355178 or Paul on

01904 340672 (York)

Yamaha DJX dance keyboard, still boxed,

guaranteed, hardly used, with adaptor £225

ono. Tel Leeds 0113 237 1956

Yamaha DX7 classic synth, ideal for

breakbeat, speed garage, two cartridges,

good condition £300 ono. Tel Charlie on

0181 691 6060

Yamaha P300 stage piano, controller

keyboard, 88 fully weighted keys, great

sounds, built-in monitor speakers, good con-

dition, boxed, manual £1,200. Tel Ed on 0161

928 0533 (Manchester)

Yamaha PSR2700 128 voices, 100

styles, eight kits, sequencer, sampler, disk

drive, MIDI, DSP, AWM, touch sensitive,

multi effects, accompaniment plus stacks

more features, manual lost hence £400. Tel

01228 520327 (Cumbria)

Yamaha SY22 keyboard, 16 -track synth,

home use only, manuals, disks, very sought

after £625. Tel Gary on 0181 421 4888

(North London/Herts) days



Yamaha SY77 workstation, perfect condition,

manuals, stand f375. Tel Ben on 01279

503630 (Herts)

Yamaha 5Y85 16 -part multitimbral, built-

in sequencer, FX, disk drive, sound disks,

ethnic expansion card set manuals, great for

dance music f450. Tel Jason on 01206

545714 (Colchester)

Yamaha SY85 synth workstation, 16 -part

multitimbral, effects, extra sound disks, eth-

nic card set amazing sounds and pads,

includes manual and stand £450. Tel Jason

on 01206 545714

Yamaha 5Y85 workstation synth for sale,

excellent condition with loads of extra

sounds and sample disks, including luxury

hard case f500 ono. Tel 01789 773247

Yamaha YS200 FM synth, classic

sounds, touch -sensitive keyboard, FX, MIDI,

eight -track sequencer on board, extra voices,

editing software f215. Tel 01702 557770

SAMPLERS

Akai S01 boxed, standard entry-level sam-

pler, boxed, manual f250 ono. Tel Lee on

01992 300196 or 04325 202619

Akai 520 sampler, 17Mb, box, manuals,

disks, hardly used f340. Tel Mike on 01384

296318 (Dudley)

Akai 520 sampler, full 16Mb upgrade,

hardly used, boxed with disks and manuals

f300. Tel Les on 0958 534134 (South

London)

Akai S20 sampler, very good condition,

six months old, very good for beginners, all

original packaging 300. Tel Ben on 01273

385954 (Brighton) evenings

Akai 5900 ten outputs, easy and quick to

use, variable sampling frequencies, mint

f200 ono. Tel 01706 818520

Akai 51000 sampler, 10Mb, SCSI, new

screen, mint condition f550 ono. Tel 0151

228 2766

Akai 51100 sampler, 10Mb, new disk

drive, boxed, as new, free Roland JX-3P clas-

sic analogue MIDI synth f850 ono. Tel

Chinnon 01582 482619 (Luton)

Akai 53000 sampler, 10Mb RAM plus

custom-built John Henries flightcase f800

ono. Tel Barrie on 0181 906 9938

Akai S3000XL 22Mb, SCSI, 10 outs,

manual, perfect condition plus box of 100

sample disks (need converting from older

Akai format) f800. Tel 0181 998 1435 or e-

mail: gear@controlzone.com

Akai S3000XL 32Mb memory upgrade

f650. Tel Phil on 01925 574359 or 01925

630048 (Cheshire) or e-mail:

ultrafex@yahoo.com

Akai 55000 latest pro sampler, one

month old, boxed with all documents £1,450

ono. Tel Rick on 0171 231 4586

Boss SP -202 Dr Sample, superb budget

sampler with sample CD and power supply,

unused since purchased, still under guaran-

tee, still in original packaging, quick sale

wanted, a bargain at 250. Tel Ryan on

01256 352002 evenings or 07775 678333

Boss SP -202 Dr Sample, very good con-

dition, lots of effects, two filters, timestretch,

delay, modulation, top tempo, ideal for live

use and DJs, handy in the studio, free sam-

ple CD f 190. Tel Tom on 01705 750592

Boss SP -202 portable DJ, studio sam-

pler, assignable pads, effects section, real-

time control, bpm counter, internal memory

and external back-up discs, connect straight

to your mixer or standalone with built-in

microphone/line input unused, boxed -as -

new condition f200 ono. Tel Darren on 0115

845 1629 (Nottingham)

or e-mail: darrengoldie@hotmail.com

Boss SP -202 sampler, mint, boxed, man-

ual, power supply f 190. Tel Sam on 01298

71964

Casio FZ-1 2Mb, flightcase, loads of disks,

swap for CS1x, MC -303 or anything interest-

ing. Tel Jon on 01642 288385 (North East)

E -mu e64 sampler, upgraded to 40Mb,

internal 250Mb and external 1Gb Jaz SCSI

drives, sample library f 1,150. Tel 01903

871511 evenings

E -mu E5132 memory module, 32Mb

memory upgrade, will post, new f60 or part

exchange on Roland JV expansion boards.

Tel Alan on 01942 749868, 6-8pm

E -mu ES132 sampler, 32Mb Turbo

upgrade, Calamari board, ten outputs, tons

of filters, timestretch, etc, boxed with manu-

als f650. Tel Matt on 0850 255671

(Guildford)

Ensoniq EPS16+ sampler, fully upgrad-

ed, effects, 16 -track sequencer, synthesis and

sampling, includes 250+ disks, analogue

examples, pads, effects, loops, synths, bass-

es, drums, etc, not to be missed, offers

around f550. Tel 07977 706487 (Leeds)

Roland MKS -100 digital sampler with

some disks f125 ono. If no sale, has anyone

got a manual, despserate? Also Roland RD -

200 digital piano f300 ono. Tel Guy on 0121

686 6991

Roland MS -1 digital sampler, CD -quality

sampling with video instruction manual

f150. Tel 01273 596289 (Brighton) or 0956

413622

Roland S-330 sampler, includes moni-

tor, cables and over 140 disks, good condi-

tion, 19 -inch rack, home use only f210. Tel

Martin on 0114 275 6665 (Sheffield) or e-

mail: mlwork@hotmail.com

Roland SP -808 GrooveSampler, six-

month guarantee, use twice, mint. Tel Martin

on 0181 504 9125

Yamaha SU10 sampling unit, boxed, two

free Time+Space CDs, very good condition

f 150 or swap for Keyfax Phat.Boy controller.

Tel Sam on 01525 717360

SEQUENCERS

Yamaha QY70 sequencer, 519 XG voices,

20 drumkits, three effect groups, 16 tracks, a

portable studio the size of a video cassette,

brand new, unwanted Xmas present, boxed,

manuals, computer interface f300 ono. Tel

Gary on 01932 874883

Yamaha QY70 sequencer module, XG

sounds, loads of arrangements, unwanted

Xmas present f275 ono. Tel Steve on 01753

884473

DRUM MACHINES

Alesis SR16 drum machine, a real gem,

classic drum sounds, boxed, good as new

f 150 ono. Tel Dan on 0181 904 3741 or

0961 307677

Alesis SR16 drum machine, boxed,

instructions, PSU f 120 ono. Tel Derek on

01302 363296 (Doncaster) or e-mail:

jdb@nire.demon.co.uk

Boss DR -5 drum machine, MIDI -compati-

ble with power supply, excellent condition,

still boxed with manual £125. Tel Pete on

0161 202 4141 or 0378 912629

Boss DR -550 drum machine, has TR-808

and 909 kits, excellent condition, still boxed

with manual f 100. Tel Pete on 0161 202 4141

or 0378 912629

Boss DR -660 drum machine, 808, 909

drum samples, boxed, manuals f120 ono.

Tel 0151 228 2766

Cheetah MDI6R rackmount drum

module, boxed f95. Tel Simon on 01923

448294 (Watford area). Buyer collects

Roland R-8 drum machine, Roland's

'class -act' with 'human feel', mint condition,

power supply, manual and ROM cards. Tel

01535 645233 or e-mail:

p.a.mahoney@bradford.ac.uk

Roland TR-330 analogue drum

machine, analogue preset Old Timer with

original footswitch. Tel 01535 645233 or e-

mail: p.a.mahoney@bradford.ac.uk

Roland TR-707 drum machine, not

working, boxed 140. Tel Simon on 01923

448294 (Watford area). Buyer collects

Roland TR-808 in mint condition f500.

Tel Fiona on 0181 548 8443

Roland TR-808 original and perfect con-

dition with Groove Electronics MIDI interface

and manuals f650. Tel 01323 833619 or e-

mail: mdm@ndirecLco.uk

Roland TR-909 excellent condition plus

manual, first offer of f750 secures. Tel 0131

553 1617

SP1200 drum machine, mint condition,

equipped with US power converter, this is

the classic machine used by all the top US

garage producers, purchased in the States

f 1,000. Tel 0966 242766

Yamaha RY20 virtually unused, boxed,

manual f150. Tel Mick on 01203 306130

after 6pm

Yamaha RY30 rhythm programmer, real-

time parameters wheel for filter, pitch, bal-

ance, decay and pan, complete with manual,

not boxed, good condition f150 ono. Tel

Chris on 01325 312932 (Durham) after 6pm

COMPUTERS

Amiga A1200 accelerated, 50MHz,

340Mb hard drive, 18Mb RAM, sampling car-

tridge, OCtamed sound studio, MIDI inter-

face, portable colour TV as monitor f250. Tel

07801 610454 (Manchester)

Amiga A1200 plus Philips monitor, all

leads, also MIDI interface, one in, one thru,

two outs, ideal beginner's package f 150 ono.

All in good working order. Tel Gary on 0411

355178 (York)

Atari 520 ST 2Mb, brand new, 14" hi-res

monitor, plus Cubase f200 ono. Tel Simon

on 0378 508664

Atari 520 STE 4Mb, hi-res monitor,

80Mb hard drive, Cubase, plus spare 520

STE and extras f200 or swap for QY20/300

or MC -303. Tel Pierre on 0116 282 4798

Atari 1040 ST hi-res monitor, mouse,

Cubase V3, and tutorial, good condition

and good working order f160. Tel 0181 656

0291

Atari 1040 STFM with SM124 hi-res

monitor, mouse, manual, MIDI leads, soft-

ware f100. Tel Andy on 01473 272936 after

6pm

Atari Mega 4 C -Lab Notator, manuals,

dongle, Unitor 3, MIDI outsand ins,

SMPTE f220. Tel 0956 479571

Atari ST 1Mb, with hi-res, 14 -inch, black -

and -white monitor and Cubase software,

music sequencing outfit, good condition

f160. Also spare hi-res monitor f75. Tel

Richard on 01689 825174 or e-mail:

nor999@aol.com

Atari STE I Mb RAM with various sequenc-

ing software, mouse, joystick, manual, excel-

lent condition f 100 ono. Tel Steve on 01449

736205 (Suffolk)

Atari STE 4Mb, Cubase V3 60. STFM

spares available. Tel Gary on 01293 534415

evenings

Atari STFM 1Mb, with colour and hi-res

mono monitors and software f 140. Tel

Simon on 01923 448294 (Watford area).

Buyer collects.

Atari STFM Protar, Progate II, 40Mb hard

drive, Philips CM8833 monitor, Star LCIO

colour printer, mouse, original software plus

manuals, includes doubling software for hard

drive f200. Tel Nigel on 0116 238 2681 days

1,k1;11.1A i:filarikra1
Atari colour monitor, hi-res emulator

40 ono. Tel 01722 744196 (Salisbury)

Audiowerk 8 PCI card, eight outs plus

S/PDIF, as new, boxed f200. Tel 0181 365

3318

Cakewalk Professional V7 for PC,
intermediate level, powerful MIDI and digital

audio software, boxed and unregistered f100

ono. Tel 01388 602831 or e-mail:

chris@almostabstractdemon.co.uk

Creative Labs AWE64 Gold soundcard

with CD-ROM mic, S/PDIF out f50 ono. Tel

Dave on 01772 717610 (Preston)

Creative Labs AWE64 Value with
additional 4Mb of RAM, ideal starter kit com-

plete with all drivers, CD-ROM of sound -

fonts, etc. Tel 0468 338001 (Reading, Berks

area) or email:

scott_dobson@dataconn.co.uk

Cubase VST V3.15 for PC, swap

Unitor for ST, Notator or Korg X5 or

Logic. Tel 01757 291468 (Yorks)

Digidesign SampleCell II for PC, full
16 -bit sampler, eight outputs, 32Mb RAM,

fully expanded, velocity scaling of samples,

Windows WAV file compatible, Digidesign

software, manual, program and library CD-

ROMS. Tel 01535 645233 or e-mail:

p.a.mahoney@bradford.ac.uk

MotU 75 automated mixer, eight stereo

channels, two effects send/return, two -band

EQ and gate on every channel, automation

and recall of all parameters via computer,

PC, Mac, Atari software f400. Tel 01535

645233 evenings

Pro Tools 3 PCI core system for Mac, 16

tracks of pro audio on desktop Mac, one disk

I/O, one DSP farm card, V9.1.1 software,

boxed, manuals f2,200 ono. Tel 00 386 62

212 631 (Slovenia) or e-mail:

simon.simat@slon.net

LOADS MORE OVER THE PAGE



Replay 16 sample cartridge and editor for

Atari, many features including MIDI and

effects, excellent condition, boxed, as new

£50. Tel 01697 320743

Roland RGB 14 -inch colour monitor with

special cable, suitable for samplers 5750,

760, 770, 550 and 330, excellent condition

f75. Tel Richard on 01689 825174 or e-mail:

nor999@aol.com

Sonic Foundry ACID + 11 sample CDs,

boxed £195 ono. Rave elay with all three

sample CDs f35. Dance &ay f 15. Tel

01254 725241

Turtle Beach Pinnacle 16Mb sample

RAM, Windows software £270 ono. Tel Jon

on 0117 985 2918

Turtle Beach Tahiti soundcard, full

duplex, also Yamaha DB50XG daughterboard

synth, complete with XGEdit, superb set-up

£100. Tel Jim on 01483 570714 (Guildford)

Yamaha DB5OXG daughterboard £50.

Tel Jon on 0117 985 2918

Yamaha SW60-XG soundcard, includes

manual, drivers, box, etc, upgraded to

SW1000XG (no room in PC!) £60. Tel 0468

338001 (Reading, Berks area) or email:

scott_dobson@dataconn.co.uk

RECORDING

Alesis 1622 mixer, boxed £200. Tel

Simon on 01923 448294 (Watford area).

Buyer collects.

Allen & Heath Series BB Sycon desk

32:24:8 channel, in line, complete with

patchbay looms, power supply, analogue

perfection, fully operational, cost £20,000+,

yours for £2,800 ono. Tel Keith on 0181 883

3258

Chiltern CM2 broadcast mixer, 12 modu-

lar channels, switched faders, confidence

monitor, all ins and outs on balanced XLRs,

PPM meters, talkback mic, the business. Tel

01535 645233 or e-mail:

p.a.mahoney@bradford.ac.uk

DA20 DAT machine, perfect condition with

remote and manual £300 ono. Tel 07971

472365

Fostex 380S four -track, 12 inputs, Dolby -

S, boxed, excellent condition with SmartSync

MIDI sync unit £200 or swap for Alesis DM5

or DM4. Tel Steve on 0191 477 0912

Fostex 812 mixing desk, excellent condi-

tion with looms and manual £500. Tel Cris

on 0181 444 4179

Fostex D80 I.3Gb, eight -track hard -disk

recorder, mint includes loom £700 or swap

for MiniDisc multitracker, E -mu sampler, filter

bank or anything interesting. Tel Gawain on

07775 908400 (London)

Fostex D80 eight -track digital recorder,

18 -min and 40 -min driver and Fostex X

COP1 optical to digital converter, perfect

condition £800 ono. Tel Ddick on 01782

213226 or e-mail

dick@p_email.freeserve.co.uk

Fostex D80 eight -track hard -disk recorder

with extra 30 -minute hard drive and caddy

plus extension cable, only £599 ono. Tel

01722 744196 (Salisbury)

Fostex D80 hard -disk eight -track

machine, rackmount in absolute mint condi-

tion, eight ins, eight outs, with digital in, out

comes with manual and original hard drive

£650 no offers. Tel 0161 721 4516

(Manchester) or 0973 236997

Fostex D90 digital multitrack recorder,

eight tracks, records 30 minutes of CD -quali-

ty audio, plus editing facilities, dual frequen-

cy, removable hard drive, immaculate condi-

tion, boxed £875 ono. Tel 01962 773100

Fostex DMT8 eight -track hard -disk

recorder, mixer, 2.1Gb quantum drive, sweep

EQ, latest software £450 or swap for 16 -track

mixer. Tel Richard on 01271 814490

Fostex R8 recently seviced, excellent con-

dition, with manual £550. Tel Cris on 0181

444 4179

Mackie SR 32:4 mixer, 32 inputs, four -

buss, six aux sends, four aux returns, three -

band EQ, sweepable mids, great desk, ideal

for all music, good condition £1,000. Tel

Charlie on 0181 691 6060

Revox A77 quarter -inch analogue

recorder, tape speeds of 7.5ips and 15ips,

usual Revox facilities. Tel 01535 645233 or e-

mail: p.a.mahoney@bradford.ac.uk

Roland VS -840 digital track recorder,

three weeks old, boxed, manuals, Zip disks,

hardly used, low funds force sale £800, open

to offers. Tel 01246 411805 or 0411 528526

Roland VS -880 digital studio, 850Mb,

internal drive, VS8F-1 stereo multi -effects,

original demo song loaded as new, manuals,

boxes, etc, perfect condition £850. Tel 0850

386093 days or 01564 778009 evenings

Roland VS -880 eight -track digital hard -

disk recorder, V -expanded with effects board

and 2Gb disk £850. Tel John on 01635

874586

Roland VS -880 V -Expanded, with 1.4Gb

internal hard drive and VS8F-1 effects board,

good condition, home use only, with manu-

als £900. Tel Steven on 01702 344731 (Essex)

or e-mail: steven@magnolia.demon.co.uk

Samson MPL1640 16 -channel mixer,

three aux sends and retums, EQ, immaculate

£290 ono. Tel 01438 221076 (Herts) 6-8pm

Samson MPL2242 mixer, 10 mono, six

stereo channels, four -band EQ< six sends,

four stereo returns, 60mm faders, IOU rack,

as new, boxed, manual £450 ono. Tel 0171

402 2101

Sansui six -track multitracker, hardly used,

still boxed £300. Tel Pete on 0161 202 4141

or 0378 912629

Seck 12:8:2 mixer, power supply and

some leads, home use only £190. Tel Martin

on 0114 275 6665 (Sheffield) or

e-mail: mlwork@hotmail.com

Shure Beta 87 radio mic with multi-

channel UC Diversity receiver, new price

£1,300, unused £500. Tel Tudor on 0181 567

7978

Spirit By Soundcraft 16:8:2, excellent

condition, used in home studio £750. Tel

0141 423 2299 (Glasgow)

Spirit By Soundcraft Folio Fl 14:2
mixer, home use only, boxed, manual £175.

Tel Justin on 01622 813236 (Kent) or 0958

953246

Spirit by Soundcraft Folio Notepad,

eight inputs, EQ phantom power, FX, aux,

mix and monitor outputs, perfect condition,

includes manual and box £100. Tel 0118 947

9666 (Reading/Berks area) after 7pm

Spirit By Soundcraft Studio 16:8:16,

auto mixer, VCA fader automation by Atari

computer included, 32 channels on mix -

down, six FX sends, great sound. Tel 01535

645233 or e-mail:

p.a.mahoney@bradfordac.uk

Studiomaster Diamond Club 16:2
mixing desk £200. Tel Graham on 0116 257

0041 (Leicester)

Studiomaster Series 5 mixing desk,

16:8:2, three aux, flightcase included, ideal

studio, live use, bargain at £300. Tel 01543

577508 (Cannock, Staffs), buyer collects

Tascam 2385 eight -track cassette -based

recorder with Dolby S, mint condition, hardly

used, boxed with manual, cheap medium,

superb recording quality and no backing up

required £400 ono. Tel Phili on 01273

707104

Tascam 414 portastudio, four -track

recording, two -band EQ £190 ono. Tel 0161

654 6941 (Manchester) after 6pm or 07979

413572

Tascam 488 Mk11 mint condition,

boxed, manuals, hardly ever used, will deliv-

er free anywhere in the UK, only £250. Tel

0411 303296 or e-mail:

magf43@dial.pipex.com

Tascam MS16 16 -track one -inch reel-to-

reel tape machine with DOlby A noise reduc-

tion, big machine £2,000 ono. Tel Nigel on

0121 682 2354 (Birmingham)

Tascam TSR8 remote control, one tape

£700 ono. Tel Yan on 01279 412475 (Harlow)

TEAC Tascam Series 32-2B two -track,

15IPS, tape machine £100. Tel 01403 700439

XR300 MTC the standard for semi -pro

syncing of MIDI/MTC/SMPTE to tape, home

use only with manual f 100 ono. Tel Phil on

01273 707104

Yamaha MT3X four -track cassette

recorder and 20 new tapes, boxed f195. Tel

Simon on 01923 448294 (Watford area).

Buyer collects.

Yamaha RM800 16:8:2 mixing desk,

three -band EQ, mid sweep, four sends £550

ono. Tel Nick on 0956 133109 (London area)

AMPS/PA

Kustom bass amp, 20W, ideal for begin-

ners f55. Tel 01608 737311 after 6pm

Studiomaster Powerhouse Vision
16, boxed, used approx 90 hours, 18 months

old £850. Tel Richard on 01736 757439

Tannoy Ardens collectable monitor

loudspeakers, dual concentric 15 -inch drivers

in massive Tannoy cabinets, fully serviced

and in great condition £650. Tel 01535

645233 evenings

Two 2x12 cabs with covers, Peavey 100W

amp, McGregor 200W amp, all immaculate,

home use only £280, will split. Tel John on

01482 587432 (Hull)

EFFECTS

Alesis MicroEnhancer and
MicroLimiter, both with stereo ins and outs,

power supplies, mint condition. Tel 01535

645233 ore -mail:

p.a.mahoney@bradford.ac.uk

Calrec RQD6400 twin stereo compres-

sor, limiter, two independent stereo chan-

nels, broadcast quality, very good condition,

price when new £,1800. Yours for £1,000. Tel

0181 211 8822

Korg Pandora PX1 multi effects unit

60 effect variations, 20 user programs,

metronome, tuner, boxed, complete with

instructions and PSU, easily adjustable effect

settings, Korg quality f60 ono. Tel 01785

823204 (Stafford)

Lexicon LXP1 reverb, half rack, digital

reverb with delay, chorus and flange, full

MIDI control, stereo ins and outs, fully pro-

grammable, fantastic sounds. Tel 01535

645233 or e-mail:

p.a.mahoney@bradford.ac.uk

Lexicon LXP5 dynamic multi -effects

processor, full MIDI control, stereo ins and

outs, five effects simultaneously, delay

pitchshift, chorus, fiance, etc, fully program-

mable. Tel 01535 645233 or e-mail:

p.a.mahoney@bradford.ac.uk

Lexicon LXP5 half rack, programmable

MIDI multi effects processor, five effects at

once, including classic Lexicon reverb, pro-

grammable from front panel or computer,

full dynamic MIDI, rack. Tel 01535 645233

evenings

Lexicon MPX100 multi -effects with

MIDI, new, £175. Tel 0181 998 1435 or e-

mail: gear@controlzone.com

Lexicon Reflex effects, with MIDI £99.

Tel 0181 998 1435 or e-mail: gear@control-

zone.com

SOUND MODULES

Casio VZ-8M digital module, 1 U rack,

phase distortion synth, two ROM cards, man-

uals, mint condition £150. Tel 0171 402 2101

Drawmer DS301 dual/stereo program-

mable MIDI noisegate, Rolls Royce version of

industry standard, DS201 gate, faster

envelopes, dynamic punch, full MIDI spec,

great for replacing live, tape drums, great

condition. Tel 01535 645233 evenings

E -mu Orbit Dance Planet sound module,

loads of features, filters, beats mode £390.

Tel Chris on 0117 965 5673

Kawai K5000 Rack, V3.0, Macro control

box and sound expansion disk £700 (ship-

ping included).

E-mail: d.wasser@fh-aargau.ch

Korg 01 R/W sound module, excellent

condition, four assignable outputs, twin

effects stages, huge sounds, large display,

fully editable, includes 16 -track sequencer,

with manual £350 no offers. Tel Steven on

01702 344731 (Essex) or e-mail:

steven@magnolia.demon.co.uk

Korg 05R/W module, 32 -voice polypho-

ny, great sounds, only £200. Tel Vasilis on

0115 848 1036 or e-mail:

ythrepsiadis@yahoo.com

Korg 05 R/W sound module, excellent

condition £180 ono. Tel Rob on 01483

420479 (Surrey) or 07979 506599

Korg TR-Rack four months old, £649. Tel

07957 266744 or e-mail: batrise@cf.ac.uk

Nord Lead II rack, unused gift £900. ,

Maybe part exchange for E -mu Vintage Keys

and Roland Juno 106. Tel George on 01603

870611 or 07775 652375

Novation BassStation Rack, boxed,

manual, PSU, excellent condition, home stu-

dio use only £220, will post. Tel Steve on

01449 736205 (Suffolk)
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D
Novation Supernova rack synth, 16 -

voice, eight -part, eight effects, loads of MIDI

controls, great analogue sounds 8950 ex.car-

riage. Tel Dave on 0117 909 3081 (Bristol)

Quasimidi Rave-O-Lution 309
drum, audio & synth expansions, brand new,

boxed, massive analogue sounds, will

arrange delivery, offers around £500. Tel

Steve on 01726 69698 (Cornwall)

Roland JV-880 sound module, 28 -voice

polyphony, eight -part multitimbral, resonant

filters, four outs, expandable via JV-series

cards, editing software, mint 8320 ono. Tel

0171 402 2101

Roland N-1080 sound module, with

experience expansion board, excellent condi-

tion, home use only, with manuals, etc,

8500. Tel Tom on 01334 425788

(Manchester/Edinburgh) evenings

Roland MC -303 Groovebox, hardly

used, mint condition, manual and also

instruction video, bargain at £350. Tel Cris on

0181 444 4179

Roland MC -303 Groovebox, new Jan

99, five weeks old with manuals and warran-

ty, registration cards, excellent bargain, offers

around EGO or will part exchange with amp

or Recycle. Tel 01702 394318

Roland MC -303 Groovebox, video,

manuals, six months old £300. Tel Ed on

01395 267807

Roland MC -505 as new, boxed, manu-

als £790 or swap for MPC2000 with 32Mb

and individual outputs. Tel Mark on 01908

612715 or e-mail:

mark@rdaniel.powernetco.uk

Roland MC -505 Groovebox, boxed,

manuals, as new condition, 4Mb memory

card £600 ono. Tel Mark on 0115 847 9598

(Notts)

Roland M-DC1 'dance' sound module,

includes 808 and 909 drum sounds, stereo

outs, editable, with manual, excellent condi-

tion. Tel 0141 639 2215 (Glasgow)

Roland M-GS64 sound module, 32 -part

multitimbral, 64 -voice polyphony, one

month old, Atari, 4Mb STE, monitor

Cubase V3.1, 1,200+ rock and pop MIDI

files, all immaculate, exchange, plus £100 for

nice JV-1080. Tel 01639 768103

Voce DMI64 organ rack module with

MIDI, drawbar unit, fully editable Hammond

sounds, very good condition, manual 8350.

Tel 01428 661575

Yamaha MU5 Walkstation style sound

module, excellent condition, boxed, manual,

power adaptor f 100. Tel Tim on 01277

225414 (Brentwood) evenings & weekends

Yamaha MUIO sound module, con-

troller keyboard and Mac MIDI interface with

Thru port or suitable keyboard with sound

built in. Tel David on 01729 830547 (NW

Yorks)

Yamaha MU90 over 700 sounds, over

20 drumkits, great performance mode, excel-

lent for dance music, still boxed with manu-

als £300 ono. Tel Jason on 01206 545714

(Colchester)

Yamaha QY700 sound module, 48 -track

sequencer, boxed, never gigged £600. Tel

Richard on 01736 757439

Yamaha TG300 sound module, 16 part

multitimbral, three internal FX channels,

£200 ono, excellent condition, boxed with all

manuals. Tel 01203 395680 (Midlands) or

email: darren@millington58.freeserve.co.uk

Yamaha TG300 tone generator, with 456

high -quality AWM2 voices, nine drumkits and

effects, excellent condition, boxed with man-

uals and Atari editing software 8280 ono. Tel

Paul on 01226 780405 (Barnsley)

Yamaha TX802 flagship of DX7 range,

eight -part multitimbral, ten outputs, 16 voic-

es, stackable sounds £350. Tel 01225 761422

MISCELLANEOUS

All FM CDs up to no. 74, offers. Tel Paul

on 0181 857 6432

BSS DPR502 Rolls Royce stereo MIDI

gate, will generate MIDI envelope from

incoming audio for drum replacement, fully

featured, ADE adds punch to leading edge

transient, superb metering. Tel 01535 645233

or e-mail: p.a.mahoney@bradford.ac.uk

Classic Yamaha sounds, TX81Z module,

a bonus to your MIDI set-up £110 or swap.

Tel 01738 442350

Complete studio: Atari SEQ Mackie,

Alesis, Samson, CS1x, Akai 52000, Novation,

1V-1080, Philips CD recorder, Behringer,

compressors, effects, MIDI V8 Thru, looms,

leads, plugs, Ultrafex II, Monitor Ones,

Zimmer. For price list tel Malcolm on 01206

540245

Drawmer DS301 advanced MIDI gate,

improved MIDI version of the ubiquitous

DS201, can generate MIDI trigger from audio

signal, drum replacement transient enhance-

ment functions. Tel 01535 645233 or e-mail:

p.a.mahoney@bradford.ac.uk

FM mags issues 1-62, complete with all

CDs, make me an offer. Tel Brian on 01425

613479

Future Music 44 issues from 1-63, plus

most CDs, full details on request, also Korg

Poly800 Mkll with box and manual in good

nick. E-mail: simonkellas@geocities.com

Musicman Stingray bass guitar, cherry,

pristine condition, six months old, three -

channel EQ £750. Tel Richard on 01323

488700 or 07771 628473

Roland 11/ Dance expansion board,
original, not available in the shops, offers. Tel

0956 479571

Roland JV expansion board, techno,

256 great sounds, basses, beats, stabs, pads

f150. Tel Chris on 0117 965 5673

Sample CDs: Planet Breaks,
Chemical Beats, Skinned,
Flashtrack 2, Trance Fusion 825-30.

Tel Mac on 0171 511 1986 or 0956 535386

Studio rack 27 units high, 21 inches

deep, easily takes something as deep as a

Korg 01R/VV sound module, rear and side

access, very sturdy unit £120. Tel 0141 423

2299 (Glasgow)

Various: Akai SO1 sampler f 195. Quasimidi

Technox £350. MC -303 £250. Roland XP -50

£480. Dance board £125. Fostex MIDI mixer

£170. SH-101 £220. Akai SGO1V vintage f 160.

Atari, monitor, Cubase £130. Very good

condition. Tel 01252 376449

Various: Akai S1000 sampler, operating

system 4.4, very good condition £500. Fostex

DMT8 eight -track digital recorder, immacu-

late condition 8650. XR300 sync box, pristine

condition £150. Atari 2.5Mb with monitor

and Cubase 1/3 £200. Tel 0181 696 9915

(South London)

Various: Akai 53000 sampler, 18Mb, SCSI,

ten outputs, FX £650. Lexicon Alex reverb

f100. Tel 0171 370 2492

Various: Akai 53000XL sampler, 32Mb,

includes loom £820. Roland 1V-2080 £795.

1V-1080 8550. PC200 Mkll keyboard £90.

Spirit By Soundcraft Folio SX mixing desk

£285. Atari 520 ST, 2Mb, SM124 monitor

£140. Alesis 3630 dual compressor £120.

Perfect condition, boxed with manuals, all

one year old except Atari and JV-1080. Tel

01865 714989 (Oxford) any time

Various: Akai 53200, 24Mb, Zip drive,

excellent condition £950. Novation Super

Bass Station, very mint £500. Studio Quad

V2 £200. Behringer Composer Pro £125. BBE

362 £100. Tel 01536 410690

Various: Alesis MMT8 sequencer, black

version (Mkll), mint boxed, manual £100.

Roland MC -303, mint boxed, manuals 8250.

360 Systems MIDI bass module, mint

boxed, manual, collectable £50. Music maga-

zines (including FM and The Mix), call for

details. Analogue synths owner's manuals,

mostly original, some copies, call for list. Tel

Dave on 01274 620004

Various: Alesis SR16, boxed, mint £130.

Korg KMS30 boxed £80. Roland MC -202,

boxed, mint £300. Akai MPC60 V2.3, swap

for E -mu SP1200 with library, Roland SPV-

355, rare, offers. Tel 01604 843536

Various: Alesis QSR £400. BassStation rack

8250. Nord Lead rack, expanded £750.

Zoom 1204 £80. Alesis Wedge f100.

Studiomaster Mixdown Classic 32:8:2 £1,000.

Soundcraft Folio SX £300. ESI4000 Turbo Zip

f1,000. Tel 0114 132 1771

Various: ARP2600, MIDI £1,900. Lexicon

300 £2,250. DDA CS3 £1,450. Roland R-8

Mktl f250. Oberheim DMX £100. Ensoniq

Mirage £200. Neve 9098 £600. Cranesong

STC8 f 1,150. Valley Gatex £200. Dynamite

8200. Tel Charlie on 01984 634920

Various: Atari 1040 STE, 4Mb, TOS2.04.

Atari 520 ST, mouse, hi-res monitor, MIDI

software £150. 1V-1080 Sounds keyboard.

Roland XP -50 £675. Two SoundBlaster MIDI

interface leads f 10 each. Tel Sean on 01254

602126

Various: Atari Mega 4 £150. Studiomaster

Diamond 16:2 £200. Technics SV360 DAAT

£400. Yamaha SY77 synth 3700. Korg Ml

synth £550. Lafleur tenor sax £600. Loving

home use only. Tel Mark on 01895 832671

Various: Behringer MX2642A, 100W amp,

Absolute 2s, ART FX, Alesis compressor,

Philips CDR880, six CDs. Akai CD3000i, 8Mb,

MC -303, BassStation, DR -660 drums, PC

Pentium 200, Cubasis, AWE64, Zip and

cartridges, cables, loads of CDs, samples

£3,000 no split Tel Dean on 01375 858098

(Essex)

Various: Boss DR -202 drum machine

UK Yamaha ANI x synth £400. Waldorf

Pulse £200. All excellent condition. Tel Barry

on 0181 591 4995 (Essex) evenings

Various: Casio FZ-10M, 2Mb RAM, huge

disk library £350. Akai S20, 17Mb RAM £325.

Roland JX-3P £200. Ensoniq ESQ1 £200.

Kawai Q80, 32 -track sequencer 8150, all

include manuals. Tel Bjorn on 01225 875804

Various: Cubase VST for Windows,

plug -ins, manuals, dongle £200. Novation

DrumStation, boxed, manuals £350. Both

seven months old, accept £500 for both. Tel

Darren on 01268 559231

Various: DA20 DAT machine, still boxed

with manuals, as new £395. Spirit By

Soundcraft Folio FX8 mixing desk, boxed,

manuals, as new £375. Tel 01827 289263

days, 01827 289274 evenings

Various: Electro Harmonix Soul Preacher

£60. Clap Track £80. Phase Liner £30.

Maestro Mini Phase £60. Tel 0121 420 3295

Various: Ensoniq ASRIO keyboard,

sequencer, eight outputs, Waveboy resonant

filters, vocoder, 50 disks, boxed f1,150. R-8

Mkll, two cards, boxed £350. BassStation

rack, boxed £110. All for £1,600 including

Behringer Composer. Tel Chris on 01785

255288

Various: Ensoniq ESQI expanded, two

sound cartridges, manual, very good condi-

tion £350. Ensoniq sampled piano module,

mint 860 ono. Yamaha DX100, mint £100

ono. Chase Bitl, needs repair, manual, offers.

Fostex 250 four -track, high-speed, Dolby C.

Revos A77 Mkl, high-speed, two -track,

including tapes, great for Beatles tape echo,

very little wear on both machines, very good

condition, offers. Tel 0141 638 9590

Various: Eventide H300DSE £1,350. SPL

Vitalizer Stereo Jack £225. Kawai K5000S

£675. Behringer Ultrafex 8100. Ensoniq MR

rack and dance board 8575. Behringer

MX2804 mixer 8200. Racks, cables7etc. Tel

Eddie on 0181 810 5370 or 07957 275654'

Various: Fostex 812 12:8:2 mixing desk

£400. Ensoniq ESQ1 analogue/digital hybrid

synth with built-in sequencer £250. Tascam

238 rack eight -track cassette recorder with

DBX noise reduction £300. Fostex DCMI00

8:2 stereo MIDI controlled mixer, plus Mixtab

controller 8200. Tel Mike on 0115 978 1132

(Nottingham)

Various: Fostex DMT8 boxed, manual

£550 ono. Sony DTCB portable DAT £365

ono. Yamaha RM800 recording mixer, 16:8:2

£500. Terratec EWS64 PC soundcard, latest

software £250 ono. Tel Dan or Finn on 0161

718 7144 or 07970 493360

Various: Fostex M80. Seek 18:8:2. Quad

306 amp. JBL Control 1 monitors. Alesis

MidiVerb II. Korg DRV1000 and SDD2000

£1,100. Roland MKS -70 £400. BIT 01 8150.

Tel Andy on 0181 883 4871

Various: Fostex R8 £450. Seck 12:8:2 mix-

ing desk f150. Roland W-30 workstation

8450 or £800 the lot Tel Brian on 01522

512936 (Lincoln)

Various: Kawai K4 £250. Peavey Bravo, all -

valve, 25W combo 025. Apple Performa

475, 36Mb, LCII, StyleWriter II, 14 -inch moni-

tor £250. Tel Adam on 01924 499625

Various: Kawai K4 analogue sounds 8300.

Proteus FX £280. Roland S-330 sampler,

monitor, library £250. Behringer Ultrafex V2

£100. Roland DEP-3 £75. Zimmer rack £50.

19 -inch shelf £15. Tel Neale on 0171 281

6014

Various: Kawai K4R with 2,000 sounds

8250. Alesis QuadraVerb Plus 8180. SPL

stereo Vitalizer Jack f 110. All boxed with

manuals. Tel Darryl on 01932 340473

(Surrey)

Various: Korg 7005 E290. Rogue £290.

SH-101 £265. TR-707 £155. TR-606 f 155.

Boss Super Chorus rack f79. Kenton Pro-

Kadi, new f99. MIDI -to -sync 24 box £69. Tel

Tom on 01384 353694

Various: Korg 01/W Pro synth workstation,

76 -note, disk drive, sequencer 8650. Yamaha

SY55 synth sequencer and sound cards



£260. Roland JX-1 performance synth f 185.

All as new, great value. Tel 01705 346024

Various: Korg M1R, boxed, good condition

f450. Fostex eight -track £300. Eight -track

mixer f150. All home use only. Tel Paul on

01634 311973 (North Kent)

Various: Korg Prophecy, mint f450. E -mu

ESI32 with SCSI f500. Roland TR-606 £100.

Alesis SR16 f 100. All immaculate. Tel Willis

on 0171 485 0762

Various: LA Audio 4x4 compressor, limiter,

gate, boxed, manuals £250. Yamaha DX100

portable MIDI synth, manual f125. Philips

DCC170 portable, power unit, manual, five

90 tapes f 130. EVS1 with Atari editor £50.

Tel Paul on 0181 516 9018

Various: Mackie Microseries 1202 mixer,

boxed, manual £225 ono. Cubase hand-

book f20 ono. Tel 0181 446 7812 (N

London) after 6pm

Various: Moog Prodigy analogue mono -

synth, very good condition, fully working,

original manual, Kenton Pro -Solo MIDI -to -CV

converter £400. Kawai K4 f220. Cheetah

SX16 £150. Evolution EVS1 £70. Tel Simon on

01582 419338 (Luton)

Various: Nord Lead Classic, 12 -voice

expansion £595. PCMIA card available, plus

Library for Roland Juno MKS -50 £239. JV-

880 f295. TR-727 £99. Yamaha RY30 £195.

Tel 01708 250846

Various: Novation Super Bass Station

£320. Novation BassStation rack f 190.

Roland R-70 E240. Kawai K4R £250.

QuadraVerb Plus f 180. Kawai K1 f 100. Spirit

Folio Notepad f 100. Vitalizer Stereo Jack

110. Tel Darryl on 01932 340473 (Surrey)

Various: Roland DJ -70, 5Mb, new software

£450. Yamaha RY30 drum machine f170.

Boss DR -550 MkIlf80. All with manuals. Tel

Steve on 0181 529 1856

Various: Roland DS f220. Akai SO1 f300.

Spirit Folio Fl 14:2 £250. In good working

order. Tel James on 01494 713073 or 01494

713074

Various: Roland JP -8000, boxed, new

f675. Roland TR-808 £400. Roland TR-707

f100. Tel 07957 337746

Various: Roland JP -8000, mint condition

f650. Yamaha VL1, physical modelling,

breath control, excellent condition f 1,300. Tel

Pascal on 01483 233419 or e-mail:

Ii8Ipa@surrey.ac.uk

Various: Roland Juno 106 analogue synth,

boxed, mint £400. Spirit By Soundcraft Folio

12:2 mixer, boxed, mint £125 or both f500.

Tel Keith on 01256 478684

Various: Roland Jupiter 6 £650. Roland

TR-808, includes SBX10 sync box, both

boxed with manuals f575. SH-101, blue

£250. Moog Prodigy with V/Gate sockets

f250. Korg MonoPoly £350. Tel 0114 269

3335 (Sheffield)

Various: Roland Jupiter 6, studio use only,

manual f800. Roland Juno 2 f375. E -mu

Morpheus, home use only f450. E -mu

Carnaval £450. Tel Xasqui on 00 34 93 727

1649 (Spain) or fax 00 34 93 725 1257

Various: Roland JV-2080, PC -200 key-

board, Atari 1040STE, hi-res monitor, ART

FXR effects unit, SKB flightcase, all immacu-

late, boxed, manuals £900, no offers, buyer

collects. Tel Derek on 0131 665 3125 or 0131

536 7133

Various: Roland MC -303 Groovebox £250

ono. Gemini PS676 Pro mixer f 110 ono.

Voyager 1 Beat Xtractor f 170 ono. All excel-

lent condition, boxed. Tel Lee on 01932

342927. Try haggling

Various: Roland MC -303 Groovebox, good

condition, manual f350 or swap for

Quasimidi Rave-O-Lution. Also MK149 MIDI

keyboard with cable £70. Tel 01793 642112

or 01793 534197 (Swindon)

Various: Roland MC -303, manual f300

ono. Alesis HR16 drum machine f80. Zoom

9000 guitar effects processor, foot controller,

manual, boxed £70. Novation BassStation

keyboard, manual, sticky octave button

hence only f 160. Tel Nikky on 01273 206331

Various: Roland P-10 multitimbral synth,

excellent condition 250 ono. Akai 5900

sampler, ten outputs, excellent condition

£250 ono. Tel 01706 818520

Various: Roland R-5 drum machine, multi

out, full MIDI £120. Phonic MRT60 mixer

£60. Tel Lee on 01708 853958 after 7pm

Various: Roland R-8 Mkll f450. Yamaha

TG55, mint £250. Boss DR -660 f200. Atari

1040 STE, monitor, Pro 24 f180. All boxed,

manuals, no offers. Tel James on 0151 652

6555 evenings

Various: Roland R-70 £240. Super Bass

Station f320. BassStation rack £190. Kawai

K4R £250. Kawai K1 f 100. QuadraVerb Plus

f 180. Spirit Folio Notepad f 100. Vitalizer

Stereo Jack f 110. Tel Darryl on 01932 340473

(Surrey)

Various: Roland TB -303 £750. MC -202

£280. SH-2 £450. 606 + KADI £250. Proll +

KADI f250. Multicom f190. ART FX £90.

MTP11 £350. QuadraVerb Plus £250. Spirit

Studio £900. FM mags + CDs f 1, leads El,

mic f30, sample CDs £20. Tel Matt on 0171

385 9573

Various: Roland TB -303 with MIDI -to -sync

converter £400. Roland TR-707 drums £70.

Yamaha RM50 rhythm sound module,

boxed, manual f 170. Tel Arran on 0181 969

9490 after 7pm

Various: Roland TR-909, manuals, mint

E850. Roland TB -303, Kenton five -socket

retrofit, manuals £550. Roland S-760 sam-

pler, 19Mb, manuals, mint £750. Tel Col on

01926 407045 after 6.30pm

Various: Roland XP -50 E650. Roland SH-

101 f200. BassStation rack £200. Boss SP -

202 £200. Spirit Zero monitor [100. Alesis

3630 compressor f100. Digitech TSR12 FX

£150. Zoom 1201 FX f75. All in mint condi-

tion. Tel Lance on 01376 761230 after 5pm

Various: Spirit By Soundcraft 32:8:2 desk,

30m, 10 -pair, multicore stage box, patchbays,

looms, all E950. Akai 51000 sampler, 6Mb

upgrade [675. Neumann U87 industry stan-

dard microphone £900 [That's all very

well... but where's your phone
number?! Write or call in and we'll
run your ad again.[

Various: Spirit By Soundcraft Auto 16:8:16,

32 inputs. Chiltern CM2 12 -channel mixer

£1,500. Lexicon LXP1 effects f250. 3G

Activator dual -channel enhancer f 150. Boss

DR -55 Dr Rhythm analogue drum machine

£95. Kawai SX240 eight -voice analogue poly-

phonic synth. Roland TR-330 analogue drum

machine f60. Roland R-8 f300. Tel 01535

645233 evenings

Various: Studiomaster Gold 12:2, four aux,

parametric EQ £250. Didgeridoo £70. AWE

64 Gold soundcard f95. Simmons brain,

SDS1000 f50. E -mu ESI32, 16Mb SIMM5

£60. Rackmount multi-FX, analogue chorus,

flanger, delay, expander f60. Apple Mac

SCSIs £5. Tel 01273 731068

Various: Tascam 488 eight -track. Apple

Powerbook 520. Korg 05 R/W MIDI voice -

box. SMPTE sync box. MIDI interface. Very

good condition f750 ono. Tel Andrew on

01934 863442

Various: Tascam 564 MiniDlsc four -track,

disc £450. Roland CM -64 64 -voice polyphon-

ic sound module with CA -30 arranger £100.

Yamaha FB01 f70. Tascam MTS30 MIDI -to -

tape synchroniser 50. Atari STFM 2.5Mb

60. Atari 520 STEM f25. Marshall 100W

eight -channel mixer/amp and speakers £300.

Tel Robin on 01305 785675

Various: Technics WSA1 R mint, four outs,

three FX, disk drive, modelling, 32 MIDI

channels, 654 -voice polyphony f499. Casio

VZ-1 synth, 61 keys, three wheels, eight

sound cards £149. Roland SC -33 £t99. All

boxed. Tel Michael on 01296 391525 or e-

mail: michael.hunt7@virgin.net

Various: Terratec EWS64XL £250. Turtle

Beach Pinnacle f 150. Yamaha SW6OXG f45.

Yamaha DB5OXG 40. Tel Dom on 07788

963479 (Sheffield)

Various: Turtle Beach Montego £50.

Yamaha DB50 XG daughterboard £45.

SoundBlaster AWE53 Gold with 8Mb RAM

[50. Tel 01844 344347

Various: Yamaha A3000 32Mb with Zip

drive £750. E -mu Orbit f375. Yamaha TG33

f 130. Yamaha TG55 f 140. JVC ghetto blaster

with D/O/REM £125. Quasimidi Quasar tech -

no board £400. Tel David on 01274 827830

Various: Yamaha CS1x workstation f400.

Roland MC -303 Groovebox f400. Novation

BassStation £150. All with manuals and

leads, all in good condition. Tel Phil on

01634 389823 (Kent)

Various: Yamaha DJX, as new, stand f 195.

Zoom Sampletrack ST224, new, memory

card, flightcase, two sample CDs E200. Tel

01254 725241

Various: Yamaha RY20 £30. Korg KPR77

£20. Tel 0764 262913

Various: Yamaha SY85 synth disks and

data cards. Yamaha RY10 rhythm program-

mer. Atari 1040, two disk drives, hi-res moni-

tor, Cubase V3.0, boxed, manuals, don-

gle, compress. Studiomaster mixer. Session

mix 8:2. Bass guitar and amp, hi-fi, all leads

£1,500. Tel 01786 270960

Various: Yamaha TG500, mint, extra

sound card, user card, sample memory

f350. Yamaha DX27 f175. Tel Nick on 01273

684069 (Brighton) or 0956 222133

Various: Yamaha TG500, two SY85s in a

1U rack, Peavey QFX 4x4 effects unit with

four stereo ins and outs £300 and f 100 ono.

Tel 0141 562 6802 or e-mail:

e.mccay@net.ntl.com

Various: Yamaha TQ5 sund module, built-

in effects f150. Casio CZ -t000 £50.

QuadraVern multi effects 150. Analogue

reverb £80 Tel Toby on 0171 729 4183

Various: Zoom 8080 Pro guitar FX, very

powerful £300. Patrick Eggle LA Plus hand-

made guitar £800 new, 400. Cubase

VST for PC, as new £220. Near offers con-

sidered. Tel Antony on 07803 335167

WANTED

ACID loops 10 -CD set for the ACID pro-

gram. Tel Jay on 0171 482 4232

Akai EXM006 expansion boards wanted

L
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D
for Akai 5950, two are required, must be

sensible price. Tel Nick on 01903 504747 or

e-mail: restricted_mind@hotmail.com

Akai MPC60 sampling drum machine,

cosmetics not too important pay up to £450

for a Mkl. Also required: Roland CMU-810,

stereo beta system, 8mm Sony editing deck,

good price paid. Tel 01604 843536

Akai FX board, EB16, sample CDs or Akai

DATS or CD-ROMs. Tel 01202 392818

(Dorset)

Akai 51000 owners! Want to swap
sample disks? Write to John Gorman, 10

Lynwood Road, Redhill, Surrey

Analogues wanted for enthusiast's stu-

dio, working or not TR-909 around f600.

TB -303 aroun f400. TR-808 around f350.

OSCar around 0550..ARP2600 around

£1,250. Wasp Deluxe and other similar gear

considered. Tel 01353 663613

Betamax stereo VCR, Sony PCM601 or

701 or better, NTSC Super Beta, Sony

Walkman WMD6C recorder, Roland CMU-

810, Sony EVS 8mm system, parts for TB -

303, faulty beta considered. Tel 01604

843536

Casio VL-Tone and anything to do with it

wanted, gimme some 'da-da-da", Casio

junkies please write to Jonni, F5, 328 Gillott

Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, West

Midlands, B18 ORS

Cubase for Mac wanted, not VST or Audio,

for early slow Mac, used just for MIDI

sequencing, can swap for various Mac good-

ies. Tel Daniel on 01403 701096

Cubase Lite program for Atari 1040

wanted. Tel Mark on 01268 685929

Desperately need a copy of Cubase
for ST, no money you see, would be very

grateful, may be able to return the favour,

just starting up. Tel 01633 674040

Drawmer M5000, programmable
dynamics, Drawmer 1960 compressor,

Drawmer 1962 preamp, sound cards for

Morpheus, Wavestation and Microwave,

Dolby 740 Focusrite Reds. Tel 01535 645233

evenings

Emagic Audio Logic Platinum or
Gold for PC. Tel Ritz on 0116 212 6769

E -mu Vintage Keys and Roland Juno

106, both in good condition only, could be

interested in part exchange with Nord Lead

rack. Tel George on 01603 870611 or 07775

652375

Korg Z1 must be mint with box and man-

uals, cash waiting. Tel Robert on 01274

(Bradford)

Manual for Korg DDD5 digital drum

machine, also cards. Write to DJ RK, Tilstock

House, Tilstock, Whitchurch, Salop, SY13 3NR

Moog MultiMoog circuit diagram
and/or service manual, or a good photocopy,

urgently needed for a very poorly synth. Tel

01535 645233 evenings

MPC3000, TCFireworx, Alesis DM5, EMS

vocoder and filterbank, Korg Z1, ATC1, E -mu

Camaval. Tel 0181 248 3391

Roland OP -760, 5-760 expansion

board, will pay £150. Roland JX-10, must be

in immaculate condition, will pay £400 for

such an example. Tel 0181 298 0519

Soundcards for E -mu Morpheus,

Waldorf, Microwave Mkl and Korg

Wavestation wanted. Also service manual for

Oberheim Xpander. Tel 01535 645233 or e-

mail: p.a.mahoney@bradford.ac.uk

Yamaha A3000, AN1x, Pro Mix,

Absolute 2 monitors, NS10m,1V-1080, IV -

2080, Trinity, TB -303, NOrd Lead, e6400,11)-

8000, Akai S3000XL, Mackie 1604, Lexicon

MPX1, LXP1, etc or similar, cash waiting. Tel

01252 677059

PERSONNEL

25 years old, I'm a student sound engi-

neer and wish to gain work for experience to

kickstart my career. Tel Hadrian on 0114 286

9078 (Sheffield)

A skilled secretary with some knowledge

of sound technology and great enthusiasm

for popular music is looking for work in a

recording studio. Tel 0171 405 0502

Attention Essex: spirited, young Will
Smith type required to help create record

company interest. Send photo with rap

demo to Fox Studio, 26 Fox Hatch, Wickford,

Essex, .612 9RP

Di looking for dub and agency work in

Essex/London area, mixing, trance, house,

also drum n' bass, five years experience. Tel

Russ on 01245 420852

Dis - learn how to key your sets, play

like Sasha, Oakenfold, etc, we expose this

well -kept secret in three guides £20 all inclu-

sive with ongoing free technical support. Tel

Richard on 0411 789999

Drummer wanted with flair and innov-

ative style to join band for live and studio

work. Influences: hip hop, drum n' bass,

funk, must be experienced, have own trans-

port and equipment. Tel Leo or Ben on 0171

247 2994 or 04325 276808

Female vocalist aged 18-26 needed by

male songwriter in Wrexham, Chester area to

form group to aim for record contract.

Influences: jazz, trip hop, DM, Dylan. Tel Rich

on 01978 821648

Female vocalist needed, nothing fancy,

as long as it's got character, into Portishead,

Massive Attack, Everything But The Girl, for

drum n' bass kind of feel. Tel Jan on 0956

496902 (London, NW8)

Female vocalist wanted for rock, pop

band, previous experience not necessary,

eventually leading to live performance. Tel

Paul on 07977 404488 (Co. Durham area)

Group signed to label require keyboard
player for session work on an album project

house, electro, disco, must be relaxed. Tel

Paul on 0171 267 9124 (North London area)

evenings

Guitarist wanted jungle/rock crossover
band seeks 100% committed guitarist for

gigs, into Goldie, Senser, Prodigy, Republica,

MIDI welcome. Tel 0181 889 7536

Ideas or songs? Piano player, producer

with own studio can help you develop them,

good rates for excellent results. Tel Luca on

0171 207 9726 or e-mail: dblmusic@aol.com

Macintoshes trouble -shot, set up
and backed up, long experience in VST and

Logic, music system optimisation, why

waste months when it can be done in a day?

Tel Ian on 01924 785945

Northants -based dance act seek pro-

ducer, songwriter, musician, songs, dedica-

tion and talent waiting. Tel Jane on 01933

679284

Programmer/engineer available, all

styles, own studio, competitive rates. Tel

Dave on 0181 257 8713 or 0958 474417

Programmer required for dynamic,
aggressive, alternative metal band, with man-

agement interest commitment essential,

own transport preferred. Tel Jason on 01703

437502 (Southampton)

Rob & Dave have updated their studio to

include DI mixing facilities as well as dance

music production, collaborations and remix-

es welcome. Vocalists also wanted. Tel Rob

on 0181 406 5959 or 0802 813009

Skint type record company required by

imaginative Fathoy Slim-esque musician,

commercial dance tracks with humour ready

for release. Tel 01483 578240

Top techno production team, do you

need help with remixing your tunes? Then

look no further! Send your MIDI file and

samples to us for a free quote: VCF Gurus,

23 Wilton Road, Gloucester, GIl 5N1

(remember to include your telephone num-

ber)

Vocalist and keyboardist required to

form working band playing soulful, jazzy,

urban fold music. Tel Phil on 01202 691998

Vocalist required for unusual but
amazing acoustic project. E-mail:

phil.bass.man@yahoo.com

HELP

I need Cubase owners who, for money,

will help me with my Cubase program.

Also a manual for Cubase wanted. Tel

Arran on 01905 821481 (Worcester)

SOUNDS

300 Sequential Prophet VS sounds and

320 Yamaha DX7 sounds, covering dance,

analogue, techno and vintage synths, avail-

able on PC or Atari disk 035. Tel Duncan on

0121 444 2681 or e-mail: dwmusic@enta.net

Amazing sample CD! Millennium 2000
looperama, 106 original looped breakbeats,

audio format 75-160bpm, 15-40 secs, plus

155 fills, rolls, hats, FX, 73 minutes, cool

grooves for dance maniacs £13 (including

p+p). Tel 01705 823143

Artists required for new label, all styles
considered, send demos to Phatcraick

Records, IFI 21 Merchiston Crescent

Edinburgh, DH1O 5A1. Cassette only, enclose

SAE for return

Bunky Productions relocated from
Chicago to London, specialising in remixes,

production and dongwriting of house and

hip hop, phat wax guaranteed! For more info

contact Tim 'Bunky' Titsworth on 07666

777347 or e-mail:

ttworth@aol.com

Demos wanted for established label,
mainly techno, acid, hard trance, breakbeat

and drum n' bass. Write to Mike, 33

Sherborne Street Birmingham, 816 8DE

Departure - dark, industrial glam by
Westley Smith, available on 45 -minute, ten -

track CD f 1 1 including p+p, cheque to

Westley Smith, 33 Fernbank Ave,

Hornchurch, Essex, RM12 5RA

Dubware: fresh new reggae dub project,

released through Arrayed Roots Sounds, reg-

gae dub independent productions, rasta cul-

ture, patois dictionary, ska history, ital food,

hemp cuisine, reggae/rasta links, lots more at

http://www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/Amphit

heatre/2639/ or e-mail:

arrayedroots@usa.net

Jamie8 CD, beautiful intelligent music, "a

fine album, one of the most chilled of the

year" (Venue magazine), available direct

from Jamie8 or good shops, PO Box 184,

Stonehouse, GL10 3YB, £10 cheques payable

to Jamie8

Korg Trinity sounds 256 new pro-
grams, 256 new combinations, home pro-

grammed and highly specialised for dance

enthusiasts, dn'b, trance, house, send

cheques for 65 to M Wheawill, 41 Woodsend

Road, Flixton, Urmston, Manchester, M41

8QY

Label requires Demos for new project
to be completed by May 99, vibe from acid,

techno acid, trance. Hurry up. We need to

finish!

Looney Choones record label is ready
to explode with an arsenal of epic, disco,

hard or UK house. Send your demos to R

Shaw, A&R dept, Looney Choones, 615a

London Road, Westcliffe-on-Sea, S50 9PE or

tel 0411 789999 or fax 01702 432359

Management company with artists
signed to major labels required up-and-com-

ing songwriters, artists, producers, program-

mers. Send demos and CV to Enc

Productions, PO Box 18941, London, W14

8WA

Producers of future music wanted for
new label. Send to Detonation, 38 Chancery

Lane, Nuneaton, 0/10 OPD

Quality house, hard house, trance and

breaks, demos wanted by successful inde-

pendent label. We are looking for a new

breed of producers to help breakthrough.

Call John or Nick on 0181 292 5073

Relaxation Therapy - ambient jour-
ney albums available on cassette (3.99) or

CD (f9), price includes p+p. Send cheque

payable to MMP, 7 Shams Terrace,

Edinburgh, EH7 4P1

Sample CD home made, hot sounds for

all you dance, techno, trance and dn'b lovers

fl5 including drum loops, FX, keys, kits.

Send cheques to M Wheawill, 41 Woodsend

Road, Manchester, M41 8QY

Stable of label wants tunes for release,
all quality techno, hard house, drum n' bass

and acid demos to Hillcourt Studios, Hill

Court, Elmswell, Suffolk, IP30 9DY

Talent wanted good tunes or great
voice, no advances but no bull, tiny eclectic

label wants your demo. B Hedgehog

Recordings, PO Box 44, Hereford, HR2 0YN

or visit: www.nicklattdemo.co.uk

TOE Management require new talent,
all styles considered, send demos (decent

quality tape please) to 7 Hubbard Close,

Flitwick, Beds, MK45 1XL

The best drum n' bass beats collection in

the world, 50 beats on 51000 format floppy

disk. Tel Ric on 01457 872301 any time

VCF Gurus - by Gloucestershire
techno/house duo, 65 minutes of analogue

heaven for just OS, including p+p on CD.

Cheques/POs to S Orr, 103 Mandarin Way,

Wymans Brook, Cheltenham, GL50 4RS

Wanted! Decent raw sounding drum
samples, will swap for Dance

Megadrum, Funk Construction and
Dance Megasynth CDs and for good -

quality raw, hard drum n' bass style drum

hits on CD or disk. Tel Tom on 01705 750592

Yamaha 5Y85 sounds on disks, thou-
sands of sounds and loads of drumkits on

ten disks, £4 per disk, will post. Tel 01628

531477 (Buckinghamshire)

You've made your tunes, don't know

where to go, need someone to take care of

the business side, ie, pressing, promoting,

distributing, publishing, live PAs, plus MCPS

and PRS. Tel Simon on 07957 793177
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Storm the dancefloor
with Yamaha's all -action
CS2X control synth
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MUSIC
Software demos and MIDI files Over an hour of audio

FREE PLUG -INS!
Fully -working VST plug -ins far Mac and PC, including:

reverts. filters, Hanger, ring modulator, vocoder. compres-
sor, spatializer, delays, Rs and much more!

Sly & Robbie vs Howie B: exclusive new track

Yamaha C82x, Epsom Nmo, E -mu Proteus 2000, Prophet T8 samples, FM

I Procoder, Iligttech Talker, Opcode Fusion Vocode, readers' demos, loads more software
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Phuture Sounds
PO Box 221, Slough 5L3 9XT

Tel 01753 582 221
Fax 01753 592 220

Mobile 0378 838 217
email skip@phuture.co.uk

ARAI 5950, excellent condition, boxed

ALE515 1416, 16 bit drum machine with midi

ART MULTIVERB LIX, multi algorithm effects unit

ATARI 520STEM, for bask sequencing

BOSS BAIA, 16 Maned mixer with eel, with 2 Is sends,

2 stereo returns

CASIO VZI OM, excellent condition

COON DRM550, HRX Pro Ice desk

£299

£75

£59

E50

£149

£149

£50

EMU PROFORMANCE, 16 bit piano module £99

ENSONIO ESA -1, digital synth with oddities modulation, midi

and resonant filters £199

EVOLUTION MR149, MIDI Master keyboard, mint and hoed £59

FOSTER MCI 07, 12 channel mixer with built in casette

mastering deck

KENTON PRO NADI, midi to sync 24 and KADI unit £75

£149

CASH TODAY FOR ALL STUDIO GEAR!
SELE-CRON Of COOL GEAR COURIER SEIROCE EIUTESELIJPX
Roland THOSIVIlosed £599 Yamaha 01170 8229Roland SP808£799
Roland JP8000

£695

Iltlid"23 C499
Korg 71 2979 Roland SH101fFosed 0/19
Korg )1311. Remote 0279 Korg 017W Vistation C479

HONE FOR LL LISP MOSTLY MMANUALSP(01:54FUWeeedeC2Vn(8727Z526

fr/MASSI 5.nr,tmfumuoxr9 MOBILE
auragasidrmsokr-musm. rrastlaaMatranLaals

AMOLOGOE/

S$LES
Roland Juno 60 £260, JX8P £245, Jupiter 4 £280

181 Keybd £119, JD800 £770, EDP Wasp £290

Simmons SDE £130, MTX9 £130, SDS1000 £130

PoNmoog Kbd £280, Mass 250 amp £160

EMT 14001960'0 stereo plate reverb 9/10 £1195

Kurzweil K2500R + sample option + 128 meg

excellent condition £2495, SSM chips £35 each

Moog 1125 sample and hold £295

ARP Quartet £135, ARP 1600 sequencer £305

Emulator 2 Midi + Discs £495, Curtis chips £25

Korg PS3100 £1050, PS3300 midi £4100

Oberheim 2 voice £1100, AS 11148 £460

Moog 959 X -Y Controller early version £190

Yamaha EMX2200 PA system £925, QX3 £129

Korg 700 £210, 700S £240, Synergy Kbd £390

Spirit Folio 12/2 Mixer £195, Topaz Macro £240

Mackie LM304 mixer £325,

ARP 3604 Kbd £160, PPG Waveterm A+

system 8 disc + Library £790

PRK Kbd £295, PPG 23 £780

PPG 22 (V6) £560

Akai MX1000 mother Kbd with piano board £595

Ouik Lok Stand, Triple £55 Double £39 Single £22

Octave Plateau Voyetra 8 latest midi £1595

Telefunken valve amps V-74 x2 £415

V -74a x2 £435, V -72a x2 £895

U -373a Comp/Limit e2 £425

U-872 Line amps x4 £350, U-673 x2 £180

Steiner Parker Synthacon (Silver) £1490

Hammond C3 + pedals + 122 leslie £2995

Gleeman Pentaphonic CLEAR £1995

US Keyboard Mags 1980-96 x162 copies £300

Music Technology Mags 1982-94 x156 £220

22 different vinyl synth records Carlos, Kitaro,

Tomita, Tdream, Moog etc £110, Oscar Midi £750

Dynaudio acoustic Passive M3's + Chord 1032 amp

+ stands + cables + audio circuit breakers £5.5k

Synth Museum book, video, sample CD £10 each

Original and copy user and tech manuals PHONE

Digitech Vocalist VHM5 boxed 4250

MOOG 3C £10k, MOOG 3P £9.2k

Analogue Systems programmable scale generator

for all analogue sequencer users £290

Part Exchange considered

CALL MfIRTIN

0171 283 1892 DAYS
01279 771328 EVENINGS

Akai, E -Mu, Kurzweil, Roland,
Yamaha sampler memory

all at trade prices
WANTED WANTED WANTED

ANALOGUE SYNI HS. DRUM MACHINES AND
SAMPLERS. TOP PRICES PAID.
PART EXCHANGES WELCOME

KORG 61520, excellent condition with patch leads and manual £399

OLIVETTI 5645, Intel 486i DX7/66, flath RAM, 400mb HD,

14" Monitor, fabulous for seementing £149

PHONI( BKE8800, 8 dmanel mixer with eq and 2 fe sends £99

ROLAND 0550, D50 in a rack £249

ROLAND RI, 16 bit drum machine, cut dam vanilla of 118 £149

ROLAND 5330, sampler with monitor, excellent ratifier,

with mongols, boxed £299

ROUND ONES, various R8 cards

ROLAND TB303, good munition with nods Old arty arse

VESTA KAZA REVERB, low cost reveals it In rack

YAMAHA MOO, mint conirtion, boned as new

YAMAHA RIDS, revel)* delay unit

YAMAHA 51110, mint condition, boxed as new

YAMAHA T08IZ, excellent relation

£10

£525

£49

£175

£89

£125

£119

West End Music
Friendly Sales & Service

New & Used Gear
We Buy, Sell & Exchange

Keyboards
Recording
Studio etc

Free Collection within M25

contact Gel i/Danny T

alM
TDK SA90

ox of 10 £7.25

IN DIS 5
D 74 mins ... from £1.99
D 60 mins £2.25
D Data Disc £9.99
D Head Cleaner £8.99

torage Box £3.50
AT TAPES
15 from £2.65

- us Speci
NAKi OAT D46

Box of 10 £33.00

COM UTER EDI
Floppy Discs (HD) £2.25
Zip Discs 100MB £7.49
Jaz Disk 1GB £POA
Jaz Disk - 2GB £POA
SHORT LENGTH CASSETTES
Ferric D10 from £0.45
Ferric D15 from £0.49

30 from £2.95 Ferri( D20 from £0.52
46 (Box 10) £33.00 Ferric D30 from £0.55
60 from £3.50 Chrome D10.... from £0.49
90 from £3.99 Chrome D15.... from £0.55 MAXELL OPEN REEL 1/4"

120 from E4.50 Chrome D20.... from £0.59 UD 35-90 from £8.95
AT Head Cleaner... £6.95 Chrome D30.... from £0.65 UD 35-180 NAB. from f26.95
CC MINI DISC PLAYERS UD 25-120 from f 11.49
90 £2.99 Sony MDSJE520 £179 UD 18-180 from £11.95
60 £2.75 Sony MDS.IE920 £249 XLI 35-908 from £11.95
ead Cleaner £12.99 Kenwood DM3090 .. . £158 XLI 35-180B NABfrom £29.95
We can also supply audio cassettes, computer media as well as some selected

HiFi equipment (MD Players/CD Recorders etc.)
Please call us for best ericin a and the full brand details

ZIP DISCS 100MB
0.49 each

CD -R (MUSIC
CD -R 74 mins ... from £1.99
CD -R 60 mins
CD-RW 74 mins £12.99
CDR Unbranded £0.89
CDR Branded £1.15
MISCELLANEOUS
CD Label Kit £19.99
Labels (White) £9.49
Apogee ADAT £9.99

Place your order by calling NOW!! 0181 813 8082 9

The MUSIC CENTRE
35/37 Tavistock Street,

Bedford MK40 2RB
K EX -DEMO &

STOCK CLEARANCE OFFERS*
OS £399, A1118000 £299,

0111000 £249, TR red( £699,
',MeV pro £9,200,

EC300 £999, Mr £399,
li3DR £299, NSSr £299,

D8 £549, bc300 £499, 130 £999,
SG Piot( £999, 11212 Vo £349,

880 aM £299
PA and tiserin welcome wee sop or

en elms eon sbr &ye
 week air etvlbiliMA Row
le our 114 imp dell emit moral

NEXT DAY NATIONWIDE DELIVERY ADD £15
'some units may not have original

packagmg am manuals

MUDITIRACK SALES
FOSTEX D80 1.3 GIG (mint) £599
ROLAND SH101 £199
ROLAND JUNO 106 £375
KORG PROPHECY £350
SOUNDTRACS TOPAZ 32 + MB (mint) £1499
TASCAM 38 (new head) £499
ZOOM RHYTHMTRAK 234 (as new) . _050
ALESIS MIDIVERB 4 (as new) £139
ROLAND SC7 (sound module) £175
ROLAND DEP 3 £199
AIWA HDS200 DAT £185
KURZWEIL K1000 £499
CASIO F210M 2 MB (mint, boxed) £375
FATAR STUDIO 90 PLUS (88 note weighted) £299
ROLAND D20 £250
TASCAM 488 MKII (as new) £375
BOSS SE70 £399
YAMAHA QY700 (as new) £450
KORG 1212 I/O (as new) £299
KORG N5 (as new) £350WANTED
ALL STUDIO & MUSIC EQUIPMENT
TEL: ASCOT (01344) 891110 or (0831)882666

PIONEER
CDJ-500 II

0467 608 564

Duplication

HHB DAT TAPES
HALF LIST PRICE

SELECTA SOUND
S Margal cc Road. Romford. Essex RM2 5SH

TeI 01708 453424 Fax 01708 455565

CD copying from
Dat/Cassette, CD Rom

and Video.

We'll Beat
Your Best

Prices
Liberty Hall Music

0181 275 0234
0797 0517420

rya. I

Duplication

24? 96H

ITAL SUPPLY
CD DUPLICATION

100 CDs £185
50 CDs £110
10 CDs £30

We can duplicate Audio & Vuleo CDs and CD -Rotes.

CONTACT: ITAL SUPPLY 0181 880 1302

Includes Digital Mastering and On -Body
Printing or Full Colour Labels.

Colour Laser Inlays - Optional Extra (50p each)
ALL PRICES ARE FULLY INCLUSIVE

Traxdata, TC Electronics Finaliser Plus,
Panasonic SV3800, Fostex D5 Pats,
Marantz Pro CD, TLA Parametric

Valve EQ 2, Urei Graffic EQ

Duplication

r

CMEDuplication

CD- AHCII0 / CD Roars Duplication

Real Time & Fast Copy Crasser -re DuplicLifion

Sr.

CD DUPLICATION from as little as £1.10 each
CALL NOW FOR BROCHURE

or visit our web site

www.cmeduplication.co.uk

Real Cheap
Real Time fa CDs

Small order specialists.
Excellent inlay/label designs.

Accept -
DAT/CD/MC/MD/HiFiVHS

J B Audio/Video
01621 783518

also Digital 24track
Mobile Studio

call 01524 734398
for best deal.

10th Planet
CDR DUPLICATION

50 CDs £80
100 CDs £150
Including Onbody print
and 24 hour turnaround

0171 252 0610

d B Masters
High Quality CD Duplication

 Short or long run  Compilation & PQ  Full colour on -body print  Inlays  Scanning
 CD-Roms  Mail order welcome  Please ring for brochure

Tel: 0181 851 8804 Fax: 0181 851 5335
httpqrwww.dbmasters co. u k

DUPLICATION iviA6
," 7 t r ab and Recording : 0121 308 8416

vesio4viss now from £1.10 CDR, label & case (plus VAT)*
stsktoq. "It rocks!" "mouth-watering quality"

tesksokti. 10 -day turnaround for duplication
*£1.29 Inc VAT



Duplication Studios

CD Mastering
(£2.94 inc.)

CDR Duplication from £2.50

Copy Masters and Editing

Real Time Cassette Copying

Free Glassmaster - 1000 CDs c.£650
(£763)

Printed labels & inlays

Every copy individually checked
Excellent quality & presentation

Best prices, ultra fast turnaround

RPM
Repeat Performance

Mastering
6 Grand Union Centre

West Row
London W10 5AS

Tel. 0181 960 7222
Fax. 0181 968 1378

www.repeat-performance.co.uk

OM& 04/ (12,q3 u
500 CD Singles complete only £763.75
500 CD Albums complete only £869.50

Sadie - Focusrite - GML - Neve
Lexicon -TC Electronics - MD2

20 Bit A to D - 32 bit DSP.

p
1000 CD Singles complete only
1000 CD Albums complete only

Tel 4.0.S.
01424 444141

All prices inc VAT

£1086.88
£1292.50

Drum Scanning -Typesetting
Fine art - Imagesetting

to Film & Bromide.

gnate
,._CR35E7TE5

 CASSETTE DUPLICATING
CUSTOM BLANK CASSETTES

.7 CUR SHORT RUN CDS

./ CD MASTERING
 COMPACT DISC PACKAGES
 RILL PRINT SERVICE
 DAT/MD/CDR SUPPLIES

CALL NOW FOR A QUOTE a FREE BROCHURE

SALES LIE FREEPHI 0500 23 45 15

TEL: 01252-784258 FAX: 01252-792842
NB: www.keynotemdle.co.uk

salesekeynoteaudlo.co.uk
= 1177-1888 CONKING 2211M1wr TR UNSIITT:10E,JERXLPgKTS

Sound Cuts Ltd
0181 964 4091
CD Mastering
Digital Editing

CD Duplication
COMPACT DISC
DUPLICATION

CDR Copies from
an existing CDR

£3.50 per copy
inc. VAT

Including On Body Printing

1 off
I =cDs =

20=t5.75.
CD Album or Single

500 = £760
1000 = £1 050
2000 = £1450

All Prices include VAT
Album includes: 4 page -4 colour booklet,

4 colour backcard, 2 colour CD label
& jewel case. Single includes:

4 colour J -card, 2 colour CD label
& slimline jewel case.

For Vinyl & Tape RING
Tel: 01482 472359

0......amongooir." media

CD duplication
getting it right first time

telephone 01278 43 42 41

1000 CDs £650
includes booklet  inlay card  jewel case

Kings Castle Business Park
The Drove Bridgwater
Somerset TA6 4AG
Fax 01278 43 42 43

`Save jubbly, have bubbly, with Dudley!'
`Squeeze Lemon for a good CD-ing too'

I CD MANUFACTURE

I DIGITAL EDITING
I AUDIO MASTERING

ART & DESIGN
FINEST QUALITY - AMAZING PRICES

e.g. 500 albums complete £595 + VAT (1699.03 inc van

Medium Moose Records
TEL: 014211 210101

www.mediummoose.demon.co.uk/cd

DIRT CHEAP PRICES !
500 CD ALBUMS: Only £720
500 12" SINGLES: Only £600
500 Cass ALBUMS: Only £500
500 7" SINGLES: Only £480
',HOP ['WADY PRODUCT Or Nin !EXTRA V.A.T.
FOR MORE "DIRT CHEAP PACKAGE DEALS & FREE INFO PACK CALL:

tet_ __A 071k lax: A-5114,

Studios

SPM STUDIOS & MOBILE
16/24 -Track Digital Recording

+ Mobile Sound / PA Hire
3 Live rooms, including Piano and Guitar room. Full MIDI. Digital Editing

and Mastering / Re -Mixing. CDR and full CD Production, including Artwork.
Cassette Duplication. Bands, Song Demos, Backing Tracks, Video Music, etc.

From £18 per hour, including Engineer/Producer

Tel/Fax 0181 657 8363

NEW RISING STUDIO
Church Road, Peldon, Essex

24 track residential set in an acre of private gardens

Facilities include: Swimming Pool,

Catering by resident Caribbean

chef or self catering, natural light

in control and live rooms.

Recent clients include: Marillion,

John Wesley, Fish, Katherine Crow

Tel: 01206 735324 Fax: 01206 735106

Lt_ CAVAUDIO
Otari 2" 24 track

Soundtracs 80 Channel Solitaire with flying faders
Yamaha acoustic C3d grand piano

Massive selection of outboard equipment and keyboards
20 years experience

DAT  CD  Cassettes
PLUS promo videos in one of our

3 broadcast standard digital edit suites

Productions
Recording Studio

ed Productions

32 Track Studio
SPECIAL OFFER
to all THE MIX

readers.
Call for details

www.mr-red.dircon.co.uk
email: mr-reddircon.co.uk

Studio
Digital Recording
Well Equipped
Friendly Engineers

REHEARSAL
STUDIOS

A division of the
e.D.o. Ert.T.eALAIN.m.E.n.T.s.

Muft1111Aa Group!
Rehearsals - 3 large rooms - 2.5k rig
in each room, P.A. backline. Storage
cages/rooms available. Recording

studio/office spaces available to be
built in or developed. Low rates,
value for money, friendly relaxed

atmosphere.

Tel: 0161 459 7256

24 BIT DIGITAL STUDIO
IN NORMANDY

Live
32 cha

Cubase VS7724 dr loads more.

The studio is part of an 18th century
farm manor, set in beautiful surroundings,

situated only one hour's drive from
the port of Ouistreharn, near CAEN.

WV'
7 nights accommodation, good food & wine,
5 days studio time, exp' engineer, DAT & CD

masters all inclusive. From as little as
E155 per person per week for a group of six.

NNW Amu
For details contact: Le Douit Musique

France: 02 33 35 74 84

Email: estellenina@europo,t org

Sc;tineX
cReaT!

2 ate itiork
..1.9 Upper 4rialiGaNftl St

f
:+353-1-6602350 fax.: +353-1-6602276

email: works@iol.te,

CALL ABOUT OUR FREE

TYPESETTING AND

AD DESIGN SERVICE



Studios

SONAR STUDIOS
Sonar Studios is a newly formed recording studio situated in the heart of the city,

5 minutes from Liverpool Street, Moorgate and Old Street tube stations. Facilities include:

 Complete EQUIPPED MIDI SUITE (Akai, Roland, Cubase)
 Independent LIVE ROOM/VOCAL BOOTH available
 Rehearsal areas available (good sizes and fully insulated)

HEAR THE SOUND OF SONAR!!
We have an excellent CHILL OUT LOUNGE with REFRESHMENTS and

ENTERTAINMENT in COMFORTABLE, SPACIOUS surroundings.
Other Services Include:

 Record your vinyl on to CD (and clean it up)
 Got a Demo? Send it in to us as we have our own label

and may be able to help you
 We can also provide small CD runs and burn individual discs
 Help and Advice! If we can't work together then at least we
might be able to point you in the right direction!

TO US IT'S ALL ABOUT THE BEATS!!
SONAR STUDIOS, Northgate House,

2/8 Scrutton Street, London EC2A 4RJ
Tel: 0171 684 4747 Fax: 0171 684 4848

ANDY silliMiOros

Studio A. Catering for
vocal recordings,
editing and mixdown.
Logic Audio V3.53, 64
Channel Pro -Tools, 56
Channel Mackie Desk
with automation, 2 x
Akar S-3000, SSL Compression,
GML E0, Lexicon Outboard etc.
One of the best working
keyboard collections in London.

One of the finest programming and
recording suites in London. Equipped with
the latest computer sequencing and audio
outboard

For more
information please call

0181 998 5529

Top engineers and programmers
Residential facilities -

newly refurbished

Personal viewings welcomed

Studio B:
Pre -Production,

Programming,
Postproduction

and remix suite.
Logic Audio V3.5,

32 Channel
Mackie Desk, JP -8080,

Novation Supernova,
Akai S-3000XL

Full list available on request

MALIBU STUDIOS
LONDON El

SPECIAL OFFER £90
Includes the follow/nq:

Fully equipped I 6 Track Digital/
MIDI Programming Suite,

8 Hour Recording Day, Engineer,
DAT Mastering and CD Recordable

Ideal for DJs/Dance Artists,
Singer/Songwriters Welcome

For more information & equipment list
Call 0171 790 1970

/NEW AGE STUDIO\
All the technology and
expertise you need to
produce top quality

dance tracks.
Professionally designed

studio, creative vibe,
used by top DJs
and producers.

\Call Alan 0181 446 30981

THE MIX
ADVERTISING

RATES

£25 per single
column centimetre

spot or full
colour available

discounts for
series bookings

VI. 6 mat e
M1' [111 mitp. t

DIGITAL STUDIO

For state of the art digital recording and
editing, wide range of synths, samplers, FX

etc., excellent live room, and creative
atmosphere: come to mother.

For more information and a great deal:

CALL JUSTIN: 0171 739 8887/0467 622 567

http://www.mother.dircon.co.uk

Courses

gateway rship with

liNGS1ON

I of Recording & Music Techno

ened uo

ny of t

in t

Higher Diploma

Evening Foundati

nities

m es

ecordmg,
.Music Business Studie

chnoiogy - two 10 we

Visit our web site or phone for you, copy dour prospect,

a sound start to ydur
career in the MUSIC Indust

fffledi:d
engineering

Web site design  CD ROM authori

Programming Multimedia Sou

C onsultancy

enhance!'

vornote

design maintain

distinctive

www.kingston.at.uk/medieengineering

16 Track Digital Studio Refit

Vox & Drum Room - JV1080
S3000XL - Choice Outboard

£115 Day Inc. Exp. Engineers
ADAT Midi Suite @ £85 Day
Digital Editing & CDs available

0171 277 9657

Affordable Quality Service
122 New Cross Road

London SE14 5BA

to^-.O'R.PAel
RESIDENTIAL

Aft
FOEL STUDIO,

LLANFAIR CAEREINION,
WELSH POI16,T,OWYS,

WALES Vita*tvi
: 01938-81v 758Z

uk ,thmii mond ef

1/111

nit
LUMEN studio

brighton.england

digital recording, programming & production

EXOTIC
ECLECTIC
ELECTRIC

...bring it se the tutting edge

+44 (0) 1273 690149
email: lumen@mistratco.uk

hUp://www3.mistral.co.uldumen

studio
Specialising in Dance Musi

Studio Mackie Desk, Akai Sampling (*library),
Digital Editing, Roland Analogue (Juno 106/SH-09/
SH-101/MC-303/Rebidh-3313), Classic Yamaha/
Korg/Kawai/Casio Keyboards, Alesis/ZoomFX,
Behringer/DBX Outboard, Sony DAT Mastering.

DJs Full Mix Tape Production Facilities (Master to DAT),
Technics SL 12105/Gemini Mixer/SU-10/MC-303,
Special package deals.

FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTE, PLEASE CALL
7/F: 01044 290526/0973 513145.

ROUTE ONE STUDIOS
.14'est Lcandort

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Amek Angela 32/24. Clan 2" 24 track

2 live rooms, Yamaha grand piano/Hammond

Great sound for live bands, strings, horns etc.

Recent clients include Gil Scott Heron,

Desmond Dekker. Island Records.

Contact Meru or Euan on 0181 964 1250

Fax: 0181 964 1253

Courses

MUSICIANS'
£5 MILLION PUBLI

£500 FREE INS

CONTRACT
FEE RE

1§11.
Ve86' FROM JU

iir jr I

D

11)
111 '

ft:4

NION
NSU

E

R WEEK

Musl ion
60 - 62 Cl Road

London SW9 0J)

0171 582 5566
www.musicinsunion.otg.uk

Please mention this mag when you: contact us

The Recording Workshop
Since 1989 SPECIALISES in

2 month HANDS-ON part-time
COURSES in very small groups

on latest recording & production
techniques for beginners and
advanced. Subjects include:
MICROPHONES, EO, EFFECTS,

PROCESSORS, MULTI -TRACKING,
MIXING, MIDI, SYNTHESIS, CUBASE,

SAMPLING, PRODUCTION, ETC....

Concessionary rates available

32 TRACK STUDIO AVAILABLE FOR HIRE

Based in West London
For Prospectus call free:

0800 980 7454
email: recordwk@dircon.co.uk

School for Male, Hire Desio,
2,5,10Day "Hands On" Courses.

PC Construction & Maintenance
Web Site Construction & Design
Still & Moving Image
Interactive 2D & 3D Animation

Techniques

Applications & Music
Production & Recording

Techniques

D'"3: N:CAIIV .l =
5 £250-350 £210-310 £100 extra

10 ,C500-700 1.420-620 £200 extra

2::::;7Z17.."...T.M.=::::1=,"=:,



Courses

IA 551 6 -PLUS SHOD RECORD1116

HAD MUSIC TECHOLOOY

CRLL 110111 FOR MORE

ORB HD A FREE COLOUR

BROCHURE 00

0171 608 0231

RSA
EIWIRATIONS

IOIII

Hu e discounts for unemployed and wor

Learn to Mix with the best
SAE Technology College - More equipment than any other Audio & Multimedia College - Neve, SSL & digital
consoles and the latest in computer technology - the largest of its kind - practical professional education with
more hands-on time than any other - 27 Colleges worldwide with the option to move between branches - the
widest range of courses with options to suit all requirements, from Certificate to Degree - established in 1976 and,

Amsterdam: +31 (0)20 622 8790

Athens: +30 (0)1 321 7661

Auckland: +64 (0)9 373 4712

1,/MI

, quite simply, the best!

Audio Courses:
 Studio Sound Certificate  Audio Engineering Diploma
 Bachelor of Arts (Honours), Recording Arts*  Beat Mixing Workshop  DJ Certificate

Multimedia Courses:
 Multimedia Producer Diploma  Bachelor of Arts (Honours), Multimedia Arts*
* In exclusive association with MIDDLESEX UNIVERSITY

London: Tel: +44 (0)171 609 2653 Glasgow: Tel: +44 (0)141 221 3441
Fax: +44 (0)171 609 6944 Fax: +44 (0)141 221 6005

Email: enquiries@sael.demon.co.uk Internet: www.sae.edu
Munich: +49 (0)89 67 51 67 Stockholm: +46 (0)8 730 5100
Paris: +33 (0)1 48 11 96 96 Sydney: +61 (0)2 9211 3711
Singapore: +65 741 1257 Vienna: +43 (0)1 330 4133

ADAT & DA88
Specialist Service Centre

Expert Repair and Servicing for ADAT & DA88
Call Aspen Media Service for details:

0 1442 3 99 949
ASPEN
MEDIA LIMITED 222 Maylands Avenue, Hemel Hempstead, Harts HP2 7TD

POINT BLANK
STUDIO COURSES
RUN BY INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
DJ TECHNIQUES

SCRATCHING

FOR A PROSPECTUS CALL

0181 293 4909 (
wvumpointblank.demon.co.uk

Vestax

Recording Studio
Engineering Course

15 intensive 1-2-1 training
modules covering hard disk
and live recording, FX,
sampling, Midi sequencing
& SMPTE etc.
Certificate/free sessions
included. £40 per module
Liberty Hall Music School

0181 275 0234
07775 784978



Courses

eeds So You Want to be a DJ?
College of

Music

BTEC National Certificate DJ Technology

Learn about:

Sound Control, Mixing and Scratching,
Self Promotion, Recording Techniques
and Music Production.

Find out about how the industry
operates:

Copyright, Management, Contracts -
and how to make it work in your favour!

Course starts 1st February 1999.

For further details please contact Charlotte Orba,
Leeds College of Music, 3 Quarry Hill, Leeds LS2 7PD

Tel: 0113 222 3400, Enquiries@leedscolmusic.ac.uk

MEDIA PRODUCTION FACILITIES
Bon Marche Building, Ferndale Road,

London SW9 8EJ

Tel: 0171 737 7152
www.media-production.demon.co.uk
Email: mpf@media-production.demon.co.uk

RECORDING AND PRODUCTION TRAINING
Constantly updated full-time courses operated in association with the pro -audio industry providing unique

access to the latest analogue & digital systems in our 24 -track automated studio and digital programming suite:

One year full-time Diploma Course One week full-time course
ADVANCED SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES
Practically based tuition in small groups with theory from internationally
recognised specialists supplemented with new technology from leading
manufacturers.

Three months full-time Certificate courses
ANALOGUE SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION
DIGITAL SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION TO SOUND RECORDING & MIXING
An entirely practical foundation course (19th/26th April)

Short courses
AUDIO FOR TV/FILM
Sadie for Radio: Sampling, Sequencing, Editing: Music Promo.
(19th/26th April)

These comprehensive courses give the necessary skills & experience
to gain employment in the audio-visual industries.

COURSES COMMENCE ON 4th May 1999
Extensive range of TV/video & Computer Graphics/Animation courses also available

CALL ABOUT OUR

FREE
TYPESETTING

AND AD DESIGN

SERVICE

Computer Recording

MI ,I tVc..

01938 PC Audio Specialists 570337
We will give your

all For:

the - Pd
the -

01

a
4.11_

___. All systems specially ,L7-----1

ured & tested To Suit You

Live Audio
Courses

LAE provides the only course that specialises in
Live Audio Engineering. The training you receive
is entirely focused on the skills you need to do the
job. You will learn all aspects of mixing both Front
of House & Monitor systems. Students spend their
time mixing bands for real, gaining the experience
needed in this demanding field.

For a Prospectus call: 0171 700 3271
0181 262 3706

or fax: 0181 215 6004

For Hire

ATLANTIC
HIRE

RECORDING/PA EQUIPMENT

FOR HIRE

Discounts
Best Rates

TEL: 0181-2094384
or 0181.209.0025

(24hrs)

Mix AD RATES
125 PER SINGLE COLUMN CENTIMETRE

SPOT OR FULL COLOUR AVAILABLE

DISCOUNTS FOR SERIES BOOKINGS

ADVANCED SOUNDS LTD
(Hire & Sales)

 Musical & Studio Equipment Hire
 Home Recording Packages Hire
 New & used equipment, Sales, Part/Ex
 Delivery/Collection - Nationwide

= LOW RATES GOOD SERVICE

0181 462 6261 (OR 8621)
www.advancedsounds.co.uk

Studio Services

ALAN STEWART
SPECIALIST BUILDING SERVICES

 Recording Studios  Vocal Booths
 Custom Built or Standard Design

 Full Design & Build Service
 Acoustic Consultancy

Full Joinery service for
custom desks and furniture

Contact: Alan Stewart
Tel/Fax: 01760 440440

e-mail: stewart@avdl.demon.co.uk

Insurance

1-.1 S I ID VIE Fi
The complete insurance for all musical instruments,

electronic gear, stage props, lighting, amplification etc.
Designed by a musician for musicians.

Covered at home, out and about, at gigs, in vehicles.
Policy underwritten by General Accident and only available from

tQat/ te Va llff' (A .1/2Cle,

The Olde Shoppe, Ewyas Harold, Hfds., HR2 OES
Call 01981-240536 for free info pack, or Fax 01981-240451

LIENCILLA CANWORTH..- INSURANCE GROUP

Quality Cover For Your Equipment
At Competitive Rates

Telephone Rob or Kevin

0181 686 5050
for an immediate quotation

SOUND INSURANCE

Insurance for music and entelainment

THE BEST INSURANCE FOR

MUSICIANS AND STUDIOS

AT THE BEST PRICE

For instant quotes and
cover see web site

www,musicalmsurance,com
OR CALL DIRECT ON

01203 555900

Wanted

WANTED
FOR CASH OR EXCHANG

STUDIO 8c PA
EQUIPMENT

+ all musical instruments
& technology
MUSIC

EXCHANGE
56 Notting Hill Gate, London W11

0171 229 4805

OPEN 7 DAYS
LARGE SELECTION ON SAL .



Courses Artists Wanted Flight Cases

Manchester MIDI School
Stainbarg

Training Center

usic
roduction
ourses

for prospectus call 0161 953 4072
urww.midischool.corn

ALCHEMEACollege of Audio Engineering
We offer more practical time

than any other college.
0171-359-4035

www.alchemea.demon.co.uk

Flied YOURSELF A RECORD DEAL

in the

F4ftic-A--
A & R NEWSLETTER

TRY IT -FREE
This valuable Newsletter profiles 20 Labels,

Publishers, Managements etc which are

looking for new acts/material every month

Send SAE to Bandit for a

FREE SAMPLE EDITION

BANDIT (MIX), PO BOX 22,
Newport,

Isle of Wight P030 1LZ
Sample the intonation supplied by Bandit by calling

0930 566 567
Operated in conjunction with the I.S.A. Calls 50pirnin at all limes

Sample Feature & info also on

www.wightweb.demon.co.uk/bandit/

Production Company
requires composers/musicians
who write and record music in
the style of Television Titles,

Soundtracks &Incidental Music.
&incl mlunz r oo 11 OA-N. 20

0/ 1505/2 EiEME
10IIIB5/p9Icly HEM

iMNr,cle]q5iXiOril ABM -MP

CALL ABOUT OUR FREE
TYPESETTING AND
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I q&a in the spotlight...

Budgie
Siouxsie And The Banshees' drummer gets comfy in the

production chair with cherished spin-off project The Creatures...
As a sub -band of original punk outfit Siouxsie
And The Banshees, The Creatures, a.k.a.
Siouxsie Sioux and Budgie, have been
releasing albums for a staggering 18 years.
Maintaining their dark, poppy edge, their latest
release Anima Animus sees them taking on
new influences such as Tricky, and getting
increasingly immersed in studio technology.
The album was recorded in France, where they
now reside, and proves that they are once
again ahead of the pack when it comes to
writing and production. The Mix caught up with
Budgie on a fleeting visit to London.

What have been the main changes
during your musical lifespan?
The intrusion, or the brilliance, of the computer
technology now in the studio. It's been there
in a small way for a long while, but it has
completely set its own strength in the last few
years. Now I think there is a good medium
where people are interested in the whole
spectrum of ways of getting material recorded,
be it to tape, or disk or whatever. Certainly at
the moment it is the most exciting time it's
been in the long time we've been involved in
production. There's a certain irreverence to do
with getting ideas down. As long as that's
done, it doesn't matter how you do it. That's
the way we did it when we started, because
we really didn't know what we were doing.

How does this affect The Creatures?
Siouxsie still uses a dictaphone for jotting ideas
down, and I'm just starting to use a MiniDisc
for ideas. Really you just need to capture that
idea before you forget it. That's the initial stage
before developing the ideas further. On Anima
Animus there is stuff we've kept from our
4 -track demos, because there was no way we
could attempt to recreate that moment. Then
there was the writing process where we put an
idea straight to cassette and then put it straight
through to ProTools or Logic Audio. That's the
discipline of working with a limited palette. The
discipline of wanting to keep this thing quick -
from the start to getting the idea to a point -
rather than labouring over it for months.

Why did you go for Logic Audio?
We were working with Warne Livesey, and also
with Steve Levine, and it was a system they
were familiar with. It was a really seamless

Budgie always tried to look
his best when the vicar
came to tea

process. In the past we were worried we were
being left out of that creative side of
technology. But, now it's a case of putting our
ideas down; doing several passes of the drum
track, the vocal track or whatever and then
quickly editing things together.

You recorded at home in France...
It sounds like a grand enterprise, but we
moved there because we wanted the space. It
didn't really work out for the Banshees, but it's
ideally suited for us; it puts us on a steady
ground. And the drum sound was great, so we
didn't think we should bother looking to
capture it again somewhere else, when it was
right here. We wheeled in a Mackie desk and a
bunch of valve compressors and Neumann
mice and did it all at that location.

Was it a conscious idea to use
different producers?
We got Steve Lyon to do the bulk of the
recording because of his experience with
situation recording with mobile equipment. We

thought we had a finished album at that point,
it was only when we had some new ideas that
we came over to London and then contacted
Steve Levine. I saw an interview with him in
The Mix, and, among other things, I liked what
he said about the Yamaha desk, the 02R. He
was somebody I'd wanted to work with for a
long time, so that was a great opportunity.

Have you been influenced by any
new music this time round?
We were really taken with Tricky's work. More
recently, influences have come via the guys at
Hydrogen Dukebox [London -based dance
label]. We've never honed in and said 'That's
the sound we want! It's always a bit of that, a
bit of this. I always go for the obscure section
in every record store, the ones they try and
reduce because no-one wants to buy...

How do you plan and execute your
live performances?
The last time The Creatures went out we
sequenced the whole show. The sequencers
were driven by my kick drum. I was using a
trigger which allowed me to move the
sequences to the tempo I was playing at.
When it worked it was bliss, and when it didn't,
it was a nightmare. I asked people for advice,
and everyone was using Hi -8 tapes and just
doing live mixes, but you're still restricted to
what you put down in the studio that way.

We didn't really want to bring a guitarist out
because it dominates the sound so much. So
we hit on just using two bass players and the
drums, and using guitar phrases from the
album which Siouxsie triggers from a keyboard.
All the samples are two -bar breaks at set
tempos, so the rest of the time, when they are
not audible, we're not limited to that tempo.
The idea being that you are not set to a preset
sequence length. Nobody seems to be doing
that, but it seems to me that it's so possible.

So... what future developments are
you planning for The Creatures?
I had an idea that dawned on me when I was
watching Beck live. There was this guy called
DJ Swamp on stage with him. To have
someone in as a percussion player/DJ would
be good. It's not right for what we're doing at
the moment, but I think it's the combination
I'd like to hear.  Nick Serre
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Read Think Choose
Producer/Remixer:
Seal, Pet Shop Boys, Urban Soul and Evolution

Artist: Peter Gabriel and Real World

Prod ucer/Remixer/Labe I Owner:
American Recordings, Red Hot Chili Peppers,
Beastie Boys, Run AMC and Public Enemy

Producers/Remixers:
En Vogue, Goodie Mob and Outkast

Producer/Artist/Label Owner:
SoSo Def, Jermaine Dupri, Xscape, Monica and
TLC

Producer/Remixer/Label Owner:
Narcotic Records, Michael Jackson, Janet
Jackson, The Police

Engineer/Mixer:
Brandy, Monica, Vanessa Williams and
Mary J. Blige

Producer/Engineer:
Whitney Houston, Al Jarreau,
Tevin Campbell, Take 6

Songwriter/Producer:
Whitney Houston, John Secada,
Tracy Chapman

Producer/Artist:
Michael Jackson, Bobby Brown, Black Street,
Janet Jackson and many more

Technology with Soul.

For more information and a demo CD please call
on

Instrumentalist:
Madonna and Sting

Logic Audio gives me a tremendous
amount of production flexibility with
its extremely high MIDI resolution. I can
play the most complicated drum solos
into it and Logic Audio will capture
every event exactly the way I played it.
It feels like I am recording to tape, not
a sequencer. With its full support of the
Pro Tools 24 System I have the most
complete MIDI and 24 Bit recording
package available.

Jamiroquai
Wait until you hear the new tunes
we're coming up with using Logic
Audio.
We used to think computers were not
for us, but working with Logic Audio
couldn't be easier, faster or more
intuitive. It has opened up a whole new
world for us to explore with our
musical ideas . Setting up production
environments couldn't be easier. Just
draw them in your VIRTUAL INSANITY
window.

Producer/Songwriter:
Groove Theory, Toni Braxton
and Mary J. Blige
Logic Audio is the front runner with my
new Groove Theory Project... It makes
producing & arranging songs a quick
1,2,3 compared to other Digital
Audio/Sequencers I've used.

Producer/Remixer/Mixer:
A Tribe Called Quest, Eyrkah Badu,
De La Soul and John B.
Nowadays with software as powerful
and accurate both sonically and time
wise as Logic Audio, you have every-
thing you need in the one application.
No more switching back and forth.
Everything is handled from within
Logic Audio... I'm not only a Logic
Audio user, I'm a Logic Audio lover.

Sound Technology plc, Letchworth Point, Letchworth, Hertfordshire. SG6 1ND. More info at www.soundtech.co.uk
All rights reserved. Logic® and Logic Audio'"" are Registered Trademarks of Emagic®.



MASSIVE ENERGY
ABSOLUTE G-E-mrus

PURI LEXICON
Lexicon effects processors have been
used on over 80% of all UK and USA
top 40 albums since 1975. IA
Lexicon are quite simply the worlds
best effects units. We take your musi
seriously so try Lexicon and judge
for yourself.

LEXICON - The desired effect

MPX100 £249

FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER CONTACT

TEL: 0171 328 0660

MPX1 £ 799

Nomins

exicon
www.lexicon.com


